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OTT, E 
ascons: Refined Calculation of the 
. Gravity Profile for Mare Serenitatis 
J. E. Conel, G. B. Holstrom, and E. Abbott 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 30-33, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Conel, J. E. 
ABHYANKAR, K. D. 
A002 Linearization of the Global Equations of Radiative 
Transfer 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 50-52, 
April 30, 1969 
Planetary spectra of increasingly high resolution are 
becoming available since the development of in- 
terferometric techniques; unfortunately, there is at 
present no sound theoretical basis for their inter- 
pretation, particularly when atmospheric scattering 
plays an important role (as is certainly the case for 
Venus and Jupiter). In the theory of spectral line 
formation in planetary atmospheres, the transfer of 
electromagnetic radiation through an inhomoge- 
neous medium in which the ratio of scattering and 
extinction cross sections (called albedo for single scat- 
tering) varies with optical depth must be considered. 
The solution of the inhomogeneous problem is there- 
fore a prerequisite for any such theory. In order to 
develop a general method for solving this nonlinear 
problem analytically, an attempt was made to 
linearize the basic equations by a perturbation tech- 
nique. The analytical treatment presented in this 
article is the first successful attempt to derive such a 
solution. 
03 Iteration Scheme for Solving the Linearized X-  and 
N-Equations 
A. L. Fymat and K. D. Abhyankar 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 53-55, 
April 30,1969 
rror Analysis of the Linearization 
Radiative Transfer Theory 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 25-28, 
June 30,1969 
For illustrating the linearization method of solving 
the problem of radiative transfer in inhomogeneous 
atmospheres of arbitrary optical thickness, H-func- 
tions were computed for isotropically scattering 
semi-infinite homogeneous atmospheres with albedos 
for single scattering R = 0.975, 0.925, 0.700, and 
0.300 from the H-function for a reference atmos- 
phere with 51, = 0.900. These cases correspond to 
the perturbation values: o = + 1 I 1 2, + 1 / 36, - 2/ 9, 
and -2/3, respectively. The results are given in this 
article. The differences between the linear computa- 
tions and the exact ones are found to be small; hence, 
the linearization method is shown to be quite 
effective. 
A005 Effect of Linearization of the Transfer Problem on the 
Computations of the Emergent Radiation Field 
A. L. Fymat and K. D. Abhyankar 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 28-30, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Fymat, A. L. 
A006 Imperfect Rayleigh Scattering in a Semi-Infinite 
Atmosphere 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
Astron. Astrophys., Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 101-1 10, January 1970 
Planetary atmospheres exhibit imperfect scattering 
irrespective of the assumed law of scattering. The 
reflection matrix 9(p,L,tp; for a semi-infinite 
plane-parallel stratified homogeneous atmosphere, 
scattering in accordance with the conservative 
Rayleigh phase matrix, was obtained b y  
Chandrasekhar in 1950. The corresponding solutions 
for a nonconservative Rayleigh atmosphere in which 
the albedo for single scattering R is constant, but 
different from unity, are presented for some repre- 
sentative values of R. 
The solution for any particular R contains four scalar 
H-functions, H(') (p), W2) (p) , H 3  (p), and H;) (p), 
which satisfy the Ambarzumian-Chandrasekhar H -  
equation with the characteristic functions For abstract, see Fymat, A. L. 
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16 W2) (p) = - R (1 + p2)2 
respectively, and the 2- x 2-matrix function 
(p), which satisfies a nonlinear matrix 
equation similar to the scalar H-equation. Here, M(p) 
is defined by_fhe relationship of separability Po) (p, p') 
= R M( p) M(p' 1, where P(0) (p, p') is the azimuth- 
independent part of the nonconservative Rayleigh 
phase matrix. 
These functions have been computed for R = 0,0.25, 
0.50, and 0.75. The results have been used for 
calculating the intensity of the diffusely reflected 
radiation for a direction of illumination po = 0.5. The 
reduction in value of the albedo increases the abso- 
lute degree of polarization and brings the Babinet 
and Brewster neutral points closer to the sun; the 
points even coalesce with the sun for very small 
albedo values. 
7 Theory of Radiative Transfer in Inhomogeneous 
Atmospheres. 1. Perturbation Method 
A. L. Fyrnat and K. D. Abhyankar 
Astrophys, J., Vol. 158, No. 1, pp. 315-324, October 1969 
For abstract, see Fymat, A. L. 
08 Theory of Radiative Transfer in Inhomogeneous 
Atmospheres. I!. Application of the Perturbation 
A. L. Fymat and K. D. Abhyankar 
Asfrophys. J., Vol. 158, No. 1, pp. 325-335, October 1969 
For abstract, see Fymat, A. L. 
ethod to a Semi-infinite Atmosphere 
A 
ion of the Perturbation 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
March 1970 
Astrophy~. J., VOI. 159, NO. 3, Pt. 1, pp. 1009-1018, 
problem are treated by the authors' perturbation 
method. The nonlinear singular integral equations 
for the matrix functions 
by linearizing the equati 
equation is written in an operator form, and its N- 
solution is given. er substitution of this solution in 
the equation for the resulting linear equation is 
also written in its operator form, and its N-solution is 
obtained. The convergence of these series solutions is 
studied, and the regions of convergence in the case of 
a Rayleigh-scattering law are delimited when the 
solution for conservative Rayleigh scattering is taken 
as the reference. 
eory of Radiative Transfer in lnho 
tmospheres. IY. Application of the 
ethod to a Semi-infinite Atmosphere 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
March 1970 
To describe the transfer of partially polarized radi- 
ation through an inhomogeneous semi-infinite 
atmosphere, a matrix N-function has been introduced 
by considering the limit of the K-function as the opti- 
cal thickness of a finite atmosphere becomes infinite. 
The nonlinear singular integral equation satisfied by 
N is given; it generalizes the scalar H-equation of 
Sobolev for the fields in which the state of polari- 
zation must be taken into account. This equation is 
solved by the authors' perturbation method in the 
form of a Neumann series. The convergence region 
of this series solution is delimited for the Rayleigh law 
of scattering. An iteration scheme for computing the 
solution is described, and sample computations are 
presented in which the N-functions for homogeneous 
Rayleigh nonconservative atmospheres with albedo 
for single scattering R = 0.25 and 0.75 are derived 
.from the No-function for a reference homogeneous 
atmosphere with Ro = 0.5. Comparison of these 
linear solutions with the exact solutions given earlier 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the matrix pertur- 
bation method; for example, the relative error in the 
reflected intensity is < 0.2% for R = 0.25 and < 
1.9% for R = 0.75. 
A s ~ ~ o ~ ~ Y s .  J., Vol. 159, No.3, Pt. 1, pp. 1019-1028, 
ltidimensional Singular Linear 
#. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
1. Muth. Mech., Vol. 19, No. 2, pp. 1 15-1 22, August 1969 
In the case where the phase matrix, corresponding to 
the azimuth-independent term of the radiation field 
scattered by  an inhomogeneous plane-parallel atmo- 
In solving the equation of radiative transfer for an 
inhomogeneous atmosphere by means of a perturba- 
tion technique, a new type of integral equation was 
is separable in the for obtained. It is a multidimensional mixed Vol- 
'(p') (where the dagger terra-Fredholm type of singular integral equation of 
the second kind with an inner and an outer kernal. transposition), the simplified matrix equations of the 
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The Neumann-type series solution of the equation is 
given and its convergence for the radiative transfer 
problem is discussed. The domain of convergence for 
an isotropically scattering semi-infinite atmosphere is 
illustrated. 
inear integral Equation 
A. L. Fymat and K. D. Abhyankar 
J. Math. Mech., Vol. 19, No. 7, pp. 587-600, January 1970 
For abstract, see Fymat, A. L. 
@en the Elements of the 
for Scattering 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
J. Math. Phys. (MY.), Vol. 10, No. 10, pp. 1935-1938, 
October 1969 
The process of scattering of radiation is usually char- 
acterized by a 4 x 4 transformation matrix which 
relates the radiation field vector incident on the scat- 
terer to the scattered field vector. The nine relations 
between the 16 elements of this phase matrix for 
scattering are derived explicitly for the three most 
commonly used representations of the intensity 
vector, viz., Wolfs coherency matrix formalism, 
Chandrasekhar’s and Stokes’ representations. The 
invariance of these relations under the action of any 
optical train containing one or more elements char- 
acterized by their Jones representation is demon- 
strated. These relations should be useful in the theory 
of polarization optics. The same relations are also 
shown to hold after rotation of the axes of reference 
for the electric vectors in the incident and scattered 
beams. Since such a transformation is required in the 
formulation of the theory of radiative transfer, the 
relations derived here may find use in multiple scat- 
tering problems as well. 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
1. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer, Vol. 9, No. 11, 
pp. 1563-1 566, November 1969 
It is shown in a simple manner why the H-equation 
admits two solutions and how they are related to each 
other. A justification for rejecting the solution Hl(p) 
is given without referring to the auxiliary equation 
for the source function. 
A 0  P 5 An Alternate 
inhomogeneous Atmospheres 
A. L. Fymat and I<. D. Abhyankar 
J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer, Vol. 10, No. 1, 
pp. 49-54, January 1970 
For abstract, see Fymat, A. L. 
ization of the Pioneer VI 
Superior Conjunction 
C. T. Stelzried and A. Abreu 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 64-67, September 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Stelzried, C. T. 
eceived Signal Polarization 
A-dec Antenna 
C. T. Stelzried, T. Sato, D. D. Hubiak, and A. Abreu 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp.88-91, March31,1970 
For abstract, see Stelzried, C. T. 
D. R. Montgomery and L. A. Adoms 
Appl. Opt., Vol. 9, No. 2, pp. 277-287, February 1970 
For abstract, see Montgomery, D. R. 
019 An Investigation of the Strength of Aluminum 
Used in Integrated Circuits 
M. Adams 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 149-153, 
April 30,1969 
In the integrated circuit industry, there has recently 
been a trend towards using 0.001-in.-&am. alumi- 
num-1 %-silicon wire ultrasonically bonded in place 
to achieve the electrical interconnection of the 
aluminum metallization on the silicon die to the 
package leads. Since its inception, this technique has 
presented serious problems in assuring the reliability 
of such devices. The strength of the aluminum wire 
and the bonds it makes has been found to be mar- 
ginal during mechanical stressing. 
The investigation discussed in this article was 
conducted to evaluate the strength of the wire in the 
packaged integrated circuit device. A technique was 
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developed to stress the wire loops in situ until failure. 
The loads applied and the nature and location of the 
fracture were recorded. To better understand the 
type of failures and wire strength being observed, 
additional testing was performed with wires of a 
known thermomechanical history. This information 
was obtained by tensile-testing aluminum-1 %-silicon 
wire obtained from a leading manufacturer. 
024 Viscoelastic ehawior of Elastomers Undergoing 
Scission Reactions [ ecember 1969-January 19701 
J. Moocanin, J. J. Aklonis, and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 235-237, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Moacanin, J. 
DO~MO, D. 
n Parameter Estimation in 
D. Adorno 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 71-74, September 30, 1969 
In this article, a determination is given of the con- 
ditional distribution of the gain parameter of a linear 
system, given noisy observations on the behavior of 
the system over a b e  interval. 
KLOMIS, J. J. 
A02 1 Creep of Elastomers Undergoing Aging 
J. Moacanin, J. J. Aklonis (University of Southern California), 
R. F. Fedors, and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp: 169-172, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Moacanin, J. 
ehawior of Elastomers 
Scission Reactions 
J. Moacanin, J. J. Aklonis (University of Southern 
California), and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 199-201, 
August31,1969 
For abstract, see Moacanin, J. 
ehawior of Elastomers Undergoing 
Scission Reactions [August-§e~tember 19691 
J. Moacanin, J. J. Aklonis (University of Southern 
California), and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 198-200, 
October 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Moacanin, J. 
AKYUZ, E A. 
EDGE-" General-Purpose Computer 
ata Generation: User's 
F. A. Akyuz 
Technical Memorandum 33-431, Vol. I, September 15, 1969 
This memorandum describes the general-purpose 
Finite Element Input Data Generation (FEDGE) 
program and summarizes the topological definitions 
and classifications related to the preparation of input. 
The logical steps for the analysis of a given geometri- 
cal configuration are explained, with emphasis on 
their relations with the input preparation of the 
actual FEDGE computer program. The program 
generates input data for continuous structures, which 
are defined by the properties associated with the 
closed domains and the boundary of the domains in 
two- and three-dimensional space. Any practical 
number of subdomains with different field properties 
can be handled by the program. The output of the 
program is a list of coordinates, boundary conditions, 
and element properties and is stored on the tape. 
With a little additional information and minor pro- 
gramming effort, the output can be obtained ready to 
use for any specific structural analysis, heat-transfer 
analysis, or fluid-mechanics problem. The coordinates 
generated can be used in finite-difference analysis. 
The execution time depends upon the complexity of 
the geometrical configuration and its topological 
forms, and requires approximately 2-4 min per 
subdomain. The program is written in FORTRAN I1 
language. 
F. A. Akyuz 
Technical Memorandum 33-43 1, Vol. 11, September 15,1969 
Detailed information concerning the general-pur- 
pose Finite Element Data Generation (FEDGE) com- 
puter program is presented. For each link are 
included a list of programs and their functions with 
their decimal word length, a summarized flow chart, 
and the complete listing of the FORTRAN and FAP 
programs. The composition of the arrays, dimensions, 
equivalence statements and tapes used, and the func- 
tion of each link are described. Information is pro- 
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vided on the contents of the tape units, and defini- 
tions are provided for prominent symbols used in the 
program. 
F. A. Akyuz 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 158-163, 
April 30,1969 
In the last decade, the finite-element method has 
been a versatile and efficient tool of automation for 
the solution of engineering mechanics problems such 
as stress analysis of continuous structures, heat 
transfer analysis, and fluid mechanics, where 
preparation of input has been a major problem. 
Previous efforts for automation of input preparation 
have been related to special types of problems with- 
out any success in generalization. 
This article presents a brief description of the 
FEDGE computer program and summarizes its capa- 
bilities with an example that provides a considerable 
time saving in the preparation of data for the finite- 
element method. The application of the new concept 
of natural coordinate systems to the present com- 
puter program is accounted for. 
A028 A Preliminary Study of a Solar-Electric Low-Thrust 
Saturn Orbiter Mission in 1983-84 
D. J. Alderson and W. Stavro 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I l l ,  pp. 256-261, 
October31,1969 
This article presents the results of a preliminary 
study of a solar-electric low-thrust Saturn orbiter 
mission for the 1983-1984 launch opportunity. 
ASTRAL-an optimized low-thrust trajectory pro- 
gram that uses approximate closed-form solutions to 
the equations of motion-was used in the analysis. 
Results show significant advantages from using 
solar-electric low-thrust propulsion for such a 
mission. Flight times were maintained at 3.5 yr, and, 
with insertion beyond the rings of Saturn, much 
higher payloads were achieved than in the ballistic 
case. 
ensitivity to Creatinine thanol 
H. Y. Tom, L. Taylor, and D. Alexander 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 1-4, 
October 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Tom, H. Y. 
allistic Evaluation of High-Energy E 
ropellants 
F. A. Anderson and R. L. Bailey 
Technical Report 32-1418, November 15,1969 
(Confidential) 
Eight JPL Ballistic Test Evaluation System motors 
loaded with solid propellants containing beryllium 
hydride (LMH-2) as a fuel were successfully test-fired 
under simulated altitude conditions at the Arnold 
Engineering Development Center in Tullahoma, 
Tennessee in June 1968. The objective was to evalu- 
ate the ballistic performance of such propellants 
under vacuum conditions and at relatively high noz- 
zle expansion ratios. Two types of propellants, each 
double-base systems, were evaluated. The tests and 
their results are described in this report. 
A ~ D E ~ S Q ~ ,  J. D. 
A031 Influence of the Asteroid Belt on an Experiment to 
Detect General Relativistic Effects in the Orbit of 
Mars 
J. D. Anderson and A. S. Liu 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Voi. 111, pp. 32-34, 
April 30,1969 
An objective of the Mariner Mars 1971 celestial 
mechanics experiment is to measure general rela- 
tivistic effects in the orbit of Mars by means of high- 
precision ranging data to the orbiting spacecraft. 
Perturbations in the orbit of Mars resulting from a 
ring distribution of asteroidal material at 2.8 AU 
were previously described. In comparing these 
perturbations with those from general relativity to 
see if there is any problem in separating the general 
relativistic and asteroidal perturbations, one conclu- 
sion was that it is impossible to tell the difference be- 
tween general relativistic perturbations and those 
from an asteroid belt of unknown mass, at least at a 
level of a few hundred meters. 
In order to obtain an estimate of the level at which 
the asteroidal and relativistic perturbations could be 
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separated, the first harmonic term in the mean 
anomaly was filtered out of the periodic perturba- 
tions in both cases. Isotropic coordinates were used 
for the general relativistic perturbations. The results 
are tabulated for a total mass equal to 0.01 that of the 
earth in terms of the maximum excursions produced 
by higher-order harmonics for both relativistic and 
asteroidal perturbations. 
32 Implications of Adding X- and Tracking to a Pioneer 
F/G Spacecraft 
J. D. Anderson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 77-81, June31,1969 
This article discusses the benefits to both the navi- 
gational performance and the celestial mechanics 
experiment of the Pioneer F and G spacecraft that 
will be gained by adding X-band doppler and ranging 
capabilities to the planned S-band capabilities. The 
major benefit will be realized by adding the X-band 
doppler capability, although the X-band ranging 
capability will also be useful. (The dual X-band capa- 
bility is essential if a total electron content experi- 
ment is desired, as was the case for previous Pioneer 
spacecrdt.) 
The X-band doppler permits essentially a complete 
charged-particle calibration of S- and X-band doppler 
data by the dual-frequency technique. It also allows a 
fair calibration of range data, although a bias from 
charged particles remains because doppler data can 
only measure the change in integrated electron con- 
tent along the signal path. This is also true of a 
range-doppler calibration of range with S-band 
tracking only; however, to compete with an X-band 
doppler system, it is necessary to measure range at 
the beginning and end of a tracking pass on a daily 
basis to an accuracy on the order of $-4 m. Also, it 
must be possible to accumulate doppler cycle count 
over an entire pass without interruption. The 
addition of X-band doppler data removes these 
restrictions and also improves the accuracy of the 
doppler data over the S-band calibration by a factor 
of four. 
elatiwistic Solar Perturbations on t 
J. D. Anderson 
Supporfing Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 216-217, 
December 3 1,1969 
The placing of corner reflectors on the moon and the 
possibility of landing active radio transponders there 
have prompted a great deal of interest in the 
measurement of relativistic terms in the lunar 
motion. In this article, the relativistic acceleration 
produced by the sun on the geocentric coordinates of 
the moon is derived in an approximate form for the 
Brans-Dicke relativistic theory of gravitation. The 
use of the resulting expression to evaluate the accu- 
racy of tests of the theory is discussed briefly. 
improvement of Astronomical G 
Ephemerides from Pioneer Radi 
J. D. Anderson and D. E. Hilt 
AIAA I., Vol. 7, No. 6, pp. 1048-1 054, June 1969 
This paper tabulates some preliminary, weighted, 
least-squares fits to two-way coherent S-band doppler 
data from Pioneers VI and VII. There is also a discus- 
sion of what kind of scientific information can be 
expected from Pioneer tracking data, and brief 
reference is made to the methods used in extracting 
this information. Because of the preliminary nature 
of the fits to the data, the solutions are presented 
with a minimum of discussion. The principal results 
are that values are recommended for the geocentric 
gravitational constant CE, for the earth-moon mass 
ratio p-l, and for the gravitational constant GM for 
the moon. The uncertainties associated with the 
values are believed to represent realistic standard 
errors. 
A035 The Applications Technology Satellite Apogee 
Rocket Motor: A Summary Report 
R. G. Anderson 
Technical Memorandum 33-338, February 1, 1970 
This report documents the design, development, 
qualification testing, and operation of a spacecraft- 
stage solid-propellant rocket motor that was used to 
transfer the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
Applications Technology Satellite from its initial 
elliptical trajectory to a near-synchronous earth orbit. 
The motor fires at the apogee position of a highly 
elliptical transfer orbit to place the spacecraft in a 
circular orbit at synchronous altitude (22,300 mi). 
The mission requirements for precise motor thrust- 
vector alignment during the burn phase and for 
dynamic balance before, during, and after burning 
are unique and stringent; therefore, the development 
phase focused on producing precision components. 
Most developmental tests used chambers fabricated 
from AIS1 410 stainless steel; however, a later pro- 
gram requirement for nonmagnetic materials caused 
a change to 6A1-4V titanium alloy. Several develop- 
ment tests, all qualification units, and all flight motors 
have used the titanium chamber. The motor develop- 
ment phase consisted of a logical sequence of testing 
to: (1) confirm processing, component design, and 
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survival ability in simulated booster and space 
environments, and (2) establish preliminary perform- 
ance characteristics. The qualification phase, which 
consisted of testing eight units at simulated altitudes 
while spinning at 100 revlmin with propellant grains 
conditioned to 40°F or 100"F, established the exact 
performance characteristics of the motor. 
A036 
A037 
38 
Systems 
W. J. Hurd and T. 0. Anderson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 70-72, May 31,1969 
For abstract, see Hurd, W. J. 
Combinatorial Communication: Digital 
Exponential Function Generator 
T. 0. Anderson and W. J. Hurd 
Supporting Research and Advanced Developrnen f, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. Il l ,  pp. 34-36, 
August 3 1,1969 
The implementation of the slope threshold data 
compression method of Kleinrock requires the 
generation of an exponentially decaying time func- 
tion with a programmable initial value and time 
constant. An exponentially decaying time function 
could easily be obtained in an analog system by use of 
a simple resistance-capacitance circuit or an 
integrate-reset circuit. Control of the initial value 
and time constant would be more difficult, however, 
and would involve some sort of analog switching. In a 
digital system, the straightforward implementation 
would use a digital low-pass filter, which requires an 
adder and, in general, a multiplier. Another approach 
would use a hybrid system, with an integrate-reset 
circuit and 'an analog-to-digital converter. Both 
approaches would be fairly expensive, and the hybrid 
approach would suffer the usual disadvantages of ana- 
log circuitries. 
This article describes a simple and inexpensive 
method for digital approximation of the exponential 
function to any desired degree of accuracy. The 
implementation uses only simple counters and gating 
logic. 
igital Acquisition and 
plementation of a SI 
T. 0. Anderson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. 11, pp. 43-51, January 3 1, 1970 
This article describes a simple, redundancy-reduc- 
tion, data compression scheme wherein a significance 
detector operates on first differences. The threshold 
decision reference is a bi-polar exponential decay 
function that is biased to the difference related to the 
last accepted sample. The design is suitable for 
bringing real-time video data from overseas deep 
space stations (DSSs) to the JPL Space Flight Opera- 
tions Facility (SFOF) for public display, as well as for 
a spacecraft-to-earth link. Other possible applications 
include Earth Resources Technology Satellites, tele- 
vision relay satellites, and any NASA program with a 
video link where data compressions of 4:l are neces- 
sary or desirable. 
igital Acquisition and Detection: Slope Threshold 
ata Compression System Performance Test 
T. 0. Anderson and S. Brokl 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. 11, pp. 52-54, January 3 1, 1970 
A slope threshold video data compression system has 
been successfully checked out and tested, using an 
analog function generator as the data source. The test 
configuration and results are described in this article. 
A~~~ information Systems: Acquisition Time for Symbol 
Synchronizer for Low S 
W. J. Hurd and T. 0. Anderson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. 11, pp. 57-63, January 3 1, 1970 
For abstract, see Hurd, W. J. 
rmation Systems: A Class of 
Pass Filters 
W. J. Hurd and T. 0. Anderson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. 11, pp. 63-68, January 3 1, 1970 
For abstract, see Hurd, W. J. 
A 
5 4  Space Simulator at the Jet Propulsion 
atory 
J. W. Harrell and M. J. Argoud 
Technical Report 32-1 41 5, October 15, 1969 
For abstract, see Harrell, J. W. 
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E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodemich, J. C. Ashlock, and S. Lurie 
J. Am. Statis. Assoc., Vol. 64, No. 328, pp. 1403-1414, 
December 1969 
For abstract, see Posner, E. C. 
ine Configuration 
G. Atkinson and T. Unti 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 27-28, 
October 3 1, 1969 
The magnetic-field-line configuration is presented 
for the flow of plasma around a two-dimensional di- 
pole, allowing for the formation of a magnetic tail 
and a neutral sheet. This solution is compared with 
the field-line configuration without a neutral sheet. 
Predicted magnetic-field strengths both in the 
noon-midnight meridian and out along the magnetic 
tail are found to agree well with values obtained by 
satellite measurements. 
imensional Chapman-Ferraro Problem With 
Neutral Sheet. 2. The Interior Field 
G. Atkinson and T. Unti 
1. Geophys. Res., Space Physics, Vol. 74, No. 14, 
pp. 3713-3716, July 1,1969 
The magnetic field line configuration is presented for 
the flow of plasma around a two-dimensional dipole 
in the Chapman-Ferraro approximation, allowing for 
the formation of a tail and neutral sheet. This is com- 
pared to the case without neutral sheet, and some 
conclusions are made about the distortion of the mag- 
netosphere by the tail. A short discussion of the tail is 
given, in which it is concluded that if streaming 
motions are not important in the neutral sheet, then 
the magnetic field must have a component - 1 y 
normal to the neutral sheet, which decreases with 
distance down the tail. 
G. Atkinson and T. Unti 
J. Geophys. Res., Space Physics, Vol. 74, No. 26, 
pp. 6275-6280, December 1,1969 
In a magnetosphere with a magnetic tail and a per- 
fect neutral sheet, the steady-state field line 
configuration is found to depend on two variables: 
the magnetic flux in the tail and the solar wind 
momentum flux. Thus, changes in solar wind momen- 
tum flux, or transport of magnetic field lines into and 
from the tail cause a large-scale magnetospheric flow 
toward the new equilibrium configuration. The solu- 
tions to the two-dimensional case are used to study 
the flows and indicate the following: (1) Changes of 
the momentum flux of the solar wind are important 
in producing convective flow only if they are an 
order of magnitude in a short time. (2) The large-scale 
convective flow is usually determined to first order 
by the rate at which field lines are being carried into 
the tail and is probably not dependent on occur- 
rences at the neutral sheet. (3) Reconnection and 
collapse of tail field lines to a dipolar-like con- 
figuration could produce significant magnetosphere- 
wide flow only if it was burst-like in occurrence. The 
magnetospheric response to forces that produce 
flows depends on the relative size of three time con- 
stants: (1)the time constant of the driving force, 
(2) the time to set up a stressed magnetosphere, and 
(3) the time to relax it by motion of field line feet 
through the conducting ionosphere. 
A047 Design Methods for Fault-Tolerant Navigation 
Computers 
A. Avi'iienis 
Technical Report 32-1 409, October 15,1969 
This report discusses the problem of fault tolerance 
in digital computers with strong emphasis on com- 
puters used in on-board navigation systems of aircraft 
and spacecraft. 
Two principal approaches to fault tolerance in 
navigation computers are analyzed, with examples 
taken from recent aerospace computers, i.e., the 
Saturn I/ computer, and the Self Testing And 
Repairing spacecraft guidance computer. The prob- 
lem of fault tolerance is identified and defined, and 
current applications of the computers are discussed. 
Some current exploratory research and research 
objectives for the future are described, and an exten- 
sion of automatic maintenance to an entire naviga- 
tion system is introduced. 
A. Avili'enis, F. P. Mathur, D. A. Rennels, and J. A. Rohr 
Technical Report 32-1 449 (Reprint of Paper 69-966 presented 
at AlAA Aerospace Computer Systems Conference, Los 
Angeles, California, September 8-1 0, 1969) 
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This paper describes an experimental aerospace com- 
puter with built-in automatic maintenance features. 
The computer is called the Self-Testing-And- 
Repairing (STAR) computer. The hardware, software, 
and the estimation of reliability of the STAR 
computer are discussed, and an extension of the 
STAR concepts to automatic maintenance of other 
systems of an unmanned interplanetary spacecraft is 
considered. 
6. H. 
Heat Transfer and Laminar 
Distributions in an Internal 
Temperatures up to 13,900 deg 
P. F. Massier, L. H. Back, and E. J. Roschke 
Technical Report 32-1 3 16 (Reprinted from Journal of Heat 
Transfer, ASME Ser. C., Vol. 91, No. 1, pp. 83-90, 
February 1969) 
For abstract, see Massier, P. F. 
Flow and Heat-Transfer Measurements in Subsonic 
Air Flow Through a Contraction Section 
L. H. Back, P. F. Massier, and R. F. Cuffel 
Technical Report 32-1348 (Reprinted from /nternationa/ 
Journd o f  Heat and Mass Transfer, Vol. 12, No. 1, pp. 1-1 3, 
January 1969) 
Flow and heat-transfer measurements are presented 
for heated air flowing subsonically through a contrac- 
tion section smoothly connecting a tube to a conical 
section. These measurements spanned a range of 
cooled wall-to-stagnation temperature ratios G/Z& 
from 'A  to 2A, Reynolds numbers from 2 x lo4 to 
2 x lo5, with data obtained for both laminar and tur- 
bulent boundary layers. Unheated air flow measure- 
ments were also made. The basic flow field estab- 
lished from measurements along the wall and center- 
line consists of a turning of the flow through the con- 
traction section that resulted in an adverse pressure 
gradient (deceleration) along the wall. Flow-visuali- 
zation results indicated that the flow separated just 
upstream of the curved contraction section and re- 
attached near its end. The heat-transfer coefficients 
reached a minimum value near the center of the sep- 
aration region, increased in the vicinity of the re- 
attachment point, flattened out in the reattachment 
region, and then increased again downstream. As a 
consequence of the curved section and the associated 
separated flow effects, the heat transfer in the sep- 
aration region under certain operating conditions 
was reduced below values measured upstream in the 
tube. Values of the heat-transfer coefficient were 
higher with thin boundary layers produced by a 
short, cooled upstream length, and the distribution of 
JPL BIBLIOGRAPHY 39- 1 ? 
the heat-transfer coefficient in the redevelopment 
region depended on whether the boundary layer was 
turbulent or laminar. Effects of wall cooling in terms 
of K/Tto that were found upstream in the tube were 
not observable in the separation and reattachment 
regions. 
Laminarization of a Turbulent 
Nozzle Flow 
L. H. Back, R. F. Cuffel, and P. F. Massier 
Technical Report 32-1 407 (Reprinted from AlAA Journal, 
Vol. 7, No. 4, pp. 730-733, April 1969) 
Velocity profiles measured upstream and within a 
conical, axisymmetric nozzle reveal a strong effect of 
flow acceleration on the structure of an originally 
turbulent boundary layer. When values of the param- 
eter K = (v,/z1,2) (du,ldx) exceeded about 2 x 
1 Ob, the boundary layer became laminar-like near 
the wall because of flow acceleration, and the wall 
friction was correspondingly less than that associated 
with a turbulent boundary layer. 
Laminar, Transition, and Turbulent Boundary-Layer 
Heat-Transfer Measurements With Wall Cooling in 
Turbulent Airflow Through a Tube 
L. H. Back, R. F. Cuffel, and P. F. Massier 
Technical Report 32-1434 (Reprinted from J. Heat Transfer, 
Vol. 91, No. 4, pp. 477-487, November 1969) 
Heat-transfer measurements were made along the 
wall in the thermal entrance region of a high- 
temperature turbulent airflow through a cooled tube 
8.6 diam long. There was simultaneous development 
of the velocity and temperature profiles along the 
tube, the boundary-layer thickness at the inlet being 
small, compared to the tube radius. The measure- 
ments were made over a range of Reynolds numbers 
based on the tube diameter, Re,, from 7 x lo4 to lo6 
and wall-to-gas temperature ratio, Tw/ T,, from to 
2,4. They included natural boundary-layer transition 
data in the laminar, transition, and turbulent 
boundary-layer regions and forced transition data 
obtained with a trip at the tube inlet. Although the 
inability to predict boundary-layer transition pre- 
cludes a general correlation of the data, atair correla- 
tion of the transitional data was obtained by 
accounting for the effective origin of the boundary 
layer. Transition Reynolds numbers, on the order of 
those found for flow over a flat plate, increased with 
ReD and decreased with wall cooling; Le., decreasing 
Tw/ c. In the turbulent boundary-layer region, both 
the natural transition data and tripped data were in 
general correspondence with the trend of a constant- 
property flat-plate prediction. However, the turbu- 
lent boundary-layer heat-transfer group with 
properties evaluated at the core flow temperature 
9 
increased with wall cooling. Other investigations in 
the turbulent flow region are discussed in light of 
these measurements. 
eat Transfer in Laminar 
L. H. Back 
Technical Report 32-1441 (Reprinted from AIAA J., Vol. 7, 
No. 9, pp. 1781-1789, September 1969) 
The effect of swirl on the flow and heat transfer in a 
three-dimensional variable property, axisymmetric 
laminar boundary layer is investigated theoretically. 
The type of swirl considered is that of a free vortex 
superimposed on the longitudinal flow of a perfect 
gas over a stationary, cooled surface. The problem is 
formulated in a general way upon application of the 
Levy-Mangler transformation, and the effect of swirl, 
longitudinal flow acceleration, and surface cooling is 
investigated for a low-speed flow by obtaining sim- 
ilarity solutions over a large range of the parameters. 
The distinguishing feature of the longitudinal vel- 
ocity profiles is velocity overshoot associated with an 
increase in longitudinal flow near the surface with 
swirl. The enthalpy profiles, however, are not sig- 
nificantly affected by swirl, and this suggests an 
approximate method of predicting heat transfer in 
swirling flows by applying similarity solutions on a 
local basis, similar to that which has been proposed 
for nonswirling flows. An application to swirling flow 
through a conical-convergent nozzle indicates a pre- 
dicted increase in heat transfer with swirl along the 
convergent section, but a small increase is predicted 
in the throat region where the heat transfer is highest 
for a nonswirling flow. This trend has been observed 
experimentally. 
6 na 
le 
R. F. Cuffel, L. H. Back, and P. F. Massier 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 181-185, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Cuffel, R. F. 
R. F. Cuffel, L. H. Back, and P. F. Massier 
AIAA J., Vol. 7, No. 7, pp. 1364-1366, July 1969 
For abstract, see Cuffel, R. F. 
the Flow Coefficient for a 
P. F. Massier, L. H. Back, M. B. Noel, and F. Saheli 
AIAA J., Vol. 8, No. 3, pp. 605-607, March 1970 
For abstract, see Massier, P. F. 
E. Heer, G. Morse, and R. Badin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 187-1 90, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Heer, E. 
E. Bahm 
Technical Report 32-1404, October 1,1969 
Brushless dc motors are somewhat more expensive 
than the conventional dc motors with which they 
compete, but the added cost is compensated for by 
their superior perfnrmance. These motors could be 
built for power levels up to 50 kW with efficiencies 
greater than any other motor of the same size, and 
they have the added advantages of absence of com- 
mutator wear and arcing, a high ratio of shaft torque 
to motor weight, and a convenient means of speed 
regulation. The semiconductor devices that switch 
the motor currents are controlled by a shaft position 
sensor. 
The brushless dc motor uses an electronic commuta- 
tor which is not subject to the restrictions that govern 
conventional commutator design. An important fea- 
ture of the electronic commutator is the capability to 
switch inductive loads; this allows switching of cur- 
rents in the motor coils while they are outside the 
neutral zone of the magnetic field. Another advan- 
tage is that each coil of the motor winding can be 
commutated individually without being connected to 
other coils in the traditional way; this permits the use 
of a multitude of switching sequences and simple 
switching circuits. The motor coils need not conduct 
current at all times, as is the case for the usual dc 
motor, but only during the passage of the strong mag- 
netic field. The result is higher efficiency and lower 
operating temperatures. This report shows how these 
advantages were developed and how medium-sized 
motors can be built without excessive electronic 
circuitry. 
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allistic Evaluation of 
ropellants 
F. A. Anderson and R. L. Bailey 
Technical Report 32-1418, November 15,1969 
(Confidential) 
For abstract, see Anderson, F. A. 
A. 
I2 Coding and Synchronization Studies: Signal 
for Fast-Fading Channels 
A. V. Balakrishnan (University of California) 
Supporfhg Research and Advanced De veloprnent, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 42-48, 
February 28, 1970 
This article studies the signal design problem for 
channels in which the received signal contains a fast- 
fading component that degrades performance. It is 
shown here that the receiver need not be separately 
optimized for the transmitted signal and that the 
optimal overall system can be chosen from the class 
of systems using matched filter receivers. Further- 
more, it is shown that, if there is no bandwidth con- 
straint on the signals used, the problem is degen- 
erate, and, for stationary fast-fading, there is an 
optimal signal. 
plication of Structural Analysis an 
R. M. Bamford 
Technical Memorandum 33-399, Rev. 1, March 15, 1970 
The matrix manipulations required for common 
structural analysis problems are developed in this 
memorandum. Also included are a listing of the 
control cards that direct the structural analysis and 
matrix interpretive system (SAMIS) to perform these 
operations, a description of the required data, and a 
sample problem. 
L. D. Gray, R. A. Schorn, and E. Barker (University of Texas) 
Appl. Opt., Vol. 8, No. 10, pp. 2087-2093, October 1969 
For abstract, see Gray, L. D. 
015 rvations of 
at 7820 A 
R. A. Schorn, 1. D. Gray, and E. S. Barker (University of Texas) 
lcarus: lnf. 1. Sol. Sys., Vol. 10, No. 2, pp. 241-257, 
March 1969 
For abstract, see Schorn, R. A. 
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K. P. Bartos and M. S. Katow 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 160-1 65, May 3 1, 1969 
The 210-ft antenna at the Mars Deep Space Station is 
to be modified by installation of a new multiple feed 
cone structure and rotating subreflector. This major 
modification will provide greater operational versa- 
tility and will satisfy the demands for permanently 
installed, project-peculiar, radio-frequency feeds with 
rapid, simple, and safe changeover means. The detail 
design of the new feed system has been completed, 
and the structural components are in the initial 
stages of fabrication. The detail design is discussed in 
this article. 
K. Bartos, R. Zanteson, C. Valencia, P. Lipsius, and M. Katow 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 108-1 13, January 31, 1970 
The 210-ft-diam antenna at the Mars Deep Space Sta- 
tion is to be modified by installation of a new tri-cone 
multiple-feed cassegrain system support structure 
and rotating subreflector. This article reports the 
completion of fabrication and system testing of the 
support structure and subreflector. Measured 
accuracies of the subreflector panels, subreflector- 
control-system performance test results, and support 
structure floor plans are included. 
C. T. Stelzried, K. B. Wallace, and P. D. Batelaan 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 100-101, May31,1969 
For abstract, see Stelzried, C. T. 
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Calibration 
lected Low- e 
Components 
P. D. Batelaan and C. T. Stelzried 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 101-103, May31,1969 
In view of the extensive use of WR 430 (S-band) 
waveguides at JPL, particularly with the Deep Space 
Network and research cassegrain feed cones, accu- 
rate values of dissipative loss for representative 
shapes are helpful. Such data are not available from 
commercial sources, at least not to the desired abso- 
lute accuracy of approximately 0.001 dB. Therefore, 
an evaluation was made of test pieces typical of the 
shapes in engineering use. The actual measurements 
were analyzed with a computer program whose out- 
put was the averaged weighted total insertion loss of 
the test piece, the dissipative loss, and the probable 
error from all known error sources of the measure- 
ment. The results of the evaluation are presented in 
this article. 
Calibration Techniques: SC 
(Mod 2) Waveguide and Noise Temperature 
Calibrations 
T. Y. Otoshi and P. D. Batelaan 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 56-59, July 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Otoshi, T. Y. 
Improved RF Calibration Techniques: Cone 
od 0) Waveguide and oise Temperature 
Calibrations 
P. D. Batelaan and M. S. Reid 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 78-80, March 3 1, 1970 
This article presents data resulting from RF measure- 
ments on the new JPL multi-frequency X-band/K- 
band cone. Noise temperatures, reflection coef- 
ficients, and waveguide losses are tabulated. 
erforrnance of a 2 roun 
D. A. Bathker 
Technical Report 32-1417, December 15, 1969 
The 85- and 210-ft paraboloidal ground antennas of 
the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, operated 
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, have pre- 
viously been demonstrated to operate well below 
gain limit at S-band. An 85-ft structure was recently 
evaluated at X-band and found to remain below gain 
limit. The results of an abbreviated appraisal of the 
radio frequency performance of the Goldstone 210-ft 
advanced antenna system at X-band show that, in the 
good weather conditions encountered, the aperture 
efficiency was in outstanding agreement with pre- 
dictions. Both the surface tolerance of the reflecting 
system and the precision of the pointing system were 
found adequate for X-band. It is concluded that a sig- 
nificant ground capability for weather-dependent 
space communications or radio or radar astronomy is 
available at X-band with this instrument. 
D. A. Bathker 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 103-104, May31, 1969 
This article describes the performance of the Mars 
Deep Space Station 210-ft-antenna pointing system, 
as observed during the X-band field tests of February 
1 to 6, 1968. In the absence of a thorough study of 
source position accuracy, the best available data were 
used in an ephemeris program. By boresighting 
according to the half-power points method, a re- 
quired offset from the ephemeris command was ob- 
tained that maximized the total operating tempera- 
ture on source. The offset was then defined as 
ephemeris command minus indicated position. Plots 
of the required offsets in declination and hour-angle 
coordinates as functions of local hour angle are inclu- 
ded in this article. 
s. A. 
echanical Properties 
R. Choate, S. A. Batterson (Langley Research Center), 
E. M. Christensen, R. E. Hutton (TRW Systems, Inc.), 
L. D. Jaffe, R. H. Jones (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
H. Y. KO (University of Colorado), R. L. Spencer, and 
F. B. Sperling 
1. Geophys, Res., Vol. 74, No. 25, pp. 6149-6174, 
November 15,1969 
For abstract, see Choate, R. 
H. W. Bough 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Val. II, pp. 151-152, May31,1959 
A precision clock-synchronization system is being 
established to meet the requirements of the Deep 
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Space Network. The immediate goal for this system is 
to provide synchronization between all stations com- 
mitted to the Mariner Mars 1969 Project to within 20 
ps at the time of planetary encounter. A second 
objective is to provide correlation to the National 
Bureau of Standards to within 5 ps for the Deep 
Space Network as a whole. The system uses a com- 
puter-controlled transmitter at the Venus Deep 
Space Station to send timing signals to the remote 
stations by way of an X-band carrier that is reflected 
from the surface of the moon. The operations of the 
system from February 6 to April 15, 1969 are de- 
scribed in this article. 
Clock-Synchronization System Performance 
H. W. Baugh 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 151-152, November30,1969 
A network is being implemented within the Deep 
Space Network to provide 20-ps clock synchroni- 
zation between deep space stations (DSSs). It consists 
of a transmitting station at the Venus DSS and 
receivers at the Mars, Woomera, Tidbinbilla, 
Johannesburg, and Cebreros DSSs. The computer- 
controlled transmitter sends coded timing signals to 
the receivers via an X-band carrier that is reflected 
by the moon. 
The immediate requirement for the system was to 
provide timing for the Marher Mars 1969 spacecraft 
encounters with Mars. This article describes the 
installation, calibration, and performance of the sys- 
tem from April 15 to October 10, 1969. 
Clock-Synchronization System Performance 
H. Baugh 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp.120-121, January31, 1970 
An experimental system is being used to provide 20- 
ps clock synchronization between the deep space sta- 
tions (DSSs) of the Deep Space Network. This system 
consists of a transmitting station at the Venus DSS 
and receivers at the Mars, Woomera, Tidbinbilla, 
Johannesburg, and Cebreros DSSs. The computer- 
controlled transmitter sends coded timing signals to 
the receivers, using an X-band carrier that is 
reflected by the moon. The operations of the system 
from October 11 to November 15, 1969, are 
described in this article. 
028 Clock Synchronization System Performance 
[January-February 19901 
H. W. Baugh 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 116-118, March31, 1970 
A world-wide clock synchronization system is in 
operation on an experimental basis in the Deep 
Space Network. It consists of a central transmitter at 
the Venus Deep Space Station (DSS) and receiving 
units at the Woomera and Tidbinbilla DSSs in Aus- 
tralia, the Johannesburg DSS in South Africa, and the 
Cebreros DSS in Spain. The system uses an X-band 
carrier modulated by a pseudo-random code. The sig- 
nal arrives at the remote receivers after being 
reflected from the lunar surface. The system design 
and performance during a 3-mo period and planned 
system capabilities are described. 
029 Fatty Acids and olar Lipids of Extremely 
Thermophilic filamentous 
Two Yellowstone Hot Springs 
A. J. Bauman and P. G. Simmonds 
1. Bacteriol., Vol. 98, No. 2, pp. 528-531, May 1969 
The fatty acid composition of filamentous bacterial 
masses from two very hot Yellowstone Park springs is 
not unusual despite the extreme environment. Both 
populations have a series of C14 to Czo straight-chain 
acids with a maximum at Cls, and a series of 
saturated iso-acids with a maximum at C17 in one case 
and C19 in the other. The fatty acid pattern of this 
anomalous group of organisms is like that of bacteria 
but not of blue-green algae. Both populations have 
similar polar lipids and identical carotenoids. It is 
thought that these organisms may be adapted to their 
high-temperature environment by means of stable 
lipoprotein membrane systems. 
ry-Column Chromatography and 
ass Spectrometry 
A. J. Bauman and H. G. Boettger 
Microchem. J., Vol. 14, No. 3, pp. 452-463, September 1969 
Dry-column chromatography (DCC) is a preparative 
scale method for rapidly effecting separations by 
means of capillary solvent flow through a column of 
dry adsorbent. Both DCC and thin-layer chroma- 
tography (TLC) have the common feature of dry 
adsorbent, and any TLC conditions can be directly 
transferred to DCC without loss of resolution. How- 
ever, the advantages of extending DCC to the micro 
level appear to have received little attention. 
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Micro columns can be broken into separated peak- 
segments following development; then each peak can 
be studied by a variety of techniques. The very fast 
development time and ease of handling such 5 c r o  
columns will minimize the oxidative alteration of 
labile compounds during the scraping-elution step 
needed for recovery of TLC bands. In principle, 
there is no clear limit in the size to which micro- 
columns might be reduced, other than the limits of 
the detection system used to characterize peaks. It 
may ultimately be possible to use them to resolve the 
constituents of single cells or organelles. 
A method for the rapid mass production of micro dry 
columns (MDC), a procedure for transferring TLC 
conditions to them, and examples of the mass 
spectrometric characterization of mixtures separated 
by means of MDC are described here. 
ganic Fraction of the Pueblito 
Evidence for its Indigenous 
P. G. Simmonds, A. J. Bauman, E. M. Bollin, 
E. Gelpi (University of Houston), and J. Or6 (University of 
Houston) 
Proc. Nut. Acad. Sci., Vol. 64, No. 3, pp. 1027-1034, 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Simmonds, P. G. 
Sterile Soil From Antarctica: 
N. H. Horowitz, A. J. Bauman, R. E. Cameron, P. J. Geiger, 
J. S. Hubbard, G. P. Shulman, P. G. Simmonds, and 
K. Westberg 
Science, Vol. 164, No. 3883, pp. 1054-1 056, May 30,1969 
For abstract, see Horowitz, N. H. 
J. H. Rho, A. J. Bauman, T. F. Yen (University of Southern 
California), and J. Bonner (California Institute of Technology) 
“Proceedings of Apol/o I ?  Lunar Science Conference, 
Houston, Texas, January 3-8, 1970,” Science, Vol. 167, 
No. 3918, pp. 754-755, January 30,1970 
For abstract, see Rho, J. H. 
6.  D. 
034 Combinatorial Comrnunica 
Comma-Free Index for the 
Code 
L. D. Baumert 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 89-90, 
April 30,1969 
035 
The biorthogonal Reed-Mueller (16, 5)  code used in 
the high-rate telemetry project is known to have a 
maximal comma-free index of 2; i.e., there exists at 
least one coset of this code having the property that 
every overlap of coset words differs in at least 2 
positions from every coset word. This article points 
out that all 372 such cosets have been determined 
and that some can be generated easily with the same 
coset leader used to generate the (32, 6)  code of the 
Mariner Mars 1969 Project and the multi-mission 
project. Thus, this one coset leader can be used for 
both codes, thus simplifying ground hardware. 
ultiple Access Communications Research: 
ith PN Sequences 
L. D. Baumert and G. A. Morris, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 73-77, 
February 28,1970 
A computation that frequently arises in digital 
communications systems is that of finding the 
correlations between a given data sequence and 
some or all cyclic shifts of a pseudo-noise (PN) 
sequence of period 2”-1. It is noted in this article 
that this correlation problem can be transformed into 
another problem for which an efficient algorithm 
already exists. Since this algorithm computes the 
correlation values fm all cyclic shifts of the PN 
sequence by means of only 122” operations, it 
compares favorably with direct computation when- 
ever correlation values are desired for r>n shifts of 
the PN sequence. Such a case arises in determining 
which one of many usel‘s is transmitting in a multiple- 
access communications satellite system using code 
division multiple access. This technique could be 
used with the tracking data relay satellite and in 
range-gated radar. The method is based on a 
correlation technique that was demonstrated using 
the Mariner Mars 1969 high-rate telemetry system. 
L. D. Baumert 
SIAM J. Appl. Math., Vol. 17, No. 4, pp. 8 2 6 8 3 3 ,  July 1969 
A difference set D is a collection of kdistinct residues 
dl, ..., dk mod v, for which the congruence d, - 
4 b (mod v) has exactly A distinct solution pairs 
d;.,d, in D for every b $ 0 (mod v). Binary se- 
quences derived from difference sets have been used 
extensively in digital space communications. In this 
paper, those values of v, k, and A (k 5 100) for which 
difference sets can exist are determined, and the 
known difference sets for those values of v, k, and A 
are briefly surveyed. 
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s The relative errors the simplified filters provide for 
the estimated states are approximately 10% or less of 
the relative errors in the measured states. Further- 
more, the simplified filters provide reliable tracking 
even for 100% or more mismatch of the values of the 
atmospheric parameters. The ultimately simplified 
filter, which is a constant-gain diagonal filter, can be 
mechanized by approximately 95% reduction of the 
mathematical operations needed to mechanize the 
full filter. 
ounded Retrothrust Control for 
onlifting 5odies 
A. K. Bejczy 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 135-1 38, 
April 30,1969 
Motivated by the fact that drag is a gratis braking 
force, the optimal bounded retrothrust control prob- 
lem has been reformulated and explicitly posed in 
terms of maximizing the integrated (gratis) braking 
effect of the drag. This reformulation is described in 
this article. Particularly, vertical and gravity-turn 
ballistic trajectories are investigated for the terminal 
conditions of soft landing. Numerical results for a 
Mars-landing problem are presented and compared 
with another type of control law proposed elsewhere. 
The main result of this article establishes that the 
drag-optimal, fuel-optimal, and time-optimal solu- 
tions of the formulated control problems are identi- 
cal, yielding a bang-bang type of control composed of 
only two sections in the optimal control sequence 
To,= (0, Tmax], where Tdenotes the thrust amplitude. 
ission Telemetry System 
W. S. Baumgartner, N. C. Ham, W. F. McAndrew, 
D. W, Brown, M. L. Yeater, C. A. Holritz, J. T. Hatch, and 
A. D’Amore 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 152-1 69, November 30,1969 
In February 1967, a project was established to equip 
the Deep Space Network with a multiple-mission 
telemetry system to replace the existing mission- 
dependent equipment. The objectives of savings in 
cost and manpower and a uniform high level of per- 
formance have now been met, and this article is a 
final progress report on the project. Previously pub- 
lished analyses and data are referenced, and final test 
results are presented. 
bserwed Vibration Environment of a 
C. 8. Beaudrot 
Technical Memorandum 33-427, October 1,1969 
This report provides shock and vibration information 
for a single rear-axle panel van with leaf-spring 
suspension. Previous reports have given the meas- 
ured characteristics of tandem-axle vans with air-ride 
suspensions, but little information was available on 
panel trucks. The equipment and procedures used in 
this test were similar to those tests noted above, but 
the statistical sampling of data was much smaller. 
Sequential Estimation of States of a 
A. K. Bejczy 
Technical Report 32-1405, December 15,1969 
The maximum principle least-squares nonlinear filter 
is applied for sequentially estimating the states of a 
ballistic vehicle in a partially unknown atmosphere, 
given noisy linear or nonlinear observations on all 
states. Methods for reducing the filter’s 
dimensionality and mathematical complexity are 
developed. An ultimate simplification of the filter 
scheme is obtained. Tracking performance and reli- 
ability of the simplified filter schemes are tested by 
extensive digital simulation studies employing the 
continuous formulation of the filter. The simplified 
filters consistently exhibit better tracking perform- 
ance than the full filter schemes. Typically, the 
simplified filters operate with a transient time of 
0.5-2.0 s. 
A. K. Bejczy 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 108-1 14, 
June 30,1969 
This article presents a suitable reformulation and 
extension of an approximate nonlinear filtering tech- 
nique developed for sequential (i.e., on-line) esti- 
mation of state variables of a ballistic vehicle oper- 
ating in an imperfectly known atmosphere. Aided by 
extensive digital simulation studies, it has been found 
that a properly constructed constant-gain (or con- 
stant “covariance”) nonlinear filter scheme can also 
be successfully applied to on-line estimation of atmos- 
pheric parameters. Because of its structural sim- 
plicity, this filter scheme can be implemented with- 
out requiring excessive computing capacity on a 
landing vehicle. Again, the constant-gain (approxi- 
mate) nonlinear filter scheme provides better track- 
ing of the atmospheric parameters than the corre- 
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sponding nonlinear full filter scheme. A restricted 
vertical descent problem is considered here. 
e Performance of 
A. K. Bejczy 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. Ill, pp. 132-137, 
October 3 1, 1969 
The essential theoretical features of a new formu- 
lation of the approximate nonlinear filtering problem 
are briefly described and compared to the features of 
other approximate nonlinear filtering schemes. The 
main result of the new performance evaluation 
method is a simple deterministic differential equa- 
tion that approximately describes the (approximate) 
statistics of the nonlinear filtering error under certain 
assumptions The advantages of the new method are 
illustrated on a specified nonlinear filtering problem, 
which is also evaluated by Monte Carlo methods. 
Excellent agreement is shown between the experi- 
mental (Monte Carlo) results and the theoretical 
results of tbe new method. Moreover, the evaluated 
problem indicates that the new method can also be 
used to construct simple (approximate) nonlinear 
filtering structures that might yield as good a filter 
performance as the more complex nonlinear filtering 
schemes. 
A. K. Bejczy 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 112-1 18, 
December 3 1,1969 
It is demonstrated that nonlinear sequential filtering 
techniques may serve as effective analytical tools for 
investigating and/ or selecting nonlinear control sys- 
tem configurations from the points-of-view of cost, 
complexity, operating conditions, and reliability 
requirements. The main ideas are applied to a 
dynamically disturbed nonlinear spring system 
observed through noisy measurements. For construc- 
ting the nonlinear filters and for evaluating their 
performance, a simple (deterministic) technique was 
selected. The salient features of the new analytical 
technique are discussed and illustrated in this article. 
044 Wiener-Type Filtering for 
Processel; 
A. K. Bejczy 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 158-164, 
February 28,1970 
Applying the Wiener-type requirement of minimum 
steady-state variance for the filtering error, a simple 
constant-gain filter is constructed for estimating the 
mean of the states of a disturbed nonlinear spring sys- 
tem having noisy position only or noisy position and 
velocity measurements. The performance of the filter 
as evaluated by a new deterministic technique is 
compared to the experimentally determined per- 
formance. There is substantial agreement between 
the results of the two evaluations. It is also 
demonstrated that the performance of the simple, 
minimum steady-state variance, constant-gain filter is 
as good as that of the more complex, maximum 
principle least squares filter for the considered non- 
linear problem. The results obtained are illustrated. 
045 Simulation of the Venus Atmosphere 
R. H. Silver, S. H. Kalfayan, and V. W. Bellin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Spsce Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 157-160, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Silver, R. H. 
046 Effects of Simulated Venus Atmosphere on Polymeric 
S. H. Kalfayan, R. H. Silver, and V. W. Bellin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 160-163, 
.June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Kalfayan, S. H. 
aterials 
M. Benes 
Technical Report 32-1390 (Reprinted from Photogrammetric 
Engineering, Vol. 35, No. 4, pp. 377-383, April 1969) 
A single camera combined with an auxiliqry stereo 
mirror creates a hypothetical stereophotogrammetric 
system that can be evaluated in a conventional man- 
ner. This idea was successfully applied to the 
Surveyor 1/11 spacecraft mission. The stereo mirror 
photogrammetric calibration was based on the princi- 
ples of vector analysis and, although several technical 
difficulties were encountered, the results obtained 
are relatively very good. The method itself repre- 
sents a potential for a very effective photogram- 
metric system for anticipated future space 
applications. 
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8 rbital Photogrammetric 
M. Benes 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 42-47, 
April 30, 1969 
The main objective of this project is to define specific 
photogrammetric systems parameters for obtaining 
mapping imagery from a convergent television 
camera system operating in an orbiting unmanned 
spacecraft. It was shown previously that the applica- 
tion of conventional stereophotogrammetric methods 
to extraterrestrial cases was to a great extent limited, 
due to, for example, television transmission distor- 
tions, low resolution, extremely narrow-angle photog- 
raphy, and a very small base-to-height ratio. 
A reliable analytical error analysis for relative and 
absolute orientation has been derived; the constraints 
of an external “forced” orientation method have 
been defined; and several research steps determining 
an improved applicability of extraterrestrial stereo- 
photogrammetric techniques have been suggested. 
The project progress and system improvements 
achieved in the first half of fiscal year 1969 are 
described here. 
49 Primary Absolute Cavity adiometer of Wide Spectral 
Range 
J. M. Kendall, Sr. and C. M. Berdahl 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 164-169, 
August 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Kendall, J. M., Sr. 
P. A. Berman 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 62-63, 
December 3 1,1969 
Studies of radiation effects on silicon, grown and 
doped by various techniques, are described in this 
article. Emphasis is placed on the improvement of 
the radiation tolerance of silicon solar cells. Lithium- 
doped cells fabricated from crucible-grown material 
exhibited recovered power higher than that of 
undoped silicon cells after exposure to fluences of 
l O I 4  1-MeV electrons / cm2. Lithium-doped cells fab- 
ricated from crucible-grown silicon and stored at 
temperatures of 60°C or greater exhibited annealing 
rates comparable to those observed for lithium-doped 
05 31 
cells fabricated from float-z,one silicon and stored at 
28°C. Results obtained utilizing a cobalt-60 source 
indicated a similar damage coefficient for aluminum- 
and boron-doped silicon. 
Solar Cell Research 
P. A. Berman 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 136-1 37, 
February 28, 1970 
An experiment to determine the effects of low-flux 
gamma irradiation on lithium-diffused solar cells has 
been initiated. Work on low-temperature electron 
irradiation of solar cells has shown anomalous 
electrical characteristics at low temperatures. 
Further improvements of Hall measurement tech- 
niques are being made. 
WIN, R. 
052 
053 
54 
Paramagnetic Energy Levels of the Ground State of 
Cr93 in AI,O, (Ruby) 
R. W. Berwin 
Technical Memorandum 33-440, January 15,1970 
The orbital splitting of the chromium (+3) ion in a 
host lattice of A1203 (ruby) is calculated on the basis 
of crystalline field theory. Spin-orbit coupling and the 
Zeeman energy are ireated as a perturbation on the 
orbital singlet ground state in order to derive the 
spin Hamiltonian. A program has been written for 
the Univac 1108 computer to diagonalize the spin 
Hamiltonian matrix. Plots of fine-structure energy 
levels versus magnetic field are given for 8 = 5444’ 
and 90”, where 8 is the angle between the C-axis of 
ruby and the external dc magnetic field. 
Paramagnetic Cryst 
R. W. Berwin 
Technical Memorandum 33-446, March 1,1970 
Univac 1108 computer programs have been devel- 
oped to give the energy levels and transition prob- 
abilities for ruby, emerald, iron-doped rutile, iron- 
doped zinc tungstate, and chromium-doped rutile. 
These programs also generate SC-4020 plots of 
energy levels versus an external dc magnetic field at 
any orientation with respect to the crystal magnetic 
axes. 
R. Berwin 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, p. 54, September 30, 1969 
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Chromium-doped rutile (TiOa) has been investigated IIPW: H. G. 
as a maser material at signal frequencies of 12-15 
GHz. Computed and measured material character- 
istics are presented in this article. 
El: E c. 
ifferentiation by Computer image Processing 
F. C. Billingsley, A. F. H. Goetz (Bellcomm, Inc.), and 
J. N. Lindsley 
Technical Report 32-1 472 (Reprinted from Photogr. Sci. Eng., 
Vol. 14, No. 1, pp. 28-35, January-February 1970) 
A process is described for the computer reduction of 
lunar photographic images to enhance and quantita- 
tively record small color differences. With this 
process, photographs taken through two different 
filters are scanned and recorded, calibration and 
corrections are applied digitally, and the images are 
subtracted point-for-point to produce a difference 
picture. A number of displays are presented in this 
report. Quantitative comparisons are made with 
earth-based photoelectric photometry values for 
selected points on the lunar surface. The average 
agreement is &2.5%. 
56 Applications of igital image Processing 
F. C. Billingsley 
Technical Report 32-1482 (Reprinted from J. Appl. Opt., 
Vol. 9, No. 2, pp. 289-299, February 1970) 
The extreme flexibility of the digital method of 
image processing makes a wide variety of linear and 
nonlinear processes possible. The digital image proc- 
essing techniques developed at JPL have been 
applied to images from a wide range of disciplines. 
Results of this processing for picture generation, 
intensity and geometric manipulation, spatial fre- 
quency operations, and image analysis are shown. 
The system considerations involved in adequately 
and efficiently doing image processing are discussed 
briefly. 
R. E. Cameron, G. 6. Blank (University of California), and 
N. H. Horowitz (California Institute of Technology) 
Cryogen. Technol., Pt. 1 : Vol. 5, No. 6, pp. 253-255, 
November-December 1969, and Pt. 2: Vol. 6, NO. 1, 
pp. 16-1 8, January-February 1970 
For abstract, see Cameron, R. E. 
ry-Column Chromatography and 
ass Spectrometry 
A. J. Bauman and H. G. Boettger 
Microchem. J., Vol. 14, No. 3, pp. 452-463, September 1969 
For abstract, see Bauman, A. J. 
Power Conversion 
[August-September 
D. Bogdanoff and L. G. Hays 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 21 6 2 2 2 ,  
October 3 1,1969 
Liquid-metal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power 
conversion is being investigated as a power source for 
nuclear-electric propulsion. Assembly of a 
NaK-nitrogen conversion system and a cesium-lith- 
ium loop is discussed in this article. Also described 
are tests run on a separator in which two 2-phase jets 
(water, nitrogen) impinge in a channel with a var- 
iable-width (0.5- to 1.5-in.) water capture slot located 
at the downstream end. The minimum fractional 
water flow bypassing the capture slot was found at a 
20-deg nozzle angle, at the minimum gas-to-liquid 
flow ratio, and with the capture slot located at 
approximately 0.8 of the distance of the geometric 
impingement point from the nozzle exit. Over the 
range of flow ratio tested (0.012-0.07), the concentra- 
tion of water at any point in the separator channel 
was roughly proportional to that at the nozzle exit. 
The best separator performance yet obtained is a 
three-fold increase in water concentration with a 
bypass ratio of 0.10. 
D. G. Elliott, D. J. Cerini, L. G. Hays, and D. W. Bogdanoff 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 246249,  
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Elliott, D. G. 
s- 
631 Shelf and Cycle Life Evaluation of Silver-Zinc Cells 
R. S. Bogner and A. A. Uchiyama 
Technical Memorandum 33-418, July 1,1969 
Sterilized and unsterilized (control) silver-zinc cells 
with various separator systems were given extended 
shelf and cycle life tests at the Naval Ammunition 
Depot quality evaluation facility. Six of the twenty- 
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three cells remained on the divalent silver-zinc volt- 
age plateau for 12-20 mo at room ambient temper- 
ature. Only unsterilized cells with a separator system 
of methacrylic acid grafted on cross-linked polyethyl- 
ene delivered capacities comparable to their initial 
capacities. The cells were given several 100% depth- 
of-discharge cycles, and placed back in storage for 4.5 
mo. After the second storage period, the cells were 
cycled on a daily basis (discharged to 1.00 V at 9.0 A 
and charged to 2.10 V at 2.0 A). The cells delivered 
80 cycles without shorting. The data showed that the 
open-circuit voltage cannot be used to predict the 
capacity of a silver-zinc cell, but if the open-circuit 
voltage of a cell drops below 1.58 V, the cell is 
shorted and cannot be rejuvenated. 
A. J. Moses (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
W. M. Hetherington (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
D. Weinberger (Hughes Aircraft Co.), A. A. Uchiyama, 
R. S. Bogner, and W. L. Long 
Technical Memorandum 33-432, February 15,1970 
For abstract, see Moses, A. J. 
igh Cycie Life, 30- 
R. E. Patterson and R. S. Bogner 
Supporfing Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 121-124, 
October 31, 1969 
For abstract, see Patterson, R. E. 
R. S. Bogner and R. E. Patterson 
Supporfing Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 73-76, 
December 3 1,1969 
A storage optimization and design studies program is 
presently in progress at JPL and at the battery test 
facilities of the Naval Ammunition Depot, Crane, 
Indiana. A group of 500 Ago-Zn cells with five 
different separator systems and four electrolyte con- 
centrations and a group of 54 Ago-Cd cells are being 
stored up to 3 yr at temperatures from -51 to 49°C 
and then cycled to failure. Results of the initial phase 
are presented in this article. 
waluation of the Electrical 
e ~ ~ w ~ y - C ~ d ~ ~ u ~  ells 
R. E. Patterson and R. S. Bogner 
Supporfing Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 137-138, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Patterson, R. E. 
tion of the Puetblito 
for its indigenous 
P. G. Simmonds, A. J. Bauman, E. M. Bollin, 
E. Gelpi (University of Houston), and J. Or6 (University of 
Houston) 
Proc. Nof. Acad Sci., Vol. 64, No. 3, pp. 1027-1034, 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Simmonds, P. G. 
067 Use of Communications in the Support of Space 
F. E. Bond 
The Deep Space Nefwork, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. 11, pp. 152-154, July31, 1969 
This article defines the scope of the ground com- 
munications capabilities of the Deep Space Network. 
Major emphasis is placed on the operational aspects 
of communications, rather than on the technical 
aspects. The capabilities of communications systems, 
types of communications data, and communications 
planning are described. 
J. 
orometric Examination of a 
J. H. Rho, A. J. Bauman, T. F. Yen (University of Southern 
California), and J. Bonner (California Institute of Technology) 
"Proceedings of Apollo 7 1 Lunar Science Conference, 
Houston, Texas, January 3-8,1970,'' Science, Vol. 167, 
No. 391 8, pp. 754-755, January 30,1970 
For abstract, see Rho, J. H. 
er V Flight Path and Its 
G. Pease, R. Bourke, S. McReynolds, K. Thuleen, J. Borras, and 
R. Mitchell 
Technical Report 32-1363, July 1,1969 
For abstract, see Pease, G. 
p. 
870 Laminar 510 Heat Transfer From 
at Elevated Electron Temperature 
EIectromagneZic Fields 
T. K. Bose 
Technical Report 32-1447, March 1, 1970 
JPL BIBLIOGRAPHY 39- 17 19 
A comparatively general theoretical analysis is 
presented for a laminar steady flow of an ionized gas 
in the continuum region, with emphasis placed on 
the heat transfer. The effects of applied electro- 
magnetic fields, nonequilibrium temperature and 
composition, and variable thermophysical properties 
are taken into account. A two-temperature plasma is 
considered in which the electron temperature may 
exceed the temperature of the heavy particles. 
ing Argon Plasma at 
T. K. Bose 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 201-203, 
April 30, 1969 
This article discusses the theoretical investigation of 
the heat transfer from a gaseous plasma flowing over 
an anode surface at an elevated electron temperature 
in the presence of an electric field normal to the sur- 
face. The analysis applies for electron temperatures 
between about 10,000 and 16,000"K, heavy-particle 
temperatures between 6000°K and the electron tem- 
perature, current density 5 lo6 A/m2, and pressures 
between approximately 0.01 and 1 bar. 
072 Combined Theoretical and Preliminary Experimental 
P. F. Massier and T. K. Bose 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 227-233, 
October 31,1969 
For abstract, see Massier, P. F. 
eat Transfer to Anodes 
I and Experimental 
T. K. Bose, M. B. Noel, and P. F. Massier 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 242-246, 
February 28, 1970 
Data from experimental deflection of an arc dis- 
charge between two electrodes, subjected to a 
transverse gas velocity, are compared with 
theoretical predictions for a round arc. The tests 
were conducted in an argon atmosphere over the 
following range of conditions: current between 40 
and 100 A, gas velocity between 10 and 250 ft/s, 
and pressure between 30 and 400 torr. The 
maximum deflection of the arc was found to be 
dependent primarily on the product of the pressure 
and the cross-flow velocity, and to a lesser extent on 
the current. The centerline temperature of the arc 
was deduced by comparing the maximum deflection 
of each arc obtained from the experiments with the 
theoretical predictions. Though the size of the arc 
column could not be determined very accurately, a 
definite reduction of maximum temperature in the 
arc with increased gas velocity was indicated. 
etermination From 
G. Peose, R. Bourke, S. McReynolds, K. Thuleen, J. Borras, and 
R. Mitchell 
Technical Report 32-1363, July 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Pease, G. 
075 Translational From the Attitude 
Control System 
R. D. Bourke, S. R. McReynolds, and K. L. Thuleen 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 9, pp. 1063-1066, 
September 1969 
One of the primary unmodeled forces acting on the 
Mariner Vspacecraft arises from the attitude control 
system. Precise knowledge of this force is required to 
properly determine the trajectory both for opera- 
tional and scientific purposes. A method applied to 
Mariner V to ascertain the level and nature of 
stochastic forces caused by leakage from the attitude 
thrusters is discussed. The method is based on a study 
of attitude position as a function of time throughout 
the mission and has allowed new insight into the 
torque and force environment of the spacecraft. The 
paper outlines the method and presents flight data 
from the Mariner V mission. The basic conclusion is 
that the attitude control system caused a force on the 
order of 0.02 dyn, which had a negligible effect on 
the Mariner Vtrajectory. 
. J. 
Spectra of Pentafluorobensenes 
E. A. Cohen, A. J. Bourn, and S. L. Manatt 
1. Mag. Reson., Vol. 1, No. 4, pp. 436449,  July 1969 
For abstract, see Cohen, E. A. 
agnetic Resonance 
S. L. Manatt and M. T. Bowers 
J. Am. Chem. Soc.,Vol.91, No. 16, pp.4381-4394, 
July 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Manatt, S. L. 
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esonance 
M. T. Bowers (University of California) and D. D. Elleman 
J. Am. Chem. SOC., Vol. 92, No. 7, pp. 1847-1 854, 
April 8,1970 
The kinetics and energetics of the principal 
ion-molecule reactions in hydrogen-methane mix- 
tures are reported. The emphasis is on the reactions 
of H3+ with neutral methane. The pressure depend- 
ence of the CD4H+/ZC(H,D)3+ ratio as a function of 
Hz pressure in a CD4-H2 mixture is presented. In 
order to explain the details of the pressure depend- 
ence,reactions of both excited [H3+]* and collisionally 
deactivated H3+ with CD4 are postulated. [H3+]* 
forms CD3+and CDzH+primarily via a direct mecha- 
nism, while H3+first forms [CD4H+]*, which is sub- 
sequently collisionally stabilized or which decom- 
poses to CD$ or CDzH +. Pulsed-ion-ejection double 
resonance studies support this interpretation and 
indicate both hydride ion abstraction and some sort 
of displacement mechanism are simultaneously at 
play in the direct formation of CD3+ and CDzH+. The 
lifetime of the [CD4H+] ion was determined to be 
approximately 2 x 10-4 s, nearly two orders of magni- 
tude longer than previously estimated by Aquilanti 
and Volpi. 
olecule Reactions in Gaseous 
Cyclotron Resonance 
chniques 
M. T. Bowers (University of California), D. D. Elleman, and 
J. King, Jr. 
1. Chem. Phys., Vol. 50, No. 11, pp. 4787-4804, June 1,1969 
Using recently developed ion cyclotron resonance 
techniques, the thermal-energy rate constants of the 
reactions 
Hz++H2 jH3++H 
Dz+ +Dz jD$ +D (R2) 
/+ H2D++D 
HDz+ +H (R3b) 
HD++HD \ 
have been measured. The values of kl = 2.11, kz = 
1.60, k3a = 0.75, and kSb = 1 . 0 5  X 
cm3/molecule-s are in good agreement with the 
predictions of the Langevin theory and generally 
agree with other data where available. The energy 
dependencies of (Rl)  through (R3) were studied by a 
variety of double-resonance techniques. An analysis 
of the energy dependence implies that a dual 
reaction mechanism is operative in (Rl)  through (R3). 
At low energies (KE < 1 eV) both a complex forma- 
tion and a stripping mechanism occur while at higher 
energies the stripping mechanism becomes 
dominant. The relative energy dependencies of (R3a) 
and (R3b) are interesting in that the ratio 
[HzD+] / [HDz+] considerably increases as the 
reactant-ion energy increases (at low energies). The 
implication is that as the stripping mechanism 
becomes more dominant, the importance of the dis- 
placement of the center of mass from the center of 
the HD bond becomes significant. This variation of 
[H2D+] / [HD,'] with HD+ energy is used to calibrate 
the ion energy in the ion cyclotron resonance cell by 
comparison with the tandem-mass-spectrometer data 
of Futrell and Abramson. Pulsed-ion-ejection studies 
of a 1:l Hz, Dz mixture indicate the reactions 
i" +Dz 
Di' +Hz , 
HD+ +HD (R4b) 
do not take place at thermal energies for any value of 
the impact parameter. Also, using pulsed-ion-ejection 
methods, the relative thermal rate constants for 
reaction 
HzD+ + D 
/ 
kjplk5b = 0.55, are considerably lower than the HD 
system, k3Jk3b = 0.73, indicating a proton is pref- 
erentially transferred in (R3). 
ethod for Sets of 
M. T. Bowers, T. I. Chapman, and S. L. Manatt 
1. Chem. Phys,, Vol. 50, No. 12, pp. 5412-5417, 
June 15,1969 
A technique is described which greatly facilitates the 
use of the Swalen and Reilly energy-level nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectral analysis method 
for spin systems having sets of magnetically non- 
equivalent, chemical-shift equivalent nuclei and sys- 
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tems in which it is not possible to assign sufficient 
transitions to link all energy levels within a particular 
symmetry group of energy levels. As a test of this 
scheme, results are described for five iterative analy- 
ses of the fluorine-19 spectrum of hexafluoro-1,3- 
butadiene for the cases where the problem is arbi- 
trarily broken into 27, 16,8, and 4 groups and for the 
actual problem which involves two groups of energy 
levels. In the 27-group case it is demonstrated that an 
excellent set of NMR parameters could be derived 
(based on iteration) with only 37 experimental lines 
to determine the 64 energy levels. The problem of 
convergence in the cases involving many groups of 
energy levels is discussed. 
inetic Analysis of the Concurrent I 
eact ures of Argon and 
2r an ng ion-Ejection-lo 
esonance Techniques 
M. T. Bowers and D. D. Elleman 
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 51, No. 10, pp. 4606-4617, 
November 15,1969 
A technique is developed for using the ion-ejection 
mode of ion-cyclotron-resonance spectroscopy for 
determining quantitative ion-molecule rate con- 
stants in concurrent reaction systems. Rate constants 
for the reaction of Hz+, Dz: HD: H3: and Dg with Ar 
and Nz are reported along with the concurrent reac- 
tions of Ar+and N2+ with Hz, D2, and HD. The results 
are discussed and compared with the Gioumousis and 
Stevenson theory and other available experimental 
data. The energy dependence of the various 
reactions are reported as determined by double- 
resonance experiments. The results are discussed in 
terms of the phase-space theory of light. Indications 
of the mechanism of reaction (complex formation or 
stripping) were made, where appropriate, and com- 
pared with the crossed-beam data. 
A. Bratenahl and C. M. Yeates 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 23-27, 
August 3 1,1969 
The peculiar dynamics that occur at X-type magnetic 
neutral points have provided the most persistent and 
suggestive theoretical basis for the solar flare. This 
dynamical process of severing and reconnecting field 
lines has also been used to explain many other phe- 
nomena, e.g., the astrophysical dynamo, the open 
magnetosphere, and plasma injection. Developing an 
adequate theory for the neutral point process has, 
however, proved extremely difficult. The difficulty 
arises because there are a large number of possible 
effects to consider, and their relative importance 
depends on how they enter the ‘‘mix.’’ A particular 
mix is dependent upon the plasma, initial, and 
boundary conditions. For some time, it has appeared 
desirable to examine experimentally at least one 
pathway in detail to furnish a guide for future 
theoretical development. The double inverse pinch 
experiment proved to be an informative method of 
approach. Its results are summarized in this article. 
3 An Active Seismic Experiment for an Automated 
oving Vehicle 
R. G. Brereton 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56,Vol. 111, pp. 213-216, 
April 30, 1969 
The active seismic experiment described in this 
article is designed to probe the uppermost kilometer 
of the surface of the moon. It will measure the depth 
of the lunar regolith, its elastic and physical proper- 
ties, seismic wave velocities, and rock contacts, and, 
in general, provide data on the moon’s subsurface 
structure and stratification. Both refraction and 
reflection techniques can be useful, since one 
phenomenon rarely occurs without the other. The 
geological picture that is emerging for the lunar sur- 
face suggests a low-density regolith overlying a 
denser unchurned basement, the study of which may 
present an ideal problem. for the seismograph. The 
experiment consists of a seismometer that can be de- 
ployed to the lunar surface under a rover, an auger 
for shot-hole preparation, and charges for providing a 
seismic energy source. 
Lunar Surface Gravity Investigations 
R. G. Brereton 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 1-6, 
June 30,1969 
A theoretical interpretation of the lunar gravity field 
is presented, and various gravity experiments and 
instruments are discussed. It is pointed out that two 
modes of lunar surface gravity investigation-fixed 
station operation and exploration with an automated 
roving vehicle-may be required to provide the qual- 
ity and quantity of observations for the solution of 
lunar gravity problems. Various corrections to the 
gravity observations will be required. 
The best gravity instrument for early lunar missions 
is probably a conventional spring-mass gravimeter in 
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contrast to a torsion balance or pendulum. The state- 
of-the-art for design of this instrument is highly 
advanced, since it is the primary instrument for ter- 
restrial gravity prospecting. Terrestrial gravimeters 
are required to detect changes in gravity of the order 
of 1 part/108. 
imaging and Sampling Requirements for an 
R. G. Brereton, G. E. Ulrich, and D. H. Dahlem 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. I l l ,  pp. 1-3, 
December 3 1,1969 
A field program was conducted to determine the 
practicability of performing geologic tasks from an 
automated roving vehicle. The field activity was sup- 
plemented by discussions with cognizant scientists 
and engineers in an attempt to define the science 
requirements for an automated lunar roving vehicle. 
The requirements for the imaging, surface sampling 
(collection and preparation), and sample storage sys- 
tems are described in this article. 
utomated Lunar Rowing Wehicle 
Geophysical Experiments for the anned Portion of a 
Lunar Roving Vehicle 
R. G. Brereton 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 1-4, 
February 28,1970 
A roving vehicle that will serve as both a mobility aid 
to a suited astronaut and as a long-range, automated, 
remotely controlled vehicle system is being planned 
for post-Apollo missions. Four geophysical experi- 
ments that can be used during the manned portions 
of such missions are gravimetry, active seismic, mag- 
netometry, and electrical prospecting. The scientific 
objectives and requirements for these experiments 
are discussed. 
C. B. Bricker 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
VOI. II, pp. 120-121, JuIy31,1969 
The upgrade of the Deep Space Instrumentation 
Facility portion of the Pioneer Deep Space Station 
(DSS 11) consisted of numerous subsystem modifica- 
tions and relocation of equipment cabinets within the 
control room and communications room. The major 
equipment upgrades are described in this article. 
§S 12 Temporary 
C. B. Bricker 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, p. 120, March31, 1970 
In early-1970, the Mars Deep Space Station tricone 
reconfiguration activities necessitated a temporary 
reconfiguration of the Echo Deep Space Station (DSS 
12) in order to provide support to the Mariner Mars 
1969 Extended Operations Mission and Pioneer Proj- 
ects. The Echo DSS reconfiguration is described 
here. 
R* T. 
in the Terrestrial Atmosphere 
R. T. Brinkmann 
1. Geophys. Res., Vol. 74, No. 23, pp. 5355-5368, 
October 20, 1969 
Previous studies of the photodissociation of water 
vapor and the resulting evolution of oxygen in the 
earth’s atmosphere have led to the conclusion that, 
over most of geologic time, the atmospheric oxygen 
abundance has been 5 times the present atmos- 
pheric level. There appear, however, to be several 
defects in these studies. New calculations have been 
performed in which the deficiencies are rectified, 
and it now appears that the oxygen level could have 
reached an appreciable fraction of the present 
amount in the absence of biological activity. 
H. 
ower Requirements for 
Telecommunication Links 
M. H. Brockman and E. C. Posner 
Technical Report 32-1 395 (Reprinted from /E€ Spectrum, 
Vol. 6, No. 3, pp. 95-99, March 1969) 
The signal-to-noise ratio in a given equivalent band- 
width must be maintained above a minimum value 
during a deep-space mission in order to provide pre- 
dictable performance; and to maintain effective 
telemetry communications with spacecraft at inter- 
planetary distances it is necessary for earth stations to 
use maximum antenna gain. One solution is to extend 
telecommand range by reducing system noise tem- 
perature in the spacecraft receiver and reducing the 
bandwidth of the receiver’s phase-locked loop. In 
order to maintain simplicity and reliability, low-noise 
preamplifiers have not yet been applied in planetary 
spacecraft. An answer to the problem seems to be 
earth-based high-power transmitters with outputs in 
the 1000-gW range. 
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ita1 Acquisition and etection: Slope Threshold 
ata Compression System Performance Test 
T. 0. Anderson and S. Brokl 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 52-54, January 31,1970 
For abstract, see Anderson, T. 0. 
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rbits in the Elliptic Restricted Three- 
Problem 
R. A. Broucke 
Technical Report 32-1360, July 15,1969 
Results of a detailed study of the two-dimensional, 
elliptic restricted three-body problem are presented. 
The equations of motion and the variational 
equations have been solved with recurrent power 
series. Several computer programs have been pre- 
pared to use the recurrent power series for the gen- 
eration of families of periodic orbits. (Some of these 
programs have been regularized with the well- 
known Birkhoff regularization.) A total of fifteen fam- 
ilies of periodic orbits (1127 orbits) are described. 
The linear stability of several of these orbits has been 
computed; that of periodic orbits has been studied 
theoretically for the elliptic problem and for any non- 
integrable, nonconservative, dynamical system with 
two degrees of freedom. It has been found that seven 
types of stability or instability exist. Periodic orbits 
have been obtained for both the earth-moon mass 
ratio and for the Stromgren mass ratio (equal masses). 
The whole range of eccentricities from 0 to 1 
(including 1) has also been studied, and it is shown 
that some periodic orbits exist for all of them. A 
family of periodic collision orbits is also described. 
A Program for the Computation of 
General P e r t ~ r ~ a t i ~ n s  
R. A. Broucke 
Supporthg Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 19-25, 
April 30, 1969 
This article describes the computer implementation 
of one phase of work in the area of computing plane- 
tary perturbations and planetary ephemerides based 
on general perturbation expansions. The general 
methods are essentially based on the solution of the 
variational equations in rectangular coordinates. In 
these methods, successive approximations are used to 
obtain the higher-order perturbations. Another char- 
acteristic of this work is that some of the new 
techniques for computerized series expansions are 
used as the principal programming tools for the pro- 
duction of the final analytical solutions of the 
equations of motion. 
Two programs have been made, with two different 
sets of orbital elements aa: the classical elements and 
the so-called Set I11 elements. The program 
described in this article has been completely suc- 
cessful for the computation of first-order planetary 
perturbations, general relativity, and solar oblateness 
perturbations for the inner planets. The only basic 
tool which has been extensively used in the presently 
described program and which has not been pre- 
viously described is a set of subroutines for numerical 
harmonic analysis in one or two angles. Because 
harmonic analysis is a key operation in the program 
in question, a description of these subroutines is 
given. 
094 Computation of Periodic Terms in General Relativity 
Perturbations 
R. A. Broucke 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 25-29, 
April 30, 1969 
Testing in connection with the theory of general 
relativity is being performed, based on the study of 
radar signals reflected either passively by planets and 
asteroids or actively by man-made spacecraft. In the 
light of the latest progress in electronic observation 
techniques, it becomes necessary to develop new 
techniques for the computation and prediction of the 
observations. The most recent works are very much 
oriented toward numerical integration, but, in view 
of the extensive computer times involved, research 
has begun on an alternate solution for the computa- 
tion of orbits: the use of general perturbation 
theories. 
A computer program has been developed that will 
compute the periodic perturbations together with 
secular terms. One of the most original features in 
the present work is that all the expansions to obtain 
the final series for the perturbations in x,y,z and in 
the orbital elements were obtained using the modern 
techniques for series manipulation on a computer. 
Less than 15 s is required to run a complete case on 
an IBM 7094 computer. 
The method, using a numerical general perturbation 
theory, is based on a series expansion in a small 
parameter, in this case, a first-order expansion in 
P I C 2 .  Though the solution obtained here is, in this 
sense, only a first-order solution of the relativistic 
equations of motion, it may be considered adequate 
because of the smallness of p/ c2 (= lo4). Also, in the 
present solution, the series that are given are 
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truncated. Except for these approximations, it may 
be said that the exact solution of the relativistic equa- 
tions of motion of a particle is obtained here. 
Problem 
R. Broucke and H. Lass 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. Ill, pp. 7-1 1, 
June 30,1969 
The equations of motion for the general Newtonian 
three-body problem take on symmetric forms when 
the three relative accelerations of the bodies are 
considered. From these equations, the well-known 
classical properties of the three-body problem can be 
readily surmised. The derivation of these equations is 
discussed in this article. 
Stabili 
Three 
rbits in the Elliptic, Restricted 
R. Broucke 
AIAA I., Vol. 7, No. 6, pp. 1003-1009, June 1969 
A systematic study has been made of periodic orbits 
in the two-dimensional, elliptic, restricted three-body 
problem. All ranges of eccentricities, from 0 to 1, and 
mass-ratios, from 0 to l,4, have been investigated. 
Eleven hundred periodic orbits have been obtained, 
and it is concluded that the elliptic problem behaves 
in a way which is completely different from the cir- 
cular problem. The main difference is in the stability 
properties of the periodic orbits. 
Because of the nonexistence of the Jacobi integral 
(the elliptic problem is not conservative), the char- 
acteristic equation of the monodromy matrix does 
not, in general, have a pair of unit roots. The stability 
is defined by two real numbers (stability indices) 
rather than one. Because of that, there are seven gen- 
eral classes of periodic orbits, according to their 
stability properties. The stability of the periodic 
orbits has been determined by numerically inte- 
grating the variational equations with a recurrent 
power series method. The results are in contrast with 
the circular problem, where there are only three 
classes of orbits (stability, even instability, and odd 
instability); in the elliptic problem there are one 
stable class and six unstable classes. The elliptic, 
restricted three-body problem can be considered as 
the prototype of all nonintegrable, nonconservative 
Hamiltonian systems, and a classification of the multi- 
pliers is given for these systems in this paper. 
iteration 
R. Broucke 
Celest. Mech., Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 110-126, June 1969 
An investigation has been made on computing orbits 
with Picard's method of successive approximations. 
The perturbations are integrated in the form of a 
general displacement from a fixed Keplerian refer- 
ence orbit. Several variation-of-parameters methods 
are obtained for the integration of the displacement 
equation and could be used as special perturbation or 
general perturbation techniques. The present paper 
investigates the applications as iterative numerical 
perturbation techniques and proposes four different 
formulations. They have been implemented on a 
computer with Chebychev series and their respec- 
tive advantages and disadvantages are analyzed. Con- 
nections with other known perturbation methods are 
also described. 
A Programming System for Analytica! Series 
Expansions on a Computer 
R. Broucke and K. Garthwaite 
Celesf. Mech., Vol. 1, No. 2, pp. 271-284, October 1969 
A programming system is described for the manipu- 
lation of Poisson series on a computer. The general 
structure is described together with the most impor- 
tant individual subroutines. The system exists in two 
versions: one with three angular and three polyno- 
mial variables, and the other with twice as many var- 
iables. The programming has been done first in 
FORTRAN IV, but the most crucial subroutines have 
been rewritten in machine language for more effi- 
ciency. The storage mechanism is such that obsolete 
series can be erased from the main memory to make 
room for new series to be created. 
ission Telemetry System 
[September-October 19691 
W. S. Baumgartner, N. C. Ham, W. F. McAndrew, 
D. W. Brown, M. L. Yeater, C. A. Holritz, J. T. Hatch, and 
A. D'Amore 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 152-169, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Baumgartner, W. S. 
W. E. Brown, Jr. 
Proc. I€€€, Vol. 57, No. 4, pp. 61 2-620, April 1969 
Radar backscatter from the ground was investigated 
in May 1966, by aircraft and rocket flights over the 
Tularosa Basin area in New Mexico. An L-band radar 
with a peak power of 100 kW was flown to an altitude 
of 165 km, where echoes in orthogonal polarizations 
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were monitored. The purpose of the experiment was 
to observe the behavior of the radar echo as a 
function of altitude and subsequently to relate the 
echo behavior to the measured electrical character- 
istics of the surface. Soil samples taken from the tar- 
get area and measured in the laboratory had an aver- 
age moisture content of 3.6%, dielectric constants 
between 2.8 and 4.8, and loss tangents between 0.001 
and 0.2. The loss tangents computed from pene- 
tration measurements were somewhat higher (0.37). 
In most cases, the echo power amplitude appeared to 
vary as the inverse altitude squared for both the 
direct- and cross-polarized vertical incidence echo 
components. The average values for dielectric con- 
stant and loss tangent computed from the echo char- 
acteristics were E = 3.4 and tan A = 0.25, which are 
in fair agreement with the soil sample measurements. 
orn with Equal E- an 
S. A. Brunstein 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
VOI. I I ,  pp. 61-64, July31, 1969 
The use of more than one waveguide mode in a cir- 
cularly symmetric horn to obtain equal bandwidths, 
suppressed sidelobes, and identical E- and H-plane 
phase centers was first described by P. D. Potter. 
However, Potter’s technique suffered from being 
relatively narrow-band (about 9%). Recently, a new 
technique for generating and phasing the modes 
required over a wide bandwidth was discussed by 
H.G.Minnett. A developmental model of a horn 
designed around the principles described by Minnett 
has been built and partially tested. The design of this 
horn is described, and preliminary test results are 
given that indicate a useful bandwidth of 28% with 
reasonable promise of much more with some further 
development. 
. 1. 
2 nalysis Technique 
A. 1. Bryan 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 173-1 75, November 30,1969 
This article describes the R F  spectrum analysis tech- 
nique used for testing unmanned spacecraft. This 
technique utilizes SDS 920 computers to control the 
S-band receiver in an open-loop mode. The R F  
frequency is swept and analyzed simultaneously by 
sampling the output of the wave analyzer. The result- 
ing spectrum information is plotted on the digital in- 
strumentation system phase I1 high-speed printer. 
3 
Convolutional Codes 
E. A. Bucher (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and 
J. A. Heller 
IEEE Trans. Information Theory, Vol. If-1 6, No. 2, 
pp. 2 19-224, March 1970 
Upper and lower bounds on error probability for 
systematic convolutional codes are obtained. These 
bounds show that the probability of error for a 
systematic convolutional code is larger than the 
probability of error for a nonsystematic convolutional 
code of the same encoder-shift-register length. Two 
different interpretations of these results are given. 
alog 
ay-J 
J. P. Buffington 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
VOI. II, pp. 127-129, July31,1969 
It has been found that the subcarrier demodulator 
assembly is so sensitive to the errors introduced by 
the subcarrier recording subsystem that great diffi- 
culty is experienced when it is necessary to recover 
the data from the magnetic tape. Future require- 
ments will make the procedure even more difficult. 
This article describes a series of tests that has been 
devised to more accurately define the problem so 
that the recording subsystem can be optimized. 
aitivity Tests 
J. P. Buffington 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 149-150, November 30,1969 
Using previously established data, the permissible 
time displacement error (TDE) for a 1-dB data loss in 
the telemetry subcarrier recording subsystem is 
predicted. Results are given for tests conducted using 
a magnetic tape recorder-reproducer consistent with 
this time displacement error. A method of electronic 
TDE correction is discussed. 
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A. C. Dunk and E. 0. Bulkley 
Technical Report 32-1 133, July 15, 1969 
For abstract, see Dunk, A. C. 
R. 6. 
oise on Phase-Lock Receiver 
erformance 
R. C. Bunce 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 115-120, January31, 1970 
In receiver RF phase-lock loops with narrow design- 
point bandwidths (1-10 Hz), voltage-controlled 
oscillator (VCO) 1 /fnoise, where f i s  the frequency, 
can be significant, particularly if the VCO is not 
selected for low inherent noise. In this article, 
classical linear loop theory is used to obtain a model 
of expected total loop output noise across the 
receiver dynamic range as a function of measured 
VCO noise. Two narrow design bandwidths are com- 
pared, using two representative values of VCO noise. 
It is noted that the strong signal noise level, due 
entirely to the VCO, is asymptotic to a residual level, 
and that a noise level versus bandwidth crossover 
point is evident as one decision criterion for band- 
width choice at strong signal levels. Also, the effect of 
VCO noise on measured receiver threshold is 
estimated. 
R. 
8 Spurious Canopus Tracker 
R. H. Burns 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 93-95, 
June 30,1969 
The Mariner Mars 1969 Canopus tracker design is be- 
ing studied to evaluate its applicability for spacecraft 
for outer-planet missions, where long-term reliability 
and fully automatic operation will be required. Spon- 
taneous roll error outputs have been seen with sev- 
eral of the flight-model trackers during laboratory 
testing. The anomalous operation has occurred when 
the tracker is in a backup mode with the star recog- 
nition logic disabled via ground command, so that the 
tracking circuits are free to track stars of any inten- 
sity. When a tracker in this uninhibited mode is not 
looking at a star, as would happen during a roll 
search, its field of view is normally biased hard to one 
side. Sometimes, however, the field of view has been 
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seen to leave this position and wander about at 
random. Wandering of the roll error signal would re- 
sult in a random firing of the control jets, with no 
assurance that the spacecraft would perform a sys- 
tematic roll search. Since this occurrence could have 
serious effects on a mission, a study was made of these 
spurious outputs. The results of the study are pre- 
sented in this article. 
etector for Surface-Landed Wehicles 
R. H. Burns 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 142-144, 
October 3 1,1969 
This article describes the development of an auto- 
matic obstacle detector to detect rocks, holes, and 
impassable slopes in the path of a lunar or planetary 
roving vehicle. A sensor will scan the terrain with a 
laser radar that will yield range data as functions of 
azimuth and elevation and identify obstacles by the 
observed range variations and discontinuities. The 
radar transmitter source under development is a 
stored-pulse variation of a mode-locked helium-neon 
laser, with output light pulses of less than 
duration and a 1-MHz repetition rate. 
BURN§, T. 6. 
SS 4216 f Reconfigurations 
T. L. Burns and R. L. Weber 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. !I, p. 174, May31, 1969 
During the first quarter of 1969, the Tidbinbilla 
Deep Space Station (DSS 42) and the Robledo Deep 
Space Station (DSS 61) completed station upgrades 
and system tests. The upgrades consisted of certain 
subsystem modifications and the relocation of equip- 
ment racks within the control and communications 
rooms. The major upgrades and the system tests that 
followed are described in this article. 
aseband Signal 
N. Burow and H. Mclnnis, Jr. 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 145-151, May31.1969 
The output of the Ampex FR-1400 magnetic tape 
recorder has an uncompensated time-base jitter 
(flutter) level that is too high to permit the use of this 
instrument for recording of a multiple-mission-telem- 
etry (MMT) baseband signal from the receiver. Tests 
have been conducted to determine whether a practi- 
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cal external compensation circuit can reduce this 
time-base instability to an acceptable level. This 
article summarizes the results obtained. 
11 2 Accurate Analysis of A 
R. W. Burt and R. C. Tousworthe 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 122-126, J~ly31,1969 
One advantage of automatic gain control (AGC) cir- 
cuitry in a receiver is that it allows monitoring of the 
control voltage to be a quick and simple determina- 
tion of the incoming signal strength. The accuracy 
with which AGC voltage readings can be converted 
into signal strength measurements depends upon a 
number of factors, the effects of which must be 
modeled properly if an accurate analysis is to be 
made. Once an accurate model is developed, it can 
be used as a yardstick by which receiver performance 
can be measured, tested, or verified. 
In this article, a model is evaluated that appears to 
meet all requirements of such a model. Its accuracy, 
compared with the fit of previous analyses and data 
over a wide range, and based upon what was ex- 
pected a prior4 is extremely satisfactory. The analysis 
technique is amenable to a universal-curve type of 
evaluation of AGC performance. 
U ~ ~ ~ E ~ ,  L. E. 
f 13 Compatibility Test Control Panel 
L. E. Butcher and R. E. Mossinger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 118-120, March 31,1970 
The compatibility test control panel is utilized at the 
Compatibility Test Area at JPL and the Compatibility 
Test Station at Cape Kennedy to provide a central 
location for the control and display of semi-auto- 
mated test functions. The panel is operated in con- 
junction with the digital instrumentation subsystem 
920 computer, software, and special hardware. Its 
design and functions are described in this article. 
onization Studies: 
inty on Estimating 
S. Butrnan 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 55-57, 
August 3 1,1969 
The circuit used for estimating the phase of a square 
wave in the presence of additive white gaussian noise 
is optimum under the following conditions: (1) the 
signal being received must be correlated with no 
more than two locally generated square waves sepa- 
rated by one quarter of a cycle, and (2) the amplitude 
and frequency of the signal and the spectral density 
of the noise are assumed to be known exactly. In 
practice, a small frequency variation and a lack of 
knowledge about the strength of the noise do not 
affect the basic structure of the estimator. However, 
exact knowledge of the amplitude of the received 
waveform is essential to the implementation in order 
to set the saturation levels of the soft limiter in the 
circuit. The article discusses the effect of amplitude 
uncertainty on the estimator. 
oding and Synchronization Studies: Analysis of a 
igital Single-Channel Command System 
S. Butrnan, L. A. Couvillon, R. M. Goldstein, R. Green, and 
J. I<. Holmes 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 25-31, 
February 28,1970 
This article describes a new digital single-channel 
command system that provides both higher 
reliability than the single-channel analog system 
recently demonstrated at JPL and better communi- 
cations theoretical performance. Analysis shows that 
it can acquire bit and word sync in a span of 31 bit- 
times or 7.8 s, with a bit rate of 4 bitsls and a 
reliability equal to the command bit-error probability 
of The significance of this rapid acquisition with 
high reliability is that the necessity for telemetry 
verification is eliminated, thereby allowing rapid and 
reliable command of missions to the outer planets. 
Moreover, the long duration of such missions (about 
12 yr) requires an equipment reliability that is 
achievable only with digital circuitry. The sequence 
of operations required to obtain bit sync and the asso- 
ciated probabilities of correct operation are 
discussed. 
S. Butman 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 31-33, 
February 28, 1970 
An expression for the joint probability density p (!,e) 
of the true phase 8 and its estimated value 8 is 
derived for the case when the received signal is a 
noise-contaminated squarewave whose delay and 
amplitude are unknown. The results are then 
h 
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generalized to a class of phase estimators called 
pseudo-polar estimators. 
A 
c 
S. Butman 
IEEE Trans. Information Theory, Vol. IT- 15, No. 3, 
pp. 392-400, May 1969 
The feedback coding problem for additive noise 
systems (in which the noise may be colored, non- 
stationary, and correlated between channels) is 
formulated in terms of arbitrary linear operations at 
the transmitting and receiving points. This rather 
general linear formulation provides a unified ap- 
proach for deriving new results, as well as previous 
results obtained under more restrictive assumptions, 
in a straightforward manner. Thus, the sequential 
form of the optimum linear feedback code with an 
average power constraint on the transmitter is 
derived for noiseless feedback and forward noise of 
arbitrary covariance. It is shown explicitly that noise- 
less feedback increases the capacity of a channel with 
colored noise. The noisy feedback problem is consid- 
ered and the upper and lower bounds on the 
performance are presented. 
R. E. Cameron, F. A. Morelli, and H. P. Conrow 
Technical Report 32-1454, March 15, 1970 
Survivability of indigenous aerobic, anaerobic, and 
microaerophilic bacteria, fungi, algae, and protozoa 
occurring as a microbial community in a Sonoran 
Desert algal soil crust was determined after 4 to 5 yr 
of exposure to continuous very high vacuum of 
to torr. Aerobic and microaerophilic bacteria 
showed some decrease in survivability (approxi- 
mately 1 log unit) after 4 and 5 yr. In the sieved and 
powdered samples, there were no survivable thermo- 
philes after 4 yr, and the numbers of algae were 
reduced from lo6 to 102/g of soil. No protozoa 
survived after 5 yr in vacuum, but they did survive 
after 4 yr. In the sieved sample, viable micro- 
aerophilic bacteria had decreased from 106 to 105/g 
of soil, and there were no survivable anaerobes or 
molds. Results of survivability of microorganisms in 
powdered samples were more variable than those in 
sieved samples. Survivors in both sieved and 
powdered samples included several BaciuUs spp. and 
diphtheroids; an imperfect mold Alternaria sp.; the 
coccoid green alga ChZorococcum humicola; and fila- 
mentous and coccoid blue-green algae, including var- 
ious species of Schizothrz& Anacystis, CoccochZoris, 
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Scytonema hofmanfi, and Nostoc muscorum. The 
reduction in abundance of various groups of microor- 
ganisms exposed to vacuum shows some similarity to 
the characteristics of survivable microbial groups 
occurring in the naturally harsh, cold Antarctic 
desert. 
R. E. Cameron (W. G. McGinnies and B. J. Goldman, Editors) 
Arid Lands in Perspective, pp. 169-205, 
University of Arizona Press, 1969 
Cold deserts are the last deserts to be investigated on 
this plmet. They closely resemble polar and high- 
mountain deserts in many respects and share many 
problems common to other arid regions. Antarctica 
contains typical cold deserts in its dry valley areas. 
Various aspects of the geomorphology, hydrology, 
climate, soils, vegetation, and microbiology show 
similarities and differences compared to those of high 
Arctic and other desert areas. The harsh environ- 
ment of cold deserts limits the extant biota. Coloniza- 
tion and exploitation of cold deserts are difficult be- 
cause of geographical position, remoteness, harsh 
environment, and the large logistic burden of 
supporting manned outposts. Problems and adapta- 
tion of man in cold deserts are similar to those of an 
outpost society. Antarctica is a valuable testing area 
prior to extraterrestrid exploration and colonization. 
rowth in Agar Sirb 
Thawing 
R. E. Cameron, G. B. Blank (University of California), and 
N. H. Horowitz (California Institute of Technology) 
Cryogen. Technol., Pt. 1: Vol. 5, No. 6, pp. 253-255, 
November-December 1969, and Pt. 2: Vol. 6, No. 1, 
pp. 16-1 8, January-February 1970 
Prior to attempting the detection of life on Mars, it is 
desirable to obtain information on the relative abun- 
dance of aerobic and anaerobic bacteria in soils near 
spacecraft assembly areas and to determine the 
survivability of these microorganisms when subjected 
to simulated Martian freeze-thaw cycles. For these 
purposes, surface soils were collected from nine sites 
at JPL. All samples were mixed and sieved to provide 
a composite soil sample. The abundance of aerobic 
and anaerobic bacteria in the sample was determined 
using trypticase soy agar plates subjected to the 
following temperature conditions: (1) room tempera- 
ture at 25”C, (2) diurnal freezing at -75°C for 16 h 
and thawing at 25°C for 8 h, and (3) continuous freez- 
ing at -75°C. Following a 2-wk incubation at the 
above temperatures, all sets of agar plates were 
incubated for an additional 2 wk at 25°C. No bacteria 
grew during continuous freezing at - 75°C. Aerobes 
29 
30 
grew during diurnal freezing and thawing at dilu- 
tions of to lo4. Anaerobes did not grow during 
diurnal freezing and thawing. All sets of plates 
showed growth of aerobes and anaerobes by tho end 
of the final 2 wk of incubation at 25°C. The abun- 
dance of aerobes was greater than that of anaerobes, 
but, regardless of the first 2 wk of temperature condi- 
tions, after the second 2 wk of incubation at room 
temperature, the survival rates for sets of aerobic and 
anaerobic agar plates were comparable. 
R. E. Cameron 
1. Ark. Acad Sci., Vol. 6, No. 1, pp. 11-40, March 1970 
In preparation for sampling, detecting, and 
characterizing possible extraterrestrial microorga- 
nisms, soil microflora are being studied in various 
harsh terrestrial environments, especially in desert 
regions. Although it is not a true desert, the Valley of 
10,000 Smokes, which lies within Katmai National 
Monument, Alaska, is an area that presents a harsh 
environment for life. This report provides informa- 
tion on microflora found in this area and discusses 
their abundance and distribution in terms of certain 
environmental conditions, especially soil properties. 
N. H. Horowitz, A. J. Bauman, R. E. Cameron, P. J. Geiger, 
J. S. Hubbard, G. P. Shulman, P. G. Simmonds, and 
K. Westberg 
Science, Vol. 164, No. 3883, pp. 1054-1 056, May 30,1969 
For abstract, see Horowitz, N. H. 
oil 
R. E. Cameron, J. King, and C. N. David 
SoilSci., Vol. 109, No. 2, pp. 110-120, February 1970 
During Antarctic austral summer 1967-1968, 
microclimatic, soil ecological, and microbiological 
investigations were made in the cold desert 
environment of Wheeler dry valley. Soil physical and 
chemical properties were determined for 15 samples 
collected from six sites. Coarse-textured, brownish or 
yellowish sands, low in salts, yielded microbial 
abundances of 103-107/g of soil. The resultant micro- 
organisms included pigmented and nonpigmented 
heterotrophic, aerobic, and microaerophilic bacteria; 
streptomycetes; yeasts; molds; algae; and protozoa. A 
few lichens and mosses were present also. Micro- 
organisms were present in both surface and sub- 
surface soils and were predominately diphtheroids. 
This valley is not as arid as most of the other dry 
valleys of southern Victoria Land. The investigation 
of Wheeler Valley provided additional information 
for grading the Antarctic dry valleys along an 
ecological scale. 
r, w. 
R. W. Campbell 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 124-127, 
October 3 1, 1969 
JPL has recently established a radioisotope thermo- 
electric generator (RTG) radiation test laboratory to 
study the radiation fields of RTGs and their inter- 
action with susceptible spacecraft components. The 
laboratory is adequately equipped from a radiation 
safety standpoint to use radioactive sources, 
including SNAP-19 and -27 (Systems for Nuclear 
Auxiliary Power 19 and 27) RTG fuel capsule 
assemblies. The laboratory has a large number of 
calibrated, standard gamma-ray sources; a 5-Ci PuBe 
neutron source; Pm147 and SNAP-15A metal 
heat sources; and a simulated 1500-W PuOz heat 
source. Several gamma-ray and neutron spectrom- 
eter systems are available for spectrum meas- 
urements. 
This article describes the work that has gone into 
making this laboratory operable, features and 
capabilities of the laboratory, and some of the present 
endeavors. Present measurements include inter- 
ference studies with several of the most sensitive 
radiation detectors used on many spacecraft. In addi- 
tion, the gamma spectra of both a SNAP-15A Pu238 
metal and a SNAP-27 PuOz heat source have been 
measured with a Ge(Li) spectrometer system. The 
SNAP-27 PuOz heat source spectrum was measured 
by JPL personnel at the TRW, Inc., facility where the 
heat source is presently located. 
J. 
revention System for 
J. Carlucci 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 138-1 40, November 30,1969 
As a result of operational experience and an analysis 
of the safety requirements for the Deep Space Instru- 
mentation Facility antennas, a system has been 
designed that enables the servo operator to monitor 
the antenna and surrounding area. The operator can 
thus control (or 'prevent) vehicle, equipment, and 
personnel intrusion. The system utilizes a surveil- 
lance television system, lighting hardware, and a safe- 
ty barrier around the circumference of the antenna. 
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c interization of the Time Sync 
Antenna 
J. Carlucci and R. McKee 
The Deep Space Nefwork, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. 11, p. 108, January31,1970 
The electronics cage of the 30-ft-diam antenna at the 
Venus Deep Space Station was winterized by 
installing insulated paneling and a thermostatically 
controlled electronic heating and ventilating system. 
This article describes these installation activities. 
D. G. Carpenter 
Technical Report 32-1391, September 1,1969 
During the far encounter phase of the Mariner Mars 
1969 mission, the spacecraft scan platform was 
directed toward the center of the illuminated portion 
of Mars. The scan-control subsystem derived its two- 
axis pointing signals from the far encounter planet 
sensor. The sensor operational requirements, a gen- 
eral operational description, and a detailed descrip- 
tion of each major part of the sensor are given. The 
fabrication methods and problems are also discussed, 
and a complete analysis of functional test results is 
presented. 
J. A. Carpenter 
The Deep Space Nefwork, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 137-1 38, November 30,1969 
Modular field test units are being considered as 
possible replacements for field test trailers. The 
development of this concept is described in this 
article. 
R. L. Carpenter 
Asfron. J., Vol. 75, No. 1, pp. 61-66, February 1970 
The rotation period of Venus is determined by com- 
paring the positions of surface features observed by 
radar on four successive inferior conjunctions from 
1962 through 1967. The best estimated sidereal 
period is 242.982 f0.04 days retrograde, with the 
spin vector pointing toward right ascension = 94.1 & 
3 deg, declination = - 71.4 &1 deg (1950.0). This 
period suggests that Venus is not in synodic reson- 
ance with the earth. 
agnetosphere of Jupiter 
T. D. Carr (University of Florida) and S. Gulkis 
Annu. Rev. Asfron. Asfrophys., Vol. 7, pp. 577-618, 1969 
This paper discusses the observed radio emissions 
from Jupiter, the deductions from them regarding 
the magnetic field and the magnetosphere of the 
planet, and the results of theoretical investigations of 
interactions between the magnetic field and plasma 
in the Jovian magnetosphere. 
W. F. Carroll and L. D. Stimpson 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 156-158, 
October 3 1, 1969 
This article describes a thermal-vacuum facility that 
has been assembled to test the effects of perturba- 
tions on multilayer insulation performance. The 
insulation is wrapped around a 10-in.-diam, 28-in.- 
long (including end guards) cylinder that is electri- 
cally heated inside and cooled by a liquid-nitrogen 
outer wall. Emphasis will be on predictability and 
reproducibility of installation influences, such as 
overlaps, seams, local compressions, and pene- 
trations. 
f e d  of Environment on Spacecraft Thermal Control 
aterials 
W. Carroll and J. Crosby 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 169-170, 
February 28, 1970 
Degradation of thermal control coatings under com- 
bined conditions of ultraviolet radiation and vacuum 
is initiated by photoproduced holes and electrons 
that can undergo chemical reaction. The approach 
used to prevent optical degradation is to find and 
introduce surface additives that act as recombination 
centers for removing the photoproduced carriers 
with no net chemical change. Several additive 
species potentially suitable as recombination centers 
in ZnO have been identified, one of which is the 
ferro/ferricyanide couple. It has not been ascertained 
whether the additive is truly catalytic or if some 
depletion reaction is involved. 
Electrical measurements aimed at selecting recom- 
bination couples for several other pigments, namely, 
ZrOz and Laz03, produced anomalous results. For 
ZnO, two distinct electron-spin-resonance signals 
associated with ultraviolet radiation were identified, 
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one of which is oxygen-bleachable. Correlation of this 
observation with known visible and IR damage states 
has not been established. 
Rank permutation group coding is a technique for 
coding communications systems based on the prop- 
erties of rank correlation and permutation groups. 
The probability of error of such a system was deter- 
mined experimentally, using various rank codes 
under various noise conditions. A review of the prop- 
erties of rank codes and experimental results are 
given. 
K. Shimada and P. L. Cassell 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 118-121, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Shimada, K. Terminals R. G. Chamberlain 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 262-264, 
J. October 3 1, 1969 
Conversion 
D. G. Elliott, L. G. Hays, and D. J. Cerini 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 196-201, 
April 30,1969 
For abstract, see Elliott, D. G. 
ower Conversion 
D. G. Elliott, D. J. Cerini, L. G. Hays, and D. W. Bogdanoff 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 246-249, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Elliott, D. G. 
H. D. Chadwick 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 47-54, 
June 30,1969 
This article is one of a series treating the problems of 
synchronization of an m-ary frequency-shift-keying 
(MFSK) receiver in time and frequency. The fre- 
quency tracking technique that is proposed and an- 
alyzed permits tracking long-term frequency drift 
with a resultant detection performance loss on the 
order of 1 dB. 
Obtaining more remote computer terminals than are 
absolutely necessary to handle an organization’s com- 
puting load would lead to idle terminals. On the 
other hand, obtaining only the absolutely necessary 
number of terminals would, as a result of queuing, 
lead to inconvenience and delays. The results of a 
study to determine the optimal number of terminals 
under various conditions are discussed in this article. 
limination of Starting Values in Exponential 
Smoothing 
R. G. Chamberlain 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 264-265, 
October 3 1,1969 
Exponential smoothing is a technique for estimating 
the parameters of a model fit to a non-stationary dis- 
crete time series. A generalization attained by elim- 
ination of starting values is described in this article. 
ies of Lunar Samples 
S. L. Manatt, D. D. Elleman, R. W. Vaughan, S. I. Chan, 
F.-D. Tsay, and W. T. Huntress, Jr. 
“Proceedings of Apollo 7 7 Lunar Science Conference, 
Houston, Texas, January 3-8,1970,’’ Science, Vol. 167, 
No. 3918, pp. 709-71 1, January 30,1970 
For abstract, see Manatt, S. L. 
C820 Probability of Error of a 
H. D. Chadwick 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 82-89, 
October 3 1,1969 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 42-51, May31, 1969 
For abstract, see Muller, P. M. 
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C. C. Chao 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 110-1 14, September 30,1969 
Fundamental to the reduction of earth-based radio 
tracking data are accurate polynomial predictions for 
the difference between Atomic Time (A.l) and true 
instantaneous Universal Time (UT1). The current 
JPL-adopted A.l - UT1 values are the smoothed 
values determined by a timing polynomial (TPOLY) 
computer program. This program performs a second- 
order least-squares fit to raw A. l -  UT1 data supplied 
by the U.S. Naval Observatory, producing polynomial 
coefficients for the data fit and for predicted values of 
A.l - UT1. The output from this program is used 
directly in the two current orbit determination pro- 
grams at JPL. 
During extended deep space missions, such as the 
Mariner VI and VI1 flights, several reductions and 
predictions were performed using daily U.S. Naval 
Observatory time reports provided at JPL's request. 
As the new data replaced predicted values for A.l - 
UT1, perturbations as large as 14 ms occurred be- 
tween the new least-squares fit to the data and the 
old predicted values. These perturbations are very 
significant in view of the Mariner Wand VIIrequire- 
ment for an uncertainty in A . l -  UT1 of no more than 
7.5 ms, and the early-1970s mission requirements of 
less than 1.0 ms. This article presents the results of an 
investigation of these perturbations. A brief review of 
the timing prediction method in the TPOLY pro- 
gram is included. 
i? 
c 
stic Testing 
C. P. Chapman 
Technical Report 32-1442 (Reprinted from Journalof 
Environmental Sciences, Vol. 12, No. 3, pp. 10-1 4, 
June 1969) 
A six-channel spectrum averager for environmental 
acoustic testing is described. The spectrum averager 
was used to meet the approval acoustics test require- 
ments for the Mariner Mars 1969 proof test model 
spacecraft, and is described by both block and circuit 
diagrams. Performance curves are illustrated and 
compared to data recorded from microphones during 
the test, but were independently analyzed by digital 
techniques after test completion. 
ration or Acoustics 
C. P. Chapman, J. Shipley, and C. L. Heizman (TIME/DATA 
Corporation) 
Technical Report 32-1 464 (Reprinted from Proceedings of 
Institute of Environmental Sciences Meeting on Environmental 
Testing, Anaheim, Calif., April2&23, 1969, pp. 387-409) 
This three-part report discusses digital vibration con- 
trol. Part I reviews the conventional closed-loop 
environmental vibration system. Advantages of 
replacing the conventional control system with a 
digital system are listed and two methods of digital 
noise generation are defined. 
General configuration and operation of a digital 
vibration control system are defined in Part 11. Statis- 
tical requirements for digital noise generation are 
stated and two methods of spectrum shaping are dis- 
cussed. These concepts were programmed into a 
special-purpose computer and the results are 
illustrated. 
In Part 111, a novel technique for generating random 
test signals and controlling random vibration tests is 
described together with the results of a feasibility 
study. 
~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ ,  T. 1. 
C028 Energy-Level iterative NMR 
onequivalent, Chemical-Shift 
Equivalent Nuclei 
M. T. Bowers, T. 1. Chapman, and S. L. Manatt 
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 50, No. 12, pp. 5412-5417, 
June 15,1969 
For abstract, see Bowers, M. T. 
J. E. Lovelock, K. W. Charlton, and P. G. Simmonds 
Technical Report 32-1 428 (Reprinted from Ana&tical 
Chemistry, Vol. 41, No. 8, pp. 1048-1 052, July 1969) 
For abstract, see Lovelock, J. E. 
rnent ation for Linear 
scoel aterials 
E. Heer and J. C. Chen 
Technical Report 32-1 38 1, June 1,1969 
For abstract, see Heer, E. 
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J. Chen 
Supporting Research and Advanced De veloprnent, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 158-1 62, 
October 31,1969 
The receptance method for the analysis of complex 
structural systems is described and illustrated in this 
article. A nonlinear coupling unit, the Mariner space- 
craft solar panel damper, was tested, and its non- 
linear characteristics were analyzed. This provided 
an approach to analyze the nonlinearly coupled 
structural systems by the receptance method. A 
simple nonlinearly coupled system was considered, 
with the assumption that nonlinearity in the coupling 
unit is small. The problem was then solved by the 
receptance method with perturbation on the non- 
linearity of the coupling unit. 
6. 
34 
R. C. Chernoff and R. W. Hartop 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 138-145, May31,1969 
The Pioneer, Tidbinbilla, and Robledo Deep Space 
Stations are able to operate as back-up tracking sys- 
tems in the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) 
while retaining their original Deep Space Network 
functional capability. Marked degradation of receiver 
operation during dual-carrier transmission has been 
observed at the Pioneer and Tidbinbilla Stations. The 
degradation consists of noise bursts with generally 
increased system noise, as well as interference by 
high-order intermodulation products of the two up- 
link carriers. 
Accumulated data have indicated that some defect in 
system design is responsible. Results thus far of tests 
begun at the Pioneer Station on December 30, 1968 
to determine the nature of the defect and its remedy 
are presented in this article, as are the various con- 
clusions that have been reached. 
lystron 
R. C. Chernoff 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 1 14-1 15, January 3 1,1970 
A standard UHF buffer amplifier has been modified 
to increase its power output from 4.0 to 14.3 W. An 
increase to at least 10 W was necessary to meet the 
drive requirements of the new 400-kW S-band klys- 
tron. The modifications, described in this article, con- 
sisted of forced-air cooling of the anode and a change 
in cathode bias resistance to improve efficiency and 
stability. 
R. Choate, S. A. Batterson (Langley Research Center), 
E. M. Christensen, R. E. Hutton (TRW Systems, Inc.), 
L. D. Jaffe, R. H. Jones (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
H. Y. KO (University of Colorado), R. L. Spencer, and 
F. B. Sperling 
1. Geophys. Res., Voi. 74, No. 25, pp. 6149-6174, 
November 15,1969 
Although the lunar surface at the Surveyor VIIhigh- 
land landing site is somewhat rougher than the sur- 
face at previous mare landing sites, many of the 
physical properties of the soil at the sites are similar. 
The soil is primarily fine-grained, compressible, and 
slightly cohesive; only 2.8% of the surface is covered 
by rocks larger than 5 cm in diameter. The average 
soil static bearing strength is 0.2 N/cm2 at 0.2-cm 
depth and 3.4 N/cm2at 4-cm depth. 
ission-Independent 
ayesian Decision Approach 
C. Christensen 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 11 1-1 17, May31,1969 
Research is being conducted to develop telemetry 
decommutation algorithms of sufficient generality 
that they are mission-independent. If a convenient 
means of realistically describing the format and con- 
tent of telemetry data can be formulated and an al- 
gorithm using this design can be developed, then the 
algorithm will be mission-independent. 
The language that describes the format of telemetry 
data and the class of allowable data errors were de- 
scribed previously. In this article, the content of the 
data is assumed to have been given in the form of a 
set of a priori probabilities of the occurrences of cer- 
tain patterns within the data. The decoI-pmutation is 
accomplished by means of a Bayesian decision pro- 
cedure. 
lgorithrn for Telemetry 
C. Christensen 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 69-71, September 30,1969 
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In previous analyses for using a Bayesian decision 
procedure for telemetry decommutation algorithms, 
two assumptions were made: (1) the commutator out- 
put for a channel is independent of the output for 
other channels, and (2) the output of a channel one 
time is independent of the output at other times. 
Under these assumptions, the a priori probabilities 
used in the Bayes decisions were independent; how- 
ever, the probabilities defined as the environment 
probabilities are dependent between channels. 
Clearly, then, it is incorrect to perform the Bayes 
decision in an isolated fashion. An algorithm that 
takes into account the dependencies in the environ- 
ment probabilities is presented in this article. 
raph Searching in the Algorithm for Telemetry 
ecommutation 
C. S. Christensen 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 98-1 00, January 3 1, 1970 
A graph-searching algorithm that finds the minimum 
cost path through a "layered" graph is described in 
this article. This algorithm was developed for use in a 
telemetry decommutation algorithm. 
R. Choate, S. A. Batterson (Langley Research Center), 
E. M. Christensen, R. E. Hutton (TRW Systems, Inc.), 
L. D. Jaffe, R. H. Jones (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
H. Y. KO (University of Colorado), R. L. Spencer, and 
D. L. Jauncey (Cornell-Sydney University Astronomy 
Center), and S. Gulkis 
Asfrophys. J., Vol. 158, No. 2, Pt. 2, pp. L83-L85, 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Cohen, M. H. 
Amplifiers 
J. R. Clark 
Supporting Reseorch ond Advonced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 4-10, 
October 3 1, 1969 
The BiosateIZite urinalysis instrument, developed by 
JPL, was used on Biosatellite Mission D to determine 
the concentrations of calcium, creatinine, and 
creatine present in the urine of the monkey through- 
out the flight. This article describes the data ampli- 
fiers used as an integral part of the instrument to pro- 
cess electrical signals, which are proportional to the 
optical density or fluorescence of the fluids being 
analyzed. 
The amplifiers are designed to detect the change in 
resistance of a photoconductive cell that is propor- 
tional to the change in illumination transmitted from 
a chemical reaction chamber. In response to this 
change in resistance, the amplifiers yield a signal that 
is compatible with the Biosatellite spacecraft telem- 
etry system. 
F. B. Sperling 
J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 74, No. 25, pp. 6149-6174, 
November 15,1969 
For abstract, see Choate, R. 
A. R. Hoffman, J. T. Wang, and M. R. Christensen 
Technical Report 32-1 320, October 15,1969 
For abstract, see Hoffman, A. R. 
rce in ucle 7 
M. H. Cohen (California Institute of Technology), 
A. T. Moffet (California Institute of Technology), 
D. Shaffer (California Institute of Technology), 
B. G. Clark (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
X. 1. Kellermann (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
R. C. Clauss 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 87-90, May 3 1, 1969 
A test comb structure for improved X-band maser 
performance has been completed, and structure 
evaluation is in progress. Wide tuning range (7.7 to 
8.5 GHz), high gain, and low noise temperature were 
the main design considerations. A description of the 
comb structure and the test data recorded to date are 
presented in this article. These data include the 
structure slowing factor and tuning range, maser 
material absorption measurements, and isolator per- 
formance characteristics. 
The selection of a maser material orientation that 
provides optimum performance involves tradeoffs 
between optimized signal and pump transitions, 
isolator performance, maser material quality, and 
JPL BIBlIOGRAPHY39- 7 ? 35 
maser magnet design. This selection process is also 
discussed. 
R. Clauss and R. Quinn 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 50-52, July 3 1, 1969 
A traveling-wave maser (TWM) for use in the modi- 
fied ultra-cone at the Mars Deep Space Station was 
completed in time for the Mariner Mars 1969 en- 
counter operations. The tunable S-band TWM is a 
duplicate of a previously installed ultra-cone maser. 
Another nearly identical TWM was installed at the 
Mars Deep Space Station in September 1968. The 
performance comparisons of the three TWMs pre- 
sented in this article show consistent quality of the 
Czochralski ruby maser material. An improvement in 
isolator performance is noticeable in the second and 
third units. 
An improved, multifrequency pumping technique 
and a sweeping detector bandpass monitor that pro- 
vide TWM adjustment capability for Manned Space 
Flight Netw& tracking (2270-2290 MHz) are also 
discussed. 
[November-December 19691 
R. C. Clauss and R. B. Quinn 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 86-89, January 3 1, 1970 
An X-band traveling-wave maser for use in the Deep 
Space Network has been completed and laboratory- 
tested. The maser structure is tunable from 7600 to 
8900 MHz. At 8450 MHz, the gain is 39 dB with an 
instantaneous bandwidth of 17 MHz. The equivalent 
input noise temperature (measured at 8450 MHz) is 
7°K. The refrigerator system is identical to that used 
for the S-band traveling-wave maser. The maser 
system, as described in this article, is compatible with 
existing power supply /instrumentation equipment 
now in use at Deep Space Network tracking stations. 
c esearch: System Studies for 
reqleencies Above S- 
~ommu~icatiofls 
R. C. Clauss 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 90-93, 
February 28,1970 
Efforts to develop low-noise receiving equipment for 
higher frequencies have been concentrated on maser 
design and materials at frequencies between 7 and 18 
GHz. In the past, operational masers using ruby 
above 7 GHz have been operated at 54.7-deg 
orientation using the push-pull pumping method. 
Improved maser performance can be obtained at the 
90-deg orientation. The use of multiple pumping at 
the 90-deg orientation simplifies crystal orientation 
problems, improves dynamic stability, provides 
higher gain per unit length, and reduces the maser 
noise temperature. 
[January-February 19701 
R. C. Clauss, H. F. Reilly, Jr., and M. S. Reid 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 74-78, March 3 1,1970 
An X-band maser has been tested to determine phase 
and amplitude stability characteristics. The maser 
covers a wide tuning range (7600-8900 MHz) with 
30- to 40-dB net gain available. The maser equivalent 
input noise temperature is 10°K at 7840 MHz and 
7°K at 8448 MHz. Operation of the maser with a horn 
and a refrigerator temperature of 4.O"K resulted in a 
total system temperature of 13°K. The minimum 
configuration system temperature was 13.8"K at the 
normal operating refrigerator temperature of 4.4"K. 
GLA v, D. R. 
e047 Solar Plasma Experiment for Apollo 
C. W. Snyder, D. R. Clay, and M. Neugebauer 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 18-24, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Snyder, C. W. 
J. G. Sotter, J. W. Woodward, and R. M. Clayton 
Technical Report 32-1410 (Reprinted from J. Spacecraft 
Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 504-506, April 1969) 
For abstract, see Sotter, J. G. 
esonant Combustion (February- 
R. M. Clayton 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 204-21 2, 
April 30,1969 
In resonance combustion experiments with several 
large research engines, two versions of one of the en- 
gines (the 18-in.-diam RC-1 engine) persistently 
exhibited popping, i.e., large-amplitude, discrete 
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pressure disturbances propagated as waves through- 
out the combustion volume during otherwise steady 
combustion. Early attempts to isolate the cause of the 
rough operation for a cylindrical version of the en- 
gine were not successful, although certain operating 
parameters of a boundary flow (near the chamber 
wall) injection scheme were found to control the 
occurrence of popping. An annular version of this en- 
gine also exhibited essentially the same popping 
characteristics. 
This article presents a summary of a more complete 
evaluation of the popping results from these experi- 
ments than has been reported previously. A correla- 
tion was found relating the occurrence of popping in 
these engines to chemically-reactive-impingement 
dynamics for the boundary injection scheme. 
cy Generation and Cont 
emperature Stabilization of Ca 
Standard Frequencies 
P. Clements 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 70-71, March31, 1970 
A cable used to transmit a standard frequency must 
be kept at a stable temperature. By using the ground 
as an insulator, extremely good temperature sta- 
bilities can be achieved. This method is described 
here. 
C. 
R. C. Coffin 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 100-102, January31, 1970 
The digital phase shifter described here is being 
developed for use in the automated subsystems of the 
Mark I11 era. The numerical value of a parallel binary 
word determines the magnitude of phase shift. Phase 
control is achieved as follows: There are N stages, 
each under the control of one bit in the control word. 
A stage consists of a 180-deg phase shift that may or 
may not be added to the incoming phase, depending 
upon the state of the control bit, followed by a divi- 
sion of the phase by two. Since all of these stages are 
in series, the addition of a 180-deg phase shift by the 
first (least-significant) stage will be divided by 2N and 
will appear at the output of the final stage as a phase 
change oI' 180/2Ndeg. By including or not including a 
180-deg phase shift after the last divider, a full 360- 
deg phase shift can be realized with a step size of 
360/2N deg. A laboratory test model having an 11%- 
deg resolution has been built and tested. 
c 
co5 
co53 
c 
S. L. Manatt, E. A. Cohen, and A. H. Cowley (University of 
Texas) 
J. Am. Chem. SOC., Vol.91, No.21, pp. 5919-5920, 
October 8, 1969 
For abstract, see Manatt, S. L. 
R Spectra of Pentafluorobenzenes 
E. A. Cohen, A. J. Bourn, and S. L. Manatt 
J. Mag. Reson., Vol. 1, No. 4, pp. 4 3 6 4 4 9 ,  July 1969 
The AA'BB'C NMR spin systems of the pentafluoro- 
benzene derivatives ewith the substituents -C1, -Br, 
-I, -OH, -8, -NH2, -NHa and - C r N  have been care- 
fully recorded and completely analyzed using itera- 
tive fitting to the experimental transitions in every 
case. Relative to the local fluorine-fluorine NMR 
coupling as negative, it was possible to establish the 
signs of all the couplings. Contrary to some previous 
investigations, most of the relevant coupling constant 
sign information for these spin systems can be ex- 
tracted from high quality spectra via close scrutiny of 
the line positions and relative line intensities. For the 
most weakly coupled systems, double resonance tech- 
niques were also employed to establish the correct 
spectral assignments. 
The coupling constant sign results provide further 
verification of the predictions of Abraham's recent 
treatment of the substituent effects on the *AF and 'JF 
couplings in fluorine-substituted aromatic molecules. 
The coupling parameters, 3.hF, 4jkland ' J F ,  in 
the pentafluorobenzenes are compared with similar 
couplings in the fluoro-olefins and fluoro-1,3-diene 
systems as regards the important mechanisms of 
fluorine-fluorine couplings. 
E. A. Cohen and S. L. Manatt 
Rev. Sci. lnstr., Vol. 41, No. 3, pp. 473-474, March 1970 
An important problem and experimental nuisance in 
high-resolution nuclear-magnetic-resonance spectros- 
copy is the establishment of precise sweep calibra- 
tions for both frequency- and field-sweep spectra. 
This report describes a simple device and straight- 
forward method for achieving precise, accurate, and 
permanent calibration of a high-resolution nuclear- 
magnetic-resonance spectrum while simultaneously 
obtaining a permanent recording of the spectrum. 
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M. H. Cohen (California Institute of Technology), 
A. T. Moffet (California Institute of Technology), 
D. Shaffer (California Institute of Technology), 
B. G. Clark [National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
K. 1. Kellermann (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
D. L. Jauncey (Cornell-Sydney University Astronomy 
Center), and S. Gulkis 
November 1969 
The compact radio source in M87 has been observed 
with a long-base-line interferometer composed of the 
210-ft radio telescope at Goldstone, California, and 
the 85-ft radio telescope at Tidbinbilla, near 
Canberra, Australia. The observations suggest that 
the radio source is remarkably concentrated to the 
galactic nucleus of M87 (an elliptical galaxy in Virgo) 
and has a linear diameter of about 3 light-months. 
Astrophp. J., Vol. 158, NO. 2, Pt. 2, pp. L83-L85, 
ascons and Strength of the 
J. E. Conel and G. B. Holstrom 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 55-58, 
April 30, 1969 
A near-surface, filled-crater model for lunar mass 
concentrations (mascons) was previously proposed as 
an alternative to the model of deeply buried masses 
originally suggested by Muller and Sjogren, as based 
on Urey’s model of maria structure and structural 
evolution. In this article, the stress calculations pre- 
viously reported are extended and applied to 
different models for the origin of the fill. Calculations 
of gravity anomalies for isostatically compensated 
models are also given. 
J. E. Conel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 58-63, 
April 30, 1969 
Low ridges occur on the surfaces of virtually all maria 
and other smooth flat areas of the moon. The ridges 
are sinuous and sometimes serrate in form up to a 
few hundred meters in height and up to tens of 
kilometers in width. Individual ridges can be found 
that extend 300 km or more in length. Such ridges 
have generally been termed mare ridges or wrinkle 
ridges. 
6058 
Examination of Lunar Orbiter photographs has 
revealed interesting structural features of the ridges 
bearing on their origin. Several of these photographs 
are presented in this article, and the structural 
features of the ridges are discussed. 
J. E. Conel, G. B. Holstrom, and E. Abbott 
Supporting Research and Advanced Developmenf, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 30-33, 
June 30,1969 
Gravity profiles for a near-surface disk model of the 
Mare Serenitatis mass concentration (mascon) were 
presented by Conel and Holstrom. Good agreement 
was obtained between that model and the 
normalized gravity data of Muller and Sjogren. These 
calculations were approximate in the sense that (1) 
curvature of the lunar surface was neglected; (2) the 
gravity effects of topographically high areas ringing 
the mare were not accounted for; (3) the line-of-sight 
doppler values were assumed to represent the local 
vertical component of gravity (especially important 
for the northern portions of the profile); and (4) the 
profile was matched to so-called normalized gravity 
values, i.e., those values obtained after a “free-air’’ 
correction of the raw accelerations to a surface at an 
altitude of 100 km. 
By modifying the original gravity program to calcu- 
late three orthogonal components of acceleration and 
by constructing a more elaborate model including 
topography and curvature, the effects arising from all 
of these assumptions are accounted for in the model 
calculations discussed in this article. The result is that 
fit of the plate model to the observational data is 
sensibly unaffected by such refinements. Comparison 
with a deep spherical mass distribution also remains 
favorable. In fact, it appears that the plate and sphere 
models will remain gravitationally indistinguishable, 
regardless of the altitude of observation, unless: (1) 
accuracy of the observational data is improved, or (2) 
the plate model has a distinctive geometry. 
c J. 
L. D. Kaplan, J. Connes [Paris Observatory), and 
P. Connes (National Center of Scientific Research, France) 
Technical Report 32-1 458 (Reprinted from Astrophys. I., 
Vol. 157, No. 3 pp. L187-L192, September 1969) 
For abstract, see Kaplan, L. D. 
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artian Atmosphere 
L. D. Kaplan, J. Connes (Paris Observatory), and 
P. Connes (National Center of Scientific Research, France) 
Technical Report 32-1 458 (Reprinted from Astrophys. J., 
Vol. 157, No. 3 pp. L187-Ll92, September 1969) 
For abstract, see Kaplan, L. D. 
fl. P. 
icroorganisms in esert Soil Exposed to 
Five Years of Continuous Very High Wacuum 
R. E. Cameron, F. A. Morelli, and H. P. Conrow 
Technical Report 32-1454, March 15,1970 
For abstract, see Cameron, R. E. 
atching With a Non-Ideal Transformer 
B. Conroy 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 71-73, 
October 3 1, 1969 
The use of transformers is often desirable for inter- 
stage coupling of solid-state amplifiers due to the sim- 
plicity of the circuits and their stability. The problem 
of interstage matching of solid-state power amplifiers 
at frequencies where core materials are not ideal 
requires an exact solution. An exact design procedure 
is given for a tuned primary, untuned secondary 
transformer with magnetizing and leakage induct- 
ances, but without loss. This procedure gives the 
minimum Q obtainable as a function of the coupling 
factor k of the transformer. Equations are also pre- 
sented for the design of circuits with minimum and 
greater-than-minimum Q. 
B. Conroy 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 74-77, 
October 3 1,1969 
As part of a continuing research program to develop 
new approaches for spacecraft transmitters, the high- 
power, solid-state distributed amplifier configuration 
has been evaluated by examination of available infor- 
mation and direct experimentation. The difference 
between the high-power, solid-state and the classical 
distributed amplifiers is defined, and experimental 
procedures and data are presented. It is concluded 
that interamplifier isolation, such as provided by the 
hybrid tree, Wilkinson Summer, or ferrite isola- 
torlpower combiner, is required for power com- 
bining in a practical spacecraft transmitter. 
c A, L. c. 
oise Code Generator 
L. C. Constenla 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. I t ,  pp. 46-48, September 30, 1969 
A pseudo-noise (PN) code generator has been devel- 
oped as a part of the range-gate machine used in the 
planetary mapping demonstrations performed at the 
Venus Deep Space Station. The range-gate machine 
is a 32-channel real-time device for processing plan- 
etary radar signal returns. The function of this PN 
code generator is to provide 32 successive phases of 
the pseudo-random code. The system and the re- 
quired circuitry are described. 
C065 A Critical Evaluatio 
Conjugated Carboc 
Steric Effect on 3JHH 
M. A. Cooper and S. L. Manatt 
J. Am. Chem. SOC., Vol. 91, No. 23, pp. 6325-6333, 
November 5,1969 
Previously proposed linear correlations between T- 
bond orders and the magnitudes of nuclear magnetic 
resonance ortho proton-proton spin-spin coupling 
constants (3J) in unsaturated systems have been rein- 
vestigated using more accurate values for the 
coupling constants than were available heretofore. It 
is shown that, although the relationship is no longer 
linear over the whole range of bond order, the plot is 
still approximately linear for aromatic systems. 
Deviations from linearity are shown to exhibit consis- 
tent trends, which may be rationalized in terms of 
steric interactions. A plot of 3J versus bond length is 
shown to be linear over the whole range of bond 
lengths, and the theoretical background of this cor- 
relation is discussed in terms of a simple molecular 
orbital theory, as well as a previously proposed 
valence bond treatment. 
s. Evidence for a 
M. A. Cooper and S. L. Manatt 
J. Am. Chem. SOC., Vol. 92, No. 6, pp. 1605-1614, 
March 25,1970 
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The proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of 
some benzocycloalkenes and benzocycloal- 
kenediones have been analyzed. The derived 
proton-proton, spin-spin couplings have been 
examined for any features that might indicate partial 
bond fixation (the “Mills-Nixon effect”) ascribable to 
ring strain in these series. Whereas the ortho 
couplings (”) exhibit no clear trends, it is found that 
the meta coupling (“J) decreases sharply and the para 
coupling (5J) increases sharply with increased strain. 
The reasons for these changes are discussed in terms 
of empirical relationships found in other series, as 
well as by a theoretical (extended Huckel molecular 
orbital) treatment.. 
 COR^, M. J. 
67 Mission Constraints on Solid- 
nmanned Spacecraft 
C. L. Robillard and M. J. Cork 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 6, pp. 745-748, June 1969 
For abstract, see Robillard, C. L. 
CK, R. E 
COG8 Improved S- and Waveguide Switch 
R. E. Cormack 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. 11, pp. 64-65, July 31, 1969 
Improved RF  choke designs for WR-430 three- 
position switches have resulted in significant 
improvements in all RF  parameters measured. Per- 
formance data for the switches are presented in this 
article. 
GUE E. Al. 
ower Conditioning 
E. N. Costogue 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 67-68, 
June 30,1969 
The electric propulsion power conditioning activities 
are directed to accomplish two tasks. The first task, 
designated solar electric propulsion system test 11, 
was initiated in March 1969 and involves the eval- 
uation testing of a power conditioner supply with two 
oxide-cathode ion engines. A switching module is 
utilized to switch power to other engines by 
command. The current status of this task is described 
in this article. The second task, to be initiated in late 
1969, will involve the design, fabrication, and evalu- 
ation testing of the complete power conditioning sub- 
system of the electric propulsion system. 
E. N. Costogue 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. Ill, pp. 139-142, 
February 28,1970 
The primary functions of the electric propulsion 
power conditioning system are to generate and pro- 
vide controllable power from the solar panel source 
to the ion thrusters for high propellant utilization. 
One unit of the power conditioning system is the 
switching matrix, which provides the flexible and 
controllable interconnections between the four 
power conditioners and the five ion thrusters. The 
flexibility of the unit permits interconnection 
between any one power conditioner and any one ion 
thruster of the system. The interfaces and functional 
characteristics of the unit are presented with a brief 
description of each subassembly. 
CQUWILLOM, L. A. 
CQ7 1 Spacecraft Command Techniques 
L. A. Couvillon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 68-70, 
October 3 1, 1969 
Recent work has suggested that it is possible to con- 
struct spacecraft command detection systems consist- 
ing entirely of digital logic elements; all transistors 
downstream of a simple analog-to-digital converter 
would be saturated or cut off. Such an approach 
would have a profound reliability advantage over 
present command systems, such as those used for the 
Mariner missions, which involve a large proportion of 
accurate linear circuitry (e.g., bandpass and low-pass 
filters). An all-digital approach is also amenable to 
advanced packaging technologies such as large-scale 
integration. This article describes the system and 
logic design of one all-digital realization of a space- 
craft command detector. This system is predicted to 
operate at pulse-code-modulated bit rates of from 4 
to 64 bitsls, at a normalized signal-to-noise raxio of 10 
dB, and with bit and acquisition error rates of less 
than 
L. A. Couvillon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 42-45, 
December 3 1,1969 
40 JPL BIBLIOGRAPHY 39- 1 I 
This article considers a new design for the interface 
between the telemetry data modulation subsystem 
and the radio transmitter subsystem on a spacecraft. 
The new design permits a programmable modulation 
index, so overall channel performance can be 
optimized as a function of time. Also, the new design 
can remove the requirement for the high- 
performance summing amplifier usually found in 
multiple-subcarrier systems. 
ing and Synchronization Studies: 
igital Single-Channel Command System 
S. Butman, L. A. Couvillon, R. M. Goldstein, R. Green, and 
J. K. Holmes 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 25-31, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Butman, S. 
EY, A. H. 
$094 agnetic Resonance of Phosphorus 
Compounds: W. Signs of Geminal Coupling Constants 
S. L. Manatt, E. A. Cohen, and A. H. Cowley (University of 
Texas) 
J. Am. Chem. Soc., Vol. 91, No. 21, pp. 5919-5920, 
October 8,1969 
For abstract, see Manatt, S. L. 
etween Protons on Phosphorus 
Antenna Research: Unfurlable Antennas 
J. V. Coyner, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56,Vol. 111, pp. 155-158, 
April 30, 1969 
One problem in the design of unfurlable antennas is 
the determination of deviations of the mesh surface 
from an ideal paraboloid shape. The general nature 
of the deviation can be seen by examining an um- 
brella in its open position. The cloth membrane is 
pulled taut between two curved, relatively rigid ribs. 
In the case of a parabolic antenna, the ribs are para- 
bolic in shape. Due to the curvature of the ribs, the 
membrane takes a doubly curved shape, bowing in 
toward the concave side. The greater the curvature 
of the membrane between the ribs, the greater the 
deviation from the ideal surface. 
To calculate this deviation at points on the antenna 
mesh, a program was developed to find the equilib- 
rium shape of the mesh for any radial rib antenna, 
given the tension in two orthogonal directions and 
the shape of the radial ribs. The mesh shape calcu- 
lation and rib shape optimization are described in 
this article. 
Fp, H. 
icrowave Spectrum of Saturn 
S. Gulkis, T. R. McDonough (Cornell University), and 
H. Craft (Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory) 
lcarus: lnt. 1. Sol. Sys., Vol. 10, No. 3, pp. 421-427, 
May 1969 
For abstract, see Gulkis, S. 
w. E. 
omentum Wheel Control System for 
Spacecraft Attitude Control 
W. E. Crawford 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 148-150, 
October 3 1, 1969 
The circuitry described in this article is part of an all- 
digital attitude-control subsystem for t he  
Thermoelectric Outer-Planet Spaceerafit. The highly 
accurate attitude control requirements necessary for 
future multi-planet-mission spacecraft will require 
digital electronics in order to accurately process 
celestial and inertial position information. The cir- 
cuitry and system performance of the momentum 
wheel digital electronics is described in detail. 
nvironment on Spacecraft 
W. Carroll and J. Crosby 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 169-170, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Carroll, W. 
J. H. Wilcher, S. Friesema, J. Woo, and R. B. Crow 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 119-139, September 30,1969 
For abstract, see Wilcher, J. H. 
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C08 1 
2 
iffusion Constants 
E. F. Cuddihy and J. Moacanin 
Technical Report 32-1 373 (Reprinted from Journal of  Applied 
Pokmer Science, Vol. 13, No. 1, pp. 251-252, January 1969) 
It has been experimentally verified that diffusion of 
gases in rigid closed-cell foams obeys Fick’s Law. 
From a mathematical analysis of the transport 
process, the diffusion constant Df for a given 
gas-foam combination can be estimated from the 
molecular weight of the gas, the density of the foam, 
the density of the solid material from which the foam 
is made, and the permeation constant of the gas 
through a thin film of the foam material. The 
temperature dependence of Dfcan be determined by 
substituting its Arrhenius dependence for the per- 
meation constant. The validity of the resulting 
expression was confirmed from measurements of Dt 
at various temperatures for a C0,-blown polyure- 
thane foam. The activation energy for permeation 
was determined from the experimental data and 
found to agree closely with literature values for COP 
permeation through thin polyurethane films. 
Investigation on Sterilizable attery Separators 
E. F. Cuddihy and J. Moacanin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. Ill, pp. 186-188, 
April 30, 1969 
When employed in silver-zinc batteries, sterilizable 
battery separators prepared from a graft copolymer 
of poly (potassium acrylate) on polyethylene are 
initially clear, but they progressively blacken with in- 
creasing service time. Analysis by X-ray diffraction 
has shown this blackening to be due to deposits 
within the membranes of a complex mixture of silver 
and silver salts, the latter being most probably silver 
oxide. These deposits seem to result from both the 
precipitation of silver oxide and the deposition of 
silver resulting from the oxidation reaction. Studies 
are now under way aimed at an understanding of this 
mechanism of deposition. Some initial results are pre- 
sented in this article. 
E. F. Cuddihy and J. Moacanin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 152-157, 
June 30,1969 
Current theories hold that transitions in polymers in 
the glassy state are related to the mobility of small 
segments along the polymer backbone. In previous 
studies using Hirschefelder molecular models, mobile 
CO83 
segments were identified in each of five epoxy sys- 
tems and correlated with the observed dynamic 
transitions. Since each of the five epoxy resins have a 
common fl  transition, assignment of diglycidyl ether 
of bisphenol A (DGEBA), the common constituent, as 
the cause of the transition seemed straightforward. It 
was this assignment that brought uniformity to the 
sparse literature on the dynamic properties of 
epoxies. However, the failure to find transitions for 
the diethylene triamine (DETA) and hexa- 
hydrophthalic anhydride (HHPA) cure and the 
desirability of achieving a better understanding of 
the DGEBA role in the fl  transition prompted 
another analysis. The results of this analysis are pre- 
sented here. 
Studies on Polymeric aterials intended for 
the Venus Environment 
E. F. Cuddihy and J. Moacanin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 201-206, 
August 3 1,1969 
The high temperature on Venus (believed to be in 
excess of 550°F) imposes severe limitations on the 
selection of materials for the construction of a lander. 
With very few exceptions, this temperature exceeds 
the upper limit of thermal stability for almost all 
polymeric materials. 
A screening program for evaluating commercially 
available candidate polymer materials was previously 
carried out. The test procedure consisted of exposing 
materials to a simulated Venus environment for 6,24, 
and 72 h and noting afterwards, on the basis of simple 
physical test, whether the materials passed, survived 
marginally, or failed. 
The study described in this article was com- 
plementary to the screening program. Its pur- 
pose was to provide an in-depth analysis of materials 
that exhibited marginal properties in order to iden- 
tify the mode of failure and propose practical 
approaches for making the materials acceptable. 
Fundamental knowledge was acquired that will be 
needed to aid in the preparation of classes of new 
materials or the selection or modification of com- 
mercial polymers. Initial emphasis of this study was 
on a marginally performing moldable benzimidazole 
and a failed glass-fiber-filled poly (phenylene oxide). 
nlrestigations on Sterilizable 
E. F. Cuddihy, D. E. Walmsley, and J. Moacanin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 200-204, 
October 3 1, 1969 
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Sterilizable battery separator membranes can be pre- 
pared by grafting poly(acry1ic acid) onto thin films of 
polyethylene. In this article, the properties of a new 
polyethylene film DOW 400 are compared with 
those of the standard film Petrothane 301. Basic dif- 
ferences in unsaturation, toughness, and film thick- 
ness are discussed, and quantitative and qualitative 
methods for the analysis of silver products deposited 
in the membranes are given. For one case, silver and 
oxides of silver were confirmed as the principal prod- 
imum of the P-transition loss tangent peak. For resins 
prepared with anhydride curatives, additional mobile 
groups are introduced into the backbone structure, 
resulting in an additional contribution to the max- 
imum in the loss tangent peak. 
cuFFE& 
ucts of deposition; also, it was found that about one 
acrylate group was lost from the membrane for each 
neutral atom of deposited silver. Also discussed is the 
inhomogeneity of acrylic acid grafting, hydration of 
membranes containing calcium counterions, and a 
partial analysis of a membrane batch that was acci- 
dentally overheated during grafting, but which 
C087 
L. H. Back, P. F. Massier, and R. F. Cuffel 
Technical Report 32-1 348 (Reprinted from International 
Jaurnalof Heat andMass Transfer, Vol. 12, No. 1, pp. 1-13, 
January 1969) 
-~ - 
appears to improve the electrical performance of 
silver-zinc batteries in which the material is used as 
the battery separator. 
For abstract, see Back, L. H. 
6088 Laminarization of a Turbulent 
westigation of Sterilizable Battery Separator 
embranes 
ozzle Flow 
L. H. Back, R. F. Cuffel, and P. F. Massier 
Technical Report 32-1407 (Reprinted from AIAA JournaL 
Vol. 7, No. 4, pp. 730-733, April 1969) 
For abstract, see Back, L. H. 
E. F. Cuddihy, D. E. Walmsley, and J. Moacanin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 213-216, 
February 28,1970 
Battery separator membranes for silver-zinc Eight 
batteries are currently prepared by grafting poly- 
(potassium acrylate) onto thin films of polyethylene. 
Exposure to the oxidizing silver-oxide-saturated 
battery electrolyte solution results in significant 
losses of potassium acrylate from the membrane. This 
is accompanied by deposition within the membrane 
of metallic silver and silver oxide. An interpretative 
analysis of the preliminary quantitative data on 
acrylate losses and deposits of silver product resulting 
from exposure to a silver-oxide-saturated KOH solu- 
tion at various temperatures is presented for two 
membrane systems. 
E. F. Cuddihy and J. Moacanin 
Advan. Chem., No. 92 ("Epoxy Resins"), pp. 96-1 07, 1970 
A study was made of the &transition in bispheno1-A- 
based epoxy resins prepared with five different cura- 
tives. A consistent interpretation of the transition 
mechanism could be made in terms of the mobility of 
the diether linkage of bisphenold, a grouping com- 
mon to all the studied resins. This interpretation 
could be extended to include polycarbonates. For the 
epoxy resins, a quantitative correlation was observed 
between the concentration of diglycidyl ether of bi- 
sphenol-A (DGEBA) and the magnitude at the max- 
89 Laminar, Transition, and 
eat-Transfer Measurements With Wall Cooling in 
Turbulent Airflow Through a Tube 
L. H. Back, R. F. Cuffel, and P. F. Massier 
Technical Report 32-1434 (Reprinted from J. Heat Transfer, 
Vol. 91, No. 4, pp. 477-487, November 1969) 
For abstract, see Back, L. H. 
minariration of a Turbulent oundary Layer in a 
R. F. Cuffel, L. H. Back, and P. F. Massier 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 181-185, 
June 30,1969 
The effect of laminarization of an initially turbulent 
boundary layer on heat transfer has been observed 
under certain flow acceleration conditions in super- 
sonic nozzles. A consequence of the laminarization 
phenomenon is a reduction in the local convective 
heat transfer, which is of importance in the design of 
rocket nozzles. Presented in this article for the con- 
ditions at which laminarization occurred are experi- 
mental distributions of the velocity and temperature 
in the boundary layer at one axial location in a nozzle 
having 10-deg half angles of convergence and diver- 
gence. 
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C ield in a Supersonic 
dius of Curvature 
R. F. Cuffel, L. H. Back, and P. F. Massier 
AIAA J., Vol. 7, No. 7, pp. 1364-1366, July 1969 
Internal static pressure measurements and the calcu- 
lated Mach number distributions are presented 
throughout the transonic region of an axisymmetric 
convergent-divergent nozzle. The nozzle had a con- 
vergent half-angle of 45 deg and a throat-radius-of- 
curvature-to-throat-radius ratio of 0.625. At the 
physical throat, the Mach number ranged from a 
value of 0.8 at the axis to a value of 1.4 near the wall. 
Reasonably good agreement was found between the 
experimental results and three methods of prediction 
for inviscid adiabatic flow. 
COW 
c 
mproving Estimates of Eigenvalues 
T. J. Cullen 
The Deep SpaceNetwork, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 68-69, September 30, 1969 
In the generalized eigenvalue problem, one is 
required to solve AX = ABX, where A and Bare n x 
n matrices, Xis an n x 1 nonzero vector, and h is a 
scalar. If B is taken to be the identity matrix, this 
reduces to the standard eigenvalue problem, but 
there are many applications for the general case. 
Neither A nor B is assumed to possess any special 
characteristics, but non-symmetric matrices do not 
always accurately determine their eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. This article describes a method that 
will improve on a given estimate Ao to a real eigen- 
value A and produce a particular corresponding 
eigenvector X, assuming that A and Bare real. 
for the Complex Eigenvalue 
T. J. Cullen 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 97-99, March 31,1970 
A method is described that improves on estimates to 
the eigenvalues of AX = ABX, where A and B are n 
x n matrices, Xis an n x 1 non-zero vector, and A is 
a scalar (any scalar or entry allowed to be complex). 
This method also produces a particular eigenvector. 
Newton’s method applied to two equations forms the 
iteration. 
D. W. Curkendoll and S. R. McReynolds 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 5, pp. 520-525, May 1969 
An approximation for earth-based doppler data is 
derived in terms of six parameters. An analysis of the 
information content of doppler and range data is 
made based upon this approximation. It is seen that 
the information content of doppler data is a function 
of the declination of the spacecraft. At zero declina- 
tion, doppler data become insensitive to the 
declination and the rate of change of the declination. 
All six spacecraft parameters are observed in all other 
geometries. Range is obtained from the effects of the 
relative probe-geocentric acceleration. A map, 
showing where the determination of range from 
doppler alone is strong because of gravitational 
acceleration, is given and the addition of range data 
is shown to help determine the magnitude of the 
cross velocity more accurately. A discussion of how 
station location errors affect the estimate of the 
spacecraft is also presented. 
CURTRIGHT, J. B. 
C095 Intra-DSCC Microsecond Timing Using a 
Communication Microwave Link 
J. B. Curtright 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Val. 11, pp. 154-157, September 30, 1969 
In the past, there have been several requirements for 
precise time synchronization between two or more 
deep-space stations at a deep space communication 
complex (DSCC). Using the method discussed in this 
article, it is now possible to attain microsecond 
timing between any number of such stations, 
provided a microwave link exists between them. To 
demonstrate the application of this method, the com- 
munication microwave link at the Goldstone DSCC 
was used to transmit, on an experimental basis, 1- 
pulsels timing signals to the Pioneer, Venus, and 
Mars Deep Space Stations from the Network Mainte- 
nance Facility, Reference Standards Laboratory. 
B. H. 
1 Umaging and Sampling equirements For an 
R. G. Brereton, G. E. Ulrich, and D. H. Dahlem 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 1-3, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Brereton, R. G. 
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s, s. s. A. 
n and Velocity of a Satellite 
S. S. Dallas 
Technical Report 32-1 267, April 1, 1970 
A systematic study on the prediction of the position 
and velocity of a satellite after many revolutions 
about the central mass is presented. It is shown that 
the methods of general perturbations are ideally 
suited for the prediction of orbits extending over 
many periods. The mathematical foundations for a 
theory of general perturbations using either the 
variation of coordinates or the variation of 
parameters, each with multivariable asymptotic 
expansions, as well as a theory of general perturba- 
tions using the variation of parameters with Taylor 
series expansions, are presented. Five theories of gen- 
eral perturbations are applied to the elementary 
problem of the damped linear harmonic oscillator. 
These applications illustrate the mathematical 
processes involved, as well as the advantages and dis- 
advantages of each theory. 
Two satellite theories are exhibited: the theory of the 
variation of coordinates with multivariable 
asymptotic expansions, and the theory of the varia- 
tion of parameters with Taylor series expansions 
applied to the differential equations governing the 
motion of a satellite in an equatorial orbit about an 
oblate body (second harmonic only). In addition, a 
complete set of exact equations is developed for this 
restricted satellite motion, i.e., equations that yield 
the position and velocity of the satellite. Extensive 
numerical accuracy studies are made in the case of 
the damped linear harmonic oscillator and in the case 
of the equatorial satellite, using the exact analytic 
solutions as the standards of comparison. Also, a more 
realistic mathematical model of the motion of a satel- 
lite, i.e., the case where the satellite is simultaneously 
perturbed by the asphericity of the central mass 
(second harmonic only), atmospheric drag, and the 
gravitational attraction of the sun and where the 
initial conditions are not restricted to yield an 
equatorial orbit, is qualitatively discussed. 
Finally, the bibliography of 1376 citations is one of 
the largest lists of references available on satellite 
theory. 
Telemetry System 
ober 19691 
W. S. Baumgartner, N. C. Ham, W. F. McAndrew, 
D. W. Brown, M. L. Yeater, C. A. Holritz, J. T. Hatch, and 
A. D’Amore 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 152-169, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Baumgartner, W. S. 
The Structure of Heparin: interaction of 
y Wisible Spectrometry 
T. F. Yen (California State College), M. Davar (California State 
College), and A. Rembaum 
Biochim. Biophys. Acta, Vol. 184, No. 3, pp. 6 4 6 6 4 8 ,  1969 
For abstract, see Yen, T. F. 
icrobial Ecology of Wheeler 
R. E. Cameron, J. King, and C. N. David 
Soil Sci., Vol. 109, No. 2, pp. 1 10-1 20, February 1970 
For abstract, see Cameron, R. E. 
w m ,  w. 
06 Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity: 
R. W. Davies and H. Lass 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 259-262, 
February 28,1970 
The rotation of the sun yields an additional term to 
the static line element of Einstein’s theory of general 
relativity. The presence of this term makes itself 
known whenever light paths describe a closed orbit 
about the sun, as opposed to the case when the closed 
orbit does not contain the sun. The analysis for the 
case of two satellites of the sun shows that it is within 
the realm of experimental data to obtain a test of 
Einstein’s theory. Alternately, with the assumption of 
the validity of the theory, it offers a potential means 
to determine the an’gular momentum of the sun. 
D. P. Davis and F. L. Sola 
Technical Memorandum 33-448, November 15, 1969 
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To conform to national range safety policies, the 
Mariner Mars 1971 mission must have a vehicle 
destruct capability. This report describes a test pro- 
gram to evaluate the use of the Surveyor flight- 
qualified destruct unit as the basis for the Mariner 
Mars 1971 design. The Mariner design requires (1) a 
much longer conical-shaped-charge standoff distance 
(70 vs 8 in.), and (2) the penetration of the Centaur 
thermal bulkhead. A series of flat-plate tests were 
conducted to assess the distance performance of the 
shaped charge and the attenuating effect of a honey- 
comb panel mounted between the target plate and 
the shaped charge. A pressurized-tank test was then 
conducted to simulate the actual destruction of a 
flight propellant tank. The tests demonstrated that 
the increased distance from the conical-shaped charge 
to the target does not reduce its destruct capability, 
and that it is feasible to use the Surveyor design as 
the basis with which to meet the Mariner Mars 1971 
destruct requirements. 
J. P. 
8 Effects of Thermal Radiation and 
J. P. Davis and G. M. Kikin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 189-191, 
April 30, 1969 
This article assesses, for one specific. case, the error 
involved in ignoring both radiation and ohmic 
heating when determining the heat loss down the 
lead for a thermionic emitter. No attempt is made to 
generalize to other situations, but it is believed that 
the order-of-magnitude of the corrections involved is 
of interest to thermionic-diode designers concerned 
with lead optimization. The case chosen was a lead 
typically applicable to a full-core-length, uninsulated, 
externally fueled diode. 
oss From an Optimized Thermionic Diode Lead 
tion of the Thermionic 
H. G. Gronroos, M. L. Peelgren, and J. P. Davis 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 173-177, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Gronroos, H. G. 
Arrangement 
J. P. Davis 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. Ill, pp. 207-21 1, 
August31,1969 
The General Electric Company is conducting, under 
contract to JPL, an overall system study based on a 
thermionic reactor energy source. The emphasis is on 
a 300-kWe unit utilizing a thermionic reactor design 
evolved under Atomic Energy Commission contracts. 
Such a system would be launched to a 700-nmi orbit 
by a Etan III (1207) booster and would spiral out 
from earth orbit. The other mode of injection often 
considered is direct launch to escape utilizing a Titan 
or lYtan/Centaur booster. 
A 300-kWe plant arrangement developed by General 
Electric is fairly typical of those proposed for 
nuclear-electric propulsion application. These 
arrangements are characterized by having the 
reactor at one end of the spacecraft and radiation- 
sensitive electronics at the other. Since radiation scat- 
tering from the radiators can be a controlling source 
of dose to the payload, it is necessary to shield these 
radiators from direct reactor flux. 
At the 70-kWe level, the primary radiator can be 
located on the reactor side of the shield within the 
total length constraint of the Titan I.. with a zero 
cone-angle requirement. This arrangement, a prelim- 
inary description of which is given in this article, will 
be pursued in a detailed study at JPL. The initial 
considerations of this study will be the structural sup- 
port requirements for the launch environment, 
where bracing (either internally or from the shroud) 
of the spacecraft with its very high length-to- 
diameter ratio will undoubtedly be required. 
01 1 One-Dimensional eat Transfer Program 
Coupled to Thermionic Performance 
J. P. Davis, M. Diethelm, and N. I<. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 21 1-214, 
October 3 1,1969 
The program described in this article has been 
developed to provide axial distribution of tempera- 
ture, voltage, and current density for nuclear-fueled 
thermionic diodes, given appropriate initial and/or 
boundary conditions. In addition, certain diode lead 
parameters are calculated, and diode operating 
conditions may be selected from output curves with 
optimized lead design. Heat input along the diode 
length may be varied as desired. 
h. , JR. 
E. J. Smith and L. Davis, Jr. (California Institute of Technology) 
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J. Geophys. Res., Space Physics, Vol. 75, No. 7, 
pp. 1233-1 245, March 1,1970 
For abstract, see Smith, E. J. 
ars and Venus Atmospheres 
W. B. DeMore and C. Dede 
Supporting Research and A dvanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 8-13, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see DeMore, W. B. 
Of4 New Evidence for 
W. B. DeMore and C 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 76-77, 
April 30, 1969 
In recent years, there has been great interest in the 
possible formation of a new oxide of carbon by the 
reaction 
O(lD) + COz + cos 
The possible existence of cos is particularly impor- 
tant in view of the possible role that this species may 
play in planetary atmospheres abundant in COz. 
The formation of COS was investigated by the 
photolysis of 0 3  in liquid COz at temperatures near 
- 45°C. Under these circumstances, the formation of 
COS could be detected through its effect on the 
quantum yield of 0 3  disappearance. The experi- 
mental results presented in this article indicate that 
cos plays a major role in the photolysis of 0 3  in 
liquid CO,. These experiments have provided rather 
definite evidence that cos is formed in the reaction 
of O(lD) with COz, and have produced the first infor- 
mation on the rate of this reaction and on some of the 
chemical properties of c o s .  
W. B. DeMore 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 26-27, 
December 31,1969 
A new method has been devised for measuring the 
relative rates of quenching of O(lD) by different 
gases. The method is based on monitoring the reac- 
tion of O(lD) with N20 in the photolysis of 0,-N,O 
mixtures in a 40-m White cell for various pressures of 
the added quencher. Using this method, the relative 
quenching efficiencies of CO,, CO, N2, 02, and Ar 
have been found to be, respectively, 1.00, 0.41, 0.23, 
0.23,and < 5 x lo4. 
16 The Role of G 
W. B. DeMore and C. Dede 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 8-13, 
February 28, 1970 
The rate of the reaction O ( W )  + COZ + M -. COa + M has been investigated in the gas phase over a 
range of pressures. At pressures relevant to the 
photochemistry of planetary atmospheres, the cos- 
forming reaction is negligibly slow, and the dominant 
process is quenching: O( l0)  + COz -, O(3P) + COz. 
The results show that the cos hypothesis cannot 
explain the anomalously low equilibrium photo- 
dissociation of COz in the Mars acd Venus atmos- 
pheres. 
017 Arrhenius Constants for the 
Ethylene and Acetylene 
W. B. DeMore 
lnt. J. Chem. Kinet., Vol. I, No. 2, pp. 209-220, March 1969 
The kinetics of ozonation of CzH4 and CzHz have 
been studied in the gas phase from -40 to -95°C 
(CZH4) and + 10 to -30°C (CZH,). The 0 3  concentra- 
tions were near lo-' M, and the hydrocarbons were 
present in two- to twenty-five-fold excess. A few 
experiments with propylene were also carried out. 
The reactions were followed by observing the rate of 
decay of 0 3  absorption at 2537 A. Reaction stoichi- 
ometries and effects of added Oz were investigated. 
The second-order rate constant for CzH4 was log 
k(M-' sec-l) = (6.3 f 0.2) - (4.7 f 0.2)/8 (8 
= 2.3RT). The rate was independent of the presence 
of excess 0 2 .  Rate measurements for C3H6 were less 
accurate because of aerosol interference. Combined 
with room temperature measurements, the C3H6 
rate constant was log k(M-' sec-') = (6.0 k0.4) - (3.2 
- f0.6) / 8 .  The CzHz rate constant was log k(M-l sec-l) 
= (9.5 k0.4) - (10.8 k0.4) /e. In the case of C3H6 
the major product was propylene ozonide but ethy- 
lene did not yield the ozonide, and the products of 
the 03-CZH4 and 03-CzHz reactions were not 
identified.Preexponentia1 factors for the olefin react- 
ions are consistent with a five-membered ring tran- 
sition state formed by 1,3' dipolar cycloaddition of 
0 3 .  For CzHz, however, the much higher A factor 
observed suggests a different mechanism. Possible 
transition states for the 03-CzHz reaction are dis- 
cussed. 
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uenching Efficiency of 0, Reiative to e. J. 
Gases 
W. B. DeMore 
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 52, No. 8, pp. 4309-43 10, 
April 15,1970 
Some disagreement persists regarding the O( l0 )  
quenching efficiency of 02. Measurements of the 
relative quenching efficiencies of 0 2 ,  CO, N2, C02, 
and Ar at 22°C are reported here. The technique 
involved photolysis of 03-N20-He mixtures with var- 
ious pressures of the added quencher. 
the Photolysis of 
W. B. DeMore and C. W. Jacobsen 
J. Phys. Chem., Vol. 73, No. 9, pp. 2935-2938, 
September 1969 
The 2537-x photolysis of 0 3  in liquid C02 and in 
liquid SFs has been investigated at about -45 deg. In 
liquid C02 the quantum yield of 0 3  disappearance 
was 0.65 +0.05, independent of the 0 2 / 0 3  ratio. By 
contrast, the O3 quantum yield in liquid SF6 was 
much lower and declined with increasing 0 2 / 0 3  
ratios. The results of the photolysis of 0 s  in C02 can 
only be explained in terms of a C02 mechanism. 
Relative rate measurements indicate that COS is 
formed in the O(lD)-C02 reaction at a rate that is 
comparable to the reaction rate of O(lD) with pro- 
pane and isobutane. cos reacts with neither O3 nor 
O2 but apparently disappears-by the reaction COS + 
cos ---f 2c02 + 0 2 .  
N. Deo 
Technical Report 32-1413, October 15, 1969 
This report is a bibliography of linear graph theory 
(or network theory) and its applications. It has about 
2200 entries, which include most of the significant 
works published in the English language prior to 
April 1969. One-third of the entries are included in 
Zykov’s bibliography, Unpublished works, private 
communications, and internal company reports, not 
generally available, have been omitted. There is a 
brief introduction to the theory and applications of 
graphs and short reviews of 18 books-eight of which 
are textbooks on graph theory. 
21 Chebyshev Polynomial Expansion of 
E. W. Ng, C. J. Devine, and R. F. Tooper 
Technical Report 32-1414[Reprinted from Mathematics of 
Computation, Vol. 23, No. 107, pp. 639-644, July 1969) 
For abstract, see Ng, E. W. 
022 Chebyshev Polynomial Expansion of 
E. W. Ng and C. J. Devine 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 35-38, 
April 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Ng, E. W. 
023 Computation of ebye Functions of Integer Orders 
E. W. Ng and C. J. Devine 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 38-39, 
April 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Ng, E. W. 
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024 RF Techniques Research: SIX-Band Experiment 
G. Levy, R. Dickinson, and C. T. Stelzried 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 93-95, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Levy, G. 
025 
J. P. Davis, M. Diethelm, and N. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 21 1-214, 
October 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Davis, J. P. 
N. Divine 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 2-7, 
April 30, 1969 
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JPL is currently engaged in advance planning for a 
thermoelectric outer-planet spacecraft intended for a 
possible Grand Tour mission. Such a spacecraft must 
be adequately protected from damaging aspects of 
the interplanetary environment. In particular, the 
concentration of neutral solid particles in the asteroid 
belt could constitute a serious hazard. To evaluate 
this hazard, a new numerical model for the distri- 
bution of the asteroidal debris was desired. The ma- 
terial of the model described in this article is 
applicable to the determination of spacecraft 
shielding requirements and to the evaluation of the 
usefulness of attempts at particle detection by pre- 
cursor spacecraft. 
DO27 SEAN System Testing 
B. M. Dobrotin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 133-135, 
April 30, 1969 
The first actual navigation making use of the strap- 
down, electrically suspended gyro, aerospace navi- 
gation (SEAN) system was accomplished using the 
laboratory navigation program (LAB3) and accepting 
data from the electrically suspended gyros and the 
digital voltmeters. The digital recording system was 
used to obtain an accurate time history during the 
tests. During checkout of the LAB3 program and the 
digital recording system, the computer adapter and 
display unitlcomputer was used extensively. The 
testing and checkout of the SEAN system and its 
operational support equipment are discussed in this 
article. 
T. J. Donlin 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 141-142, 
October 31,1969 
This article discusses the results of a series of specially 
configured drift tests designed to relate gyro torque 
coefficients to preload voltage, rotor speed, and posi- 
tion of the gravity vector. 
29 
DO30 
uired Gamma Ray Shielding for Science 
Instruments on Radioisotope-Powered Spacecraft 
M. A. Dore 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 68-73, 
June 30,1969 
The overall objective of the nuclear power systems 
definition studies is to analytically and experi- 
mentally investigate the problems of integrating a 
radioisotope thermoelectric generator as a power 
source for radiation-sensitive spacecraft subsystems. 
The task reported in this article involves the 
analytical determination of required gamma ray 
shielding for various radiation detectors of the type 
included in the science experiment package. Three 
possible spacecraft designs being considered for the 
Thermoelectric Outer Planet Spacecraft (TOPS) 
Project were used for the analysis. 
Effects of Pu2360n Shielding Requirements for 
Spacecraft Experiments 
M. A. Dore 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 1 12-1 15, 
October 3 1, 1969 
The required shielding for gamma radiation from a 
P ~ ~ ~ ~ - f u e l e d  radioisctope thermoelectric generator 
(RTG) is determined for four flight instruments of the 
type flown on Mariner missions, assumed to be 
located 10 ft from the bare fuel capsule (no 
generator). Elapsed time since chemical fuel 
separation (0 to 18 yr) and relative initial concentra- 
tion of the impurity isotope 1311236 (0 to lo3 parts/ 106) 
are varied parametrically to determine the 
unshielded number flux spectra at the detectors, 
which are then used for the subsequent shield thick- 
ness and weight determinations. Results for total 
tungsten spot shield weight at 18 yr indicate that, 
below about 2 parts/106, shield weight departs 
significantly from being logarithmic with Pu2J6 con- 
centration, tending towards a constant value of about 
3 Ib. One conclusion is that cleaner fuel than the 1.2 
parts/106 currently used is not of great advantage, 
whereas significantly higher Pu236 concentrations do 
lead to considerable weight penalties. 
E, 
ine ~ t t i ~ ~ ~ @ - ~ Q n t r ~ l  Subsystem for the 
W. E. Dorroh, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 117-121, 
August31,1969 
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The Thermoelectric Outer-Planet Spacecraft (TOPS) 
design has evolved from previous studies of the sys- 
tem and subsystem requirements for a flyby mission 
to the outer planets. These earlier studies considered 
dual-spin, solar-electric, and several types of three- 
axis-controlled spacecraft as design options. A 
radioisotope-thermoelectric-generator-powered, 
three-axis-controlled spacecraft was selected for a 
more detailed study of the requirements of such a 
mission. A description of the baseline attitude-control 
subsystem and some of the major design considera- 
tions are presented in this article. 
econfiguration of 85-ft Stations to 2 1 
P. C. Doster 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 161-162, JuIy31. 1969 
Preliminary plans have been completed for 
upgrading the 85-ft-antenna Tidbinbilla and Robledo 
Deep Space Stations to 210-ft-antenna stations. These 
two stations, in conjunction with the 210-ft-antenna 
Mars Deep Space Station, will provide the Deep 
Space Network with the first Mark I11 210-ft-antenna 
subnetwork. The progress toward implementation of 
the planned subnetwork is described. 
to 50 and 0.5 to 50 g, respectively; the desirable 
acceleration rate for autopilot systems on automated 
spacecraft (such as those of the Muiner series) is one 
to two orders-of-magnitude lower. Thus, to utilize a 
high-mass-fraction solid-propellant motor in future 
spacecraft, not only should the thrust level during the 
firiig period be low, but the ignition and “tail-off’ or 
termination thrust transients must be optimized and 
matched to the spacecraft acceleration rate require- 
ments. A preliminary analysis has been conducted to 
determine how these acceleration transients could be 
reduced. The results of this analysis are discussed in 
this article. 
036 Propagation Studies: 
Eleven Pulsars 
P. E. Reichley, G. S. Downs, and G. A. Morris, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Devehpment, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 60-65, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Reichley, P. E. 
037 Time-of-Arrival Qbservations of Eleven 
P. E. Reichley, G. S. Downs, and G. A. Morris, Jr. 
Astrophys, J., Voi. 159, No. 1, Pt. 2, pp. L35-L40, 
January 1970 
For abstract, see Reichley, P. E. 
ntal Investigation and Analysis of 
zle Thrust Misalignment 038 Preliminary Radar Results of 
R. M. Goldstein, W. G. Melbourne, G. A. Morris, Jr., 
G. S. Downs, and D. A. O’Handley 
Radio Sci., Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 475-478, February 1970 
L. D. Strand and M. W. Dowdy (The Martin Company) 
Technical Report 32-1403, September 15, 1969 
For abstract, see Strand, L. D. 
6. 
opment of Saturethane Pro~e l lan t~  
C. L. Robillard, D. E. Udlock, and W. L. Dowler 
Technical Report 32-1 406, November 3,1969 (Confidential) 
For abstract, see Robillard, C .  L. 
gnition and Termination 
Transients 
W. L. Dowler 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. I l l ,  pp. 178-179, 
April 30, 1969 
Present high-performance solid-propellant rocket 
motors that could be utilized for spacecraft orbit in- 
sertion maneuvers typically have starting or terminal 
transients that produce acceleration rates of from 5 
For abstract, see Goldstein, R. M. 
n of a PioneerTelemetry Simulation 
Capability 
E. L. Dunbar and J. G. Mearns 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 145-1 48, September 30, 1969 
This article describes the evolution of a Pioneer 
telemetry simulation capability from an analog tape 
recorded from the spacecraft during vendor testing 
through the development of a computer-generated 
spacecraft data stream. Although the article does not 
deal with simulation philosophy, it should be pointed 
out that the computer-generated data were designed 
as a representative spacecraft data stream and were 
not intended to be an engineering model of a space- 
craft. The data were to be utilized for Deep Space 
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Network data processing system checkout and 
Mission Operations System personnel procedure 
exercises. etermination Program 
P. Dyer 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
, e. 
unar Seismometer 
A. C. Dunk and E. 0. Bulkley 
Technical Report 52-1 133, July 15,1969 
This report presents a description of the single-axis 
seismometer developed for the lunar seismology 
experiment on the Surveyor mission. The design, 
development, testing, and performance of the 
seismometer are discussed. This experiment was not 
completed due to program design changes; however, 
the technology developed will be of direct benefit to 
the Apollo seismology experiment. 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 82-87, July31, 1969 
This article details the formulae to be used in 
applying the Householder algorithm to the estima- 
tion link (NORMAL) of the double-precision orbit 
determination program. First, the basic formulation 
is given for the problem of estimating a set of n 
parameters from a set of r measurements. The 
estimate for the set of n parameters minimizes the 
sum of the weighted squares of residual errors 
between observed and computed quantities, with a 
priori estimates being treated as observed quantities. 
The formulation is then extended to include 
problems in which some of the elements are 
estimated and some are considered. 
EASTON, R. A. 
00 1 nt Spacecraft Data Systems: 
erCommutator to Adapt t 
R. A. Easton and E. E. Hilbert 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 41-46, 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 112-1 16, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Winn, F. B. June 30,1969 
P. 
Simplified Approach to Nonlinear Estimation 
P. Dyer and S. R. McReynolds 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 62-64, May 31,1969 
A simplified approach to nonlinear estimation is pre- 
sented that should be suitable for most Deep Space 
Network applications. This approach has the 
advantage that only a minor modification to the 
existing orbit determination programs is required. It 
involves scaling the existing corrections by some 
factor between zero and one. 
First, the nonlinear problem is stated, and the 
present approach, as programmed in the double- 
precision orbit determination program, is reviewed. 
This procedure is then related to the gradient and 
Newton-Raphson techniques, and it is shown that the 
technique suggested in this article is a combined 
Newton-Raphson gradient method. 
The flight telemetry subsystem of the Thermo- 
electric Outer-Planet Spacecraft (TOPS) must be 
capable of handling a large number of sensors (six to 
seven times the number for the Mariner spacecraft) 
in a flexible formatting arrangement with high 
reliability over a 12-yr duration (versus 6 mo for 
Mariner). The question arose as to whether the 
Mariner commutator design could be modified to 
meet these requirements. 
This article evaluates various approaches that could 
be used and concludes that a strong case can be made 
for switching to a tree commutator approach. The 
computer-accessed telemetry system (random access) 
tree is the most reliable and flexible; however, if only 
a clock is available for sequencing (as with Eking), 
the clocked tree can provide a substantial reliability 
improvement over the Mariner approach along with 
a reduction in power, weight, volume, and number of 
components. A comparison of the present Mariner 
Mars 1969 commutator and programmer with a ran- 
dom access tree commutator and programmer 
meeting TOPS requirements is given. 
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ata Systems: A Computer- 
R. A. Easton and E. E. Hilbert 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 65-68, 
October 3 1,1969 
A significant new approach to the flight telemetry 
subsystem, designated the computer-accessed telem- 
etry system (CATS), has been devised and computer- 
simulated. A description of CATS, 'including its 
advantages over existing systems, is given in this 
article. 
3 Chemical Composition of the Lunar Surface in Sinus 
Medii 
E. J. Franzgrote, J. H. Patterson (Argonne National 
Laboratory), A. L. Turkevich (University of Chicago), 
T. E. Economou (University of Chicago), and 
K. P. Sowinski (University of Chicago) 
Science, Vol. 167, No. 3917, pp. 376-379, January 23, 1970 
For abstract, See Franzgrote, E. J. 
E004 Communication Statistics: Estimation of the 
ameters of the Dist 
Effects of Chance a 
1. Eisenberger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 81-87, May31, 1969 
Experience has shown that failure time due to 
wearout can be described by either a normal or log- 
normal distribution, both types being functions of 
two parameters customarily designated as p and r. 
When the effects of chance and wearout on failure 
time are combined, a distribution is obtained that is 
dependent on three parameters-A (failure rate), p, 
and u-which, in general, are unknown. These 
parameters must be estimated in order to study the 
individual effects of chance and wearout on failure 
time, as well as the combined effect. The purpose of 
this article, statistically speaking, is to provide maxi- 
mum-likelihood estimators of the three parameters 
and give their large-sample variances. A standard 
method to solve the likelihood equations is given, and 
several examples are worked out, using different 
values of the parameters. The results are given, 
assuming both normal and log-normal distributions 
for failure time due to wearout. 
istribution of the 
ibutions 
1. Eisenberger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 66-70, March 31, 1970 
The probability density function of Xv, the vth value 
from the top of an ordered set of R sample values, is 
derived for the special case where the distribution of 
the parent population is discrete, as is the case for the 
distribution of the number of failures of the Deep 
Space Instrumentation Facility subsystems in a given 
time. Since the expected value of Xv is often of 
special interest, this parameter is computed for three 
examples of a discrete distribution: Poisson, binomial, 
and uniform. Sample values were generated from 
random numbers for each case, and values of the 
sample mean Xv were computed. 
EK€R§, R. D. 
E006 Variations of Small Quasar Components at 2,300 
J. Gubbay (University of Adelaide, Australia), 
A. J. Legg (Australian Defense Scientific Service), 
D. S. Robertson (Australian Defense Scientific Service), 
A. T. Moffet (California Institute of Technology), 
R. D. Ekers (California Institute of Technology), and B. Seidel 
Nature, Vol. 224, No. 5224, pp. 1094-1 095, 
December 13,1969 
Hz 
For abstract, see Gubbay, J. 
ELL B. A 
aas-wan Alphen Effect in indium 
R. W. Vaughan and D. D. Elleman 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 20-22, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Vaughan, R. W. 
n Resonance Study of the 
ethane-Ammonia 
W. T. Huntress, Jr., and D. D. Elleman 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 15-18, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Huntress, W. T., Jr, 
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E012 
13 
M. T. Bowers (University of California) and D. D. Elleman 
1. Am. Chem. SOC., Vol. 92, No. 7, pp. 1847-1 854, 
April 8, 1970 
For abstract, see Bowers, M. T. 
Analysis of the lon- 
Techniques 
M. T. Bowers (University of California), D. D. Elleman, and 
J. King, Jr. 
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 50, No. 11, pp. 4787-4804, June 1,1969 
For abstract, see Bowers, M. T. 
21 an 
Kinetic Analysis of the Concurrent olecule 
eactions in Mixtures of Argon and Nitrogen With H2, 
2, and HD Utilizing ion-Ejection-Ion-Cyclotron- 
Resonance Techniques 
M. T. Bowers and D. D. Elleman 
1. Chem. Phys.,Vol. 51, No. 10, pp.4606-4617, 
November 15,1969 
For abstract, see Bowers, M. T. 
aas-van Alphen Effect in White Tin 
R. W. Vaughan, D. D. Elleman, and D. G. McDonald 
1. Phys. Chem. Sofids, Vol. 31, No. 1, pp. 117-124, 
January 1970 
For abstract, see Vaughan, R. W. 
esonance Studies of 
S. L. Manatt, D. D. Elleman, R. W. Vaughan, S. I. Chon, 
F.-D. Tsay, and W. T. Huntress, Jr. 
"Proceedings of Apollo 11 Lunar Science Conference, 
Houston, Texas, January 3-8, 1970," Science, Vol. 167, 
No. 391 8, pp. 709-71 1, January 30,1970 
For abstract, see Manatt, S. L. 
about 145 psia in the reactor or reactor-loop heat ex- 
changer; (2) mixed with liquid cesium at the inlet of a 
two-phase nozzle, causing the cesium to vaporize; (3) 
accelerated by the cesium to about 157 m/s at 15 
psia; (4) separated from the cesium; (5) decelerated in 
an ac MHD generator; and (6) returned through a dif- 
fuser to the heat source. The cesium would be con- 
densed in a radiator or radiator-loop heat exchanger 
and returned to the nozzle by an MHD pump. 
Both a 50-kWe NaK-nitrogen conversion system and 
a 100-kWt cesium-lithium loop are being fabricated. 
Their status is discussed in this article, and new 
results obtained in cycle analysis and generator end- 
loss analysis are presented. 
er Conversion 
D. G. Elliott, D. J. Cerini, L. G. Hays, and D. W. Bogdanoff 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 246-249, 
February 28,1970 
Liquid-metal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power 
conversion is being investigated as a power source for 
nuclear-electric propulsion. During operation of the 
NaK-nitrogen conversion system, structural damage 
to the generator channel prevented power genera- 
tion and necessitated disassembly for repair. The 
problems encountered during the system operations 
are described, as are the impinging nozzle tests 
employing deflecting louvres on the impinging 
nozzle. Use of these louvres has reduced liquid loss to 
1-5% at 2.7:l coalescense. 
ELLIQTT A L. 
E016 ng and Synchro h: Stochastic 
of Generalized S 
D. L. Elliott 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 35-36, 
October31,1969 
Phase-locked loops and other tracking systems with 
noisy inputs have been studied for some time under 
the assumption that certain probability densities exist 
and satisfy Fokker-Planck equations. The results 
given in this article serve to justify this assumption 
mathematically. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Developmen t, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 196-201, 
April 30, 1969 
Liquid-metal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power 
conversion is being investigated as a power source for 
nuclear-electric propulsion. In the MHD cycle being 
H. Erpenbach, C. Finnie, and S. Petty 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
investigated, liquid lithium would be: (1) heated at Vol. II, pp. 52-55, July 3 1,1969 
IPL BIBLIOGRAPHY 39- 7 I 53 
Two atomic hydrogen masers are undergoing 
stability testing. The RF power output from both 
masers is approximately -87 dBmW. This article 
presents a description of the lower section of the 
hydrogen maser, which includes the hydrogen supply 
and control components, vacuum pump, and atomic 
hydrogen source assembly. 
eneration and Control: Atomic 
requenq Standard [July- 
H. Erpenbach, C. Finnie, and S. Petty 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 54-56, September 30, 1969 
During operation of the third JPL hydrogen maser, 
the amplitude of the R F  output decreased for a 
period of a few seconds at a repetition rate varying 
from 20 min to 48 h. When this occurred, the instan- 
taneous frequency (phase slope) of the output 
increased only during the duration of the failure 
period. The only other electrical parameter that cor- 
related with this RF  signal dropout was a 10 to 25% 
increase in vacuum pump current. 
It was discovered that frequent vacuum pump arcing 
and a periodic vacuum leak of short duration both 
existed. The vacuum leak was the cause of the R F  
output dropout, and the normal pump terminal 
arcing did not affect R F  output. The fact that both 
conditions caused pulses of similar height and dura- 
tion in the vacuum pump current led to the trouble- 
shooting exercise discussed in this article. 
19 ravity Theory and Celestial 
F. B. Estabrook 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 36-37, 
June 30,1969 
General relativistic gravity theory is now required for 
analysis of data from ultra-precise radar range track- 
ing of space probes and planets. Conversely, relativ- 
istic gravity theory is expected to receive its first 
really quantitative verification from such range 
tracking (e.g., during the Mariner Mars 1969 space- 
craft and the Helios spacecraft missions). The 
ultimate verification of relativistic gravity theories 
will be through celestial mechanical experiments of 
signal propagation and orbit determination. Various 
aspects of gravity theory are discussed. 
E 
E02 1 
ge Pran 
uations 
F. B. Estabrook, B. K. Harrison, and H. D. Wahlquist 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Val. Ill, pp. 13-15, 
February 28,1970 
The gage transformations of the field quantities in 
t h e  second post-Newtonian equations of 
hydrodynamics are derived by “active” dragging 
transformation along an arbitrary vector field. The 
simultaneous transformation of dynamical quantities, 
which must not be overlooked, is also given. 
ody Equations of the 
F. B. Estabrook 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 158, No. 1, pp. 81-83, October 1969 
The post-Newtonian equations of the Brans-Dicke 
scalar-tensor theory are derived for the case of n gravi- 
tating point masses. They are a set of coupled second- 
order differential equations for the accelerations of the 
point masses, which prove to be derivable from a 
classical velocity-dependent Lagrangian. 
E022 ethod of Screening Resistors 
K. C. Evans 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 127-129, 
June 30,1969 
A machine being used to screen resistors uses the 
power pulse method, whereby a short-duration 
power pulse is applied to the part and the resistance 
variation is monitored during the pulse period. The 
shape of the output curve is used to determine the 
quality of the part under test. Each type of resistor 
material will produce output curves with different 
shapes. A description of this screening method is 
presented in this article. Typical output curves for 
composition and metal film resistors are included. 
R. L. Newburn, Jr., C. B. Farmer, S. Gulkis, 
R. J. Mackin, Jr., and A. B. Whitehead 
Technical Report 32~1456, March 15,1970 
For abstract, see Newburn, R. L., Jr. 
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imate of k 
 solution 
C. B. Farmer 
1. Atmos. Sci, Vol. 26, No. 5, Pt. 1, pp. 860-861, 
September 1969 
A preliminary analysis of high resolution image tube 
spectra of Jupiter in the region of the R branch of the 
3v3 band of methane is reported. The results indicate 
that, for a simple reflecting layer model, the effective 
pressure for the formation of lines in this band is 2.3 
k0.5 atm. 
R. F. Fedors, and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 169-172, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Moacanin, J. 
ship Between Network Chain 
ation and Time Dependence of Rupture for 
ene-Butadiene Rubber] Wulcanizates 
R. F. Fedors and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. Ill, pp. 180-186, 
August 3 1,1969 
The failure behavior of amorphous gum elastomers 
can be conveniently described in terms of a family of 
physical property surfaces in stress-strain-time 
space. Fracture in reference to these surfaces repre- 
sents some limiting boundary or discontinuity such 
that a distinct space curve is associated with each sur- 
face. 
The projection of the family of space curves to the 
stress-strain plane gives rise to a family of failure 
envelopes. It has been shown that the high- 
temperature portions of these envelopes are 
independent of the network chain concentration v,, 
provided the reduced variable (ub/ve) (To/ T )  [where 
TO is an arbitrary reference temperature and Tis the 
test temperature] is used instead of ub itself; i.e., 
a plot of log ( u b / v e )  (To/ 2') versus log Eb yields a 
superposition of the high-temperature portions of 
individual failure envelopes to a master curve for 
rupture that is essentially independent of variables 
such as test rate, test temperature, chemical nature 
of the elastomer v,, and the presence of small 
amounts of diluent. 
The projection of the family of space curves to the 
stress-time or strain-time planes gives rise to a family 
of curves that represent the time dependence of rup- 
ture. In view of the fact that the failure envelopes 
could be superposed, it was natural to wonder 
whether the same could be carried out with the time 
dependence of rupture as well. Several years ago, 
such a study was begun using published data for 
several elastomers. It was found that some semblance 
of superposition could be obtained by shifting the 
response curves along the time scale by a factor pro- 
portional to ve. This article provides evidence, using 
data on a single elastomer, that such a shift does lead 
to at least partial superposition of the time to failure 
response. 
R. F. Fedors and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 186-193, 
August 3 1,1969 
In spite of the fact that the ordering and packing of 
particles plays a major role in a very large number of 
diverse technological fields, relatively few studies 
have been reported in the literature concerning the 
characteristics of packed particle beds. This article 
demonstrates that the equation developed for calcu- 
lating the packing fraction can provide useful esti- 
mates of the mix ratio at which maximum packing 
occurs. Further, an empirical equation, free of 
adjustable parameters, is proposed that seems capa- 
ble of providing estimates of the packing fraction at 
maximum density as a function of the size ratio (ratio 
of the size of the small particle to that of the large 
particle). 
R. F. Landel and R. F. Fedors 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 193-194, 
August 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Landel, R. F. 
F 
R. F. Fedors and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 216-219, 
February 28,1970 
In solid-propellant manufacture, a critical parameter 
in both the mixing and casting stages is the viscosity 
of the oxidizer-binder system. The parallel-plate 
viscometer affords a simple and convenient, 
experimental technique for evaluating the effect of 
variables such as filler content, filler particle size, and 
size distribution on the viscosity of slurries. Derived 
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here are equations applicable to a parallel-plate 
viscometer that permit viscosity to be estimated for 
the case where the applied load varies linearly with 
plate separation. 
uator Endurance Testing for a Clustered 
Engine Array 
J. D. Ferrera and E. V. Pawlik 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 129-131, 
August 3 1,1969 
To demonstrate the systems technology associated 
with solar-powered electric propulsion systems for 
interplanetary spacecraft applications, a system 
breadboard that models all the subsystems necessary 
to perform a spacecraft mission was developed and 
tested. This breadboard includes gimbal actuators on 
two engines for roll attitude control and a translator 
actuator to translate the two-engine structure to align 
the resultant thrust vector with the center of gravity 
of the spacecraft for pitch and yaw control. This arti- 
cle describes the results of system endurance testing 
of the actuators. 
F009 Frequency Generation and Control: Atomic 
Frequency Standard [ 
H. Erpenbach, C. Finnie, and S. Petty 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 52-55, July 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Erpenbach, H. 
eneration and Control: Atomic 
requency Standar [July-AuguSt 19691 
H. Erpenbach, C. Finnie, and S. Petty 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 54-56, September 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Erpenbach, H. 
r @ q ~ e ~ c y  ~ e ~ e r a t i o n  an 
C. Finnie and S. Petty 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-6 1, 
Vol. 11, pp. 89-92, January 3 1,1970 
Two hydrogen maser frequency standards were 
installed at the Mars Deep Space Station for use in 
evaluating field operation characteristics and per- 
forming spacecraft orbit-determination experiments. 
Described in this article is the sensitivity of the maser 
output frequency to temperature changes in the RF 
cavity and the coaxial microwave components that 
follow the maser output. Also reported is a measure- 
ment of the frequency offset between the two masers 
after independent tuning of each maser. 
uantum Electronics: ptical Communications 
.6 pm Heterodyne Radiometer 
C. Finnie 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 95-99, 
February 28,1970 
A laboratory-model 10.6-pm receiver was assembled 
to evaluate the performance of a 4°K compensated 
copper-doped germanium detector for narrow-band 
infrared radiometry and heterodyne laser receiver 
applications. The system incorporates a field-effect- 
transistor IF preamplifier operating at 78°K. The 
sensitivity of the detector was measured to be within 
2.1 dB of the theoretical limit, using a blackbody 
reference source. The design and performance of the 
system are described. 
FISCHBA CH, 
F0 13 Tensile Creep-Rate Studies on 
D. B. Fischbach 
Technical Report 32-1388, July 15, 1969 
The parallel-to-substrate tensile creep behavior of an 
as-deposited (22000C), substrate-nucleated, pyrolytic 
carbon was investigated over the temperature range 
2500-2900°C and the stress range 5000-30,000 psi 
under deadweight loading. A stress-change technique 
was combined with a graphical-interpolation analysis 
to obtain data on the stress u and temperature T 
dependence of the creep rate 2 over broad strain E 
and stress or temperature ranges on individual speci- 
mens. These data were used to determine the stress 
exponent n and the activation energy AH in the 
empirical expression = Au" exp ( - AHIRT). Two 
distinct deformation regimes were confirmed. The 
first stage of deformation was dominated by break- 
down of the as-deposited structure, evidently 
involving dislocation glide and climb. Among various 
mechanisms considered for the second-stage defor- 
mation that occurs in highly oriented, well- 
graphitized material, self-diffusion mass transport 
was most consistent with the observations. 
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be 
R. Flanders 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 147-148, November 30,1969 
The Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) 
monitor system, phase I, provides a capability for 
monitoring the performance and alarm status of the 
various subsystems at each deep space station. The 
current effort involving the update of both hardware 
and software to provide support for the Mariner Mars 
1971 and subsequent missions is described here. 
6. E. 
f 5 Solar Electric Spacecraft Attitude Control With 
Flexible Solar Arrays 
G. E. Fleischer 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 114-1 17, 
June 30,1969 
A “hybrid coordinate” approach to the dynamic 
modeling of spacecraft structures was reported in the 
literature. The particular advantages of this method 
include the capability of handling nonlinear 
mechanisms such as momentum wheels and/or the 
relatively large motions (translational or rotational) of 
rigid appendages along with the relatively small 
deformations of flexible appendages. The only 
requirement for applying this approach is that the 
rigid base, to which the flexible (and rigid) 
appendages are attached, undergoes only small 
motions or has nearly constant angular velocity. Nor- 
mal modes of vibration can then be found to describe 
the flexible body motions of the system. 
A hybrid coordinate model of a solar-electric space- 
craft configuration was derived and programmed for 
computer solution. This article describes some of the 
results. 
G. E. Fleischer 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 144-148, 
October 3 1, 1969 
H. F. Fliegel and J. H. Lieske 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 46-49, March 31,1970 
Sources of both systematic and random errors in tim- 
ing data used at JPL are listed and analyzed. The 
frame of reference of U.S. Naval Observatory data 
was reported elsewhere as rotating westward at a 
rate of 1.84 & 0.42 arc seclcentury with respect to 
other observatories included in the study. The total 
proper motion error of the FK4, the best current star 
catalog system to which BIH (Bureau International 
de l’Heure, Paris) data are ideally referenced, is 1.20 
& 0.11 arc seclcentury. These effects are partly 
canceled by an error in the adopted value of the 
speed of general precession in longitude of 1.0 arc 
sec/century. Random short period errors in US. 
Naval Observatory final data with respect to those of 
BIH displayed a standard deviation of 3.5 ms. No 
known source of error in timing data could produce 
the westward apparent drift of deep space stations 
reported by Mottinger. The U.S. Naval Observatory 
data, while valuable and necessary, will not be suf- 
ficient to meet the requirements of future JPL 
missions. 
18 Spacecraft Simulation 
J. A. Flynn 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 1 17-1 2 1, May 3 1,1969 
Research is being conducted to produce a spacecraft 
simulator of low running time that is essentially 
spacecraft- and computer-independent. Spacecraft 
independence is approached through the develop- 
ment of a problem-oriented language (POL) to 
simplify program preparation and make it possible 
for subsystem engineers to specify individual space- 
craft subsystems directly. Computer independence is 
obtained by translating the POL into Fortran 
language. The anticipated environment is real-time 
on a third-generation computer. 
A procedure is presented for obtaining computer- 
generated images of any solid figure, describable by a 
set of straight-line segments, in perspective and with 
all hidden edges removed. Illustrations of its success- 
ful application to the production of a 16-mm motion 
picture depicting complex rotational motion of a 
Mwiner-type spacecraft are included. 
The subsystems to be simulated are those affecting 
engineering telemetry. The computational sequences 
leading to the real-time publication of engineering 
telemetry are controlled by a program supervisor 
that is compatible with any simulator constructed 
with the furnished POLS. Certain characteristics of 
the supervisory program are discussed in this article. 
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Spacecraft Simulation: Communication 
J. A. Flynn 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 74-78, September 30, 1969 
Previous reporting mentioned that individual space- 
craft subsystems were to be thought of as prepared 
by different individuals, independently (in a 
programming sense) of one another. The implication 
intended was that software machinery would couple 
all subsystems together into a coherent whole. This 
machinery, consisting of the lines of communication 
created between various program components, is the 
topic of this article. 
ethane Absorption in the Jovian 
emperature From the 
J. S. Margolis and K. Fox 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 157, No. 2, pp. 935-943, August 1969 
For abstract, see Margolis, J. S. 
ethane Absorption in the 
Atmosphere: If. Abundance 
J. S. Margolis and K. Fox 
December 1969 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 158, NO. 3, Pt. 1 ,  pp. 1 183-1 188, 
rogram for Telemetry Sirnulation For abstract, see Margolis, J. S. 
FO25 Extension of Calculations of Rotational Temperature 
and Abundance of Methane in the Jovian Atmosphere 
J. A. Flynn 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II ,  pp. 46-51, November 30,1969 
J. S. Margolis and K. Fox 
J. Atmos. Sci., Vol. 26, No. 5, Pt. 1 ,  pp. 862-864, 
September 1969 
For abstract, see Margolis, J. S. 
This article is a companion piece to a series of articles 
on spacecraft simulation. The user inputs described 
are needed to define a Mariner Mars 1969 type of 
commutator for engineering telemetry, in which sub- 
commutation may be extended to arbitrary levels. 
Algorithms to locate the channels and obtain appro- 
priate telemetry values are also described. 
~ ~ E ~ ,  S 
~rradiation Effects on the Thermal Stability and 
osition of Ammoni~m Perchlorate 
S. Fogler (University of Michigan) and D. Lawson 
1. Phys. Chem., VoL 74, No. 7, pp. 1637-1 639, April 2, 1970 
Studies on the decomposition of y-irradiated and 
unirradiated ammonium perchlorate are reported 
here. These studies were conducted at temperatures 
considerably lower than those used in most similar 
investigations. One technique for observing the de- 
composition of ammonium perchlorate is to measure 
its weight loss as a function of time. The lot used in 
these studies was typical of the types that lose sub- 
stantial amounts of weight. 
026 agnetometer Experiments 
A. M. A. Frandsen, E. J. Smith, and R. E. Holzer (University of 
California) 
IEEE Trans. Geoscience Electronics, Vol. GE-7, No. 2, 
pp. 61-74, April 1969 
The Orbit-ing Geophysical Observatory (OGO) tri- 
axial search coil magnetometer measures naturally 
occurring magnetic fluctuations between 0.01 and 
-1OOOHz in the space around earth. The instru- 
ment design is described and the design rationale 
discussed. 
The results of the observations on the first five OGO 
spacecraft in the magnetosphere, magnetotail and 
magnetosheath of earth and the interplanetary medi- 
um, as well as at hydromagnetic bow shock, are sum- 
marized and discussed. 
he Lunar Surface in 
H. E. Marsh, Jr., and W. M. Foley, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 199-200, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Marsh, H. E., Jr. 
A. L. Turkevich (University of Chicago), E. J. Franzgrote, and 
J. H. Patterson [Argonne National Laboratory) 
Science, Vol. 165, No. 3890, pp. 277-279, July 18, 1969 
For abstract, see Turkevich, A. L. 
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ical ~ o m ~ o s ~ t i o n  of the Lunar Su 
E. J. Franzgrote, J. H. Patterson (Argonne National 
Laboratory), A. L. Turkevich (University of Chicago), 
T. E. Economou (University of Chicago), and 
K. P. Sowinski (University of Chicago) 
Science, Vol. 167, No. 3917, pp. 376-379, January 23,1970 
More precise and comprehensive analytical results 
for lunar material in Sinus Medii have been derived 
from the alpha-scattering experiment on Surveyor 
VI. The amounts of the principal constituents at this 
mare are approximately the same as those of these 
constituents at Mare Tranquillitatis. The sodium con- 
tents of both maria are lower than those of terrestrial 
basalts. The titanium content at Sinus Medii is lower 
than that at Mare Tranquillitatis; this suggests impor- 
tant differences in detailed chemical composition at 
different mare areas on the moon. 
ission Telemetry Ijystem 
overnber-December 19691 
W. Frey, R. Petrie, and R. Greenberg 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. 11, pp.121-147, January31, 1970 
The multiple-mission telemetry system of the Deep 
Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) is being 
updated to handle higher data rates and the 
increased number of simultaneous data subcarriers to 
be transmitted during the Mariner Mars 1971 
Project. Major additions to the DSIF telemetry and 
command subsystem to meet the new requirements 
are reported in this article. Detailed functional 
descriptions of the symbol synchronizer and block 
decoder assemblies and a performance analysis of the 
symbol synchronizer tracking loop are included. 
, s 
J. H. Wilcher, S. Friesema, J. Woo, and R. B. Crow 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 119-139, September30,1969 
For abstract, see Wilcher, J. H. 
F . L. 
P ~ i n ~ a r ~ z a t i o ~  of t 
~ r a n s f e ~  
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. Ill, pp. 50-52, 
April 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Abhyankar, K. D. 
Iteration Scheme for Solving the Linearized X -  an 
N-Equations 
A. L. Fymat and K. D. Abhyankar 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 53-55, 
April 30,1969 
Elsewhere in this publication, a method was given for 
solving the global equations of radiative transfer for 
an inhomogeneous plane-parallel stratified 
atmosphere in which the albedo for single scattering, 
R(T), varies with optical depth. That method is applic- 
able when n(7) = a, [l + w (T)], where R, is a con- 
stant between zero and unity and the perturbation 
w (7) < < 1. In this case, the X-equation is linearized 
by substituting the expansion X(7’;p) = X O ( T ’ ; ~ )  
[l + x(T’;~)], where x .< < 1, and neglecting the 
quadratic term x(7’; p) ~(7’; p’).The corresponding 
expansion in the case of semi-infinite atmosphere is 
H ( T ’ ; ~ )  = Ho (p) [ 1 + h(+; p)], where h < < 1. 
An iteration scheme for computing the series solu- 
tions of these linearized equations is given in this 
article. 
Error Analysis of the Linearization 
Radiative Transfer Theory 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 25-28, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Abhyankar, K. D. 
Effect of Linearization of the Transfer 
~ompu~ations of the Emergent 
A. L. Fymat and K. D. Abhyankar 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 28-30, 
June 30,1969 
This article discusses the errors in the computations 
of the scattering functions and of the emergent radia- 
tion field that result from the linearization of the 
transfer problem. Plots of relative errors in reflection 
functions and in field intensities are included. 
yleigta §ca~tering in a ~ e ~ i - ~ ~ f i n i ~ e  
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
Astron. Astrophys., Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 101-1 10, January 1990 
For abstract, see Abhyankar, K. D. 
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E036 
A. L. Fymat and K. D. Abhyankar 
Asfmphys. J., Vol. 158, No. 1, pp. 315-324, October 1969 
If it is assumed that the albedo for single scattering 
R(T) differs from a constant vaue R, by a small 
amount throughout the atmosphere, then the non- 
linear singular integral equations for the X- and Y- 
functions of Chandrasekhar and the X* and Y* func- 
tions of Ueno, which describe the transfer of radia- 
tion through an inhomogeneous plane-parallel atmos- 
phere of arbitrary stratification, are linearized by use 
of a perturbation technique. These equations are 
written in their operator form, and their iterated 
solutions are expressed as infinite series which, if con- 
vergent, would represent the N-solution of the prob- 
lem. The convergence of the series solutions 
involving repeated operators is investigated, and the 
region of convergence is delimited for atmospheres 
of arbitrary optical thickness for various values of 0, 
and sz, the maximum fractional perturbation in 0(7). 
This region is found to be the larger, the smaller the 
atmospheric thickness. 
F037 Theory of Radiative Transfer in lnhomogeneous 
Atrnospherm !I. Application of the Perturbation 
A. L. Fymat and I<. D. Abhyankar 
Astmphys. J., Vol. 158, No. 1, pp. 325-335, October 1969 
The nonlinear singular integral equation for the H- 
function of an inhomogeneous plane-parallel atmos- 
phere of arbitrary stratification is linearized by using 
the perturbation method developed in a previous 
paper by the authors. The N-solution of this equation 
is given. The iteration procedure for computing the 
fractional perturbation h ( ~ ; p )  in H(7;p) is also 
described. An error analysis is performed, and the 
relative error in the solution, caused by the neglect of 
the quadratic term, is computed. Curves showing the 
maximum relative errors in h ( ~ ; p )  and H(7;p) as 
functions of the relative perturbation, s, are pre- 
sented. These curves will be useful for estimating the 
errors to be expected in any particular problem. For 
illustrating the method, H-functions for semi-infinite 
homogeneous atmospheres with R = 0.300, 0.700, 
0.925, and 0.975 are computed from the H-function 
for an atmosphere with R = 0.900. 
ethod to a Semi-infinite Atmosphere 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
March 1970 
For abstract, see Abhyankar, K. D. 
Ashphys. J., VOI. 159, NO. 3, Pt. 1, pp. 1009-1 01 8, 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
March 1970 
A ~ f r ~ p h y ~ .  J., VOI. 159, No.3, Pt. 1, pp. 1019-1028, 
For abstract, see Abhyankar, K. D. 
irnensional Singular Linear 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
1. Muth. Mech., Vol. 19, No. 2, pp. 1 15-1 22, August 1969 
For abstract, see Abhyankar, K. D. 
ultidimensional Singular 
Linear Integral Equation 
A. L. Fymat and K. D. Abhyankar 
J. Math. Mech., Vol. 19, No. 7, pp. 5 8 7 6 0 0 ,  January 1970 
In the global description of the theory of radiative 
transfer in plane-parallel stratified atmospheres, the 
4 x 4 matrix integrodifferential equations satisfied 
by the atmospheric scattering and transmission func- 
tions are characterized by a unique kernel that is 
expandable in a finite harmonic series in the 
azimuth-angle difference between the directions of 
incidence and emergence of the radiation. In the 
study of the harmonic terms, for which the appro- 
priate equations reduce to scalar forms, a new (mixed 
Volterra-Fredholm) type of multidimensional singu- 
lar linear integral equation of the second kind was 
found. The investigation of the fundamental terms 
shows that the corresponding equations reduce only 
to 2 x 2 matrix equations; in those cases where the 
azimuth independent kernel is degenerate, as for 
most physical situations, the authors’ perturbation 
method yields an analytic solution. 
In the derivation of this solution, another new integ- 
ral equation of a type similar to the one previously 
reported, but extended to the matrix domain, was 
also found. Because of its apparent genyal interest 
both in transport theory and in integral equations 
theory, this equation is here presented and discussed; 
its solution is given in the form of a Neumann-type 
series involving the repeated use of a newly defined 
matrix singular linear integral operator. The applica- 
tions of the formalism described to radiative transfer 
theory are illustrated for the so-called inhomoge- 
neous problem. 
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@en the Elements of the 
for Scattering 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
1. Math. fhys. (N.Y.), Vol. 10, No. 10, pp. 1935-1 938, 
October 1969 
For abstract, see Abhyankar, K. D. 
Ambareurnian-Chandrasekhar PlCEquation 
K. D. Abhyankar and A. L. Fymat 
1. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transf., Vol. 9, No. 1 1 ,  
pp. 1563-1 566, November 1969 
For abstract, see Abhyankar, K. D. 
and Kquations for 
A. L. Fymat and K. D. Abhyankar 
J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer, Vol. 10, No. 1 ,  
pp. 49-54, January 1970 
Starting from the global form of the equations of 
transfer, the nonlinear integral equations in the 
X - ,  Y - , F - ,  and Y*-functions for inhomogeneous 
atmospheres, which are similar to the Chandrasekhar 
equations for homogeneous atmospheres, are derived. 
Their relations to Ueno’s and Chandrasekhar’s equa- 
tions are discussed, and two approaches to the treat- 
ment of the problem of uniqueness of these equa- 
tions’ solutions are suggested. 
ing Subsystem Phase 
M. Galitzen 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 129-130, J~ly31, 1969 
Major problem areas were encountered in the 
commercially supplied digital isolation amplifier and 
precision frequency distribution amplifier. The pres- 
ent status of activities to correct the problems is 
described in this article. Also discussed are an 
investigation of the battery backup system and vari- 
ous other activities required prior to the upgrade of 
the subsystem to the Phase I1 configuration. 
ing 
er 1 
M. Galitzen 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, p. 148, November 30,1969 
This article discusses the results obtained thus far in 
investigations of problems exhibited by two commer- 
cially built isolation amplifiers required for signal 
distribution in the frequency and timing subsystem 
phase 11. Also described is the auxiliary reference 
divider and its control panel that were installed at 
the Mars Deep Space Station. 
Appendages 
M. R. Trubert and J. A. Garba 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. i l l ,  pp. 159-163, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Trubert, M. R. 
Gas Effects on the 
elium, Nitrogen, and Argon 
J. A. Gardner 
AIAA J., Vol. 7, NO. 8, pp. 1639-1641, August 1969 
This article presents the results of an experimental 
investigation to determine the influence of gas veloc- 
ity and pressure on the electrical breakdown poten- 
tial of argon, nitrogen, and helium between parallel 
flat-plate electrodes and between concentric elec- 
trodes. This type of information should be useful for 
application in starting devices that depend upon 
electrical discharges such as magnetoplasmadynamic 
arcs. 
orne Extrema1 Positive 
A. Garsia [University of California), E. Rodemich, and 
H. Rumsey, Jr. 
J. Math. Mech., Vol. 18, No. 9, pp. 805-834, March 1969 
Let g6 denote the family of functions A(x) satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(1) A(x) is positive definite and continuous on the 
real axis. 
(2) h ( x )  = 0, 
(3) h(0) = 1. 
V I X  I 2 6. 
The problem is to calculate 
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Where %,is the family of functions A(x) satisfying: 
(1) h(x)  is positive definite and periodic of period 27r. 
(2) A(x) = 0, 6 5 Ix I T. 
(3) A(0) = 1. 
A companion problem is that of finding 
Both problems are special cases of a general question 
that can be formulated on a large class of abelian 
groups. The first arises when the group in question is 
the real line and the second, when the group is the 
circle. In this paper, it is established that, for the line 
problem, there is a unique maximizing function and 
that this maximizing function can be calculated to 
any degree of accuracy by a successive approximation 
method that is suitable for use with a computer. 
ITE, K. K. 
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umerical integration of the 
D. B. Holdridge, K. K. Garthwaite, and J. D. Mulholland 
Supporting Research and Advanced Developmenf, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 252-253, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Holdridge, D. B. 
rcagramming System for Analytical Series 
xpansions on a Comput@~ 
R. Broucke and K. Garthwaite 
Celest. Mech., Vol. 1, No. 2, pp. 271-284, October 1969 
For abstract, see Broucke, R. 
Circular-[Poiari~ation easurements of Ju 
B. Gary and S. Gulkis 
December 1969 
Circular-polarization measurements of Jupiter at a 
wavelength of 13 cm were made during April and 
May 1969 with the 210-foot radio telescope at 
Goldstone, California. An upper limit to the net 
degree of circular polarization in the integrated emis- 
sion is 1 % over a limited longitude range. 
AStrophys. J., Vol. 158, NO. 3, Pt. 2, pp. L193-Ll95, 
] Telemetry System 
W. J. Kinder and E. C. Gatz 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 3-1 1, J~ly31,1969 
For abstract, see Kinder, W. J. 
A Capabilities Planning for 
, July-hgust f 9691 
J. R. Hall and E. C. Gatz 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 32-39, September 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Hall, J. R. 
J. R. Hall and E. C. Gatz 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 28-30, January 3 1, 1970 
For abstract, see Hall, J. R. 
012 
R. P. Laeser and E. C. Gatz 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 7-12, March 31,1970 
For abstract, see Laeser, R. P. 
Assimilation in Soils: an 
J. S. Hubbard, G. L. Hobby, N. H. Horowitz, P. J. Geiger, and 
F. A. Morelli 
AppL Microbiol., Vol. 19, No. 1, pp. 32-38, January 1970 
For abstract, see Hubbard, J. S .  
N. H. Horowitz, A. J. Bauman, R. E. Cameron, P. J. Geiger, 
J. S. Hubbard, G. P. Shulman, P. G. Simmonds, and 
K. Westberg 
Science, Vol. 164, No. 3883, pp. 1054-1 056, May 30,1969 
For abstract, see Horowitz, N. H. 
H. E. 
alve 
H. E. Geise 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 14-17, 
August 3 1,1969 
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Plans for a balloon flight to test the infrared muiti- 
detector spectrometer prompted a search for a com- 
mercially available valve to regulate the flow of gas at 
near liquid-nitrogen temperature. This gas was used 
for cooling the infrared detectors and for maintaining 
their temperature at the desired level. The valve 
would be expected to satisfy requirements for reli- 
ability, operation in the balloon flight environment, 
and low power consumption. Such a valve could not 
be purchased commercially and was, therefore, 
developed by JPL. Its design and performance under 
test are described in this article. 
The Unextractable rganic Fraction of the Pueblito 
eteorite: Evidence for its Indigenous 
P. G. Simmonds, A. J. Bauman, E. M. Bollin, 
E. Gelpi (University of Houston), and J. Or6 (University of 
Houston) 
Proc. Nut. Acad Sci., Vol. 64, No. 3, pp. 1027-1 034, 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Simmonds, P. G. 
of a Spacecraft in 
R. M. Georgevic 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 8-15, 
April 30,1969 
This article represents a contribution to the solution 
of the problem of relativistic perturbations of oscu- 
lating orbital parameters of a spacecraft moving in 
the gravitational field of the sun, for various forms of 
the line element ds. Unlike other approaches to the 
same problem, this solution does not involve any 
expansions into power series of the eccentricity e ; 
the integration of all time changes of orbital 
parameters is performed with the true anomaly 8 
taken as the independent variable; and the results are 
obtained as closed-form solutions of 8. 
The procedure used in all developments is a first- 
order perturbation theory with respect to the small 
parameter m = ( GS)/c2 = 1.4766 km, based on the 
variation-of-parameters method. The relativistic 
effects are considered for three different line ele- 
ments: Robertson’s general spherically symmetric 
static metric, isotropic, and Schwarzschild’s metric. 
Particular attention is paid to the case of singularity e 
= 0, which appears in expressions for the time 
changes of the argument of periapsis o and the mean 
anomaly, if the Robertson’s or isotropic metric is 
used. Finally, the relativistic effects on range and 
range rate are derived for all three line elements. 
xperimental Study of the Combustion Termination 
of a Solid Propellant by R api 
W. Gerber 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 200-206, 
February 28, 1970 
A test program was conducted to gain information 
concerning the depressurization rates required to 
quench a new JPL solid propellant, called 
Saturethane, over the pressure interval of 65-200 
psig. Go and no-go types of test firings were 
conducted with the initial chamber pressure and 
venting orifice size as variables. Contradictory results 
were obtained at chamber pressure values of 170 psig 
and greater. It was tentatively concluded that the 
required quench depressurization rate for the 
Saturethane propellant is reasonably moderate 
(initial rates less than 1000 psils) for pressures less 
than 100 psig, but increases rapidly for pressures 
greater than this value. 
F. Gerbracht, R. Scott, and R. Kushida 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 192-194, 
June 30,1969 
Opposed-flow porous plate burner experiments were 
planned using diborane as fuel and oxygen difluoride 
as oxidizer. Since no previous burner experiments 
were reported for this system, a number of unusual 
and potentially serious problems had to be resolved 
before a definite design could be evolved. A proto- 
type opposed-flow porous plate burner was used, 
diborane was burned with air, and oxygen difluoride 
was burned with ethylene. The results are reported 
in this article. 
P. J. 
am iation Characteris 
iox 
P. J. Gingo 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 128-132, 
April 30, 1969 
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A study was conducted that was concerned with the 
gamma radiation emitted from radioisotope fuel cap- 
sules containing plutonium dioxide as a radioactive 
fuel in the physical form of microspheres packed into 
the capsules. The nuclear radiation produced by the 
plutonium dioxide fuel may create effects or respon- 
ses within spacecraft electronics and various scien- 
tific detectors that could correspond to unwanted 
spurious counts and electrical noise. Since the radia- 
tion sensitivity of these instruments is a function of 
both the magnitude and spectrum of the gamma flux 
impinging upon them, it was necessary to accurately 
evaluate these quantities. The investigation discussed 
in this article consisted of: 
(1) Establishing the isotopic composition of 
production-grade plutonium dioxide fuel. 
(2) Determining the sources of gamma radiation pro- 
duced by the plutonium isotopes, the isotope decay 
products, and the fuel contaminants. 
(3) Calculamg the gamma flux at the surface, as well 
as at other detector positions exterior to a typical fuel 
capsule design. This was performed for three differ- 
ent thicknesses of fuel. 
uclear Power System 
P. J. Gingo 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 73-76, 
June 30,1969 
Due to the increased interest in the possible use of 
plutonium-dioxide radioisotope thermoelectric 
generators (RTGs) as electrical power sources in 
space science missions, an analysis was conducted to 
identify the nuclear radiations produced by an RTG 
and the effects on space science instruments placed 
in the environment of the RTG. The results of that 
analysis are presented in this article. 
J. Glucklich 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 148-152, 
June 30,1969 
The effect of rigid fillers on the stress-strain behavior 
of a rubbery matrix has been investigated previously. 
The composite system used was based on 
styrene-butadiene rubber filled with varying 
amounts of glass beads. It is now proposed to extend 
the study to fillers of different rheological behavior, 
namely, liquids of Newtonian and Maxwellian 
character. 
In the prior studies with rigid fillers, the change in 
modulus with filler content was shown to be in good 
agreement with the results of existing equations for 
Young’s modulus ratios (composite/matrix), all of 
which are based on the Einstein viscosity equation. 
However, no corresponding equations exist for liquid 
fillers in an elastic matrix. Furthermore, if a time fac- 
tor is introduced through the viscosity of the filler, 
the behavior of the rubber matrix can no longer be 
regarded as time-independent elastic. 
Consequently, it was considered useful to derive 
equations for Young’s modulus ratios (compos- 
ite/matrix) for systems with liquid (Newtonian and 
Maxwellian) fillers in elastic and viscoelastic 
(standard-solid) matrices to serve as a check on the 
experimental work. A very simplified model was 
sought which, although not accurately representative 
of the system, would nevertheless represent it to a 
fair degree and would offer no great mathematical 
difficulties. The results of an analysis for Hookean, 
Newtonian, and Maxwellian fillers ii7. a Hookean 
matrix and Hookean and Newtonian fillers in a 
standard-solid matrix are presented in this article. 
ifferentiation by Computer Image 
F. C. Billingsley, A. F. H. Goetz (Bellcomm, Inc.), and 
J. N. Lindsley 
Technical Report 32-1 472 (Reprinted from Photogr. Sci. Eng., 
Vol. 14, No. 1, pp. 28-35, January-February 1970) 
For abstract, see Billingsley, F. C. 
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E. Laue and C. H. Goldsmith 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 130-132, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Laue, E. 
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erWenus 67 Solar 
J. V. Goldsmith, W. Hasbach, and R. Yasui 
Technical Report 32-1321, April 15, 1970 
This document describes the design, manufacture, 
assembly, testing, and performance of the solar array 
used for the Mariner Venus 67 mission. Also included 
are remarks on the adequacy of the solar array design 
and recommendations for the design of solar panels 
for future missions of the Mariner Venus 67 type. 
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Coding and Synchronization Studies: Analysis of a 
igital Single-Channel Command System 
S. Butman, L. A. Couvillon, R. M. Goldstein, R. Green, and 
J. K. Holmes 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 25-31, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Butman, S. 
Permutation Transformation of Audio 
R. M. Goldstein and E. C. Posner 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 77-78, 
February 28,1970 
This article describes a novel method for disguising 
speech to make it incomprehensible to an 
unauthorized listener, even with the same receiver as 
an authorized listener. The idea is to perform a 
“running permutation” of an input speech signal and 
then transmit the permuted values as an analog 
signal. The system is expected to require little band- 
width expansion because of its analog nature, and, 
because of the novel and nonlinear nature of the dis- 
guise, it is expected to prevail in field use, even if a 
relatively skilled listener has the same equipment as 
the authorized listener but lacks the key. 
R. M. Goldstein 
Radio Sci, Vol. 5,  No. 2, pp. 391-395, February 1970 
Results of radio and radar studies of Venus and Mer- 
cury conducted over the past few years are reviewed. 
Data types include radiometer, interferometer, radar 
cross section, power as a function of time delay, 
power as a function of frequency, and power as a 
function of both time and frequency. 
R. M. Goldstein, W. G. Melbourne, G. A. Morris, Jr., 
G. S. Downs, and D. A. O’Handley 
Radio Sci., Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 475-478, February 1970 
Radar studies of Mars during the 1969 opposition (not 
yet completed when this paper was prepared) have 
yielded preliminary results. Elevation and radar 
brightness are presented as functions of longitude for 
areas between 3- and 12-deg north latitude. 
03 wry: Surface Features 
eS 
R. M. Goldstein 
Science, Vol. 168, No. 3930, pp. 467-469, April 24,1970 
Spectrograms were taken of directly polarized and 
depolarized radar echoes from Mercury during May 
and June 1969. Several large, rough surface features 
and one smooth area were observed during these 
radar scans. 
03 1 
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ission Support [by arch-April 19691 
P. S. Goodwin 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 15-20, May 3 1,1969 
The Apollo 9 mission and the requirements for Deep 
Space Network (DSN) support of the mission are 
described, as is the mission support provided by the 
Cape Kennedy Compatibility Test Station and 
Tidbinbilla Deep Space Station/Manned Space Flight 
Network wing. Tracking event times are tabulated, 
and tracking system performance is illustrated. 
ission [Support by 
y-June 19691 
P. S. Goodwin 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 18-27, July 3 1, 1969 
The ApoUo IO mission and the Deep Space Network 
(DSN) premission and mission activities at the Cape 
Kennedy Compatibility Test Station; the MSFN 
Wings at the Pioneer, Tidbinbilla, and Robledo Deep 
Space Stations; and the Mars Deep Space Station are 
described. An illustration of the DSN configuration 
for the mission is included. 
ission Support [by 
P. S. Goodwin 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 27-32, September 30, 1969 
The Apollo 11 mission and the Deep Space Network 
(DSN) premission and mission activities at the Cape 
JPL BIBLIOGRAPHY 39-11 65 
Kennedy Compatibility Test Station; the Manned 
Space Flight Network Wings at the Pioneer, Tidbin- 
baa,  and Robledo Deep Space Stations; and the Mars 
Deep Space Station are described. Briefly sum- 
marized is the Space Flight Operations Facility and 
Ground Communications Facility participation 
during the mission. 
P. S. Goodwin and R. B. Hartley 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 22-26, January 3 1,1970 
This article describes the premission and mission 
support provided by the Deep Space Network (DSN) 
to the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) during 
the ApoIIo I2 mission. This support was provided by 
the three 85-ft-diam antenna DSN/MSFN wing 
stations, as well as by the Mars (210-ft antenna) and 
Cebreros Deep Space Stations. 
3 Operations [May-June 19691 
E. B. Jackson, R. M. Gosline, and A. L. Price 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 107-109, July31,1969 
For abstract, see Jackson, E. B. 
SS 13 Operations [July-August 19691 
E. B. Jackson, R. M. Gosline, and R. 8. Kolbly 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 93-95, September 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Jackson, E. B. 
37 Automatic (CQmputeP-CQntrQlled) E 
Tracking 
R. M. Gosline 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 70-71, November 30,1969 
Automatic boresighting of an antenna without the 
use of the monopulse feed system would enable auto- 
matic tracking for both noncoherent and coherent 
signal sources (radio stars and spacecraft). A theoret- 
ical approach, suitable for introduction at the Venus 
Deep Space Station, is described in this article. The 
approach involves generating conical scan about the 
predicted source position, correlating the received 
signal with sinusoidal offset signals, and utilizing the 
resultant error signal to correct antenna pointing. 
Both conical scan and correlation, as well as the 
resultant antenna-pointing correction, would be 
accomplished by an antenna-pointing computer stan- 
dard in all stations. Experimental verification of the 
approach has not yet been accomplished. 
perations [Septem 
E. B. Jackson and R. M. Gosline 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 71-72, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Jackson, E. B. 
avity Features From Lunar Orbiter 
P. Gottlieb 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II ,  pp. 68-70, May 3 1,1969 
The preliminary model of the near-surface mass dis- 
tribution of the moon that fits Lunar Orbiter tracking 
data has been extended and refined by further itera- 
tions and the consideration of additional orbits. The 
latest model consists of 150 mass points located on 
the front face between 40"W and 60"E longitude and 
between +So0 latitude. The near frontside traces of 
all the orbits used and the contours of constant force 
due to this model are shown. 
Other models are now being constructed using a 
more systematic approach than that used previously. 
This approach is described. 
Data 
P. Gottlieb 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 81-83, July31,1969 
A mathematical model of the lunar nearside gravity 
field has been further refined by adding doppler 
tracking data from several more passes of Lunar 
Orbiter spacecraft. This model has also been tested 
on the ApoLIo 8 tracking data. The latest model is 
most conveniently represented by a map of the con- 
tours of constant radial force produced by a twenti- 
eth-degree spherical harmonic expansion of the 
masses. In this article, a mercator projection is used 
to show the effect of the Mare Smythii mascon. 
P. Gottlieb 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 106-1 09, November 30,1969 
Two recent models of the fine structure (mascons) of 
the lunar gravitational field have been compared in 
terms of radial acceleration contours at 100-km eleva- 
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tion above the lunar surface. One model was 
obtained by the author using 10 equatorial and 15 
polar orbits, while the second was obtained by joint 
efforts using 100 polar orbits. The differences in esti- 
mation procedures are summarized. The comparison 
between the two models shows very good agreement 
for most of the mascon areas. 
P. Gottlieb and W. L. Sjogren 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 11 1-1 12, November 30,1969 
The Apollo lunar module (LM), which descends to 
within 11 km of the lunar surface in a free-fall trajec- 
tory, should provide definite gravimetric data on 
much smaller features than those determined by 
Lunar Orbiter data. However, due to antenna 
pointing problems, loss of doppler system lock-up, 
and spacecraft venting, the Apollo 10 and 11 data 
were too ambiguous and unreliable to definitely 
determine any small gravitational variations. 
Although Apollos 10 and 11 had redundant orbital 
tracks that would produce very similar gravitational 
variations, not one small variation could be 
correlated. 
ver Large Graters From Apollo 12 
P. Gottlieb, P. M. Muller, W. L. Sjogren, and 
W. R. Wollenhaupt 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 40-43, January 31,1970 
As described in this article, the doppler residuals 
from the Apollo lunar module radio-tracking data 
indicate large negative accelerations over the craters 
Ptolemaeus and Albategnius. The mass deficiencies 
required to produce these accelerations are 
approximately equivalent to the removal of the sur- 
face material to a depth of 1 km over the entire area 
of these craters. Several other features of the gravity 
fine structure can also be correlated with topog- 
raphy. 
stimation of Local Lunar 
P. Gottlieb 
Radio Sci., Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 301-312, February 1970 
A quantitative estimate of the gravity features on the 
near surface of the moon has been obtained by 
iteratively constructing a mass-density model to 
improve the agreement between actual doppler 
tracking data from Lunar Orbiter spacecraft and 
theoretical trajectory predictions. Typical orbits (24 
nearly polar and 9 nearly equatorial) were selected at 
3- to 4- deg separations to cover most of the front side 
of the moon. Each iterative stage consisted of placing 
masses near the lunar surface at locations indicated 
by the peak residual accelerations observed after 
fitting the data with the model constructed during 
the previous iteration. 
onexistence of Large 
P. Gottlieb, P. M. Muller, and W. L. Sjogren 
Science, Vol. 166, No. 3909, pp. 1 145-1 147, 
November 28,1969 
The analysis of line-of-sight residual acceleration data 
from Lunar Orbiters IIIand Vdoes not show any evi- 
dence for large mascons near the lunar limbs. 
Although unfavorable geometry reduces the 
acceleration effect due to any mascon near the limb, 
simulations show that large masses at Mare Orientale 
and Mare Marginis would produce substantial 
accelerations, in complete disagreement with the 
actual Doppler tracking data obtained from a Lunar 
Orbiter experiment. 
GO46 Lunar Gravity Over Large Craters From Apollo 12 
Tracking Data 
P. Gottlieb, P. M. Muller, W .  L. Sjogren, and 
W. R. Wollenhaupt (Manned Spacecraft Center) 
Science, Vol. 168, No. 3930, pp. 477-479, April 24, 1970 
The doppler residuals from the Apollo I 2  lunar 
module radio tracking data indicate large negative 
accelerations over the craters Ptolemaeus and 
Albategnius. The mass deficiencies required to pro- 
duce these accelerations are approximately equiv- 
alent to the removal of the surface material to a 
depth of 1 km over the entire area of these craters. 
Several other features of the gravity fine structure 
can also be correlated with topography. 
awe Structures Utilizing Superconducting 
ransmission Lines 
P. V. Mason and R. W. Gould (California Institute of 
Technology) 
J. AppL Phys., Vol. 40, No. 5, pp. 2039-2051, April 1969 
For abstract, see Mason, P. V. 
L. D. Gray, R. A. Schorn, and E. Barker (University of Texas) 
AppL Opt., Vol. 8, NO. 10, pp. 2087-2093, October 1969 
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The average rotational temperature of the Cytherean 
atmosphere above the cloud tops was found to be Tot 
= 244 flO"K based on twelve plates of the 7883-8 
CO, band. If the temperatures found from the 7820- 
8 band on the same plate are averaged with the 
temperatures found from the 7883-8 band, we obtain 
a temperature of T,,, = 245 +@K. The observations 
of Venus were made between April and December 
1967. Laboratory measurements of the 7883-8 band 
are lacking, but we infer that the band is half as 
strong as the 7820-8 band. 
sion Spectroscopic 
R. A. Schorn, L. D. Gray, and E. S. Barker (University of Texas) 
Icarus: lnt. J. Sol. Sys., Vol. 10, No. 2, pp. 241-257, 
March 1969 
For abstract, see Schorn, R. A. 
ultiple-link Satellite Program 
D. W. Green 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 121-125, November SO, 1969 
A descriptiin is given of an orbit determination study 
program. The program assumes the ability to 
measure the total range and/or range rate along a 
radio signal path between several ground stations 
and orbiting vehicles. The statistics of the resulting 
determination of the orbits of the orbiting vehicles 
are computed, based on a minimum-variance 
estimation technique. 
ing and Synchronization Studies: Analysis of a 
igital Single-Channel Command System 
S. Butman, L. A. Couvillon, R. M. Goldstein, R. Green, and 
J. I<. Holmes 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 25-31, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Butman, S. 
W. Frey, R. Petrie, and R. Greenberg 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. 11, pp.121-147, January31, 1970 
For abstract, see Frey, W. 
Standardization Program 
R. F. Greenwood 
Technical Report 32-1 426, December 1, 1969 
The difficulty in predicting the space power output 
of solar cell arrays by means of terrestrial measure- 
ments has been minimized by the use of high-altitude 
balloons for solar cell calibration. A cooperative effort 
between the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and other 
NASA and government agencies has made space- 
calibrated standard solar cells available for a variety 
of space projects. The use of high-altitude balloons 
has not only provided these standard solar cells but 
has also furnished a means of lifting radiometers 
above the major portion of earth's atmosphere to 
measure the solar constant. 
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Proton Irradiation Effects on Iron Oxide 
R. T. Greer and D. B. Nosh 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 63-66, 
April 30,1969 
As one part of a systematic study to characterize the 
possible effects of the interaction of the solar wind 
with lunar surface materials, high-purity powdered 
metal-oxide materiab have been subjected to sim- 
ulated solar-wind irradiation conditions. Low-energy 
(2-keV)proton-bombardment experiments have led to 
recognizing and identifying the transport of material 
from one region of a specimen surface to another 
region; alteration of surface features, especially on a 
submicron scale; and proton-induced phase trans- 
formations. An example wherein all of these 
phenomena occur is discussed for the system hema- 
tite (Fe203)-magnetite (Fe304)-a-iron. The experi- 
ment described in this article demonstrated that low- 
energy proton bombardment can modify the size, 
shape, and mineral phase of iron ferric oxide. 
Effect of Fe, Ca, and 
Bhermoluminesceric 
Enstatites 
R. T. Greer 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 18-1 9, 
December 3 1,1969 
The total thermoluminescence output of meteoritic 
enstatite was found to be inversely proportional to 
the amount of iron in the material and independent 
of the Ca and Mn. No significant correlation for 
Concentrations on 
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thermoluminescence intensity was found with 
respect to cosmic ray exposure ages or natural 
radioactivity. 
R. T. Greer and J. N. Weber (Pennsylvania State University) 
lcarus: Int. J. So/. Sys., Vol. 11, No. 1, pp. 55-65, July 1969 
Quantitative optical fluorescence spectra and color 
pattern displays have application in the characteriza- 
tion of inorganic solids. The luminescence response 
for enstatite, a common rock-forming silicate 
mineral, has been investigated for bulk specimens, 
powders, and individual grains by studying the inter- 
relationships of crystal host, activator, and impurity 
as they influence the wavelength and intensity of the 
emission colors. The effect on luminescent response 
of impurities, polymorph present, and conditions of 
formation of the solid can be precisely evaluated both 
on a point-by-point basis (1 p diam, when required) 
and by two-dimensional color raster patterns at dif- 
ferent wavelengths for the specimen surface. 
Relationships between minor and trace element 
chemical composition and both the intensity and 
wavelength of the optical fluorescence can be shown 
by comparing photographs of the optical fluo- 
rescence color patterns generated by a microprobe 
electron-beam raster and photographs of the cation 
oscillographic displays of the same sample area (200 
x 200 p). These relationships, however, are much 
more apparent from elemental and fluorescence data 
obtained from a series of 1-p-diam points, because 
the element concentration detection limit is lowered 
by two orders of magnitude in this mode of micro- 
probe X-ray analysis. 
High concentrations of iron and calcium tend to sup- 
press optical fluorescence, whereas manganese acts 
as an activator. The concentrations of both iron and 
calcium, however, are positively correlated with the 
concentrations of manganese, and the quenching 
effect of iron and calcium is, in some cases, suf- 
ficiently large to cancel the contribution of 
manganese to the visible emission spectrum. These 
observations are consistent with the influence of dif- 
ferences in crystal structure, host, activator con- 
centration, impurity level, and history of the speci- 
men. The observed correlations and contrasts pro- 
vide a reasonable basis to expect useful information 
from studying the luminescent response and patterns 
that can be obtained from lunar specimens. 
T. ,  J. S 
J. S. Griffith 
Technical Report 32-1446 (Reprint of Paper 69-996 presented 
at the AIAA/ASTM/IES 4th Space Simulation Conference, 
Los Angeles, California, September 8-10, 1969) 
Several Mariner Mars 1969 spacecraft mechanisms 
have been tested in the newly operational ultra-high- 
vacuum molecular sink (molsink) chamber at JPL. 
The molsink is a 10-ft-O.D. double-walled vacuum 
vessel with an internal wedge-fin array (moltrap). A 
film of active titanium can be deposited on most of 
the 14°K helium-cooled moltrap. To properly simu- 
late the 5-mo vacuum soak of the spacecraft on the 
way to Mars, a mild bakeout was used. An expression 
was derived that relates the time and temperature of 
the bakeout in the molsink to the space mission. 
Television camera shutters and the infrared 
spectrometer gear drive for the Mariner Mars 1969 
spacecraft were tested for vacuum-induced adhesion 
of the sliding surfaces of these mechanisms. Increased 
friction attributed to the vacuum environment was 
detected during several of the tests. 
nitial Operation of the Thermionic 
Experiment 
H. G. Gronroos, M. L. Peelgren, and J. P. Davis 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 173-177, 
June 30,1969 
A thermionic diode kinetics experiment is being 
conducted to study thermionic reactor powerplant 
dynamics and control by non-nuclear means. The 
experimental assembly contains the major compo- 
nents in such a system, i.e., thermionic diodes, a 
liquid-metal heat-rejection system, and a power 
conditioner for the electrical output from the diodes. 
The specially designed auxiliary equipment consists 
of a switching unit for selection of diode electrical 
coupling patterns, a low-voltage electrical load, a 
transformer for inducing a variable voltage for 
measurement of current-voltage characteristics, and 
an analog computer for simulation of the neutron 
kinetics equations. The equipment being used in the 
experiment allows great flexibility, as well as 
adequate simulation of operating conditions in a true 
nuclear reactor system. The initial operating phase of 
the experiment is described. 
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esium Reservoir Control for Thermionic 
R. Hermsen and H. G. Gronroos 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. ill, pp. 222-227, 
October31,1969 
For abstract, see Hermsen, R. 
G. Lewicki and J. E. Guisinger 
AppL Phys. Lett., Vol. 16, No. 6, pp. 240-242, 
March 15,1970 
For abstract, see Lewicki, G. 
uling and Auditing of 
K. E. Todd and T. F. Groves 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
VOI. li, pp. 154-160, J~ly31,1969 
For abstract, see Todd, K. E. 
V ,  J. 
61 Wariations of Small uasar Components at 230 
a: 
J. Gubbay (University of Adelaide, Australia), 
A. J. Legg (Australian Defense Scientific Service), 
D. S. Robertson (Australian Defense Scientific Service), 
A. T. Moffet (California Institute of Technology), 
R. D. Ekers (California Institute of Technology), and B. Seidel 
Nature, Vol. 224, No. 5224, pp. 1094-1 095, 
December 13,1969 
The authors previously reported long-baseline inter- 
ferometer measurements of several quasi-stellar 
radio sources using stations of the Deep Space Net- 
work in Australia and California. Comparison of 
three sets of similar observations now shows evidence 
of secular variations in the apparent intensities of 
small-diameter components in 'several sources. The 
history of the changes in three sources, 3C 273, 3C 
279, and P1510-08, is discussed here. 
J. E 
G. Lewicki and J. Guisinger 
Supporting Research and Advanced De velopment, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. ill, pp. 124-126, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Lewicki, G. 
R. L. Newburn, Jr., C. B. Farmer, S. Gulkis, 
R. J. Mackin, Jr., and A. B. Whitehead 
Technical Report 32-1456, March 15, 1970 
For abstract, see Newburn, R. L., Jr. 
agnetosphere of Jupiter 
T. D. Carr (University of Florida) and S. Gulkis 
Annu. Rev. Astron. Astrophys., Vol. 7, pp. 577-61 8, 1969 
For abstract, see Carr, T. D. 
6066 Arecibo Occultation Studies: List 3 
S. Gulkis (Cornell University), J. Sutton (Arecibo ionospheric 
Observatory), and C. Hazard (Cornell University) 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 157, No. 3, pp. 1047-1 053, 
September 1969 
The positions and structures of ten radio sources are 
derived from occultation observations. Optical identi- 
fications are suggested for six of these sources. 
6067 Compact Radio Source in the 
M. H. Cohen (California Institute of Technology), 
A. T. Moffet (California Institute of Technology), 
D. Shaffer (California institute of Technology), 
B. G. Clark (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
K. 1. Kellermann (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
D. L. Jauncey (Cornell-Sydney University Astronomy 
Center), and S. Gulkis 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 158, No. 2, Pt. 2, pp. L83-L85, 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Cohen, M. H. 
68 Ci~cular-$olariaation easurements of ~ ~ ~ i t e r ' ~  
B. Gary and S. Gulkis 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 158, No. 3, Pt. 2, pp. L193-L195, 
December 1969 
For abstract, see Gary, B. 
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069 icrowawe Spectrum of Saturn 
S. Gulkis, T. R. McDonough (Cornell University), and 
H. Craft (Arecibo ionospheric Observatory) 
Icarus: lnt. 1. Sol. Sys., Vol. 10, No. 3, pp. 421-427, 
May 1969 
Two atmospheric models which may account for 
Saturn's microwave spectrum are discussed. The two 
models considered are (1) thermal emission by a deep 
atmosphere with a temperature gradient, and (2) 
free-free emission by an ionosphere. The deep 
atmosphere model is found to be in agreement with 
the present measurements of the spectrum. If 
ammonia is assumed to be the only source of opacity 
in the radio frequency range, then the required 
ammonia abundance is consistent with that expected 
from an atmosphere containing a cosmic abundance 
of elements. The required ammonia abundance sug- 
gests, however, that the observed clouds are not 
ammonia clouds. Free-free emission cannot explain 
the microwave spectrum if the ionosphere is pri- 
marily formed by photoionization by solar ultraviolet 
radiation. An attempt was made to detect radio emis- 
sion from Saturn at 70 cm, but was not successful. 
The upper limit we place on the equivalent bright- 
ness temperature at 70 cm is 125O"K. 
6070 Lunar Occultation Observations of Jupiter at 74 crn 
and 128 crn 
S. Gulkis 
Radio Sci, Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 505-51 1, February 1970 
An immersion occultation of Jupiter by the moon on 
October 19, 1968 (UT) was recorded at wavelengths 
of 128 cm (234 MHz) and 74 cm (405 MHz) with the 
140-ft radio telescope of the National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory at Green Bank, West Vir- 
ginia. One-dimensional brightness distributions 
derived from the occultation curves show a small 
asymmetry in the structure of the belts. The results 
have been combined with observations made at 
shorter wavelengths to show that there is a significant 
increase in the angular size of the emission at the 
longer wavelengths and that the relativistic electron 
energy spectrum must have a narrow range of 
energies close to the planet (approximately 1.5 
Jupiter radii). The importance of the variation of the 
magnetic field strength on the radiation emitted 
from an ensemble of electrons trapped in a dipole 
field is discussed. 
K. 
ynamic-Response Analysis of 
onlinear Structures 
K. K. Gupta 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 142-145, 
December 31,1969 
A step-by-step incremental procedure employing the 
Runge - Kutta method in conjunction with the finite- 
element matrix displacement approach has been 
adopted to enable dynamic-response analyses of 
structures. A general-purpose computer program was 
written in Fortran IV language for the UNIVAC 1108 
computer to evaluate the dynamic response of non- 
linear structures subjected to high impact. The pro- 
gram is being utilized in the analysis of battery struc- 
tures subjected to high impact, simulating the hard 
landing of such structures on a planetary surface. 
Space Vehicles 
K. K. Gupta 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 145-149, 
December 3 1,1969 
This article presents an efficient and generalized dig- 
ital computer method for the solution of complex 
eigenvalue problems of flexible spacecraft, employ- 
ing the Sturm sequence method in conjunction with 
finite-element structural idealizations. The validity of 
the Sturm sequence method is first established for 
the related matrix formulation involving Hermitian 
and real symmetric positive definite matrices, both 
being of banded configuration. A numerically stable 
algorithm, based on the Sturm sequence method, is 
then developed for the solution of flexible spacecraft, 
which, however, exploits fully the highly banded 
nature of the associated matrices. The related pro- 
cedure proves to be extremely accurate and fast in 
comparison to any other existing methods of such 
analysis. A considerable savings in computer storage 
is also achieved by use of the present procedure. 
E 
Solids 
F. Gutmann, A. M. Hermann, and A. Rembaum 
Mature, Vol. 221, No. 5187, p. 1237, March 29,1969 
Steady-state space-charge-limited currents (SCLC) 
were obtained at different temperatures for a series 
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of dipyridylium model compounds into which one 
TCNQ molecule (tetracyanoquinodimethane) in the 
form of a radical ion was introduced. Some com- 
pounds were produced containing two molecules of 
TCNQ, one associated with each ring. Polymers of 
these compounds were also produced, and the SCLC 
was measured. Conductivity measurements were 
made on cylindrical pellets. With knowledge of the 
carrier concentration and the conductivity, the 
mobility could then be determined. 
The results obtained lead to the conclusion that the 
observed conductivity changes are caused by mobil- 
ity changes. Such a thermally activated mobility in 
organic materials has been repeatedly proposed, but, 
to the authors' knowledge, this work presents the 
first evidence for its existence. 
HALL, J. 
001 Tracking and ata System Support for Lunar Orbiter 
J. R. Hall 
Technical Memorandum 33-450, April 15, 1970 
A general summary of Lunar Orbiter support, includ- 
ing Tracking and Data System (T&DS) accomplish- 
ments and management experience, is presented, 
and Lunar Orbiter mission requirements placed on 
the T&DS and T&DS requirements on the Lunar 
Orbiter Project are defined. Also included are a list- 
ing of the T&DS configuration and test require- 
ments, a support summary by facility, and a detailed 
description of T&DS support for each of the five 
missions. 
ing [for Advanced 
J. R. Hall 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 20-2 1, May 3 1, 1969 
The Tracking and Data Acquisition (TDA) Office at 
JPL provides planning support for future flight proj- 
ects that will use Deep Space Network facilities. 
Future project mission requirements are matched 
with planned network capabilities in order to provide 
efficient, state-of-the-art network support. The 
' recent Tracking and Data Acquisition Office support 
of the Pioneer F and G Project, the Viking Project, 
the Planetary Explorer Project, and the Helios Proj- 
ect is discussed. 
J. R. Hall 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
VOI. II, pp. 27-28, JuIy31, 1969 
The Tracking and Data Acquisition (TDA) Office at 
JPL provides planning support for future flight 
projects that will use Deep Space Network facilities. 
Future project mission requirements are matched 
with planned network capabilities in order to provide 
efficient, cost-effective, state-of-the-art network sup- 
port. The recent Tracking and Data Acquisition 
Office support of the Pioneer F and G Project, the 
Wkng Project, and the Helios Project is discussed. 
ning for Advanced 
J. R. Hall and E. C. Gatz 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 32-39, September 30, 1969 
The Tracking and Data Acquisition (TDA) Office at 
JPL provides an advanced planning activity in sup- 
port of future spacecraft missions to assure that the 
proper ground system technology development is 
emphasized and the necessary capability is provided 
in time for project use. Also, total NASA mission set 
loading of Deep Space Network (DSN) facilities is 
analyzed in order to recommend additional facilities 
or more efficient methods of support with present 
facilities, or to provide the necessary visibility to 
NASA to minimize loading peaks in the selection of a 
flight-project mission set. This article describes the 
1970-1975 mission set assumed for the purpose of 
determining potential flight-project support require- 
ments, the anticipated flight-project requirements 
that exceed the present Mark I1 DSN capability, and 
the mission sets used in analyses of anticipated 
1975-1990 DSN loading. 
no05 
J. R. Hall and E. C. Gatz 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. 11, pp. 28-30, January 31,1970 
The progress of the Tracking and Data System 
support of the joint West German/United States 
Helios Project is reported in this article. The Deep 
Space Network (DSN) will be used to provide deep 
space tracking, communications, and mission opera- 
tions support to the project. Descriptions of the 
planned data flow and operations methods and the 
JPL Helios training program are included. 
J. R. Hall, K. W. Linnes, D. J. Mudgway, A. J. Siegmeth, and 
J. W. Thatcher 
Space Sci. Rev., Vol. 8, Nos. 5/6, pp. 595-664, 1968 
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The problem of data return from deep space is 
examined by describing the interface with and 
character of the scientific data-collecting equipment, 
the general principles of deep space communications 
for returning those data to earth, the system design 
considerations employed in the JPL Deep Space 
Network, and the system examples provided by some 
typical recent US. lunar and planetary space flight 
projects. The functional, physical, design, and opera- 
tional interfaces between scientific equipment and 
the data system are discussed. General principles of 
deep space communications, link design, coding con- 
siderations, system configuration and constraints, and 
system design tradeoffs are described. Practical appli- 
cations are illustrated by the design of the JPL Deep 
Space Network and the Surveyor, Lunar Orbiter, 
Pioneer, and Mariner Mars 1969 Projects. 
HAM, N. c. 
ission Telemetry System 
[September-October 19691 
W. S. Baumgartner, N. C. Ham, W. F. McAndrew, 
D. W. Brown, M. L. Yeater, C. A. Holritz, J. T. Hatch, and 
A. D'Amore 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 152-1 69, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Baumgartner, W. S. 
 HA^^, P. J. 
08 
9 
Sterilizabie Inertial Sensors: 
Accelerometer [June-July 19691 
P. J. Hand 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 131-132, 
August 3 1,1969 
A task is under way to develop a miniature high- 
performance accelerometer capable of surviving the 
thermal sterilization temperature of 135°C without 
catastrophic failure or significant performance degra- 
dation. The accelerometer chosen for development is 
a flexure-suspended force-balance type, utilizing a 
capacitance pickoff and employing eddy current 
damping of the pendulous mass. This article 
describes the status of the development task. 
igital Systems for Inertial 
P. J. Hand 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 130-132, 
October 31,1969 
The design and preliminary performance figures of 
the first version of a digitally rebalanced, gas-bearing 
gyro system are presented in this article. This system 
will be used as part of the Thermoelectric Outer- 
Planet Spacecraft, single-axis, attitude-control- 
subsystem simulator. 
010 Inertial Sensor Sterilization 
P. J. Hand 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 11 9-120, 
December 3 1,1969 
An Autonetics electromagnetic accelerometer has 
been subjected to thermal sterilization at 135°C 
without catastrophic failure. In addition, the instru- 
ment was subjected to the JPL 200-g shock test 
without significant change to the important param- 
eters of bias and scale factor. Graphical and tabular 
presentation of the important parameters are shown 
for before, during, and after the sterilization expo- 
sures. 
 HAMS^^, R. J. 
01 1 Extensions and Applications of the Householder 
Algorithm for Solving Linear Least Squares Problems 
R. J. Hanson and C. L. Lawson 
Technical Report 32-1431 (Reprinted from Math. Comp., 
Vol. 23, No. 108, pp. 787-8 12, October 1969) 
The mathematical and numerical least squares 
solution of a general linear system of equations is 
discussed, and perturbation and differentiability 
theorems for pseudoinverses are given. Also pre- 
sented are computational procedures for calculating 
least squares solutions using orthonormal transforma- 
tions, multiplying matrices by a matrix of ortho- 
normal basis vectors for the null-space of a given 
matrix, sequential processing of data, and processing 
of block diagonal matrices. 
0 1 2  ge-Saving 
ient Linea 
anson 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 39-41, 
April 30,1969 
Certain storage-saving approximate solutions are 
presented for rank deficient linear least-squares 
problems of the form Ax i~ b for an m x n (m 2 n). 
and a real m-vector b. In terms of exact 
calculations, these approximate 
usual least-squares solutions y = 
pseudoinverse of A. However, 1 
- b I I and I I y 1 I 5 I I x 1 1 .  The detailed computa- 
tional procedure for effecting the calculations 
involved is also given. 
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esign of an Algori 
Squares Systems 
R. J. Hanson 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 14-15, 
June 30,1969 
An infinite number of methods exists for solving large 
linear least-squares problems. This article presents 
one such method that is easy to follow and should 
present little difficulty to a programmer in its transla- 
tion to a computer code. The description of the algo- 
rithm is given as a stepwise procedure design for a 
subroutine. 
14 The 25-ft Space Simulator at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory 
J. W. Harrell and M. J. Argoud 
Technical Report 32-1415, October 15,1969 
This report presents a description of the JPL 25-ft 
space simulator which is designed for environmental 
testing of unmanned spacecraft under simulated 
inter-planetary conditions of extreme cold, high 
vacuum, and intense solar radiation. 
015 Addition of a Gamma Ray 
Scattering Experiment as 
A. E. Metzger and T. M. Harrington (Analog Technology 
Corporation) 
Technical Report 32-1423, November 1,1969 
For abstract, see Metzger, A. E. 
ctrometer to the Alpha 
igned for the Surweyor 
issiom 
igh ~mtens~ty bight 
T. I. Harris (Optical Research Associates) and M. N. Wilson 
Technical Report 32-1450 (Reprint of Paper 69-997 presented 
at AIAA/ASTM/IES 4th Space Simulation Conference, Los 
Angeles, California, September 8-1 0,1969) 
The requirement to test spacecraft at solar intensity 
levels up to that of Mercury has led to the develop- 
ment of a variable optical system which permits a 
remote and continuous adjustment of the projected 
beam of half its maximum diameter at four times the 
intensity while maintaining beam quality. This 
adjustment can be made external to the vacuum 
chamber during or between tests, thus permitting 
maximum utilization of the test facility for widely 
varying missions. The major system elements of the 
present JPL 25-ft simulator facility can be employed 
with this variable stacked mixer concept to achieve 
more than 900 W/ft2 over a 7.5 ft beam diam with 
adjustment to the present 15 ft dim at proportion- 
ately lower intensities. An additional ring of lamps 
extends the beam diameters to 10 and 20 ft. Com- 
puter simulation of the optical geometry, and struc- 
tural and environmental analyses of the system dur- 
ing operation are presented. 
HO17 Gage Transformation of the Second Post-Newtonian 
F. B. Estabrook, B. K. Harrison, and H. D. Wahlquist 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 13-15, 
February 28,1970 
ydrodynamics in General Relativity 
For abstract, see Estabrook, F. B. 
HARS e 
ifferential Approximation for Radiant Energy Losses 
in Nonequilibrium Plasmas 
K. G. Harstad 
J. Quanf. Spectrosc. Radiat. .Transfer, Vol. 9, No. 9, 
pp. 1273-1 283, September 1969 
The radiation source function for a nonequilibrium 
plasma or gas is expanded in a Taylor series in optical 
depth. The series is truncated and the resulting 
simplified form is used to express the local radiant 
energy loss as a differential expression. An example of 
an isolated, optically thick resonance line having the 
Lorentz profile for its wings is considered. 
P. S. Goodwin and R. 8. Hartley 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 22-26, January 31,1970 
For abstract, see Goodwin, P. S. 
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ation Interference in 
R. C. Chernoff and R. W. Hartop 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 138-1 45, May 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Chernoff, R. C. 
02 1 
J. V. Goldsmith, W. Hasbach, and R. Yasui 
Technical Report 32-1321, April 15,1970 
For abstract, see Goldsmith, J. V. 
HATCH, J. T. 
022 Multiple-Mission Telemetry System Project 
[September-October 19691 
W. S. Baumgartner, N. C. Ham, W. F. McAndrew, 
D. W. Brown, M. L. Yeater, C. A. Holritz, J. T. Hatch, and 
A. D'Amore 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 152-1 69, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Baumgartner, W. S. 
YS, 6. 6. 
Power Conversion 
(February-March 1 969) 
D. G. Elliott, L. G. Hays, and D. J. Cerini 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 196-201, 
April 30,1969 
For abstract, see Elliott, D. G. 
ower ~onv~rs ion:  impinging 
L. G. Hays 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 177-179, 
June 30,1969 
Liquid-metal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power 
conversion is being investigated as a power source for 
nuclear-electric propulsion. Tests of a new type of 
separator with no wall friction are described in this 
article. 
er Conversion 
[June-July 19691 
L. G. Hays 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 21 5-21 7, 
August 31,1969 
Liquid-metal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power 
conversion is being investigated as a power source for 
nuclear-electric propulsion. A new type of separator 
with no wall friction is being tested. Substantial con- 
centration of the liquid phase was shown to occur in 
the flow resulting from the impingement of two- 
phase jets. Results of tests to provide a quantitative 
characterization of this flow are described here. 
0 2 6  Liquid-Metal MHD Power Conversion 
[August-September 19691 
D. Bogdanoff and L. G. Hays 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 216-222, 
October 31,1969 
For abstract, see Bogdanoff, D. 
H027 Liquid-Metal MHD Power Conversion 
D. G. Elliott, D. J. Cerini, L. G. Hays, and D. W. Bogdanoff 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 246249, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Elliott, D. G. 
HAZARD, 6. 
HQ28 Arecibo Occultation Studies: List 3 
S. Gulkis (Cornell University), J. Sutton (Arecibo Ionospheric 
Observatory), and C. Hazard (Cornell University) 
Asfrophys. J., Vol. 157, No. 3, pp. 1047-1 053, 
September 1969 
For abstract, see Gulkis, S. 
E. Heer and J. C. Chen 
Technical Report 32-1 38 1, June 1,1969 
The finite difference and finite element matrix equa- 
tions are developed for linear thermoviscoelastic 
materials. The equations are derived for a general 
three-dimensional body, but are applicable, with 
trivial changes, to one- or two-dimensional configura- 
tions. A brief statement of the thermoviscoelastic 
field equations is followed by the development of the 
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finite difference equations in time and then by the 
finite element formulation in space. Attention is 
given to the experimental determination of material 
properties and their use in analytical work. An expan- 
sion of the experimentally or analytically determined 
material property functions in terms of exponential 
series leads to recurrent-matrix equations, elimi- 
nating the problem of recalculating at each time step 
the history of material response. Details of setting of 
the finite element equations are given as an example. 
030 Optimum Pressure Vessel Design Based on Fracture 
echanics and Reliability Criteria 
E. Heer and J. N. Yang 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 155-159, 
August 3 1,1969 
For brittle materials and for ductile materials with 
sufficiently large existing flaws, fracture mechanics 
concepts can be employed to establish failure criteria 
for designs based on the presence of existing flaws in 
the material. If the maximum existing flaw in a pres- 
sure vessel is known, the burst pressure may be 
determined with reasonable accuracy. However, the 
presence of flaws being a fact, their size and growth 
behavior under sustained and repeated loads have 
considerable statistical variations; thus, the applica- 
tion of probability theory is required for a rational 
approach to design. This article discusses the statis- 
tical properties of pressure vessels, the probability of 
vessel failure, and the optimum vessel design. A 
numerical example is included. 
03 1 Nonstationary Random Excitation and Response of 
Coupled Systems 
E. Heer and J. N. Yang 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 168-171, 
October 3 1,1969 
The mathematical formulation and a flow chart for a 
computer program subroutine to be incorporated in 
the existing receptance coupling program RECEP 
are presented. This subroutine will compute the sys- 
tem reliability due to nonstationary random 
excitations. 
ptimization of Space Antenna Concepts 
E. Heer and J. N. Yang 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 157-1 59, 
December31,1969 
An optimization scheme has been developed that can 
be readily applied for the optimum design of space- 
craft antennas. For given system constraints, it will 
yield the antenna diameter, fabrication tolerance, 
weight per unit antenna area, geometrical tolerance, 
and communication frequencies. The total antenna 
and launch cost will be at a minimum. This optimi- 
zation scheme is quite general in the sense that it is 
capable of handling almost any type of objective 
function, constraints imposed by mission require- 
ments, and multi-frequency operations. 
1-1033 Vibration and Deformation easurements Using 
E. Heer, G. Morse, and R. Badin 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 187-190, 
February 28,1970 
This article presents preliminary results of the efforts 
to develop applications technology for the solution of 
engineering mechanics problems using optical 
holographic techniques. The results include 
holograms for measuring deformations due to quasi- 
static and dynamic excitations. 
olography Techniques 
HEINEY, 0. K. 
H034 Blast Wave Propagation in Air 
0. K. Heiney 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 139-144, 
June 30,1969 
Of primary importance in hazard determination for 
large solid-propellant motors is a mechanism for pre- 
dicting the peak overpressure of the blast field should 
the entire propellant matrix undergo a detonative 
decomposition. This determination is important in 
that it will provide a worst-case analysis of the blast 
damage potential. 
The basic purpose of the effort reported here was to 
predict the attenuation of the peak pressure 
exhibited by such a blast wave as a function of the 
radial distance traveled by the wave front. The basis 
of the engineering or heuristic approach taken was 
that the overpressure decay was a changing power 
function of the nondimensionalized radial-wave-front 
travel. The analysis differs from many presehted pre- 
viously in that a smooth transition of decay is 
assumed, rather than using an artificial polynomial 
fitting approach. The analysis is correlated with 
experimental blast-pressure attenuation measure- 
ments, and excellent agreement is demonstrated. 
The formulation starts from an experimentally given 
initial point and is carried out radially from the 
reference. A simplistic attempt to compute the initial 
point from the mass and heat of explosion of the 
charge has had moderate success and is described. 
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mera Techniques HELL 
0. K. Heiney, B. Johnson, and J. West 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 183-187, 
October31,1969 
The simultaneous streak and framing camera is a use- 
ful and versatile tool for examination of the high-rate 
combustion phenomenon occurring in solid propel- 
lants and electro-explosive devices. Proper back- 
lighting of the photographed event will manifest air 
density variations that will show shock wave forma- 
tion and travel. From the shock velocity, the pressure 
output of a squib can be precisely determined and 
the formation can be studied. This article describes 
the optical techniques used and experimentally 
determined pressure-distance measurements from a 
detonator, a squib, and an electric match. 
036 Electronic Conductivity of Solid Propellant Exhaust 
Products 
0. K. Heiney 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 202-205, 
December 3 1,1969 
The central problem in developing a solid-rocket- 
driven magnetohydrodynamic generator is the 
optimization of the electrical conductivity of the 
exhaust gases. If possible, it is very advantageous to 
use analytic rather than experimental techniques to 
determine trends in conductivities as functions of the 
constituent ingredients of the propellant formula- 
tions. This article describes how these conductivities 
may be determined from simple kinetic theory and 
experimentally determined collision cross sections. 
Mole fractions of combustion products and ionized 
species are determined by shifting equilibrium free 
energy minimization techniques. Finally, combustion 
products and their contributive cross sections are 
considered for a typical case. 
L. 
System 
C. P. Chapman, J. Shipley, and C. L. Heizman (TIME/DATA 
Corporation) 
Technical Report 32-1 464 (Reprinted from Proceedings of 
Institute of Environmental Sciences Meeting on Environmental 
Testing, Anaheim, Caliif., ApriI20-23, 7969, pp. 387-409) 
For abstract, see Chapman, C. P. 
J. A. Heller 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 78-83, 
April 30, 1969 
Sequential decoding is a procedure for decoding tree 
codes. It searches through a code tree in an attempt 
to find that path whose code symbols best match the 
received data. When the received data is error-free, 
decoding is very simple; the decoder just chooses that 
branch at each node whose code symbols are identi- 
cal to the data received. When this procedure is used 
on a noisy channel, however, the decoder will 
eventually choose a wrong branch at some node due 
to channel errors. The decoder will, with high proba- 
bility, eventually recognize that a wrong turn has 
been made and will back up and search alternative 
directions in the tree in an attempt to correct the 
error. 
The amount of searching necessary to get back onto 
the correct path depends on the particular pattern of 
channel errors that has occurred; hence, it is a ran- 
dom variable. While the tree is being searched by the 
decoder, data are being received periodically and 
must be stored. If channel noise happens to be 
particularly bad during a given span of code symbols, 
it is conceivable that the decoder will need to initiate 
a search of such proportions that any finite buffer 
used to store received data would overflow. Since the 
probability of this overflow event is not easily or 
cheaply reduced, it is the major deficiency of sequen- 
tial decoding. This article presents a technique for 
determining the probability of buffer overflow. 
Constraint Length Convolutional Codes 
J. A. Heller 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. ill, p. 83, 
April 30,1969 
When it was found that the data generated did not 
pass certain tests on statistical independence from 
sample to sample, the pseudonoise generator was 
replaced by a multiplicative congruential generator, 
and all previous simulations of the Viterbi decoding 
algorithm were re-run. New error probability curves 
for the K = 4, 6, and 8 codes are presented in this 
article. 
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ng and Synchroni~atio 
eration of a Sequentia 
J. A. Heller 
Supporting Research and Advanced De vefopment, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 36-42, 
August 31,1969 
A complete program has been written for the SDS 
930 computer to simulate the operation of a sequen- 
tial decoder, decoding real-time data. Any rate-% 
convolutional code having a constraint length of at 
most 25 may be used. The channel simulated assumes 
binary phase-shift-keyed signaling, perfect phase 
coherence, and 3-bit receiver uniform output 
quantization. All other channel and coder-decoder 
parameters are programmable over a wide range. 
For example, the input data are broken up into 
blocks of programmable length. Between blocks, the 
coder is resynchronized by inputting a constraint 
length of zeros. The energy-per-bitlnoise ratio is also 
variable. The simulated decoder may have any size 
memory and any speed factor over the data rate. In 
addition, the decoder threshold spacing is adjustable. 
Any number of blocks may be decoded in a given run 
before statistics are compiled and printed. The opera- 
tion, output statistics, and timing of the program are 
described in this article, and an application is 
presented. 
ounds for Systematic 
~onvolutiona~ Codes 
E. A. Bucher (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and 
J. A. Heller 
IEEE Trans. Information Theory, Vol.lT-16, No. 2, 
pp. 21 9-224, March 1970 
For abstract, see Bucher, E. A. 
otential 
G. M. Thomas and T. M. Helliwell [Harvey Mudd College, 
California) 
1. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer, Vol. 10, No. 5, 
pp. 423-448, May 1970 
lyrners. 1V. Electron Spin Resonance of CO 
y Irradiated Cationic Crosslinking Agents 
A. Rembaum and A. M. Hermann (Tulane University) 
1. Pohm. Sci., Pt. 6: Polym. Lett., Vol. 7, No. 7, 
pp. 507-51 4, July 1969 
For abstract, see Rembaum, A. 
Evidence for Activated Carrier 
Solids 
F. Gutmann, A. M. Hermann, and A. Rembaum 
Nature, Vol. 221, No. 5187, p. 1237, March 29,1969 
For abstract, see Gutmann, F. 
~ E ~ ~ § E ~ ,  R, 
HQ45 Study of Cesium Reservoir Control for Thermionic 
Reactors 
R. Hermsen and H. G. Gronroos 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 222-227, 
October 3 1,1969 
The control of cesium reservoir temperature in ther- 
mionic reactor systems is investigated conceptually in 
this article. Linear relationships are derived that 
define the boundary against thermionic burnout with 
both current and voltage and with current and emit- 
ter heat input as reservoir controller input states. It is 
concluded that the latter is the preferable method, 
and that a linear design analysis approach is feasible. 
A. J. Moses (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
W. M. Hetherington (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
D. Weinberger (Hughes Aircraft Co.), A. A. Uchiyama, 
R. S. Bogner, and W. L. Long 
Technical Memorandum 33-432, February 15,1970 
For abstract, see Moses, A. J. 
R. A. Easton and E. E. Hilbert 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 41-46, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Easton, R. A. For abstract, see Thomas, G. M. 
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ata Systems: A Computer- 
R. A. Easton and E. E. Hilbert 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 65-58, 
October 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Easton, R. A. 
E 
49 improvement of Astronomical Constants and 
Ephemerides from Pioneer 
J. D. Anderson and D. E. Hilt 
AIAA J., Vol. 7, No. 6, pp. 1048-1054, June 1969 
For abstract, see Anderson, J. D. 
V. Q 6. 
050 Assimilation in Soils: an 
logical Exploration of Mars Experiment for th 
J. S. Hubbard, G. L. Hobby, N. H. Horowitz, P. J. Geiger, and 
F. A. Morelli 
AppL MicrobioL, Vol. 19, No. 1, pp. 32-38, January 1970 
For abstract, see Hubbard, J. S. 
. R. 
ewelopment Sterilization 
rogram 
A. R. Hoffman, J. T. Wang, and M. R. Christensen 
Technical Report 32-1 320, October 15,1969 
A primary objective of the Capsule System Advanced 
Development (CSAD) Program was to gain experi- 
ence in critical new technologies, one of which was 
capsule sterilization. The objective was to develop 
and apply terminal sterilization requirements and 
operations in a manner so that they might be imple- 
mented for a possible early Mars mission. The ster- 
ilization program included constructing thermal 
analytical models, performing microbiological assays 
during the assembly of the capsule, determining 
process requirements and procedures, calculating 
process times, subjecting the lander to an engineer- 
ing sterilization environment, and subjecting the cap- 
sule to a terminal sterilization cycle. The CSAD ster- 
ilization process is shown to be representative of a 
conservative process that might be used to terminally 
sterilize a flight capsule. 
52 Effect of Environment on 
Spacecraft Assembly 
D. M. Taylor, G. H. Redmann, A. R. Hoffman, and 
M. D. Wardle 
Devel. lnd. Microbiol., Vol. 1 1, pp. 225-240, 1970 
For abstract, see Taylor, D. M. 
054 
055 
evelopment Ephemeris Number 69 
D. A. O'Handley, D. B. Holdridge, W. G. Melbourne, and 
J. D. Mulholland 
Technical Report 32-1 465, December 15,1969 
For abstract, see O'Handley, D. A. 
Application of a Transformation of Equinox in the 
Lunar Theory: Lunar Ephemeris 
J. D. Mulholland and D. B. Holdridge 
The Deep Space Network, Space Progroms Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 51-53, May 31, 1969 
For abstract, see Mulholland, J. D. 
Advances in the Numerical Integration of the 
of the Moon 
D. 8. Holdridge, K. K. Gorthwaite, and J. D. Mulholland 
Supporting Research and Advanced De veloprnent, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 252-253, 
February 28,1970 
The equations of motion for the moon have been 
augmented by the isotropic metric of general relativ- 
ity and the effect of lunar oblateness as it reacts with 
the earth. The second-sum integrator used in the 
previous PLOD (PLanetary Orbit Determination) 
integrations of the lunar equations of motion was 
taken from the PLINT (PLanetary INTegration) 
program to carry out the simultaneous integration of 
all the planets and the moon, Thus, actual com- 
parison with observation will be possible in the near 
future. 
ntenna Research: Spacecraf 
Pointing LOSS; Opti 
Circular Antenna A 
R. Holland 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 11 1-120, 
February 28,1970 
For many applications, the most desirable antenna 
pattern is one in which radiated power is spread 
uniformly over the cone 8 < e,, with no power going 
JPL BIBLIOGRAPHY 39- 7 1 79 
outside that cone. Such a pattern is particularly useful 
when either target location or antenna orientation is 
known only with tolerance 8,. This ideal uniform 
pattern cannot be produced exactly by illumination 
of a finite antenna aperture. However, the ideal may 
be approximated asymptotically if the permitted 
aperture size increases to infinity. 
This article presents a criterion for comparing the 
effectiveness of illuminations of finite apertures with 
respect to approximating the ideal radiation pattern. 
The properties of a group of illumination functions 
that, for a given aperture size, appear to yield the 
optimum realizable approximation to the ideal are 
also discussed. A final section gives numerical data on 
this special group of illuminations. 
59 Two Stochastic Approximation Procedures for 
identifying Linear Systems 
J. K. Holmes 
Technical Report 32-1422 (Reprinted from IEEE Trans. 
Automatk Control, Vol. AC-14, No. 3, pp. 292-295, 
June 1969) 
A Robbins-Monro stochastic approximation pro- 
cedure for identifying a finite memory time-discrete 
time-stationary linear system from noisy input-out- 
put measurements is developed. Two algorithms are 
presented to sequentially identify the linear system. 
The first is derived, based on the minimization of the 
mean-square error between the unknown system and 
a model, and is shown to develop a bias which 
depends only on the variance of the input signal 
measurement error. Under the assumption that this 
variance is known a prior4 a second algorithm is 
developed which, in the limit, identifies the 
unknown system exactly. The case when the covar- 
iance matrix of the random input sequence is not 
positive definite is also considered. 
imulation Study of the irst Slip Times Versus the 
r First- and Second- 
J. Holmes 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 29-32, July 3 1,1969 
Cycle slipping in phase-locked loops is a 
phenomenon  not  comple te ly  understood 
theoretically, at least for loops of order greater than 
one. This is especially true in the case when there is a 
phase offset due to the fact that the carrier frequency 
just prior to acquisition is different from the rest 
frequency of the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) 
in the tracking loop. However, for the first-order 
loop, exact results have been obtained for the first 
slip time for zero offset. This result was generalized 
to obtain exact results for the first-order loop with 
phase offset in terms of a double integral that can be 
evaluated by a computer. Also, some approximate 
results for loops of any order have been obtained. 
First slip times that were studied by simulation on a 
Scientific Data Systems 930 (SDS-930) computer are 
reported here. The phase offset was studied for 
various values of the signal-to-noise ratio and the 
damping parameter r in terms of the parameter C 
initial VCO frequency offset 
'rms input signal voltage x open-loop gain C =  
where, in lock initially, the initial phase error equals 
the inverse sine C Previous results are compared 
with those obtained here. 
059 Digital Telemetry and Command: Efficient Estimates 
of Noise Variance in Block-Coded Telemetry 
J. K. Holmes 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 7-10, November 30, 1969 
The efficiency of a recently proposed noise variance 
estimator u for (2., n + 1) biorthogonal block codes 
of the high-rate telemetry type used to support the 
Mziner Mars 1969 Project is determined in this 
article. It is not known whether this estimator was 
efficient, since it was required to be obtained from 
successive comparisons of the correlations in a serial 
system without the use of arithmetic operations. To 
compare this estimator with the optimum, both a 
single-sample maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) 
and the implicit equation defining the M-sample 
MLE are derived. It is shown that Z is asymptotically 
(in n) a single-sample MLE and, therefore, asymp- 
totically efficient. Also, the performance of the large- 
sample MLE is obtained and compared with that of 
S. It was found that Z is a very efficient estimator for 
the codes considered. 
igital Telemetry and 
equirements for the 
J. K. Holmes 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary q7-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 10-14, November 30, 1969 
Quantization of the output of the integrate-and- 
dump circuit in the multimission telemetry system is 
analyzed to determine its effect on the output signal- 
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the (32,6) and (16,5) 
biorthogonal block decoders and on the SNR esti- 
mator. From the allowable degradation, an equation 
is derived that enables the required number of quan- 
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tizer bits to be determined. Values are tabulated for 
the two codes. 
ing and Synchronization Studies: Analysis of a 
tal Single-Channel Command System 
S. Butman, L. A. Couvillon, R. M. Goldstein, R. Green, and 
J. K. Holmes 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 25-31, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Butman, S .  
igital Telemetry and Command: An Improved 
Estimator for Biorthogonal Block Codes 
J. K. Holmes 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 71-73, March 31, 1970 
A new noise estimator is proposed for use in monitor- 
ing biorthogonal block-coded system performance. 
The estimate is only 0.5 dB worse than the best pos- 
sible estimator (maximum likelihood estimate) and is 
much easier to implement digitally. Furthermore, 
this method offers significant improvement over 
results reported elsewhere for larger block lengths. 
HOLRITI, C. A. 
063 Multiple-Mission Telemetry System Project 
[September-October 19691 
W. S. Baumgartner, N. C. Ham, W. F. McAndrew, 
D. W. Brown, M. L. Yeater, C. A. Holritz, J. T. Hatch, and 
A. D’Amore 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 152-1 69, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Baumgartner, W. S .  
§TRO~,  G. 
ascons and Strength of the 
J. E. Conel and G. B. Holstrom 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 55-58, 
April 30,1969 
For abstract, see Conel, J. E. 
J. E. Conel, G. B. Holstrom, and E. Abbott 
Supporfing Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 30-33, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Conel, J. E. 
066 Effects of Sterilization on mbedded Components 
R. F. Holtze and A. G. Young 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 166-170, 
April 30,1969 
The pressure exerted by the embedment material 
may affect the characteristics of electrical compo- 
nents in embedded modules to such an extent that 
the component can no longer perform its intended 
function in a satisfactory manner. The amount of 
pressure exerted varies with the type of embedment 
material, the cure cycle used, and the environmental 
conditions to which the module is exposed. Ethylene- 
oxide and heat sterilization methods can be expected 
to change the pressure exerted on the components, 
with possibly a resultant change in their electrical 
characteristics. 
The test program described in this article 
determined the embedment pressure exerted by 
various materials and the effect this pressure had on 
the electrical parameters of 12 different electronic 
components. The changes in embedment pressure 
resulting from sterilization (ethylene-oxide and heat) 
and low-temperature exposure were also deter- 
mined, along with the resultant effects on the electri- 
cal characteristics of the components. The embed- 
ment pressures of five different systems were deter- 
mined using two different methods. 
HOLZER, R. E 
H067 UGQ Search Coil Magnetometer Experiments 
A. M. A. Frandsen, E. J. Smith, and R. E. Holzer (University of 
California) 
JEEE Trans. Geoscience Electronics, Vol. GE-7, No. 2, 
pp. 61-74, April 1969 
For abstract, see Frandsen, A. M. A. 
E. J. Smith, R. E. Holzer, and C. T. Russell 
J. Geophys. Res., Space Physics, Vol. 74, No. 1 1, 
pp. 3027-3036, June 1,1969 
For abstract, see Smith, E. J. 
R. E. Holzman 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 3-6, September 30,1969 
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The Deep Space Network (DSN) tracking system pro- 
vides precision radio-tracking-related quantities to 
flight project users by performing the tasks of data 
acquisition, handling, editing, display, distribution, 
validation, and prediction. In particular, functional 
requirements specify that the 210-ft-antenna deep 
space stations shall have the capabilities of transmit- 
ting to two spacecraft simultaneously in the same 
beam width and of receiving four signals simultane- 
ously; each 85-ft-antenna station shall have single 
uplink and dual downlink capabilities; and the Space 
Flight Operations Facility shall be able to process all 
tracking information received from the deep space 
stations. 
A DSN tracking system for the Mark I11 era, 
described in this article, is currently in the design 
stage; it will be made operational for support of all 
missions in the time period 1972-1974. 
Tracking System High-Speed Data Formats 
R. E. Holzman 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, p. 5, March 3 1, 1970 
This article describes the seven different types of 
high-speed data formats to be used to transmit data 
and control information between the Deep Space 
Instrumentation Facility tracking subsystem and the 
Space Flight Operations Facility tracking system por- 
tions of the Deep Space Network (DSN) tracking 
system. The formats were designed to provide as 
nearly totally automatic operation of the DSN 
tracking system as possible, with centralized control 
exercised in the Space Flight Operations Facility. 
J. P. 
nwariant Stochastic 
Extraction and Statistical Classification 
J. P. Hong 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 80-84, 
August 3 1,1969 
The extraction of data from two-dimensional images 
is under study. Most of the effort is in reference to 
characters and the problems associated with recog- 
nizing them. However, the fundamentals of feature 
or information extraction are not limited to this area. 
A study of the possible use of such techniques in 
space technology may lead to new data compression 
and optical guidance systems. 
In general, pattern recognition (i.e., the classification 
of data according to patterns) is a two-step process: 
(1) the taking of measurements (often called feature 
extraction), and (2) the classifying of data. Both the 
measurement step and the decision algorithm must 
be considered to design an optimum system. Some 
feature measurement techniques and the decision 
algorithm associated with character classification are 
described in this article. A method of classifying two- 
dimensional shapes that simplifies the measurement 
and decision processes is also presented. 
imensional Fourier Transform 
J. P. Hong 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 78-82, 
October 3 1,1969 
An algorithm for the fast two-dimensional Fourier 
transform has been developed. This algorithm 
requires 3/4N*[ - 1 + log&] complex multiplications 
and 2N2 log N complex additions for an N x N 
matrix, where N is a power of two. This is a signif- 
icant reduction from the number of multiplications 
required by previously developed algorithms. The 
savings in the required number of multiplications is 
important, because: (1) complex multiplication re- 
quires four real multiplications and two additions, 
and (2) the multiplication operation in a computer is 
far more time consuming than the addition 
operation. 
HQPPER, D. J. 
HQ73 Power Conditioner for a Thermionic Diode Array 
D. J. Hopper 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, p. 77, June 30, 1969 
A low-voltage converter has been developed to oper- 
ate from a thermionic diode array. The input voltage 
range is 5 to 1 Vdc, with a current range of 0 to 600 
A. Results of tests to determine the efficiency of this 
converter are presented in this article. 
ower Conditioning for 
D. J. Hopper 
Supporting Research and Advanced De velopmen t, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 77-80, 
June 30,1969 
The preliminary design of a dc-dc converter for a 
100-W communications traveling-wave-tube trans- 
mitter is discussed in this article. Because of the state- 
of-the-art capabilities of high-power traveling-wave 
tubes, high efficiency with high-voltage regulation is 
required in this dc-dc converter. 
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D. J. Hopper 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 80-81, 
June 30,1969 
A power conversion circuit development task is 
under way to develop advanced-technology power- 
conditioning components, such as regulators, 
converters, and battery chargers, that are capable of 
meeting JPL advanced mission requirements. Several 
of the items being investigated are described in this 
article. 
Quad ~ e ~ u n ~ a n t  Shunt Regulator for 
Subsystem 
D. Hopper and H. Wick 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 69-71, 
December 3 1,1969 
This article describes the design of a shunt regulator 
for a radioisotope power subsystem. The interaction 
between the shunt regulator and the radioisotope 
thermoelectric generator power source is discussed, 
as are the detailed design requirements and test 
results for a breadboard shunt regulator. 
A 400-W dc-to-ac Inverter for TOPS 
Subsystem 
D. Hopper, C. McLyman, and J. Loughin (General Electric Co.) 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 130-1 32, 
February 28,1970 
An inverter has been developed to support an ac 
power distribution study in the Thermoelectric 
Outer-Planet Spacecraft (TOPS) power subsystem 
development program. It will operate from a 
radioisotope thermoelectric generator pre-regulated 
to 30 Vdc and will deliver up to 400 W of ac power. 
The output is a 50-V rms square wave with rise and 
fall times between 1 and 5 ps and an efficiency of 
92%. The circuitry includes a synchronized input 
and overload protection. The inverter operation and 
test results are discussed in this article. 
G. R. Horne 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 154-1 58, January 3 1, 1970 
Inconsistent component noise temperatures have 
been found to be caused by changes in maser gain 
that accompany changes in the input termination of 
the maser. Tests were conducted to determine the 
cause of the changes in maser gain. The procedures 
used and the results obtained are reported here. 
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Assimilation in Soils: an 
logical Exploration of 
J. S. Hubbard, G. L. Hobby, N. H. Horowitr, P. J. Geiger, and 
F. A. Morelli 
Appl. Microbiol., Vol. 19, No. 1, pp. 32-38, January 1970 
For abstract, see Hubbard, J. S. 
Bacterial Growth in Agar Subjected to 
Thawing 
R. E. Cameron, G. 6. Blank (University of California), and 
N. H. Horowitz (California Institute of Technology) 
Cryogen. Technol, Pt. 1 : Vol. 5, No. 6, pp. 253-255, 
November-December 1969, and Pt. 2: Vol. 6, No. 1, 
pp. 1 6 1  8, January-February 1970 
For abstract, see Cameron, R. E. 
Sterile Soil From Antarctica: Organic Analysis 
N. H. Horowitz, A. J. Bauman, R. E. Cameron, P. J. Geiger, 
J. S. Hubbard, G. P. Shulman, P. G. Simmonds, and 
K. Westberg 
Science, Vol. 164, No. 3883, pp. 1054-1 056, May 30, 1969 
Soils from the dry-valley region of Antarctica can be 
sterile by the usual microbiological criteria and yet 
contain significant amounts of organic carbon. 
Examination of one such soil shows that the organic 
material is finely divided anthracite coal. These 
findings have significant implications for the bio- 
logical exploration of Mars. 
ube Thermochemistry Tables for 
empe~a~ure Gases: Air 
W. A. Menard and T. E. Horton 
Technical Report 32-1408, Vol. I, November 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Menard, W. A. 
W. A. Menard and T. E. Horton 
Technical Report 32-1408, Vol. II, December 1,1969 
For abstract, see Menard, W. A. 
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W. A. Menard and T. E. Horton 
Technical Report 32-1 408, Vol. 111, January 1,1970 
For abstract, see Menard, W. A. 
5 The Computation of 
Thermochemistry Dat 
and Polyatomic Species 
T. E. Horton 
Technical Report 32-1425, March 1, 1970 
The procedure for computing thermochemical data 
(specific free energy and specific enthalpy) from 
partition Eunctions is reviewed. Working expressions 
for approximate partition functions, specific free 
energy, and specific enthalpy of atomic, diatomic, 
and polyatomic species are presented. Energy level 
and heat-of-formation data for atomic, ionic, dia- 
tomic, and polyatomic species are also reviewed. 
Species composed of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, 
hydrogen, and the noble gases were considered. A 
model for estimating the influence of differences in 
thermochemical data upon chemical composition is 
developed and used to assess the degree of approxi- 
mation allowable for partition function computations. 
HOTZ, 6. M. 
H086 Sampling 
G. M. Hotz 
AppL Opf., Vol. 8, NO. 7, pp. 1329-1339, July 1969 
Sampling requirements for prospective landed extra- 
terrestrial geological and biological instruments per- 
forming on-site analyses are satisfied by three general 
classes of samplers: bulk, selective particulate, and 
hard rock. Bulk samplers are preferred by some 
investigators, both for geological and biological 
experiments, but are more complex and require 
more processing steps than the simpler selective par- 
ticulate samplers which reject oversize particulate 
material at the acquisition step. The steps required in 
sample acquisition and processing and various 
methods of implementing them are explained. Cri- 
teria for sampler selection are given. 
J. R. Howard 
J. Spacecraff Rockets, Vol. 7, No. 1, pp. 69-72, January 1970 
A lightweight double-wall-type meteoroid shield was 
developed for the enlarged propulsion system of the 
Mariner Mars 1971 spacecraft. The outer sheet, com- 
posed of Teflon-impregnated glass fabric and multi- 
layer thermal insulation, is much more effective than 
an aluminum sheet of the same weight. The 
increased effectiveness is due to a modification of the 
impact phenomena by the heterogeneous first sheet 
and the impact energy absorption of the thermal 
insulation. To obtain the effectiveness of this meteo- 
roid shield under anticipated mission conditions, it 
was necessary to extrapolate the test data in both the 
impact velocity and meteoroid density parameters. 
The basis for the extrapolation was a series of tests 
over a range of velocities, using projectiles made of 
glass, nylon, and syntactic plastic. For this con- 
figuration, and for the range of extrapolation 
involved, it was conservative to extrapolate these 
parameters linearly. The results indicate that the 
composite outer sheet is sufficient (no backup 
needed) for the specified meteoroid threat. 
HLJBBARD, J. S. 
NO88 Measurement of 14C0, Assimilation in Soils: an 
Experiment for the Biological Exploration of Mars 
J. S. Hubbard, G. L. Hobby, N. H. Horowitz, P. J. Geiger, and 
F. A. Morelli 
Appl Microbiol, Vol. 19, No. 1, pp. 32-38, January 1970 
A method is described for the measurement of 14C02 
assimilation by microorganisms in soils. A determina- 
tion involves exposing soil to 14C02, pyrolyzing the 
exposed soil, trapping the organic pyrolysis products 
on a column of firebrick coated with CuO, com- 
busting the trapped organics by heating, and 
measuring the radioactivity in the CO, produced in 
the combustion. The detection of significant levels of 
I4C in the trapped organic fraction appears to be an 
unambiguous indication of biological activity. The 
14C0, absorbed or exchanged into soils by non- 
biological processes does not interfere. The method 
easily detects the 14C0, fixed by lo2 to lo3 algae after 
light exposure for 3 to 24 h. Assimilation of 14C is also 
demonstrable in dark-exposed soils containing 105 to 
lo6 heterotrophic bacteria. Possible applications of 
the method in the biological exploration of Mars are 
discussed. 
sible ~~actiwation of 
ase from an Obligat 
J. S. Hubbard and A. B. Miller 
J. Bacferiol,Vol.99, No. 1, pp. 161-168, July 1969 
The nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate- 
specific isocitrate dehydrogenase of Halobacterium 
cutirubrum is rapidly inactivated at low NaCl levels. 
As much as 75% of the initial activity can be restored 
by dialyzing the inactive enzyme against 4 M NaC1. A 
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mixture of 4 mM isocitrate and 10 mM MnClz gives 
the same protection as 4 M NaCl but does not replace 
the NaCl requirement for reactivation. The reacti- 
vated and native enzymes have identical sedimenta- 
tion rates on sucrose gradients, electrophoretic 
mobilities on polyacrylamide gels, and elution rates 
from Sephadex G-200. There are, however, distinct 
differences between the active and inactive forms of 
the enzyme. Compared with the active enzyme, the 
inactive protein has a lower sedimentation rate, a 
lower electrophoretic mobility, and a faster elution 
rate from Sephadex. These differences indicate that 
inactivation causes a major conformational change in 
the protein. Presumably, the removal of NaCl per- 
mits the enzyme to expand into a less dense, inactive 
form. 
The isocitrate dehydrogenase was purified 69-fold by 
a procedure involving the following steps. When the 
enzyme is selectively protected with isocitrate and 
MnC12 at low ionic strength, most of the contaminat- 
ing proteins are precipitated with (NH4)&04 at 0.9 
saturation. The enzyme in the supernatant fluid is 
then inactivated at low NaCl levels, precipitated with 
0.5 saturated (NH4)&04, and reactivated with 4 M 
NaC1. Minor impurities are removed by gel filtration 
on Sephadex G-200. The resulting preparation is 
more than 95% pure as judged by disc elec- 
trophoresis. 
090 Sterile Soil From Antarctica: Organic Analysis 
N. H. Horowitz, A. J. Bauman, R. E. Cameron, P. J. Geiger, 
J. S. Hubbard, G. P. Shulman, P. G. Simmonds, and 
K. Westberg 
Science, Vol. 164, No. 3883, pp. 1054-1 056, May 30,1969 
For abstract, see Horowitz, N. H. 
ed Signal Polarization Tracking Using an 
A-dec Antenna 
C. T. Stelzried, T. Sato, D. D. Hubiak, and A. Abreu 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 88-91, March 31, 1970 
For abstract, see Stelzried, C. T. 
W. T. Huntress, Jr., and D. D. Elleman 
Supporfing Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 15-1 8, 
February 28,1970 
Ion cyclotron resonance studies have revealed an 
ionic reaction sequence that leads to the rapid syn- 
thesis of hydrogen cyanide in methane-ammonia 
mixtures. The process is probably operative in dis- 
charges and in the atmosphere of Jupiter. 
agnetic Resonance Studies of Lunar Samples 
S. L. Manatt, D. D. Elleman, R. W. Vaughan, S. 1. Chon, 
F.-D. Tsay, and W. T. Huntress, Jr. 
“Proceedings of Apollo 17 Lunar Science Conference, 
Houston, Texas, January 34,1970,” Science, Vol. 167, 
No. 3918, pp. 709-71 1, January30,1970 
For abstract, see Manatt, S. L. 
flURD, W. J. 
H094 Digital Acquisition and Detection; Completion of Bit 
Synchronizer for Low Signal-to-Noise Ratio Coded 
Systems 
W. J. Hurd and T. 0. Anderson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 70-72, May31,1969 
This article reports on the completion of a digital 
transition tracking symbol synchronizer to meet the 
requirements of coded systems. The synchronizer 
operates at signal-to-noise ratios of -5 dB and lower 
over a range of data rates from 5.6 to 250,000 bitsls. 
Six loop bandwidths ranging from 0.2 to 0.001% are 
available. The signal-to-noise-ratio degradation is less 
than 0.03 dB at the design point (-3 dB). This syn- 
chronizer has been used for the convolutionally 
coded data received from the Pioneer IXspacecraft. 
95 Crambinatorial Communication: 
Exponential Function Generator 
T. 0. Anderson and W. J. Hurd 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 34-36, 
August 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Anderson, T. 0. 
C. 1. Weber (University of Southern California) and W. J. Hurd 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 42-50, 
August 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Weber, C. L. 
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ultiple Access Communications E. 
eckanical Properties 
R. Choate, S. A. Batterson (Langley Research Center), 
E. M. Christensen, R. E. Hutton (TRW Systems, Inc.), 
L. D. Jaffe, R. H. Jones (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
H. Y. KO (University of Colorado), R. 1. Spencer, and 
F. B. Sperling 
J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 74, No. 25, pp. 6149-6174, 
November 15,1969 
For abstract, see Choate, R. 
. Hurd 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 40-47, 
October 3 1,1969 
A multiple-access satellite system for telephone com- 
munications between low-traffic-density ground sta- 
tions in remote areas is both technically and 
economically feasible. Either AM or FM can be used 
with either frequency-division multiple access or 
code-division multiple access. One 300-lb satellite 
could serve 1000-4000 ground stations with 5- to 10- 
ft-diam antennas. HYL K E ~ A ,  
098 information Systems: Acquisition Time for Symbol 
Synchronizer for Low SNR Coded Systems 
W. J. Hurd and T. 0. Anderson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. Ii, pp. 57-63, January 31,1970 
Measured cumulative probability distributions of 
acquisition time are presented for the symbol 
synchronizer for low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) coded 
systems operated under various conditions. With a 
random initial phase and small initial frequency off- 
set and using the widest available relative loop band- 
width, acquisition is achieved with probability 0.99 in 
less than 1000 symbol times at a symbol SNR of 
ST/No = 5 dB (where S is the signal power, Tis the 
symbol duration, and No is the one-sided noise 
spectral density) and in 4000 symbol times at the 
synchronizer design point SNR of -3 dB. 
formation Systems: A Class of 
W. J. Hurd and T. 0. Anderson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 63-68, January 3 1,1970 
This article describes a class of easily implemented 
nonlinear digital low-pass filters. Major applications 
of these filters are in bang-bang control systems and 
in other sampled data systems characterized by non- 
linearities with two- or three-level outputs. The 
filters can be used either preceding or following a 
system nonlinearity to reduce the dynamic range, 
bandwidth, and rms noise level of the signal without 
otherwise significantly affecting the system 
dynamics. Their advantages over linear digital low- 
pass filters are the maintainability of the amplitude 
characteristics of the input signal, lower output 
dynamic range, and ease of implementation. 
101 Spacecraft Attitude Simulation Using 
Hamilton-Cayley-Klein Parameters 
R. Hylkema 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 84-87, September 30,1969 
An important element in the simulation of a 
spacecraft is the calculation of the spacecraft attitude. 
The most common method is to use a set of Euler 
angles; however, a bothersome singularity occurs 
when the differential equations describing the space- 
craft orientation are written in terms of these angles. 
An al ternat ive method is to  use Hamil- 
ton-Cayley-Klein (HCK) parameters in real-number 
form. This method leads to differential equations of 
spacecraft attitude having no singularities. This 
article describes the results obtained in using the 
HCK parameters for spacecraft simulation. 
igh-Frequency CQn~ucti~ity of a Plasma 
Fluctuations 
K. Nishikawa and Y:H. lchikawa (Nihon University, Japan) 
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 12, pp. 2563-2573, December 1969 
For abstract, see Nishikawa, K. 
J. 
ion of ~ o l u ~ ~ l ~ t ~  
ata 
D. D. Lawson and J. D. ingham 
Nature, Vol. 223, No. 5206, pp. 614-615, August 9, 1969 
For abstract, see Lawson, D. D. 
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R. Woo and A. lshimaru (University of Washington) 
Technical Report 32-1 440 (Reprinted from I€€€ Trans. 
Antennas and Propagation, Vol. AP-17, No. 4, pp. 488-495, 
July 1969) 
For abstract, see Woo, R. 
E. 
SS 13 Operations [ 
E. B. Jackson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 123-1 24, May 3 1, 1969 
From mid-February to mid-April 1969, the Venus 
Deep Space Station (DSS 13) conducted monostatic 
and bistatic planetary radar experiments with the 
planet Venus as a target, utilizing the 85-ft antenna 
and the 450-kW transmitter. Additionally, the 85-ft 
antenna was used at 2388 MHz for reception of var- 
ious pulsars. This article describes these experiments. 
In addition, system improvements (e.g., clock 
synchronization) and significant maintenance and 
testing activities are discussed. 
perations [May-June 19691 
E. 8. Jackson, R. M. Gosline, and A. L. Price 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 107-1 09, July 3 1,1969 
From mid-April to mid-June 1969, the Venus Deep 
Space Station (DSS 13) conducted monostatic and 
bistatic planetary radar experiments with the planets 
Venus and Mercury as targets. Additionally, to pro- 
vide the Mminer Mars 1969 Project with data from 
which an accurate encounter ephemeris could be 
prepared, precision ranging of Mars was carried out. 
In cooperation with other facilities, the Venus Deep 
Space Station also received and digitally recorded the 
signals from several quasars. These and other experi- 
ments are described in this article, and system per- 
formance and improvements are discussed. 
perations [5uly-~ugu~t 19691 
E. B. Jackson, R. M. Gosline, and R. B. Kolbly 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 93-95, September 30,1969 
Monostatic and bistatic planetary radar etperiments 
with the planets Venus and Mercury as targets con- 
tinued at the Venus Deep Space Station (DSS 13) 
through August 15, 1969. These ex;periments, pulsar 
experiments, clock synchronization transmissions, 
and station support of the Mariner Mars 1969 and 
9004 
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Pioneer Projects are briefly described in this article. 
Digital system performance and antenna and digital 
system improvements are also discussed. 
perations [September-October 19691 
E. B. Jackson and R. M. Gosline 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 71-72, November 30, 1969 
From mid-August to mid-October 1969, the Venus 
Deep Space Station (DSS 13) conducted planetary 
radar experiments, clock synchronization transmis- 
sions, and other activities. This article describes the 
station operations for this period. In addition, system 
improvements (e.g., software capability for the sta- 
tion control and monitor console) are discussed. 
SS 13 Operations [ ovember-December 19691 
E. 6. Jackson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, p. 102, January 3 1,1970 
From mid-October to mid-December 1969, the 
Venus Deep Space Station (DSS 13) conducted mono- 
static and bistatic planetary radar experiments with 
the planet Venus, pulsar receptions, and clock 
synchronization transmissions. This article describes 
these experiments. In addition, system maintenance 
(e.g., winterization of the 30-ft-diani antenna elec- 
tronics room), modification, and testing (e.g., testing 
of a noise-adding technique for radiometer gain 
stabilization) activities are discussed. 
perations [~a~uary-~ebruary 19701 
E. B. Jackson and R. B. Kolbly 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 107-109, March31, 1970 
From mid-December 1969 to mid-February 1970, 
the Venus Deep Space Station (DSS 13) was only par- 
tially operational due to 85-ft-diam-antenna mod- 
ification and Mars DSS tricone construction and test- 
ing. However, clock synchronization transmissions 
and a limited number of pulsar observations were 
made. This article describes these station operations, 
as well as the completion of the Mars DSS S-band 
megawatt transmitting feed cone and further 
development work on the noise adding radiometer 
for observation of weak radio sources. 
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Evidence for Formation of C 
W. B. DeMore and C. W. Jacobsen 
Supporting Research and Advanced Deve/opmenf, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 76-77, 
April 30,1969 
For abstract, see DeMore, W. B. 
mation of Carbon Trioxide in the Photolysis of 
one in Liquid Carbon Dioxide 
W. B. DeMore and C. W. Jacobsen 
J. Phys. Chem., Vol. 73, No. 9, pp. 2935-2938, 
September 1969 
For abstract, see DeMore, W. B. 
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5009 Lunar Surface Mechanical Properties 
R. Choate, S. A. Batterson (Langley Research Center), 
E. M. Christensen, R. E. Hutton (TRW Systems, Inc.), 
L. D. Jaffe, R. H. Jones (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
H. Y. KO (Unkersity of Colorado), R. L. Spencer, and 
F. B. Sperling 
J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 74, No. 25, pp. 6149-6174, 
November 15,1969 
For abstract, see Choate, R. 
J O f O  SurveyorILunar Mission 
L. D. Jaffe and R. H. Steinbacher 
J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 74, No. 27, pp. 6702-6705, 
December 15,1969 
The seventh Surveyor spacecraft landed on the outer 
rim of the crater Tycho on January 10, 1968. The 
landing area was selected to provide contrast with 
the mare sites of previous Surveyor landings. The sur- 
face at this highland site, associated with a major cra- 
ter, was expected to consist of material that came 
from depth in relatively recent times. An alpha- 
particle backscattering instrument, a soil mechanics 
surface sampler, a television camera, and auxiliary 
mirrors and magnets were carried on the spacecraft. 
Data were obtained on the following properties of 
the lunar surface: topography and geology of the site; 
character, variety, density, size, distribution, and 
erosion of rocks; photometry and optical polarization 
associated with rock surfaces; nature and depth of the 
surface layer of fine particles; density, bearing 
capacity, bearing-load-penetration relations, cohe- 
sion, adhesion, photometry and optical polarization of 
the fine particulate material; elemental composition 
and magnetic behavior of fine material and rocks; 
infrared brightness temperature; thermal inertia; and 
microwave reflectivity. Microwave doppler measure- 
ments were made of the motion of the landing site 
relative to earth. Pictures were taken of earth 
through polarizing filters, of lasers on earth, and of 
the solar corona. 
L. D. Jaffe 
Radio Sci., Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 185-1 87, February 1970 
The seven unmanned spacecraft that have landed on 
the moon, together with the lunar orbiting space- 
craft, provided considerable information on the 
chemical composition, mechanical properties, and 
small-scale structure of the lunar surface. This article, 
prepared prior to manned landing on the moon, sum- 
marizes some of the results. 
5012 The SurveyorLunar Landings 
L. D. Jaffe 
Science, Vol. 164, No. 3881, pp. 774-788, May 16, 1969 
Five Surveyor spacecraft have landed intact on the 
surface of the moon and returned large quantities of 
scientific information. The more important findings 
are: 
(1) The surface of both maria and highlands is 
covered with a layer of particulate material, having a 
particle size predominantly of the order of 10pm. A 
variety of rocks and clods are scattered on and in this 
layer, with rocks being more common around crater 
rims. 
(2) The depth of the particulate layer is a few meters 
in the maria and appears to vary from a few centi- 
meters to tens of meters in the highlands. Density 
and other properties of the particulate layer vary 
strongly with depth, at least near the surface. 
(3) The particulate material has cohesion: about 0.05 
N/cm2 at a depth of a few centimeters. Its bearing 
capacity is about 0.1 N/cm2 for the top millimeter 
and increases about 1 N/cm2 for each centimeter of 
depth, to at least a 5-cm depth for bearing widths 1 to 
10 times the depth. 
(4) The fine material gradually moves downhill. 
(5) Freshly exposed fine material from below the sur- 
face is darker than previously exposed surface 
material. 
(6) The density of a surface rock was found to be 2.8 
+ 0.4 g/cm3. -
(7) The composition of the surface material is 
approximately that of a basalt. The mare material has 
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an elemental composition corresponding to that of a 
high-iron basalt; the highland material has that of a 
low-iron basalt, at the one site examined. Not more 
than one-quarter volume percent of metallic iron is 
present. 
(8) The lunar surface material has gone through 
extensive melting and chemical differentiation. 
A description of the Surveyor instruments and a sum- 
mary of the scientific information obtained using 
these instruments are presented in this article. 
Lunar Surface Material: Spacecraft Measurements of 
Density and Strength 
L. D. Jaffe 
Science, Vol. 164, No. 3887, pp, 1514-1516, June27, 1969 
The relation of the density of the lunar surface layer 
to depth is probably best determined from spacecraft 
measurements of the bearing capacity as a function 
of depth. A comparison of these values with labora- 
tory measurements of the bearing capacity of low-co- 
hesion particulate materials as a function of the per- 
centage of solid indicates that the bulk density at the 
lunar surface is about 1.1 g/cm3 and that it increases 
nearly linearly to about 1.6 glcm3 at a depth of 5 cm. 
Strength-Density Relations in Particulate Silicates of 
Complex Shape and Their Possible Lunar 
Significance 
1. D. Jaffe 
Science, Vol. 165, No. 3898, pp. 1121-1 123, 
September 12,1969 
Some terrestrial particulate silicate rocks with com- 
plex particle shapes have internal friction angles over 
45 deg and cohesion of about 0.1 N/cmZ at bulk 
densities of 0.6 to 0.8 g/cm3. Mechanical and other 
properties of the lunar surface layer, observed with 
spacecraft, may be consistent with a low bulk density 
and complex reentrant shapes for the fine particles. 
ecent ~bser~at ions of the oon by Spacecraft 
L. D. Jaffe 
Space Sci Rev., Vol. 9. No. 4, pp. 491-616, June 1969 
Lunar flyby, orbiting, and landing spacecraft in the 
last ten years have provided an excellent definition of 
the nature of the lunar surface, and important infor- 
mation about the lunar interior. Some of the major 
controversies concerning the moon appear now to be 
resolved. 
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s Performed in the 
the Kennedy §pace 
Flight Center 
P. Jaffe 
Supporting Research and Advanced De velopmenb 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 170-174, 
August31,1969 
During September 1968, a test was performed in the 
vertical spin tunnel of the Langley Research Center 
to determine the stability characteristics of rolling 
blunt planetary entry configurations in the slow- 
speed terminal flight regime. Theoretical research 
has indicated that these blunt configurations can 
become unstable at very small roll rates in this 
regime and that the degree of instability increases 
with increasing roll rate. The data from that test are 
still being reduced; however, the few runs that were 
reduced indicate results that deviate from the 
predicted motion in a somewhat erratic manner. The 
a-p motion was, in general, circular as anticipated, 
but superimposed on it were spikes and bumps. 
These perturbations could be due to turbulence or 
non-uniform flow, which could invalidate the data, or 
they could be real. In an attempt to substantiate the 
data and also obtain terminal information in still air, a 
drop test was performed in the vertical assenibly 
building at the Kennedy Space Flight Center. This 
article describes the test facility and procedures and 
presents preliminary results for one drop. 
Terminal Dynamics of Atmospheric Entry Capsules 
P. Jaffe 
AlAA J., Vol. 7, No. 6, pp. 1157-1 158, June 1969 
During the terminal portion of entry the once- 
negligible gravity force of a planet reaches a size 
comparable to the aerodynamic forces and exerts a 
strong influence on the angle-of-attack motion. A 
closed-form solution is developed using the WKB 
method; it indicates that the key factors governing 
stability are the vehicle spin rate, the dynamic sta- 
bility coefficient, and the lift curve slope. The solu- 
tion shows that the unstable effect of a negative lift 
curve slope, associated with a blunt configuration, is 
greatly amplified by spin. In consequence, blunt 
configurations with very small spin rates can experi- 
ence catastrophic angle-of-attack divergence in the 
terminal regime. 
ysteresis 
P. Jaffe 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 7, No. 2, pp. 209-2 10, 
February 1970 
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Certain aerodynamic configurations, particularly 
those with flares, are susceptible to flow-field 
hysteresis as a result of the oscillatory motion they 
experience in flight. The consequence of this 
hysteresis is that the static aerodynamic coefficients 
are no longer single-valued functions of the angle of 
attack. Since most free-flight analyses assume single- 
valued functions, there is a question about the 
correctness of using the coefficients obtained from a 
test to predict the motion of the actual vehicle when 
hysteresis is present. The simplest case-a vehicle 
oscillating in a plane and experiencing a pitching 
moment hysteresis-is considered in this article. 
JAlflN, 
echanization Study 
G. Jaivin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 99-102, 
December31,1969 
Two different orbit insertion maneuver mechaniza- 
tions are being studied. The first maneuver con- 
sidered is the conventional fixed-attitude case in 
which the thrust vector remains pointed in a fixed 
inertial direction during the engine burn. The second 
case is the pitch-over maneuver, which consists of a 
commanded turn at a constant rate about the pitch 
axis during the thrust period. It was found that, in 
general, the pitch-over maneuver is a more efficient 
orbit-transfer technique than the fixed-attitude 
scheme from the standpoint of minimizing pro- 
pellant consumption. By introducing errors in the 
approach trajectory, the selectable pitch-over rate 
was determined to be more desirable than a fixed 
pitch-over rate for a given transfer. Results of a point- 
ing error sensitivity study are given. Implementation 
of the pitch-over maneuver is more complex than 
that of the fixed-attitude case, particularly for the 
selectable rate. 
adio Soupce in the 
M. H. Cohen (California Institute of Technology), 
A. T. Moffet (California Institute of Technology), 
D. Shaffer (California Institute of Technology), 
B. G. Clark (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
K. 1. Kellermann (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
D. L. Jauncey (Cornell-Sydney University Astronomy 
Center), and S. Gulkis 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 158, No. 2, Pt. 2, pp. L83-L85, 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Cohen, M. H. 
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arametric Analysis of Venus 
Requirements 
W. Jaworski and R. G. Nagler 
Technical Report 32-1 468, April 15,1970 
A parametric study to determine heat-shield weight 
and thickness requirements for the possible range of 
Venus entries is presented. The 1968 Venus (V-3) 
model atmosphere was used in calculating convective 
and radiative entry heating rates. The assumed 
trajectory matrix covers the entry velocity range of 
32,000 to 44,000 ft/s. The lower velocity is represen- 
tative of an out-of-orbit entry, and the higher velocity 
is representative of an entry from a Venus-Mercury 
flyby. 
Several available heat-shield charring materials were 
considered. It was found that, subject to the char 
shear-strength limitation, lower-density materials are 
satisfactory for low-energy entries; for higher-energy 
entries, denser materials with chars of higher shear 
strength must be used. 
Jupiter Entry Heat Shield 
W. Jaworski 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 146149,  
August 3 1,1969 
Recent studies on Jupiter atmospheric entry probes 
point out considerable difficulties in providing an 
adequate thermal protection for scientific payloads 
due to excessive heat-shield weight requirements. 
The Jupiter atmospheric entry velocities would be on 
the order of 60 km/s, resulting in an extremely high 
radiative heating flux (up to 2,000,000 Btu/ft2-s) 
generated by the aerodynamic shock, which would 
cause a rather rapid consumption of heat-shield 
material produced by intense surface sublimation. 
A closer examination of the methods of analysis used 
in the aforementioned studies indicates that certain 
important factors that might have significant bearing 
on the results have not been accounted for-namely, 
the absorption and reradiation of radiative heating 
flux by evolved gaseous products of sublimation. The 
objectives of the investigation discussed in this article 
were to bring these pertinent factors into focus and 
to evaluate their influence on heat-shield per- 
formance for a simplified Jupiter atmospheric entry 
case. 
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5025 
Lunar 
Labor 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (J. D. Mulholland, Editor) 
Technical Report 32-1386, April 15,1969 
Events of recent years have returned the moon to a 
position of considerable scientific interest. For no 
aspect of lunar studies has this been more true than 
for the study of the geocentric motion of the moon. 
Classical astronomers, spacecraft andysts, and those 
who work between these two groups now have new 
data types that hold the promise of order-of-magni- 
tude improvements in the knowledge of the various 
aspects of the lunar motion, as well as of the physical 
properties of the moon. This symposium gave 
another opportunity for personal contact between 
individuals representing the full diversity of current 
working interest in the lunar motion, in the expecta- 
tion that this informative exchange would lay the 
groundwork for additional progress. 
he 4th Aerospace 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (G. G. Herzl and M. F. Buehler, 
Editors) 
Technical Memorandum 33-425, January 15,1970 
This memorandum is a compilation of the papers pre- 
sented at the 4th Aerospace Mechanisms Symposium, 
sponsored by the University of Santa Clara, Lockheed 
Missiles & Space Company, and JPL. Specific knowl- 
edge gained from a wide variety of important aero- 
space mechanism design efforts is presented. 
ceedings of the Conference on Effects of Lithium 
ping on Silicon Solar Cells ( 
pulsion Labora~ory~ Pasad 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (P. A. Berman, Editor) 
Technical Memorandum 33-435, August 15,1969 
Significant progress has been made over the past year 
in understanding many of the characteristics of 
lithium-doped solar cells and in fabricating uniform, 
reproducible lithium-doped solar cells. At the present 
time, however, there is no proven theoretical model 
that completely describes the effect of irradiation on 
the lithium-doped solar cell, and some of the cell 
fabrication processes could be significantly improved. 
This conference presented new information on 
lithium-doped solar cells and dealt with various 
aspects of progress in this field. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (E. R. Bunker, Jr., Editor) 
Technical Memorandum 33-447, June 30,1970 
This memorandum is a compilation of the papers 
presented at the Second Workshop of Voltage Break- 
down in Electronic Equipment at Low Air Pressure, 
sponsored by JPL. In the 3.5 yr since the first such 
workshop, gains in solving the voltage breakdown 
problem are evidenced by an apparent decrease in 
the incidences of occurrence of voltage breakdown in 
spite of an increase in the number of space flight mis- 
sions conducted. However, voltage breakdown con- 
tinues to be a problem, and, although space applica- 
tions predominate the area of concern, other projects 
such as the supersonic transport are becoming 
increasingly involved. Specific knowledge gained 
through studies and developments related to, or con- 
cerned with, the problem is presented. 
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Engineering Mechanics Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I, 
pp. 3 1-48, May 3 1,1969 
Temperature control of the Mariner Mars 1969 
spacecraft was accomplished by both active and pas- 
sive means. The active category included louver 
assemblies and ac and dc heaters. The passive cate- 
gory included superinsulation blankets, polished 
aluminum shields, and surface finishes. This dis- 
cussion concerns the removable external hardware 
that was not delivered to the Spacecraft Assembly 
Facility as part of another subsystem, specifically, 
thermal shields, thermal blankets, and louver 
assemblies. 
Flight adaptation of a JPL-developed absolute cav- 
ity radiometer for the Mariner Mars 1969 spacecraft 
is described. The flight instrument, called the 
temperature-control flux monitor, was included as 
part of the temperature-control subsystem and con- 
sisted of a transducer, an electronic controller for the 
transducer, spacecraft interface electronics, and 
ground-test operational support equipment. 
Launch complex equipment and associated cabling 
and wiring enables blockhouse support and moni- 
toring of a spacecraft mounted on its launch vehicle. 
Umbilical-tower junction boxes, transfer room con- 
soles, and blockhouse consoles comprise the launch 
complex equipment designed and built by JPL for 
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the Mariner Mars 1969 missions. This equipment and 
the required interconnect cabling are described. 
The bipropellant-control-valve seats in the 
propulsion subsystem will be designed to seal off 
propellants under 300-psi pressure for several 
months. An evaluation is presented of various 
materials suitable for a “soft seat” design, which will 
enable sealing even with particulate material on the 
sealing surfaces. 
J 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Engineering Mechanics Division 
Flight Proiects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I, 
pp. 55-58, May 3 1,1969 
The engineering mechanics effort for the Mariner 
Mars 1971 Project is directed toward development of 
the structure, cabling, temperature-control, and 
mechanical devices subsystems. The major tempera- 
ture-control subsystem changes from the Mariner 
Mars 1969 design are associated with the integration 
of the new propulsion module, the revised packaging 
layout and power profile within the main equipment 
compartment, and the replacement of the infrared 
spectrometer by the infrared interferometer 
spectrometer on the planetary scan platform. The 
temperature-control subsystem requirements are 
described. 
Since the Mariner Mars 1971 propellant tanks will be 
under pressure for several years, a requirement exists 
for a fracture mechanics approach to material 
property aowables for the propulsion subsystem. A 
brief description of this approach is presented. 
5030 
5029 MarinerMars 1991: Engineering 
[May-June 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Engineering Mechanics Division 
Ffight Proiects, Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. I, 
pp. 48-59, July 3 1,1969 
The major configuration change to the Mariner Mars 
1969 design for Mainer Mars 1971 application 
resulted from the incorporation of a large, bipropel- 
lant propulsion assembly for orbit insertion to replace 
the much smaller midcourse correction motor 
housed within the basic octagon structure. The 
integration of this propulsion assembly and that of 
the solar panels, antennas, reaction control 
assemblies, celestial sensors, and science instruments 
are described. A description and evaluation are given 
for the new meteoroid shield necessitated by the 
addition of the new propulsion assembly plus various 
trajectory trim requirements. 
The low-frequency modes of the high-gain antenna 
will be damped where the maximum amplitude of 
the edge of the reflector occurs. A suspension system 
to isolate the antenna from its support truss was 
designed to minimize the dynamic response of the 
antenna for its first mode. The analysis given here 
concerns the applicability of broad-temperature- 
range elastomeric mountings for use as the isolation 
system. 
503 
Materials suitable for bonding beryllium to aluminum 
or magnesium were also evaluated. Use of beryllium 
tubing in the propulsion support truss would effect a 
savings in weight, and bonding of this tubing would 
simplify the fabrication procedure. 
The final discussion involves the electronics parts en- 
gineering activity for the Mariner Mars 1971 Project. 
Mariner Mars 1969: Engineering 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Engineering Mechanics Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I, 
pp. 10-1 9, September 30,1969 
During the cruise period of the Mariner Wand VI .  
missions, no failures were observed in the cabling, 
structure, temperature-control, or mechanical de- 
vices subsystems. However, during the preflight 
operations at the Air Force Eastern Test Range, a 
failure occurred in the pyrotechnics of the V-band 
release device. The approach taken to analyze this 
failure, the results of the analysis, conclusions, and 
recommendations are described in this article. 
[July-AUgUSt 19691 
The dynamic loads during the launch period 
characterized by low-frequency accelerations were 
measured for the first time in a way that could be 
easily interpreted. Plots of these data for the Mariner 
Wand VIIspacecraft are included in this article. 
ars 1991: Engineering 
[Jtdy-AUgUSt 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Engineering Mechanics Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I, 
pp. 3 1-36, September 30,1969 
Potential focusing of sunlight into the Mariner Mars 
1971 rocket engine combustion chamber has been of 
concern with respect to the maintenance of accepta- 
bly cool temperatures at the Teflon valve seat in the 
bipropellant valve during cruise. Thermal-vacuum 
tests performed to determine cruise temperatures for 
particular temperature-control surface finishes and 
the thermal effect of a firing on those finishes are 
described in this article. Also described is an analysis 
of the external heat loads on the infrared interferom- 
eter spectrometer for various flight phases. 
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The primary objective of the Mm&er Mars 1571 
structures and dynkics  support effort is to ensure 
confidence in the structural integrity of the space- 
craft for all specified static and dynamic loading 
conditions. A spacecraft analysis was made to develop 
an adequate mathematical model that can be used 
with confidence to predict forced-response loading in 
the load-carrying structure. A preliminary composite 
spacecraft mathematical model has been assembled 
from various substructure models. The development 
of the preliminary propulsion substructure finite-ele- 
ment model is summarized in this article. 
rbiter System: Engineering 
[July-August 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Engineering Mechanics Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I ,  
pp. 38-42, September 30,1969 
A program was initiated to develop a laminated 
boron-epoxy compression strut for possible use in the 
Viking orbiter spacecraft-adapter truss system. The 
scope of the program and the design of the strut are 
described in this article. 
The engineering mechanics effort for the orbiter sys- 
tem includes subsystem design and several support- 
ing functions, such as mechanical configuration and 
structural and dynamic analysis (of which spacecraft 
modeling for flight loads analysis is a part). The base- 
line mechanical configuration is described and illus- 
trated, and the structural and dynamic analysis 
activity is discussed. 
5033 ars 1971: Engineering 
[September-~ctober 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Engineering Mechanics Division 
Flght Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. I, 
pp. 15-3 1, November 30,1969 
The Mariner Mars 1971 structure, mechanical 
devices, cabling, and temperature-control subsystems 
have progressed to the fabrication phase. Discussed 
in this article are the high-gain antenna deployment 
mechanism, the launch complex equipment cabling, 
and the upper thermal blanket that will cover the 
propulsion subsystem module. The engineering 
mechanics support activities that are described in- 
clude spacecraft hardware utilization, electronic 
packaging, fracture mechanics analysis for propellant 
tank design, and materials and processes tests and 
studies. Plans for temperature-control-model tests 
are also presented. 
iter System: Engineering 
[ S e p t @ ~ b e r ~ c ~ o b e r  19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory Engineering Mechanics Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. I, 
pp. 44-45, November 30,1969 
Significant changes have been made in the V&&g 
orbiter propulsion module and in the orbiter-to- 
lander adapter. These changes and the results of a 
structural loads analysis are discussed in this article. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Engineering Mechanics Division 
Flght Proiects, Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. I, 
pp. 15-20, January 31,1970 
Subsystem activities during November and 
December 1969 included completion of the detailed 
design, procurement of most of the flight equipment, 
and initiation of the spacecraft-level structural and 
thermal tests. This article describes rocket engine 
thermal tests and upper-thermal-blanket evaluation 
tests. A brief description of the systems-test-complex 
cabling is also included. 
5036 Eking, Lander System: Engineering Mechanics 
[November-December 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Engineering Mechanics Division 
Flght Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. I, 
pp. 37-38, January 3 1,1970 
Early Mars lander studies indicated that thermal 
insulation material performance was a key uncer- 
tainty area. Most performance data available were for 
either vacuum environment or atmospheric con- 
ditions. Without sufficient performance data for all 
phases of the mission, sufficient thermal insulation 
would have to be included to provide for all possible 
contingencies, resulting in a prohibitive lander 
weight. The results of a study to obtain the required 
data are presented in this article. 
ars 1971: Engineering 
[January-February 197  
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Engineering Mechanics Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-62, Vol. I, 
pp. 7-22, March 3 1,1970 
Two 3O-in.-diam propellant tanks; two 15-h-diam 
pressurant tanks; one rocket engine; and 54 lb of 
transducers, valves, and lines are the primary propul- 
sion elements of the Mminer Mars 1971 spacecraft 
requiring structural support. The support structure 
for these elements is described and illustrated in this 
article. Also described are changes in the Mariner 
Mars 1969 flight cabling subsystem to adapt that sub- 
system for use on the Mariner Mars 1971 spacecraft. 
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Procedures and results are presented for the fol- 
lowing tests and analyses: 
(1) A thermal-vacuum joint conductance test to 
determine the thermal resistance at a chassis-sub- 
chassis interface. 
(2) Static tests of the developmental test model. 
(3) A modal survey on the developmental test model 
to obtain a dynamic-normal-mode mathematical 
spacecraft model to be correlated with an eigenvalue 
solution for a spring mass model. 
(4) An analysis to calculate shaker armature displace- 
ments during a simulated low-frequency vibration 
test. 
(5) A metallurgical study of a burst-tested propellant 
vessel. 
The last portion of the article reports the parts listing 
activities for the Mariner Mars 1971 Project. These 
activities represent one facet of the JPL parts control 
effort to assure the use of the best available, properly 
applied, 100% screened, electronic/electro- 
mechanical parts. 
Yiking, Orbiter System: Engineering 
[January-February 19701 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Engineering Mechanics Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-62, Vol. I, 
pp. 35-43, March 3 1,1970 
Of the 20 subsystems currently identified as part of 
the Eking orbiter system, the power, attitude-con- 
trol, propulsion, structure, S-band antenna, and tem- 
perature-control subsystems have undergone design 
changes that have modified the mechanical 
configuration of the orbiter system. The changes in 
these six subsystems are described, and the current 
configuration of the V i h g  orbiter system is 
illustrated. Also discussed are the electronic equip- 
ment layout and the solar energy controller, a key 
element of the thermal design. The results of initial 
feasibility studies and tests of the controller are 
included. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I, 
pp. 27-3 1, May 3 1,1969 
Power subsystem performance during the count- 
down, launch, and midcourse-maneuver sequences of 
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both the Mainer VI and V I .  missions was nominal. 
Except for one sequence, the spacecraft power pro- 
file remained within the 3% spacecraft telemetry 
tolerance. Power subsystem parameters for both mis- 
sions are presented. The one deviation, which con- 
sisted of unexpected ac power surges on Mminer VI .  
soon after launch, is described. 
An original computer program was formulated to 
determine optimum reaction-control-assembly 
nozzle design parameters, and a machining process 
was incorporated that produced identically con- 
figured nozzles with a throat diameter tolerance of 
0.0001 in. or less. Both of these improvements in the 
production of flight nozzles for the reaction control 
assembly are described. 
ars 1971: Guidance and Control 
[March-April 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flght Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I, 
pp.51-55, May31,1965 
The central computer and sequencer subsystem for 
the Mariner Mars 1971 spacecraft will be essentially 
the same as that for the Mariner Mars 1969 space- 
craft, except for an increase in memory and an addi- 
tion of output relays. These modifications result from 
the more complex sequencing requirements for an 
orbiting mission and from a desire for automatic, 
onboard sequencing to the maximum possible extent. 
The modifications that will be made to the Mminer 
Mars 1969 power subsystem for use on the Mariner 
Mars 1971 spacecraft result from the requirement for 
an orbit insertion maneuver at the planet and the 
revised science payload. These modified subsystems 
are described. 
Newly designed logic must be incorporated in the 
attitude-control subsystem for the spacecraft. Certain 
logic requirements resulting from the stray-light con- 
dition and the implementation of such logic are dis- 
cussed, as are gyro power sequencing requirements 
and mechanization. 
uidance and Control 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I, 
pp. 67-69, May 3 1,1969 
The baseline reaction control system proposed for 
the Ekkg orbiter is a dual redundant cold-nitrogen- 
gas system of the type used on Mminer spacecraft. To 
facilitate preliminary analysis of the required gas 
storage and overall system weight, a digital computer 
program was written to compute gas consumption. 
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This program is briefly described, and results are 
given for total gas consumption as a function of time 
after launch for the nominal full-system and half-sys- 
tem operation. A gas consumption weight summary is 
also included. 
uidance and Control 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. I, 
pp. 20-29, July 3 1,1969 
The Mariner Mars 1969 star tracker provides 
spacecraft roll-attitude control by recognizing and 
providing roll-attitude error signals referenced to the 
star Canopus. The roll-attitude stabilization is re- 
quired for a base orientation from which the mid- 
course correction maneuver is made and for correct 
orientation of the high-gain communications antenna 
and science instruments. 
The Canopus sensor design used for previous Mariner 
missions was subs tantially modified for the Mariner 
Mars 1969 missions. Discussed herein are the new de- 
sign requirements, the sensor’s functional charac- 
teristics and mechanization, its calibration and test, 
and its performance during the Mariner VI and VII 
missions. 
[May-June 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. I, 
pp. 39-48, July 3 1, 1969 
Specific limits are imposed on the magnitude of turn- 
on current transients for the spacecraft subsystem 
transformer-rectifier units. The technique for han- 
dling this constraint that is described here allows a 
single choke in the primary circuit of the transformer 
to perform all of the functions of five separate chokes 
in the secondary circuits. [This discussion appears 
under  the  book section heading C. Tele- 
communications. It should appear under D. Guidance 
and Control..] 
On previous Mariner spacecraft, attitude information 
in the inertial mode was obtained by integration of 
the gyro torquer current by a capacitor. The initial 
development of an electronic integrator for use in 
place of the capacitor for the Mariner Mars 1971 atti- 
tude-control subsystem is described. Besides being 
smaller and lighter in weight, this integrator has the 
additional advantage of a larger attitude-angle 
storage capability. 
Also presented are the results of analyses to deter- 
mine: (1) attitude-control gas storage requirements, 
and (2) the feasibility of using derived rate (passive 
stabilization) for reacquisition of the sun following 
periods of solar occultation. 
504 uidance and Control 
[July-hgusft 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flght Proiects, Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I, 
pp. 6-1 0, September 30, 1969 
Included in a description of the Mariner VI and VII 
power subsystem flight performance are plots of the 
far- and near-encounter power profiles; actual power 
levels in flight deviated less than 1.5% from those 
estimated based on spacecraft data obtained during 
ground tests. Also described is the command genera- 
tion program (COMGEN) software system designed 
to support the Mariner Mars 1969 central computer 
and sequencer during prelaunch testing, launch, and 
mission operations . 
ars 1991: Guidance and Control 
[July-August 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flght Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I, 
pp. 24-31, September 30,1969 
The Mariner Mars 1971 power subsystem will auto- 
matically transfer from the solar panels to sharing 
with the battery during the maneuver yaw turn due 
to the decreasing power and voltage available from 
the panels. One of the factors affecting solar panel 
power during the yaw turn is the shadow cast by the 
spacecraft structure. This power reduction is difficult 
to analyze, because it tends to cause reductions in an 
unpredictable manner as the shadow covers portions 
of sections or full sections of the panel. A shadow- 
casting computer program to supply information 
about the shadow geometry is described in this 
article. 
Also discussed is the reconfiguration of the direct 
command DC-18, DC-21, and the attitude-control 
subsystem interface. This reconfiguration was 
necessary to eliminate the current loss of roll position 
error telemetry in an operational mode experienced 
during the Mariner Mars 1969 missions. 
The attitude-control gas system jet valves originally 
used on the Mariner Mars 1964 spacecraft and sub- 
sequently used on the Mariner Venus 67 and Mainer 
Mars 1969 spacecraft with only minor modification 
will also be used on the Marker Mars 1971 space- 
craft. These valves were qualified for a temperature 
range of 300 to -100°F. It was necessary to verify 
their operation to -300°F. This article describes the 
test procedures used and results obtained. 
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The solar panel hinge points have been relocated 17 
in. outboard from their position on the Mariaer Mars 
1969 spacecraft, resulting in a 15-deg increase in 
solar panel angular travel from the stowed position to 
the fully deployed position. Tests performed to 
qualify the convoluted flexible tubing required for 
this additional angular travel are described. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flghf Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. I, 
pp. 2-3, November 30,1969 
Four solar panels were used on each Mariner Mars 
1969 spacecraft to provide the primary electrical 
power. The results of an evaluation of the solar-panel 
array performance during the Mariner VI and VII 
missions are described. 
ars 1971: Guidance and Control 
[September-October 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Fight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. I, 
pp. 8-1 5, November 30,1969 
The optical sensors for the Mariner Mars 1971 space- 
craft are the same as those for the Mariner Mars 1969 
spacecraft, except for minor modifications to mini- 
mize the effects of reflected light from Mars during 
orbit. The potential problems during the missions 
and the steps being taken to avoid these problems are 
discussed in this article. 
As a result of the Mariner Mars 1969 missions, it was 
realized that a significant improvement could be 
made in the attitude-control subsystem performance 
for a non-standard mode. Changes for the Direct 
Command 15 mode have been mechanized in the 
Mariner Mars 1971 attitude-control .electronics and 
are discussed herein. Also presented are the results of 
a study of the derived-rate parameters optimization 
in the attitude-control subsystem. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flght Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. I, 
pp. 33-44, November 30,1969 
Of major hnportance is the extent to which the 
orbiter’s subsystems would be subjected to inter- 
ference, if any, from gamma and neutron radiation 
from the lander’s radioisotope thermoelectric 
generators. Presented in this article is a first-iteration 
analysis in that only a bare fuel capsule (not sur- 
rounded by the generator) is considered. This discus- 
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sion presents a worst-case situation in order to place 
upper l d t s  on the expected dose rates and levels as 
early as possible. 
Periodic surveys of subsystems using power have 
resulted in a large increase in power supply require- 
ments over those given for the baseline design. These 
requirements, as well as solar panel design and 
subsystem operation and distribution, are described. 
A preliminary power subsystem block diagram is 
included. 
The thrust-vector control system or autopilot will 
provide attitude control during engine burns for the 
midcourse maneuvers, orbit insertion maneuver, and 
orbit trims. Discussed here are the autopilot 
mechanization, accuracy, and gain considerations. 
Mariner Mars 1969: Guidance and Control 
[November-December 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flght Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. I, 
pp. 2-8, January 31,1970 
After Mariner VI encountered Mars, science experi- 
ments were performed that required maneuvering 
the spacecraft off the sun line to an extent that the 
solar array power was insufficient to meet spacecraft 
demands; thus, periods of total and partial support by 
the battery resulted. This article describes the 
battery tests and performance during the experiment 
periods. 
The Mariner VII power subsystem and other space- 
craft subsystems experienced anomalous events on 
July 30 and 31, 1969, just days prior to the spacecraft 
encounter with Mars. The sequence of events as they 
affected the power subsystem is presented here. Also 
discussed is the projected Mariner VI and V I .  power 
subsystem support for the extended mission. 
ars 1971: Guidance and Control 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flght Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. I, 
pp. 11-15, January31,1970 
A program for the fabrication and flight-acceptance 
qualification of Mariner Mars 1971 solar panels is 
under way. Seven new panels will be fabriwted, and 
two Mariner Mars 1969 panels will be refurbished 
and requalified for use on the Mariner Mars 1971 
spacecraft. A description of the design and planned 
tests of the panels is presented in this article. 
A thorough calibration of the spacecraft electro- 
mechanical offsets is required to obtain the desired 
scan platform pointing accuracy. A scan calibration 
vember-December 19691 
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plan to ensure that a thorough calibration will be per- 
formed consists of ground calibration and in-flight 
calibration, which are discussed here. 
The Mariner Mars 1969 scan control system was 
mechanized so that its clock and cone reference 
angles were stored as settings on potentiometers. 
One set of potentiometers was updatable in flight by 
pulsing stepper motors. However, it was found that 
the stepper motors stepped inadvertently at power 
turn-on and stepped during cruise in response to 
spacecraft power transients. Since this scan hardware 
design was used for the Mariner Mars 1971 scan con- 
trol electronics, an investigation was undertaken to 
determine the cause of the problem and a possible 
solution. The results of that investigation are given 
here. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. I, 
pp. 28-37, January 31,1970 
This article presents a discussion of the VYringorbiter 
power subsystem power requirements, solar panels, 
battery charging, weight, and telemetry channel 
assignments. A preliminary functional block diagram 
depicting the six-solar-panel configuration is 
included. 
Also described in the progress to date in defining 
problems for the orbiter system caused by the radia- 
tion fields produced by the radioisotope thermo- 
electric generators on the lander system. Such fields 
can lead to erroneous scientific measurements and to 
degradations in solid-state electronics, solar cells, 
optical lenses and coatings, and other components. 
The thrust-vector-control (autopilot) and propulsion 
subsystems for the orbiter baseline configuration are 
of Mainer Mars 1971 design, with minimum 
modifications. To eliminate the long orbit-insertion 
burn duration and a major part of the gravity losses 
inherent with this design, an alternate design 
employing three, 300-lbf, gimballed, liquid 
bipropellant engines was considered. The final por- 
tion of this article summarizes the results of a pre- 
liminary study to determine the thrust-vector-control 
implications of such a design. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Guidance and Control Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-62, Vol. I, 
pp. 33-35, March 31,1970 
Propellant sloshing refers to the free surface oscil- 
lations of fluid in a partially filled tank that result 
from lateral and longitudinal displacements or angu- 
lar motions of the spacecraft. It is a potential source 
of disturbances that may adversely affect the stability 
of the flight control system, particularly during 
powered-flight phases. This article summarizes the 
results of a preliminary analysis to model the effects 
of propellant slosh dynamics on the Viking orbiter 
system during powered flight. 
BORA TORE 
PROJECT 
ars 1969: Project escription and Status 
[March-April 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Mariner Mars 1969 Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I, 
pp. 1-2, May31,1969 
The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1969 
Project is to make two flyby exploratory investiga- 
tions of Mars in 1969 that will set the basis for future 
experiments-particularly those relevant to the 
search for extraterrestrial life. The secondary objec- 
tive is to develop Mars mission technology. The 
spacecraft, its scientific experiments, and its launch 
vehicle are briefly described. Status information 
includes the Mariner VI1 launch and early phases of 
flight, the Mariner VI reacquisition of Canopus, and 
encounter-sequence additions and adjustments pro- 
grammed into the Mariner VIcomputer. 
escription and Status 
[May-June 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Mariner Mars 1969 Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. I, 
pp. 1-2, July31, 1969 
The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1969 
Project was to make two flyby exploratory 
investigations of Mars in 1969 that would set the basis 
for future experiments-particularly those relevant 
to the search for extraterrestrial life. The secondary 
objective was to develop Mars mission technology. 
The spacecraft, its scientific experiments, and its 
launch vehicle are briefly described. Status 
information includes the preparations for the 
Mariner VI and VII Mars encounters and the ground 
operations during the cruise mode. Since the missions 
included no cruise-mode science, these operations 
consisted of monitoring spacecraft performance and 
responding to performance anomalies. 
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Mariner Mars 1969 Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I ,  
pp. 1-2, September 30, 1969 
The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1969 
Project was to make two flyby exploratory investiga- 
tions of Mars in 1969 that would set the basis for 
future experiments-particularly those relevant to 
the search for extraterrestrial life. The secondary 
objective was to develop Mars mission technology. 
The spacecraft, its scientific experiments, and its 
launch vehicle are briefly described. Status informa- 
tion includes the encounter activities of the Mariner 
Wand Vllspacecraft. 
escription and Status 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Mariner Mars 1971 Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I, 
pp.49-51, May 31, 1969 
escription and Status 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Muriner Mars 1969 Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. I, 
pp. 1-2, November 30,1969 
The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1969 
Project was to make two flyby exploratory investiga- 
tions of Mars in 1969 that would set the basis for fu- 
ture experiments-particularly those relevant to the 
search for extraterrestrial life. The secondary objec- 
tive was to develop Mars mission technology. The 
spacecraft, its scientific experiments, and its launch 
vehicle are briefly described. Status information in- 
cludes science data reduction, analysis, and report- 
ing; post-encounter spacecraft testing and scientific 
operations; and study and planning of possible long- 
term future experimental operations with Mariners 
Wand VI1 
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ars 1969: Project escription and Status 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Mariner Mars 1969 Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. I, 
pp. 1-2, January 3 1,1970 
The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1971 Pro- 
ject is to place two spacecraft in orbit around Mars 
that will be used to perform scientific experiments 
directed toward achieving a better understanding of 
the physical characteristics of that planet. An 
engineering objective is to demonstrate the ability of 
the spacecraft to perform orbital operations in an 
adaptive mode wherein information from one orbital 
pass is used to develop the operations plan for sub- 
sequent orbital passes. Specific mission objectives, 
the spacecraft, its scientific experiments, and 
management responsibilities for the project are 
briefly described. 
Status information includes recent modifications to 
spacecraft design, such as the replacement of the 
low-gain antenna by a medium-gain antenna and the 
deletion of the charged particle telescope, the dual- 
frequency receivers, and the X-ray particle detector. 
Also, conclusions of the extended mission study are 
presented. 
escription and Status 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Mariner Mars 1971 Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. I, 
pp. 30-33, July 3 1, 1969 
The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1971 
Project is to place two spacecraft in orbit around 
Mars that will be used to perform scientific experi- 
ments directed toward achieving a better under- 
standing of the physical characteristics of that planet. 
An engineering objective is to demonstrate the 
ability of the spacecraft to perform orbital operations 
in an adaptive mode wherein information from one 
orbital pass is used to develop the operations plan for 
subsequent orbital passes. Specific mission objectives, 
the spacecraft, its scientific experiments, and 
management responsibilities for the project are 
briefly described. Status information includes the 
development of project documentation and various 
computer- and computer-program-related activities. 
The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1969 
Project was to make two flyby exploratory investiga- 
tions of Mars in 1969 that would set the basis for 
future experiments-particularly those relevant to 
the search for extraterrestrial life. The secondary 
objective was to develop Mars mission technology. A 
summary of the Mariner VIand Vllmissions, particu- 
larly the spacecraft encounters with Mars, is escription and Status 
presented in this article. Though the missions for- 
mally ended on November 1, 1969, various opera- Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Muriner Mars 1971 Project 
tions continued, including planning for future Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I, 
experiments. These activities are briefly discussed. pp. 20-2 1, September 30,1969 
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The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1971 
Project is to place two spacecraft in orbit around 
Mars that will be used to perform scientific experi- 
ments directed toward achieving a better under- 
standing of the physical characteristics of that planet. 
An engineering objective is to demonstrate the abil- 
ity of the spacecraft to perform orbital operations in 
an adaptive mode wherein information from one 
orbital pass is used to develop the operations plan for 
subsequent orbital passes. Specific mission objectives, 
the spacecraft, its scientific experiments, and 
management responsibilities are briefly described. 
Status information includes project documentation, 
system and subsystem design, and launch vehicle 
activities. 
ars 1971: Project escription and Status 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: M u h e r  Mars 1971 Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. I, 
pp. 4-8, November 30,1969 
The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1971 
Project is to place two spacecraft in orbit around 
Mars that will be used to perform scientific experi- 
ments directed toward achieving a better under- 
standing of the physical characteristics of that planet. 
An engineering objective is to demonstrate the abil- 
ity of the spacecraft to perform orbital operations in 
an adaptive mode wherein information from one 
orbital pass is used to develop the operations plan for 
subsequent orbital passes. Specific mission objectives, 
the spacecraft, its scientific experiments, and 
management responsibilities for the project are 
briefly described. Status information includes project 
documentation, scientific experiment principal 
investigator activities, and launch vehicle activities. 
The final spacecraft configuration is illustrated. 
ars 1971: Project escription and Status 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Muriner Mars 1971 Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. I, 
pp. 9-1 1, January 3 1,1970 
The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1971 
Project is to place two spacecraft in orbit around 
Mars that will be used to perform scientific experi- 
ments directed toward achieving a better under- 
standing of the physical characteristics of that planet. 
An engineering objective is to demonstrate the 
ability of the spacecraft to perform orbital operations 
in an adaptive mode wherein information from one 
orbital pass is used to develop the operations plan for 
subsequent orbital passes. Specific mission objectives, 
the spacecraft, its scientific experiments, and 
management responsibilities for the project are 
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briefly described. Status information includes tra- 
jectory and orbit determination studies, fabrication 
and testing of hardware, and the Mission Operations 
System and Tracking and Data System functional 
design review. 
ct Description and Status 
[January-February 197 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Mariner Mars 1971 Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-62, Vol. I ,  
pp. 1-3, March 31, 1970 
The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1971 
Project is to place two spacecraft in orbit around 
Mars that will be used to perform scientific experi- 
ments directed toward achieving a better under- 
standing of the physical characteristics of that planet. 
An engineering objective is to demonstrate the 
ability of the spacecraft to perform orbital operations 
in an adaptive mode wherein information from one 
orbital pass is used to develop the operations plan for 
subsequent orbital passes. Specific mission objectives, 
the spacecraft, its scientific experiments, and 
management responsibilities for the project are 
briefly described. Status information includes budget 
reviews, equipment assembly and testing, and proj- 
ect documentation. 
JET PRQPUL§IQM LABQRAI TQRE 
PRQJECT E ~ G l M E E R i ~ ~  ~IWI§IQM 
ars 1969: Project Engineering 
[March-April 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Project Engineering Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I, 
pp. 2-7, May 3 1,1969 
After arrival of the Atlas and Centaur stages at the 
Air Force Eastern Test Range, various tests were per- 
formed as part of the launch vehicle integration 
effort prior to final mating of the AtIas/Centaur to 
the Mariner G (Mariner VI4 spacecraft. These tests 
and other prelaunch operations are described. 
Since the Mariner Mars 1969 missions occur during 
the peak of the current solar activity cycle, a solar 
proton warning system was developed. After a solar- 
radio burst, 1 to 4 h usually transpire prior to arrival 
of proton fluxes at earth. A correlation established 
between high-energy proton fluxes and the emission 
of Type IV 10-cm solar radio burst energy is utilized 
in the current warning system. This article discusses 
the possible use of the Type IV solar radio burst spec- 
tra from 200 to 10,000 MHz as a solar proton event 
predictor in conjunction with, or instead of, the 10- 
cm burst energy. This additional predictor is consid- 
ered in order to investigate the possibility of lowering 
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the 0 to 40% false-alarm rate associated with the 10- 
cm burst energy. 
506 
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[Jdy-August 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Propulsion Division 
Fight Proiects, Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I. 
pp. 42-45, September 30,1969 
The Viking orbiter propulsion subsystem will provide 
the necessary velocity increments for the in-transit 
trajectory corrections, an orbit-insertion maneuver at 
Mars, and the orbit-trim maneuvers. The selected 
design is an outgrowth of the Mariner Mars 1971 
propulsion subsystem technology. The Uking orbiter 
pyrotechnics subsystem design is essentially that of 
the Mariner Mars 1971 pyrotechnics subsystem, 
modified only to the extent required to accom- 
modate the increased number of propulsion events. 
This article describes and illustrates these subsystem 
designs. 
Piking, Orbiter System: Propulsion 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Propulsion Division 
Flight Proiects, Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. I, 
pp. 45-49, November 30,1969 
Deta i led  analyses have  resu l ted  in the  
implementation of the two-tank configuration for the 
Viking orbiter propulsion subsystem that is described 
in this article. Also described is the progress in 
evaluating: (1) which portion of the Mariner Mars 
1971 pyrotechnic switching unit will be usable in the 
orbiter system, (2) what circuitry will be needed for 
the propulsion solenoid-actuated isolation valve, (3) 
which of the available explosively actuated devices 
have potential application in the orbiter system, and 
(4) what effect the use of phosphate-treated ammo- 
nium perchlorate oxidizer has on the stability of 
Saturethane propellants (i.e., propellants containing a 
saturated hydrocarbon binder). 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Propulsion Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-62, Vol. I, 
pp. 22-26, March 3 1,1970 
For the Mariner Mars 1971 spacecraft, it was neces- 
sary to evolve a new large bipropellant propulsion 
subsystem to accomplish: (1) in-transit trajectory cor- 
rection maneuvers, (2) deceleration of the spacecraft 
into orbit about Mars, and (3) adjustments to the orbit 
as required. The subsystem, the development system 
model tests, and the operation and performance com- 
puter program to be used to support flight analyses 
are described here. 
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Wiking, Project Support: Space Sciences 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Space Sciences Division 
Fight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 1, 
pp. 59-61, May 3 1,1969 
A simple reaction kinetic model was developed to 
describe the peak-height distribution of mass spectra. 
To fit the kinetic model to actual mass spectral data, a 
specific procedure was followed for each of 600 dif- 
ferent organic mass spectra. This procedure is de- 
scribed, as are the results of comparing the model 
predictions with experimental data. This model 
should prove to be a useful starting point for a more 
refined model to predict additional spectral details. 
1: Space Sciences 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Space Sciences Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. I, 
pp.31-37, July31, 1969 
All television information for the Mariner Mars 1971 
missions will be converted to digital form and 
recorded directly onto a digital tape recorder. A 
requirement thus existed for an analog-to-digital con- 
verter to sample the television output and perform 
conversions at the required rate. The converter 
developed for the missions is the successive approxi- 
mation type, using the current summing principle. 
The development of this converter is described, as is 
the computer system established for its testing. 
[The book section heading under which this dis- 
cussion appears reads B. Systems. It should read 
B. Space Sciences.] 
ars 1969: Space Sciences 
[July-y-AugUSt 19691 
Jet Propulsion Labaratory: Space Sciences Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I, 
pp. 4-6, September 30, 1969 
Since the system-test-complex data system could not 
provide the necessary processing to display the data 
required for evaluation of the Mariner Mars 1969 
ultraviolet spectrometer and infrared spectrometer 
in the science analysis area, it was proposed that the 
science operational support equipment provide the 
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necessary data processing and plot the instrument 
data on strip chart recorders in a remote display con- 
sole located in the science analysis area. The data 
processing capabilities, remote ~ display console 
design, self-check and calibration capabilities, and 
testing and operations using this system are 
described. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Space Sciences Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I, 
pp. 21-24, September 30,1969 
The Mariner Mars 1971 television system employs 
both wide-angle and narrow-angle imaging systems 
for photography of selected portions of Mars. The 
focal lengths for the two systems are nominally 50 
mm for the wide-angle (Camera A) system and 500 
mm for the narrow-angle (Camera B) system. Fields- 
of-view are 11 x 14 and 1.1 x 1.4 deg, respectively. 
The photographic objective employed in Camera A 
consists of a Zeiss Planar lens. An analysis of this 
objective in the appropriate optical train Comprising 
the wide-angle optical system is described here. 
Wiking, Lander System: Space Sciences 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Space Sciences Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. I, 
pp. 22-28, January 31,1970 
The gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer for the 
VYking lander system is an automated instrument 
designed to perform a programmed number of Mars 
soil analyses and atmospheric analyses. The instru- 
ment will analyze Mars soil for its organic content by 
heating soil samples in pyrolysis ovens and intro- 
ducing the resulting vaporized material into a gas 
chromatographic column that, in turn, is connected 
to a mass spectrometer. To analyze materials not 
transmitted by the gas chromatograph, an additional 
pyrolysis oven is incorporated to vaporize material 
directly into the mass Spectrometer. A capability 
exists for admitting Mars atmospheric samples into 
the mass spectrometer for determination of atmos- 
pheric composition. This article describes the instru- 
ment’s capabilities and characteristics, its four func- 
tional subsystems, and science breadboard tests. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Space Sciences Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-62, Vol. I, 
pp. 4-7, March 31,1970 
The Mkriner Mars 1971 television subsystem is a 
modified version of the Manner Mars 1969 sub- 
system. The principal changes are adaptation of the 
all-digital data storage subsystem, increased flexibility 
in shutter control and filter selection, and minor 
detailed design modifications to increase reliability. 
This article describes the subsystem, as well as its 
breadboard and breadboard checkout equipment. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Space Sciences Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-62, Vol. I ,  
pp. 28-33, March 3 1,1970 
This article presents the results of an analysis to 
establish the required static sensitivity that a mass 
spectrometer must have for a given mass flow rate, 
mass scan rate, mass scan range, and signal-to-noise 
ratio. The required sensitivity is given for the follow- 
ing functions: (1)mass as a linear function of time, 
(2)mass as an exponential function of time, and 
(3) scan voltage as a linear function of time. 
ars 1969: Systems [an 
arch-April 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Systems Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I, 
pp.7-11,May31,1969 
The two system-test-complex data system computer 
systems were shipped to the Air Force Eastern Test 
Range to support the Mariner Mars 1969 tests and 
launches. Following some postlaunch testing, both of 
these leased computer systems were returned to the 
manufacturer. Use of these systems prior to their 
return is described. 
Also described is the continuing support provided by 
the UNIVAC 1219 data processing system. Log tapes 
from the system-test-complex data system are being 
converted to UNIVAC 1219 format for subsequent 
processing as needed. Requirements for UNIVAC 
1219 science data processing during the far encounter, 
near encounter, and data playback phases of the 
missions are discussed. 
The activities of the flight path analysis and com- 
mand group during the early phases of the Mkriner 
VI and VI1 missions culminated in accurate deter- 
mination of both spacecraft orbits. Orbit and man- 
euver parameters are presented for both Mmfners VI 
and VI1 
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Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Systems Division 
Flight Proiects, Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. I, 
pp. 2-4, July 3 1, 1969 
High-rate telemetry is sent from the Mars Deep 
Space Station to a correlator in the JPL Compatibility 
Test Area. The data are then transferred to the 
UNIVAC 1219 computer system. TV-1 is a spacecraft 
video processing system that can handle digital video 
data of the Mariner Mars 1969 type. The UNIVAC 
1219/TV-1 data processing system that was 
developed to process and display the high-rate telem- 
etry in real time is described here. It was planned to 
operate this system at all times when the high-rate 
spacecraft telemetry system was sending data to the 
Mars Deep Space Station. 
ars 1969: Systems [July-August 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Systems Division 
Flight Proiects, Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I, 
pp. 2-4, September 30,1969 
The primary UNIVAC 1219 data-processing-system 
usage during July and August 1969 was for processing 
real-time, high-rate television data from the Mariner 
VI and VII spacecraft. The system successfully dis- 
played pictures during both the far- and near- 
encounter phases of both missions and established 
the interface with the real-time “hardcopy” picture 
production facility. Certain recently completed data- 
processing capabilities were used to reprocess 
encounter data recorded on UNIVAC 1219 magnetic 
tape. The use of this system for these operations is 
described in this article. 
J09 : Telecommunications 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Telecommunications Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I, 
pp. 11-27, M 0 ~ 3 1 , 1 9 6 9  
Some of the Mariner Mars 1969 flight command sub- 
system tests and associated problems that received 
special attention are briefly described. Among the 
tests conducted were bit-error tests, life tests, and a 
power margin test. The significant problems involved 
cracked solder joints, integrated circuit failures, cor- 
roded connector pins, unexplained losses of com- 
mand lock, and flight-command-subsystem/ oper- 
ational-support-equipment undetected errors. 
The radio-frequency subsystem design employs eight 
subassemblies that incorporate an S-band trans- 
ponder, a dual-power-mode traveling-wave-tube 
amplifier, a control unit, and microwave com- 
ponents. Descriptions of each of these eight sub- 
assemblies are included. 
The final discussion concerns the following changes 
to the data storage subsystem: conversion from dual 
to single pressure-belt drive, addition of data phase- 
locked loop, and magnetic tape and head con- 
ditioning. The tape-transport-belt failure study pro- 
gram, also described, indicated that no drive-belt 
problem has existed with the Mariner Mars 1969 tape 
transports since the removal of the microsealed 
driver pulleys from the transports. 
079  biter System: Telecommunications 
pril 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Telecommunications Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I, 
pp.61-67, May31,1969 
The development of a high-impact 20-W traveling 
wave tube was part of a program to provide a wide 
range of qualified power amplifiers. The discussion of 
the electron gun assembly development that is pre- 
sented includes descriptions of materials undergoing 
shock tests as candidate materials for the cathode 
support cone and the shock-test results. The JPL ini- 
tial bench checkout, type-approval tests, and high- 
impact tests of the prototype amplifier are also 
described. 
3080 9: Telecommunications 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Telecommunications Division 
Flight Proiects, Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. I, 
pp. 4-20, July 3 1, 1969 
The flight-telemetry-subsystem operational support 
equipment was designed for use in both subsystem 
and system testing. The equipment for both types of 
testing is identical, except for a rack in the system 
test equipment, called the tape recorder/ time con- 
sole, which is used to record the required signals. The 
remaining equipment is housed in a two-bay console 
called the monitor and control console. Both consoles 
are described. 
Also described is the ground telemetry system (tele- 
communications mission-dependent equipment), 
which is a backup source of data for spacecraft per- 
formance analysis and command personnel during 
mission operations in the event of a computer failure 
in the JPL Space Flight Operations Facility. 
The final discussions concern the pressure and tem- 
perature transducers on the Mariner Mars 1969 
spacecraft. The pressure transducers are miniature 
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l igh tweight  ruggedized pressure-actuated 
potentiometers used to measure pressure of non- 
corrosive liquids or gasses. The temperature trans- 
ducers are of three types: (1) 500-R-resistance, 
uncased elements, (2) 500-R-resistance, encased ele- 
ments, and (3) 125-R-resistance, encased elements. 
1: Telecommunications 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Telecommunications Division 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. I, 
pp. 37-39, July 3 1,1969 
The functions of the Mariner Mars 1971 spacecraft 
data storage subsystem are to record science data at 
times and rates compatible with the science instru- 
ments, store these data, and play back the data at 
times and rates compatible with the Deep Space Net- 
work. The recorded science data consist of television 
and other science instrument data that have been 
formatted into a serial digital data stream by the data 
automation subsystem. The operation of the data 
storage subsystem, the configuration of the tape 
transport, and the record sequence and pattern are 
described. 
JET PR5PUL§l5~ LASORA TORE 
W i K l ~ 6  PROJECT 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Viking Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I, p. 
May31,1969 
59, 
The primary objective of the VikngProject is to send 
two vehicles to the planet Mars to perform scientific 
experiments directed toward enhancing current 
knowledge about the physical characteristics of the 
planet, particularly its capability for supporting life 
and possible existence of life. Each of the two vehi- 
cles will consist of an orbiter system to be developed 
by JPL and a lander system to be developed by Lang- 
ley Research Center. Two of the lander system's 
scientific instruments, a gas chromatograph/mass 
spectrometer and an aluminum-oxide water detector, 
are being developed by JPL. The specific objectives 
for the orbiter system and the lander system are 
described. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Viking Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. I, p. 37, 
September 30,1969 
5084 
3085 
The primary objective of the Wking Project is to send 
two vehicles to the planet Mar: to perform scientific 
experiments directed toward enhancing current 
knowledge about the physical characteristics of the 
planet, particularly its capability for supporting life 
and possible evidence of life. Each vehicle will consist 
of an orbiter system to be developed by JPL and a 
lander system to be developed by the Martin-Mari- 
etta Corp. A gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer 
for the lander system will be developed by JPL. 
Langley Research Center has overall management 
responsibility for the project. The specific objectives 
for the orbiter system and the lander system are 
described. 
Hking: Project Description and Status 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Viking Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. I, p. 32, 
November 30,1969 
The primary objective of the VikingProject is to send 
two vehicles to the planet Mars to perform scientific 
experiments directed toward enhancing current 
knowledge about the physical characteristics of the 
planet, particularly its capability for supporting life 
and possible evidence of life. Each vehicie will consist 
of an orbiter system to be developed by JPL and a 
lander system to be developed by the Martin- 
Marietta Corp. A gas chromatograph/mass spectrom- 
eter for the lander system will be developed by JPL. 
Langley Research Center has overall management 
responsibility for the project. The specific objectives 
for the orbiter system and the lander system are 
described. 
t Description and Status 
ecember 19691 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Viking Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. I, p. 21, 
January 31,1970 
The primary objective of the Wking Project is to send 
two vehicles to the planet Mars to perform scientific 
experiments directed toward enhancing current 
knowledge about the physical characteristics of the 
planet, particularly its capability for supporting life 
and possible evidence of life. The launches are cur- 
rently anticipated during 1975. Each vehicle will 
consist of an orbiter system being deveioped by JPL 
and a lander system being developed by the Martin- 
Marietta Corp. A gas chromatograph/mass spectrom- 
eter for the lander system is being developed by JPL. 
Langley Research Center has overall management 
responsibility for the project. The specific objectives 
for the orbiter system and the lander system are 
described. 
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ra and Status 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Wking Project 
Flight Projects, Space Programs Summary 37-62, Vol. I, 
pp. 27-28, March 3 1,1970 
The primary objective of the WkingProject is to send 
two vehicles to the planet Mars to perform scientific 
experiments directed toward enhancing current 
knowledge about the physical characteristics of the 
planet, particularly its capability for supporting life 
and possible evidence of life. The launches are 
currently anticipated during 1975. Each vehicle will 
consist of an orbiter system being developed by JPL 
and a lander system being developed by the Martin- 
Marietta Corp. A gas chromatograph/mass spectrom- 
eter for the lander system is being developed by JPL. 
Langley Research Center has overall management 
responsibility for the project. The specific objectives 
for the orbiter system and the lander system are 
described. Status information includes the influence 
of the launch date of 1975 on the mission objectives 
and project activities, which were originally defined 
for a launch date of 1973. 
J Q ~ ~ § ,  C. E 
C. E. Johns 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 12 1-1 22, July 3 1, 1969 
Although a voltage-controlled phase shifter has been 
developed that can be adapted for computer control, 
it requires two continuously applied dc voltages to 
maintain a fixed phase setting. Each phase shifter 
within the receiver would thus need two digital-to- 
analog converters and its own computer interface cir- 
cuit to satisfy its dc requirements. To completely 
eliminate the need for these converters and to re- 
duce the number of computer interfaces, the 100- 
kHz digital phase shifter described in this article was 
developed. 
C. E. Johns 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 140-144, November30,1969 
A new x 3 frequency multiplier and phase modulator 
subassembly to be used within the S-band 
receiver-exciter subsystem is described in this arti- 
cle. A discussion of the method by which amplitude 
modulation is used to obtain phase deviations linear 
to within 1% of the applied modulation over rela- 
tively large modulation indices and modulation input 
frequencies is included. 
igital Frequency Synthesis 
C. E. Johns 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 120-1 24, March 3 1, 1970 
A method for generating stable R F  signals using 
digital techniques is described. The basic method 
utilizes a digital rate multiplier to generate a 
repetitive pulse train that can be varied in average 
frequency by dc input voltages. Since the output 
pulses are not necessarily uniformly spaced, they are 
first divided and then passed through a bandpass fil- 
ter to provide a stable continuous-wave output. 
igh-Speed Streak and Framing Camera Techniques 
for Electro-Explosive erformance Evaluation 
0. K. Heiney, B. Johnson, and J. West 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 183-1 87, 
October 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Heiney, 0. K. 
ssion-independent Software of the SF 
ocessing System 
J. A. Johnson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
V~l . l I ,pp.  110-111, July31, 1969 
The data processing system in the JPL Space Flight 
Operations Facility (SFOF) is used by the Deep 
Space Network to support flight operations. A 
mission-independent software system resides in both 
the IBM 7044 and 7094-11 computers that comprise 
each of the two basic data processing units. This 
system has undergone continuous updating since its 
inception. This article reports on a major redesign 
that was undertaken to improve reliability and 
efficiency. This latest version of the system is desig- 
nated Model 7. 
emperature Control oom Temperature 
a Commercial Proportional Controller 
A. R. Johnston 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 133-134, 
August 31,1969 
This article describes a simple alteration to a com- 
mercially available thermistor-controlled proportional- 
temperature controller that enabled its use in con- 
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trolling the temperature of a small chamber in the 
range from 20 to -40°C. Cooling was provided by 
cold nitrogen gas boiled off from a reservoir of liquid 
nitrogen by a resistor connected as the load of the 
temperature controller and submerged in the liquid 
n i t r o g e n .  A l t e rna t ive ly ,  t h e  same con-  
troller-thermistor combination could be connected 
to a heater if an elevated temperature were desired. 
A. R. Johnston 
AppL Opt., Vol. 8, No. 9, pp. 1837-1 848, September 1969 
An electronic polarimeter is described in which a 
signal-sampling technique and feedback are used 
together to measure periodic retardation changes. A 
Faraday cell is arranged to feed back a rotation just 
sufficient to cancel that caused by the unknown 
retardation, so that the Faraday cell current provides 
the quantitative measure desired. The photomulti- 
plier output is fed to a sampling oscilloscope in the 
feedback loop. The instrument is best suited for the 
measurement of small retardation changes, of the 
order of 50 mrad or less. The 6-11s time resolution 
obtained was limited by the photomultiplier 
response; a faster detector could improve it consider- 
ably. The repeatability of 10" rad was determined by 
the usual compromise between noise (primarily pho- 
ton noise) and averaging time. However, other fac- 
tors limit the attainable accuracy to +3% at best, for 
a retardation change of -20 mrad, while a more 
typical accuracy was &5%. Either Faraday rotation 
or small rotations of the optical ellipsoid of a speci- 
men could also be observed. 
A. R. Johnston and R. V. Powell 
AppL Opt., Vol. 9, No. 2, pp. 271-275, February 1970 
Current activities at JPL in the field of optics are 
briefly described. These activities include work on 
flight television systems and an associated digital 
image-processing laboratory, planetary spectroscopy, 
spacecraft guidance, and solar radiation simulation. 
Several supporting research projects are also 
mentioned. 
6, 
J e ~ e ~ @ n c e  Generator 
L. Johnston, Jr. 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 1 1 6 1  17, September 30, 1969 
The present Deep Space Instrumentation Facility 
receiver derives its 10- and 60-MHz reference signals 
from a free-running 20-MHz crystal oscillator. To 
maintain intermediate frequency signals centered in 
narrow passbands for planetary ranging and occulta- 
tion experiments, a reference generator has been 
designed to supply 10- and 60-MHz reference signals 
that are coherent with the station frequency stand- 
ard. The design and testing of this reference genera- 
tor are described. 
M. F. Johnston 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 172-173, 
October 3 1, 1969 
An accelerated life-test program is under way to 
determine, in a short interval of time, the reliability 
of an integrated circuit. The test program uses a 
linear model (Arrhenius equation) for cumulative 
damage so that a factor relating the wear-out rate of a 
device under accelerated conditions to that of same 
device type under normal usage can be established. 
In this article, results from failures that have 
occurred thus far are categorized, and preliminary 
analyses are given. 
JOM€§, R. PI. 
5097 Lunar Surface 
R. Choate, S. A. Batterson (Langley Research Center), 
E. M. Christensen, R. E. Hutton (TRW Systems, Inc.), 
L. D. Jaffe, R. H. Jones (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
H. Y. KO (University of Colorado), R. L. Spencer, and 
F. B. Sperling 
J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 74, No. 25, pp. 6149-61 74, 
November 15,1969 
For abstract, see Choate, R. 
J. E 
J Tracking 
J. F. Jordan and R. K. Russell 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 97-1 03, November 30,1969 
The sequential orbit determination program SOD 
has been developed for the purpose of attaining a 
sufficient planetary orbiter navigation capability. The 
program is designed primarily for sequential state 
estimation of a planetary satellite using Deep Space 
Network (DSN) data. The primary goals using the 
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program production results will be to: (1) make 
recommendations (using the results of simulation 
studies) for the formulation of the sequential filter 
option to be implemented into the double-precision 
orbit determination program, and (2) to influence 
(using the results of inherent accuracy studies) the 
trajectory and guidance maneuver planning for 
future planetary satellite missions. Included is a dis- 
cussion of the program structure, the coordinate sys- 
tems and input-output options, and the filtering 
equations. Results of a tracking strategy study are 
presented for the 12- and 33-h orbits of the Mmner 
Mars 1971 spacecraft. 
99 Propagation of Statistical 
Systems and the Applicatio 
J. F. Jordan 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 217-220, 
December 3 1,1969 
When dealing with nonlinear differential equations 
with random initial conditions, the analyst often 
needs to know only the time history of the average 
solution. This article presents a method for finding 
the mean solution, based on a Taylor expansion of the 
nonlinear function in the differential equation. The 
theory is illustrated in both a simple analytical 
example and in a Mars orbiter problem. 
etermination for  ower re 
J. F. Jordan 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Val. 6, No. 5, pp. 545-550, May 1969 
In this paper a study is made of the state estimation 
accuracies associated with the tracking of a powered 
flight space vehicle by the Deep Space Network 
facilities. The study utilizes a continuous data filter 
where random accelerations acting on the spacecraft 
are modeled as noise perturbing the differential 
equations of motion. The time histories of the state 
estimate uncertainties are illustrated over several 
passes of data, and the sensitivities of the uncer- 
tainties to the level of random acceleration, velocity, 
and position of the probe are noted. An application of 
the results to the navigation problem for a solar- 
electric Jupiter mission is presented, and the results 
of the application indicate that earth-based, counted 
doppler tracking is adequate for such orbit deter- 
minations. 
G. L. Juvinall 
Supporting Research and Advanced De velopment, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 1 19-120, 
April 30, 1969 
Studies of the electrode surface reactions involved in 
the oxidation and reduction of the alkaline silver 
electrode are being conducted at Brigham Young 
University as part of a continuing research program 
directed toward acquiring basic knowledge relevant 
to fundamental processes involved in the operation 
of spacecraft batteries. The cyclic current-step 
method of Wijnen and Smit was applied to kinetic 
studies of the Ag-Ag(NH& and Ag-Ago systems. 
These studies provided a new approach to the 
measurement of silver oxide film resistance. Measure- 
ments were made during the constant-current oxida- 
tion of the electrode, and the initial resistance, which 
is due to solution resistance drop, was subtracted 
from the measurements to give the oxide film 
resistance. The results of resistance measurements 
made on an electrode are given in this article. 
J l 0 2  Liquid Amalgam Electrodes [ 
G. L. Juvinall 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 88-89, 
June 30,1969 
The results of open-circuit potential studies of 
sodium-amalgam electrodes are reported in this 
article. These studies are part of a program to investi- 
gate liquid amalgam electrodes from the point-of- 
view of power-producing reactions. An additional 
objective of this program is to clearly define the 
electrochemical processes that are involved. 
3 Gravity Effects on the erformance of Smooth Zinc 
lectrodes 
G. L. Juvinall 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 107-109, 
October 3 1,1969 
The measurement of the limiting-current capabilities 
of smooth zinc electrodes is discussed in this article. 
In the original work at JPL, the limiting current of a 
1-cm* area of a smooth zinc electrode was deter- 
mined by loading the cell with successively larger dis- 
charge currents, with each level maintained constant 
for a time interval of 1 min. In the present method, a 
linear current-time ramp loading has been sub- 
stituted. This type of loading gives very reproducible 
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results that can easily be correlated with the previous 
results, and implementation of this experimental 
approach is much less complicated. The results of the 
measurements are included. 
G. L. Juvinall 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 109-1 1 1, 
October 3 1,1969 
Work done at Brigham Young University under JPL 
contract has shown that the total charge acceptance 
capability of the silver electrode depends strongly on 
the applied potential. Methods for performing poten- 
tiostatted oxidations are described, and the charge 
acceptance of the silver electrode is presented as a 
function of the applied potential. A comparison of the 
total charge acceptance, as determined by the 
current-time integral, and the amount of silver oxi- 
dized is included in the discussion. 
A Test Program for the Investigation of Gravity 
Effects on Silver-Zinc Cells 
G. L. Juvinall 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 132-133, 
February 28,1970 
A breadboard reduced-gravity battery test unit has 
been fabricated. Subsequent to testing of the unit at 
JPL, design of prototype and flight experiment 
equipment will commence. The capabilities of the 
breadboard unit that relate to measurement of the 
limiting current (polarization) and capacity of 
silver-zinc cells in low-gravity environments are 
described here. Laboratory test data obtained from 
the breadboard unit are also presented and discussed. 
G. L. Juvinall 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 133-1 36, 
February 28,1970 
Work at Idaho State University under JPL contract 
has revealed the remarkable high-current drain and 
recharge capabilities of liquid amalgam electrode sys- 
tems. The effects of total charge on open-circuit 
voltage and charge recovery of the potassium- 
amalgam electrode are described, and the IR drop in 
the experimental cell is presented as a function of the 
discharge rate. 
OX Simulation of the Venus 
R. H. Silver, S. H. Kalfayan, and V. W. Bellin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 157-160, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Silver, R. H. 
02 Effects of Simulated Wenus Atmosphere on Polymeric 
S. H. Kalfayan, R. H. Silver, and V. W. Bellin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 160-1 63, 
June 30,1969 
Based on temperature, pressure, and atmospheric 
composition data for Venus obtained by the Venera 4 
spacecraft, environmental test conditions were set up 
to simulate the Venus atmosphere, and selected poly- 
meric materials were exposed to this environment. 
All materials were commercially available products 
with proven compatibility to spacecraft sterilization 
conditions. Various functional classes, such as 
adhesives, encapsulants, coatings, circuit board 
materials, and films, were represented. This article 
summarizes the results of tests conducted on these 
materials after their exposure. 
aterials 
3 The Aging of Styrene- ubber: A Spectral 
Investigation 
R. Rakutis and S. H. Kalfayan 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 166169,  
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Rakutis, R. 
aterials in Various 
nvironments 
S. H. Kalfayan and R. H. Silver 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 192-194, 
October 3 1, 1969 
This article describes the results of a comparative 
study of the behavior of three heat-resistant poly- 
meric materials (namely, a polyimide, a glass-filled 
polybenzimidazole, and a glass-filled phenolic) in air, 
nitrogen, and the “Venus” atmosphere at elevated 
temperatures. Although its effect was the most pro- 
nounced, the “Venus” atmosphere did not cause 
severe enough degradation in the properties of the 
tested materials to rate them incompatible. 
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S. H. Kalfayan, R. Rakutis, and R. H. Silver 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 194-198, 
October 31, 1969 
Stress relaxation experiments were carried out with 
dicumyl-peroxide-cured styrene-butadiene rubber at 
elevated temperatures in air and in nitrogen. The 
objective of the study was to clarify the nature of 
chemical changes taking place during the long-time 
aging of elastomers. Results from preliminary experi- 
ments indicate that, at moderately high tempera- 
tures, the oxygen of air, rather than the thermal 
energy, is responsible for the chemical changes initi- 
ated in styrene-butadiene rubber. Some kinetic and 
thermodynamic data are supplied for two lightly 
crosslinked styrene-butadiene rubber formulations. 
Long Term Aging of Elastomers: Chemical Stress 
Relaxation and Other Studies of Peroxide-Cured 
Styrene-Butadiene Rubber 
R. Rakutis, S. H. Kalfayan, and R. H. Silver 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 237-241, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Rakutis, R. 
KAPLAN, L. A 
7 Carbon Monoxide in the Martian Atmosphere 
L. D. Kaplan, J. Connes (Paris Observatory), and 
P. Connes (National Center of Scientific Research, France) 
Technical Report 32-1458 (Reprinted from Astrophys. J., 
Vol. 157, No. 3, pp. L187-L192, September 1969) 
Carbon monoxide has been detected in the Martian 
atmosphere by the appearance, in high-resolution 
interferometric spectra, of prominent lines of the 2-0 
band of the principal isotope and weaker lines of 
other isotopes and of the 3-0 band. Quantitative anal- 
ysis of the spectra results in a CO content of 5.6 cm 
Amagat, a surface pressure of 5.3 mbar, and a CO 
concentration of 0.8 parts/ 103by volume. 
orosity Surface Change of Shell 
A. Karbin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 194-199, 
June 30,1969 
Ignition delays and high-pressure spiking were 
encountered in cold starts of hydrazineshell 405 
engines when used in conjunction with a hydrazine 
gas plenum system. An analysis of the causes of the 
spiking is presented in this article. 
KO09 
KO10 
KO1 1 
ultiple Cassegrain Feed System 
K. P. Bartos and M. S. Katow 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 160-165, May31, 1969 
For abstract, see Bartos, K. P. 
Tri-Cone Multiple Cassegrain Feed System 
[November-December 19691 
K. Bartos, R. Zanteson, C. Volencia, P. Lipsius, and M. Katow 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 108-1 13, January31,1970 
For abstract, see Bartos, K. 
2 10-ft-diam Antenna Reflector Upgrade Study- 
Phase I 
M. S. Katow 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 109-1 13, March 31, 1970 
Previously, structural analyses of the 210-ft-diam 
antenna reflector were limited to '/-dish or quadrant 
symmetrical structures. With the implementation of 
the NASTRAN (NASA general-purpose structural 
analysis) computer program at JPL, it became pos- 
sible to analyze ',&dish or half symmetrical structures 
on a practical basis. This article describes the 
improvement with regard to computed distortions 
for gravity loadings, following certain structural 
changes. This improvement is described by the root 
mean square of the residual half-pathlength errors 
and the contour level plot of the normal errors, both 
after best-fit of the paraboloid. 
merical Solution of Two-Point 
roblems With Linear oundary Constraints 
J. P. Keener 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 4-9, 
December 3 1,1969 
An attempt was made to provide a general subrou- 
tine capable of solving a wide range of nonlinear 
boundary value problems with linear boundary con- 
straints applied at two points. An extension was made 
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to include the capability to solve eigenvalue prob- 
lems and to make parameter studies on boundary 
value problems. 
aterial Compatibility [ ctober-November 19691 
L. R. Toth and 0. F. Keller 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 21 1-21 2, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Toth, L. R. 
aterial Compatibility 
0. F. Keller and L. R. Toth 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 250-251, 
February 28,1970 
A material compatibility program is under way to 
evaluate the effects of long-term storage of earth- 
storable propellants with selected construction 
materials for spacecraft propulsion systems. The 
status of this program is described. Included are 
listings of the numerical distribution of specimens 
selected for the material compatibility testing and 
the possible data shifts within the automatic data 
acquisition system. 
[December 1969-January 19701 
K E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N N ,  K. I. 
KO15 Compact Radio Source in the 
M. H. Cohen (California institute of Technology), 
A. T. Moffet (California Institute of Technology), 
D. Shaffer (California Institute of Technology), 
8. G. Clark (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
K. I. Kellermann (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
D. L. Jauncey [Cornell-Sydney University Astronomy 
Center), and S. Gulkis 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Cohen, M. H. 
A ~ t f ~ p h y ~ .  J., Vol. 158, NO. 2, Pt. 2, pp. L83-L85, 
J. M. Kendall, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 74-76, 
April 30,1969 
An experimental study of the interaction of a 
turbulent boundary layer with a wavy wall was 
conducted to better understand the generation of 
water waves. The results of this study are presented 
in this article. Included are plots of pressure, pressure 
drag, fluctuation energy, turbulent stress coefficient, 
and narrow-band energy variation. The opportunity 
presented by this particular flow configuration for 
improving the understanding of the dynamics of 
turbulent shear layers is described. 
KO 17 The Turbulent 
J. M. Kendall, Jr. 
J. FluidMech., Vol.41, Pt. 2, pp. 259-281, April 13, 1970 
An experimental study of the interaction of a tur- 
bulent boundary layer with a wavy wall was con- 
ducted in a wind tunnel. A smooth Neoprene rubber 
sheet comprising a portion of the floor of the tunnel 
was mechanically deformed into 12 sinusoidal waves 
that progressed upwind or down at controlled speed. 
The turbulent layer thickness was a little less than 
the wavelength. The mean velocity profile was linear 
on a semi-log plot over a substantial range of vertical 
height. 
The wall pressure was observed to be asymmetrical 
about the wave profile, resulting in a pressure drag. 
Flow separation was not the cause of the drag. The 
drag was found to be larger than that predicted by 
the inviscid wave generation theory. The measure- 
ments indicate that the waves strongly modulate the 
turbulent structure. The phase of the turbulent 
stresses with respect to the waves varies with wave 
speed, indicating that the dynamical reaction time of 
the turbulence is not negligible in comparison with 
the wave period. 
rimary Absolute Cavity Radiometer 
J. M. Kendall, Sr. 
Technical Report 32-1 396, July 15, 1969 
This report describes a newly-developed primary 
absolute cavity radiometer. Since it is equally 
sensitive to ultraviolet, visible and infrared radiation, 
accurate measurements of absolute solar irradiance 
can be made with this instrument. The overall 
indicated error of the radiometer is no more than 
0.2% and the actual error is probably less than 0.3%. 
Maximum intensity measurable is about 800 
mW/cm2. This radiometer would also serve very well 
as a radiometric standard. 
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J. M. Kendall, Sr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 160-164, 
August 3 1,1969 
The standard total radiation absolute radiometer pro- 
vides an absolute standard of high accuracy ( < 0.5% 
error in measuring intensities between 0.045 and 
0.16 W/cm2). It is usable throughout the ultraviolet, 
visible, and infrared ranges. Since the cavity radiom- 
eter has .an accurate hemispherical response, it is suit- 
able for making accurate measurements of isotropic 
thermal fadiation and can, therefore, be used to 
make an experimental measurement of the 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Such a measurement is 
described in this article. The maximum operating 
temperature of the radiometer (about 200"C, set by 
the inability of the internal coating of the cavity to 
withstand higher temperatures) limits measurements 
to a maximum intensity of about 0.28 W/cm2. 
Primary Absolute Cavity adiometer of Wide Spectral 
Range 
J. M. Kendall, Sr.,and C. M. Berdahl 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 164-169, 
August 3 1,1969 
The design of the primary absolute cavity radiometer 
used for measurement of total radiation in the ultra- 
violet, visible, and infrared ranges not only mini- 
mizes unwanted effects from internal heat transfer, 
but also facilitates straightforward computation of the 
magnitudes of the factors that affect accuracy. These 
effects are either compensated for, calibrated out, or 
are eliminated by applying computed correction 
factors. The nine correction factors are small, alto- 
gether amounting to <0.25%. The total uncertainty 
of the correction factors is <0.2%, with an overall 
indicated error of < 0.3%. This article discusses the 
development of these correction factors and 
describes the radiometer, its associated electronics, 
and its method of operation. 
A. W. Kermode 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 75-79, 
August 3 1,1969 
Studies are being conducted to develop S-band solid- 
state switches capable of providing reliable low-loss 
performance when used in future spacecraft or cap- 
sule lander communication systems. The first phase 
of a plan to evaluate the capability of a commercially 
produced diode switch under typical spacecraft or 
lander environments is reported here. The switch 
design and testing are described, and results and con- 
clusions are presented. 
PS Radio-Frequency Subsystem 
A. W. Kermode 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 121-125, 
February 28, 1970 
The Thermoelectric Outer-Planet Spacecraft (TOPS) 
radio-frequency subsystem (RFS) will provide reliable 
one-way and two-way communications links between 
the spacecraft and earth throughout the lifetime of 
the outer-planet missions. A functional block diagram 
of the RFS and a description of its functional use for 
the TOPS mission are included here. New RFS func- 
tions are described, including high-gain antenna 
pointing, use of a 300°K noise temperature command 
receiver, and the use of S- and X-band transmitters. 
The article also includes transmitter reliability 
estimates and a summary comparison of the TOPS 
RFS to previous Mariner types. 
KEYZER, H. 
icationic Crosslinking Agents 
A. Rembaum, S. Singer (Athenex Research Associates), and 
H. Keyzer (California State College) 
1. Pot'ym. Sci, Pt. 6: Pot'ym. Lett., Vol. 7, No. 5, pp. 395-402, 
June 1969 
For abstract, see Rembaum, A. 
ts of Thermal Radiation and 
J. P. Davis and G. M. Kibin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 189-191, 
April 30,1969 
For abstract, see Davis, J. P. 
J. 
] Telemetry System 
W. J. Kinder and E. C. Gatz 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 3-1 1, J~ ly31,1969 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) telemetry system 
will provide acquisition, conversion, handling, 
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display, distribution, processing, and selection 
capabilities for telemetry data. When operational, the 
system will have multimission capability with no 
mission-dependent equipment or personnel required 
at the deep space stations for any mission supported 
by the DSN. The objectives, application, functional 
requirements, operation, performance parameters, 
and constraints of the multimission system are 
described. 
W. J. Kinder 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 3-5, March 31,1970 
Multiple-mission command and telemetry trans- 
mission formats, defining the principal Space Flight 
Operations Facility1 deep space station interface, 
have been completed for the Deep Space Network 
support of the 1971-era mission set. The multiple- 
mission command system exhibits almost total auto- 
matic control from the Space Flight Operations 
Facility, while the multiple-mission telemetry system 
retains manual participation by the deep space 
station. The extent of automation is outlined within 
these transmission formats. 
J. 
icrobial Ecology of 
R. E. Cameron, J. King, and C. N. David 
Soil Sci., Vol. 109, No. 2, pp. 1 10-1 20, February 1970 
For abstract, see Cameron, R. E. 
M. T. Bowers (University of California), D. D. Elleman, and 
J. King, Jr. 
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 50, No. 11, pp. 4787-4804, June 1,1969 
For abstract, see Bowers, M. T. 
L. Kingsland,Jr. 
1. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 8, pp. 897-902, 
August 1969 
The 1976-1979 time period will present a rare 
opportunity to launch a spacecraft that could visit 
each of the four large outer planets in a single flight. 
This paper discusses the major trajectory parameters 
and their effect on the design of a “Grand Tour” mis- 
sion. Potential launch opportunities and mission 
modes are compared on the basis of such factors as 
launch energy requirements, mission duration, flyby 
altitudes, guidance requirements, and general mis- 
sion characteristics. communication and tracking 
over very large distances, long-life and high- 
reliability systems, power supplies independent of 
solar energy, avoidance of the rings of Saturn, and 
similar specific requirements pertaining to the Grand 
Tour trajectory are also discussed. Accomplishment 
of the Grand Tour mission is found to be feasible 
within projected state-of-the-art capabilities. 
30 Optimal Nonlinear Estimation ased OR Orthogonal 
Expansions 
W. Kizner 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 29-32, 
April 30, 1969 
The approximate construction of a minimum mean- 
square estimator for parameters of probability 
distributions is described here. The solution is quite 
general in that basically it requires that the expres- 
sion for the likelihood function be available. It does 
not require, as in the method of maximum likelihood, 
that the likelihood function be maximized with re- 
spect to the parameters being determined. This 
maximization usually requires that the derivatives of 
the likelihood function with respect to the param- 
eters be known. In problems in celestial mechanics, 
these derivatives are extremely complicated, and 
approximations are used. However, in the eventu- 
ality that these derivatives can be accurately calcu- 
lated, variations on the present method may be used 
which incorporate this information. Thus, this meth- 
od would make full use of the maximum likelihood 
estimate in finding the minimum mean-square 
estimate. 
3 1 An n Thrustor 
W. Kizner 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 223-226, 
December 3 1,1969 
An analysis of the result of thrustor failure on an 
idealized spacecraft in one-dimensional flight is pre- 
sented in this article. It is assumed that each thrustor 
operates continuously until it fails. For a given failure 
model, analytic expressions are derived for the mean 
value of the number of working thrustors and the 
corresponding autocovariance function. It is shown 
ropulsioh 
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how to obtain quantities such as the mean and var- 
iance of the speed and position of the vehicle as func- 
tions of time. 
W. Kizner 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 257-259, 
February 28,1970 
A method for calculating the probability of mission 
failure is given for the case where different numbers 
of thrustors are required in successive modes of 
operation of the engine, with restrictions on the 
choice of thrustors. In each mode, certain thrustors 
can be substituted for others that may fail. A com- 
puter program has been developed to calculate the 
probability of mission failure, defined as occurring 
when no allowable combination of working thrustors 
can be found for at least one mode. 
KLAUS R. L. 
eneral Behavior of Equations for Qne- 
nsteady Compressible Flow 
R. L. Klaus 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 179-1 85, 
April 30, 1969 
The one-dimensional unsteady compressible flow 
equations are of considerable interest in a number of 
rocket motor and nozzle applications. Methods for 
the general solution of these equations are needed in 
order to test the validity of the various approxi- 
mations that have been made. 
As a first step in developing these methods, a com- 
plete derivation of the equations and a discussion of 
their mathematical characteristics and behavior are 
presented in this article. Though derivations already 
exist in the literature, they are either incomplete, 
applicable only to special cases, or in other ways 
restricted. There does not appear to be the sort of 
detailed discussion of the behavior of the equations 
and suggestions of methods of solution that are neces- 
sary for the complete treatment of flame spreading 
and other problems in solid-propellant combustion 
modeling. 
KO3 r in a Solid Propellant wing 
Radiation Penetration nweclion 
ndary Conditions 
R. L. Klaus 
supporting Research ond Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 133-139, 
June 30,1969 
There are several disadvantages to the formulations 
of the unsteady heat-conduction equation in solids 
that presently appear in the literature on solid- 
propellant ignition and flame spreading: (1) They 
usually do not account for radiation penetration into 
the interior of the propellant; (2) many present 
results are formulated in terms of improper (although 
convergent) integrals; and (3) the heat-conduction 
problem is usually solved with the boundary con- 
dition that either surface temperature or its first 
derivative with respect to distance into the 
propellant is given as a function of time, and, in 
studies of flame spreading, neither of these is known 
a priori. 
The treatment described in this article circumvents 
all three problems. The possibility of radiation 
penetration is fully taken into account through a 
“heat-generation” term in the heat-conduction 
equation. Solutions written in terms of integrals are 
all manipulated so that all convergent integrals are 
proper, thus facilitating numerical calculations; also, 
where applicable, the region of convergence of the 
solution is indicated. Finally, the so-called convection 
boundary condition is treated as one of the cases so 
that these results may be more directly applied to 
flame spreading or ignition by a convective heat- 
transfer stimulus. However, this treatment ignores 
the contribution due to the motion of the burning 
surface; therefore, it properly applies only to that 
part of an ignition transient during which the motion 
of the propellant surface is negligible. 
KO35 Flame Spreading in Solid Propellant 
[June-July 19691 
R. L. Klaus 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 176-179, 
August 3 1,1969 
A program is being conducted to develop a mathe- 
matical model and computer program to describe the 
ignition and flame spreading phase of a bbrning solid 
propellant rocket motor and to compare this model 
with experimental results. The overall program will 
consist of five major steps, the first of which is the 
development of the mathematical model and 
computer program that will enable the description of 
ignition and flame spreading, allowing for spatial 
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variation of temperature and pressure throughout 
the rocket motor chamber and nozzle. It is formu- 
lated to accommodate the refinements introduced by 
the succeeding steps. The overall concept, the 
governing differential equations, and a suggested 
approach to their numerical solution are described in 
this article. 
R. L. Klaus 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 181-187, 
December 3 1,1969 
This article describes a statistical analyiis to predict 
radiation penetration in composite solid propellants. 
The binder and any metallic -constituents are 
assumed to be completely opaque and the oxidizer 
crystals are assumed to be translucent spheres. Those 
that penetrate the surface provide a means through 
which radiation may penetrate into the interior of 
the propellant. The crystals are assumed to be dis- 
tributed randomly throughout the propellant. 
Equally sized spheres, a normal distribution of parti- 
cle diameters, and an experimental particle size 
distribution are all treated. 
Heat Conduction in a Semi-Infinite Solid With a 
Rocket Combustion 
R. L. Klaus 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp.187-199, 
December31,1969 
owing Surface With Application to Solid Propellant 
A general treatment of the problem of heat conduc- 
tion in a semi-infinite solid with a moving surface is 
presented in this article. The possibility of subsurface 
energy generation or radiation penetration is 
included, and three important types of boundary 
conditions are treated. Solutions are obtained by 
Laplace transform techniques in the case of constant 
rate of surface regression and constant heat transfer 
coefficient to the gas phase. Methods are developed 
to generalize these results to the case of variable sur- 
face motion and/or heat transfer coefficient. A fur- 
ther extension permits these rates to be coupled to 
the surface temperature, such as is the case in solid- 
propellant combustion. 
KO3 
egression 
R. L. Klaus 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 191-199, 
February 28,1970 
A mathematical analysis of heat transfer in a semi- 
infinite solid with oscillatory motion of the surface 
and oscillating surface temperature is presented. The 
analysis is nonlinear in the sense that it permits con- 
sideration of finite oscillations with finite harmonics 
and phase angles. Equations are presented for 
profiles of both temperature and its first derivative 
with respect to distance. Specific application is made 
to burning propellants through the use of a surface 
pyrolysis law that relates instantaneous surface 
temperature to instantaneous surface regression rate. 
A computer program has been developed to perform 
the necessary calculations; typical results are pre- 
sented in this article. 
KLEIN, M. J. 
KO39 
K040 
The Microwave Spectrum of Mercury 
D. Morrison (Cornell University) and M. J. Klein 
Astrophys. J,, Vol. 160, No. 1, Pt. 1, pp. 325-332, April 1970 
For abstract, see Morrison, D. 
Mercury: Recent Observations at 3.75-cm 
Wavelength-Summary 
M. J. Klein 
Radio Sci., Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 397-400, February 1970 
This paper summarizes the results of 84 measure- 
ments of Mercury at 3.75-cm wavelength. These data 
show that the microwave disk temperature varies 
with phase angle and with hermographic longitude 
and that the ratio of the electrical to thermal skin 
depths in Mercury’s epilith is approximately unity at 
1-cm wavelength. 
. 6. 
eloprnent of Advanced Com 
A. Knoell 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 156157,  
December 3 1,1969 
This article discusses a new program concerning the 
development of large-scale, advanced composite 
liquid-propulsion pressure vessels applicable to 
advanced unmanned spacecraft missions. Design con- 
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straints are defined, and preliminary designs for pres- 
surant and propellant tanks are presented. Both the 
design approach and the anticipated development 
problem areas are indicated. 
A. C. #noell 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 491-493, April 1969 
This article discusses the structural development of 
an impact limiter system able to provide payload pro- 
tection for a hard-landing vehicle which could be 
used on a Mars mission in 1973. The system is 
intended to limit payload deceleration to 2500 g 
during 112-ftls vertical impact against a flat, rigid 
surface in all impact attitudes, to be capable of 
vehicle orientation and payload de-encapsulation, to 
fit in a conical aeroshell, and to be radio-frequency 
(RF) transparent and sterilizable. The RF trans- 
parency requirement was interpreted as a maximum 
signal attenuation rate of 1 dB/m of limiter material; 
the sterilization requirement permits no serious 
degradation in structural and energy-dissipating 
characteristics after three cycles at 135°C for 
approximately 42 h/cycle in dry nitrogen. 
H. K 
echanical Properties 
R. Choate, S. A. Batterson [Langley Research Center), 
E. M. Christensen, R. E. Hutton [TRW Systems, Inc.), 
L. D. Jaffe, R. H. Jones (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
H. Y. KO (University of Colorado), R. L. Spencer, and 
F. B. Sperling 
J. Geophys, Res., Vol. 74, No. 25, pp. 6149-6174, 
November 15,1969 
For abstract, see Choate, R. 
M. A. Koerner 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 54-60, 
June 30,1969 
This article presents an analysis of the efficiency and 
interference-to-signal ratios that will be obtained in a 
f r equency-mul t ip l exed ,  phase-modulat ion 
communication system carrying N subcarriers. By 
determining the fraction of the received signal 
power in each subcarrier signal and that in all the 
intermodulation products having the same frequency 
as the subcarrier signal, an interference-to-signal 
ratio can be computed for each channel. 
It is shown that, with the subcarrier frequencies 
specified here, the interference-to-signal ratios that 
can be obtained for reasonable values of 10 log,, 
(Psk/P) (Where P., is the subcarrier signal power in 
the kth channel) may be acceptable for some applica- 
tions; e.g., at least a -20-dB interference-to-signal 
ratio can be obtained in each channel of a 10-channel 
system while obtaining about 25% of the received 
signal power in the subcarrier signals. The results also 
indicate that reducing the interference-to-signal ratio 
significantly below -20 dB will require operating 
the multiplexing system at a substantially lower 
efficiency. 
45 Interference-to-Signal Ratios in a P 
Transmitter 
M. A. Koerner 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 60-66, 
June 30,1969 
This article presents an analysis of the efficiency and 
interference-to-signal ratios that will be obtained in 
N RF channels of a phase-modulation (PM) single- 
sideband transmitter. It is shown that, with the 
modulating signal frequencies specified here, the 
interference-to-signal ratios that can be obtained for 
values of 10 log,, (P,lP) (where Psk is the subcarrier 
signal power in the k th  channel) which are greater 
than -1 below its maximum will be greater than 
- 10 dB and, hence, probably unacceptable for most 
applications. 
K Q H ~ H A ~ ~  6. E. 
Analysis 
C. E. Kohlhase 
1. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 5, pp. 537-544, May 1969 
Two Muiner spacecraft were launched on close flyby 
trajectories to Mars in 1969. This paper briefly 
describes the mission objectives, the scientific experi- 
ments, and the spacecraft and discusses in detail the 
process of flight-path selection. As a result of the 
large injection energy capability of the Atlas (SLV- 
3C)I Centaur launch vehicle when launching. an 850- 
Ib spacecraft, a large set of possible transfer trajec- 
tories was available. A preferred subset of trajectories 
was selected by the application of constraints and 
desires from many disciplines. Mars arrival dates in 
early August 1969 were preferred, and it was 
planned to have one spacecraft make a near-equa- 
torial pass, and the other, a southerly pass near the 
polar cap edge. Aspects of launch range safety and 
planetary quarantine considerations, flight-path con- 
trol, and TV picture scans are discussed. 
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a hot-cool gaseous interface and subsequent reflec- 
9 
perations [July-August 1 
E. B. Jackson, R. M. Gosline, and R. B. Kolbly 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 93-95, September 30,1969 
For abstract, see Jackson, E. B. 
witch Controller for the SCU Cone 
R. B. Kolbly 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 67-69, November 30,1969 
This article describes a prototype microwave switch 
controller for use with the Mars Deep Space Station 
S-band cassegrain ultra cone (SCU). This controller 
provides control of three microwave switches, elec- 
trically prohibits selection of an improper transmitter 
load, and protects against microwave switch failure. 
Provision is made for remote operation, and a pictor- 
ial switch position display is provided. 
SS 13 Operations [January-February 19701 
E. B. Jackson and R. B. Kolbly 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II. pp. 107-109, March31, 1970 
For abstract, see Jackson, E. B. 
K 
C. Koscielski 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 165-166, September 30,1969 
Upgrading of the Pioneer Deep Space Station (DSS 
11) began July 21, 1968, and the station was declared 
operational on May 1, 1969. Two major tasks were 
involved: (1) antenna structural upgrade, and 
(2) equipment upgrade and refurbishment. Progress 
during the various phases of the upgrade is described 
in this article. 
A. A. Kovitz 
Technical Report 32-1377, November 15,1969 
The initiation of large-amplitude, high-frequency res- 
onant combustion in rocket chambers is considered 
to be the result of a finite disturbance. It is shown 
that a relatively low-energy blast wave can initiate a 
spherical detonation wave, which may act as the 
source of such instability. The wave’s interaction with 
tion from the chamber wall can produce the high 
amplitudes observed. A descriptive explanation of 
the transition from spherical detonation to a rotating 
combustion-driven wave is presented. The analysis 
suggests that high temperatures, nearly complete 
combustion, and nonsymmetrical conditions within 
the chamber are likely to lead to the sudden initia- 
tion of resonant burning. 
USE, S J. 
52 State-of-Charge Indicator 
S. J. Krause 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 89-92, 
June 30,1969 
It is possible that the planning and performance of 
critical spacecraft functions on future missions may 
depend upon the knowledge of available power from 
the spacecraft battery. Thus, techniques whereby the 
available energy output of a battery may be deter- 
mined at any time are being investigated. Thus far, 
all techniques that have been investigated have been 
unsuccessful in accurately determining the state-of- 
charge of a battery. The effort at JPL has been 
directed toward a technique that appears to be as yet 
untried, but shows some promise in its accuracy of 
charge-state determination and feasibility for being 
structurally integrated into the battery. This article 
describes this technique. 
esign of a Primitive 
Transformation Process 
F. T. Krogh 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 9-1 3, 
December 3 1,1969 
The basic complex fast Fourier transform (FFT) is 
useful in computing a number of different discrete 
Fourier transforms, including complex Fourier trans- 
forms, complex Fourier transforms specialized for 
real data, sine-cosine transforms, cosine transforms, 
sine transforms, and extensions of all the preceding 
transforms to multiple dimensions. This article 
describes two easily implemented features that 
simplify the use of an FFT procedure for computing 
multidimensional transforms. The radix 2 and radix 4 
+ 2 F l T  algorithms are compared, and an algorithm 
is given for the scrambling process required by both 
of these algorithms. 
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Equations 
F. T. Krogh 
Information Processing: Volume 68, Pt. 1, pp. 194-1 99. 
North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1969 
This paper describes a predictor-corrector algorithm 
that automatically selects the order of the method in 
such a way that a step size as large as possible can be 
used, subject to the accuracy requirements and the 
condition that the numerical integration be stable. 
The algorithm is self-starting, integrates differential 
equations with order greater than one without a 
reduction to a system of first-order equations, and 
makes provisions for output at arbitrary points. 
Numerical results obtained with a program that uses 
the algorithm are presented. 
K ~ O ~ ,  M. 
KQ55 Time Sync Antenna Installations at DSSs 41, 51, and 
62 
M. Kron 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, p. 116 September 30, 1969 
The mechanical installation of time sync antennas at 
the Woomera, Johannesburg, and Robledo Deep 
Space Stations (DSSs 41, 51, and 61, respectively) is 
described in this article. This installation represented 
the completion of the network of time sync receiving 
antennas capable of receiving coded timing signals 
from the Venus Deep Space Station 30-ft antenna. 
MarinerVenus 67 Power Subsystem 
A. Krug 
Technical Memorandum 33-423, June 30,1969 
Spare spacecraft originally designed for the Mariner 
Mars 1964 mission were modified to accomplish the 
successful Venus flyby of Msiner V: This technical 
memorandum describes the necessary changes to the 
power subsystem of that spacecraft to adapt it for the 
Venus mission. 
Flying toward rather than away from the sun 
affected the design of the solar panels, the primary 
power source. The panels were required to 
accommodate temperatures in excess of 120"C, and 
to supply power within a voltage range compatible 
with the power conditioning equipment. Thermal 
interactions between the solar panels and the space- 
craft mechanical bus also influenced the design. The 
power conditioning equipment design was affected 
by the scientific instrument package which was 
flown, and the entirely new sequence of operations at 
planet encounter. The power conditioning equip- 
ment was redesigned to increase its power handling 
capability and to revise switching of the power to the 
scientific instrument package. The battery design 
was slightly changed for Mariner Venus 67; however, 
new batteries were fabricated for the mission. 
The test, operations, and flight of the Mariner Venus 
67 power subsystem were extremely successful. 
KQ57 Long-Term Life Test of the Spare MarinerVenus 67 
A. Krug 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, p. 76, June 30,1969 
Power-conditioning-equipment lifetimes of up to 12 
yr will be required for advanced missions to the outer 
planets. To determine the operating lifetime and per- 
formance degradation of carefully manufactured 
flight-quality hardware, spare Mariner Venus 67 
flight hardware will be life-tested. Plans for this 
testing are discussed in this article. 
ower Subsystem Hardware 
KO58 Long-Term Life Test of the Spare MarinerWenus 67 
Power Subsystem 
A. Krug 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, p. 88, 
December 3 1, 1969 
This article discusses the long-term life testing of 
spare Mariner Venus 67 power subsystem hardware. 
The purpose of the tests is to evaluate the capability 
of the circuits and components to survive the mission 
durations required for outer-planet exploration. 
KULXK, J. 
59 
J. Kulick 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 59-63, November 30,1969 
Telemetry decommutation is considered as a prob- 
lem in pattern recognition. A formalism is presented 
that describes a decommutation system using both 
linguistic and statistical techniques. The system is 
basically a parse of the telemetry stream that is 
accomplished by means of a tree search. Both heuris- 
tic and statistical types of information are used to 
guide the tree search. 
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KO 
J. E. Marte and D. W. Kurtz 
Technical Report 32-1462, January 1,1970 
For abstract, see Marte, J. E. 
F. Gerbracht, R. Scott, and R. Kushida 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 192-194, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Gerbracht, F. 
62 Resonant Combustion-Location of the Initial 
Disturbance in Spontaneously Resonant Rocket 
Engines 
R. Kushida 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 225-228, 
August 3 1,1969 
The 18-in.-diameter resonant combustion research 
rocket engine frequently exhibits a spontaneous 
transition from smooth running to a high-amplitude 
oscillation when not equipped with baffles. The 
occurrence of random combustion roughness or 
popping, which is exhibited by the engine when 
equipped with baffles of adequate length to prevent 
transitions to resonance, has recently been found to 
correlate with certain combinations of flows and pro- 
pellant temperatures in the boundary injection 
system. This correlation establishes the fact that pops 
are produced when the dynamic pressure ratio of the 
boundary element streams is near unity with the 
boundary injectant temperatures above 60°F. 
When baffles are not utilized, the engine nearly 
always is spontaneously resonant when operated 
under boundary flow conditions producing pops. The 
transition to resonance normally occurs after periods 
of varying length of smooth operation. The precipita- 
ting disturbance is usually the first pop of the engine 
firing. 
Since it was desirable to verify that the spatial origin 
of the pops was in the boundary flow region of the 
chamber volume, a method of inferring the location 
of the origin from an array of simultaneously 
recorded pressure measurements was devised. This 
article describes this method and the results 
obtained. 
1 ission [Support by 
July-August 19691 
R. P. Laeser 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 24-27, September 30,1969 
The planned Tracking and Data System support of 
the Mariner Mars 1971 Project is summarized. 
Included is a baseline functional description of the 
Deep Space Network (DSN) monitor system. 
002 ission Support [by 
September-October 19691 
R. P. Laeser 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 4-6, November 30, 1969 
Two major changes are planned that will affect Deep 
Space Network support of the Mariner Mars 1971 
missions: (1) upgrading of the high-speed data system, 
and (2) adoption of “configuration C” in the Space 
Flight Operations Facility. This article explores the 
effects of these changes. 
LOO3 Ma rs 1971 Mission Support 
[by ovember-December 19693 
R. P. Laeser 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 18-22, January 3 1, 1970 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) simulation system 
for support of the Mariner Mars 1971 missions is 
described and illustrated in this article. Capabilities 
are provided for generation of realistic mission data, 
for distribution of the data to the various DSN facili- 
ties, and for insertion of the data into the normal 
DSN telemetry, tracking, command, and monitor 
systems. These capabilities allow effective system 
checkout and meaningful training. 
anuary-February 1 
R. P. Laeser and E. C. Gatz 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 7-1 2, March 3 1,1970 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) Mark I11 Space 
Flight Operations Facility central processing system 
will be a phased development with a preplanned set 
of capabilities for the Mariner Mars 1971 mission. 
The Space Flight Operations Facility provides the 
capability for generation of master data records and 
experiment data records. The limitations on the use 
of this capability are described here. 
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used in the investigation of viscosity discussed in this 
article. 
ong-Term Selenodesy 
J. Lorell and P. A. Laing 
Technical Memorandum 33-41 9, February 1,1970 
For abstract, see Lorell, J. J. Moacanin, J. J. Aklonis (University of Southern 
California), and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 199-201, 
LA E August 3 1,1969 
Creep of Elastomers 
J. Moacanin, J. J. Aklonis (University of Southern California), 
R. F. Fedora, and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 169-1 72, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Moacanin, J. 
R. F. Fedors and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 180-1 86, 
August 31,1969 
For abstract, see Fedors, R. F. 
of Estimating the Woid Fraction 
R. F. Fedors and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 186-193, 
August 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Fedors, R. F. 
R. F. Landel and R. F. Fedors 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 193-194, 
August 3 1,1969 
As part of a program of research on the mechanical 
properties of composite solid propellants, investiga- 
tions have been carried out on the viscosity of 
slurries. An equation developed for the viscosity of 
slurries was found to be valid for slurries consisting of 
a wide variety of solid spheroidal fillers suspended in 
nonaqueous liquids. However, when the filler is a 
liqaid, as in an emulsion, the relative viscosity 
departs from the prediction of this equation if the 
droplets deform. Since blood can be considered as a 
suspension of deformable droplets consisting of red 
blood cells dispersed in plasma as the medium, it was 
For abstract, see Moacanin, J. 
ehawior of Elastomers 
Scission Reactions [August-September 19691 
J. Moacanin, J. J. Aklonis (University of Southern 
California), and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. Ill, pp. 198-200, 
October 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Moacanin, J. 
R. F. Fedors and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 2 16-21 9, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Fedors, R. F. 
ehawior of Elastomers Undergoing 
Scission Reactions [ dcember 1969-January 197 
J. Moacanin, J. J. Aklonis, and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 235-237, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Moacanin, J. 
F. L. Lane 
Technical Report 32-1 433, December 1,1969 
The dielectric constant and loss tangent for 
Eccofoam PT at various densities are determined, 
and the resulting density gradients provided. The 
dielectric constant and loss tangent are determined 
for the range of densities from - 20 to 80 lb/ftJ. 
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F. L. Larson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 131-133, J ~ l y 3 1 ,  1969 
This article presents the results of the final phase of 
demonstration system verification testing. These 
results were obtained using demonstration software, 
a high data rate detector, and the breadboard high- 
rate subcarrier demodulation assembly. 
otion of the General Three- 
Problem 
R. Broucke and H. Lass 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 7-1 1, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Broucke, R. 
17 A Critique of the Scalar-Tensor Theory of Relativity 
H. Lass 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. Ill, pp. 11-13, 
June 30,1969 
Based on remarks of P. M. Dirac concerning the so- 
called gravitational constant K,  a study was made by 
Heckmann, Jordan, and Fricke wherein K is con- 
sidered a scalar whose value is dependent on the 
distribution of matter in Einstein’s space-time theory 
of gravitation. The same type of theory was redis- 
covered b y  Brans and Dicke. In the Brans-Dicke 
theory, K is replaced by l/+. Moreover, + is not 
coupled to the Lagrangian of matter, so that the 
Brans-Dicke theory has the advantage that T,ij = 0, 
where T i j  is the energy-momentum tensor. This 
guarantees that particles move along geodesics. In 
the former theory, one obtains ( K ~ T ~ ~ ) , ~  = 0. A 
critique of this scalar-tensor theory of relativity is 
presented in this article. 
H. Lass 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 230-233, 
August 3 1,1969 
The differential equations for the deflection of light 
in a field whose index of refraction is approximately 
spherically symmetric are derived from Fermat’s 
principle. The choice of the radial distance as the 
independent variable complicates the perturbed 
equations of motion for the light rays. By an 
appropriate choice of the independent variable 
(regularization), these equations can be simplified 
considerably. A mathematical treatment to accom- 
plish this simplification is presented here. 
e Statistics of the Solution of a 
ifferential Equation ith Random initial Conditions 
H. Lass 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 220-222, 
December 3 1,1969 
The solution of a differential equation is a random 
variable whenever the initial conditions are random. 
By means of the equation of continuity, a system of 
differential equations involving the mean and the 
central moments is derived. A simple example 
involving the mean and variance is solved under the 
assumption that the fourth central moment is 
approximately the square of the variance. 
instein’s General Theory of Relativity: 
the Sun’s Angular 
R. W. Davies and H. Lass 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 259-262, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Davies, R. W. 
LO21 Comparison of the Newtonian and General 
H. Lass and C. B. Solloway 
AIAA J., Vol. 7, No. 6, pp. 1029-1031, June 1969 
The averaging method of Krylov-Bogoliubov is 
applied to the motion of a particle that moves along a 
geodesic due to the Schwarzschild line element of 
general relativity theory. The approximate analytic 
solutions are compared with the solutions for the 
motion of a particle in a Newtonian force field of a 
point mass. It is assumed that the coordinate time is 
the same in both systems, and that the initial con- 
ditions are the same. Graphs for the differences in 
the radial and transverse components of position and 
velocity are shown, with characteristic signatures and 
magnitude differences occurring well within the 
observational ability of present-day radar instru- 
ments. 
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22 
023 
E 
amp Light Sources 
C. G. Miller and E. G. Laue 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 173-175, 
April 30,1969 
For abstract, see Miller, C. G. 
E. Laue and C. H. Goldsmith 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 130-132, 
June 30,1969 
Vibrating quartz crystals to measure the mass of 
vacuum-deposited thin films have been developed 
for use in commercially available equipment, and the 
mass production of multilayer films using quartz crys- 
tals as thickness monitors is a rapidly growing techni- 
cal field. Currently, cryogenic quartz crystal oscilla- 
tors are being developed at JPL to monitor cry- 
opumping, sublimation pumping, and contamination 
in the space molecular sink simulator facility 
(commonly &erred to as the Molsink facility). This 
article describes the application problems associated 
with the Molsink environment. 
Extensions and Applications of the Householder 
Algorithm for Solving Linear Least Squares Problems 
R. J. Hanson and C. L. Lawson 
Technical Report 32-143 1 (Reprinted from Math. Comp., 
Vol. 23, No. 108, pp. 787-81 2, October 1969) 
For abstract, see Hanson, R. J. 
25 ylrradiation Effects on the Thermal Stability and 
ecomposition of Ammonium 
S. Fogler (University of Michigan) and D. Lawson 
J. Phys. Chem., Vol. 74, No. 7, pp. 1637-1 639, April 2, 1970 
For abstract, see Fogler, S. 
L 
L 
R. A. Rhein and D. D. Lawson 
27 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 21 9-222, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Rhein, R. A. 
Estimation of Solubility Parameters From Refractive 
D. D. Lawson and J. D. lngham 
Nature, Vol. 223, No. 5206, pp. 61 4-615, August 9,1969 
This paper presents a set of equations that permit the 
estimation of polymer solubility parameters from 
refractive index data. The heat of vaporization is esti- 
mated from a relationship described by Walden This 
permits the estimation of the solubility parameters. A 
series of polymers and their solubility parameters are 
presented in the paper. 
LA HAND, J. 
LO28 
LO29 
DSS Systems Research: Real-Time 
Multiprogramming for Station Automation and 
Control 
J. W. Layland 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 48-54, September 30, 1969 
This article discusses some problems associated with 
multiprogramming in the hard real-time environ- 
ment of deep space station (DSS) control and auto- 
mation, using some assumptions that seem to typify 
that application. A simple algorithm for task priority 
assignment is established, and a least upper bound to 
processor utilization is derived that is on the order of 
70% for large task sets. Several ways to circumvent 
this bound are discussed, leaving at least one 
unsolved problem for a one-processor system. The 
application of these techniques to a multiple- 
processor system is also an open problem. 
information Systems: Tow 
Automation Software-RE 
Translator for the S S 900 Series Languages 
J. W. Layland 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 19-22, November30, 1969 
Practical usage of the algorithmic techniques being 
developed for real-time multiprogram scheduling for 
the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility requires 
development of a sophisticated scheduling loader. 
The binary language interpreting routines for this 
scheduling loader have been developed as subrou- 
tines to the binary-to-symbolic language translator 
described in this article. The translator can optionally 
provide a symbolic deck in the standard binary lan- 
guage format. 
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J. W. Layland 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II,  pp. 61-64, March 31,1970 
This article presents the results of a series of sim- 
ulations to establish the parameters of the survivor 
buffer in an optimum convolutional decoder. The 
principal results depend strongly upon the overall 
organization of the decoder. If a single, very-high- 
speed, arithmetic unit is used, the output can be 
obtained from the most likely survivor, and the 
buffer need only be three constraint lengths long. If 
many arithmetic units are used, output selection 
from an arbitrary survivor of length equal to six con- 
straint lengths represents a more easily implemented 
design. 
LO3 1 Information Systems: Capabilities of an All-Software 
Optimum Convolutional Decoder 
J. W. Layland 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II ,  pp. 64-66, March 3 1,1970 
This article describes the organization and 
capabilities of a high-speed software implementation 
of Viterbi’s optimal decoding algorithm for short-con- 
straint-length convolutional codes. The decoder can 
operate at bit rates from 25 bitsls at constraint length 
10 to 1100 bitsls at constraint length 4. 
fields of technology in many ways. Development of 
hardware capable of monitoring human functions 
and sustaining life in a spacecraft has been carried 
out as part of the manned space flight programs. 
Much of the equipment and instrumentation 
developed has applications in medicine; some 
examples are given in this article. The concepts 
developed in managing large and complex projects 
and the new ideas produced are shown to have 
applications in the monitoring and control of pollu- 
tion and in the delivery of health care-two of the 
major medical engineering problems that must be 
solved in the near future. 
LEGG’ 44. J. 
bQ34 Variations of Small uasar Components at 2,300 
MHZ 
J. Gubbay (University of Adelaide, Australia), 
A. J. Legg (Australian Defense Scientific Service), 
D. S. Robertson [Australian Defense Scientific Service), 
A. T. Moffet (California Institute of Technology), 
R. D. Ekers (California Institute of Technology), and B. Seidel 
Nature, Vol. 224, No. 5224, pp. 1094-1 095, 
December 13,1969 
For abstract, see Gubbay, J. 
LEPPLA, E B. 
LO32 On Optimal Signals for Phase-Locked 
J. W. Layland 
IEEE Trans. Communication Technology, Vol. COM-17, No. 5, 
onitor System Phase I 
[May-June 19691 
pp. 526-53 1, October 1969 F. B. Leppla 
The performance of phase-locked or delay-locked 
loops is dependent both upon the signal-to-noise ratio 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. 11, p. 130, July 31, 1969 
of the received signal and the detailed structures of 
both the received signal and the local-reference 
signal. Optimum signals for first-order delay-locked 
loops are determined as functions of the loop signal- 
to-noise ratio using simple optimization criteria. 
The Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) 
monitor system phase I is being developed to provide 
monitor information for the Deep Space Network. 
Various modifications and corrections that realized a 
net savings of about 400 core locations are described. 
ovember 15,196 
D. H. Le Croissette 
Brit. J. Hosp. Med,  Equ@ Supp., Vol. 3, April 1970 
The large effort focused on space exploration in the 
United States over the last decade has expanded the 
R. L. Leu 
The Deep Space Network, Spoce Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 117-1 19, September 30, 1969 
The 400-kW harmonic filters described in this article 
are part of the Mars Deep Space Station 400-kW 
high-power transmitter. These filters function to 
reduce the klystron harmonic power that is radiated 
and that which is coupled to the receiver. 
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R. L. Leu 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 144-146, November 30,1969 
The size and complexity of the 400-kW transmitter 
system of the Deep Space Network demands a larger 
and more reliable control system. A new system that 
uses solid-state discrete logic and monitor circuits is 
under test at the Venus Deep Space Station and is 
being static-tested in the laboratory. Preliminary test 
results are very satisfactory. 
tructural Analysis 
Programs 
R. Levy 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 109-1 1 1, May 3 1,1969 
The Pioneer and Tidbinbilla Deep Space Station 
antennas are undergoing extensive structural 
analysis. Details of the procedure for processing ped- 
estal and polar wheel components and some general 
information relevant to statics analysis of the Tidbin- 
billa pedestal are reported in this article. A brief de- 
scription of the overall structural analysis program is 
included. 
39 
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LO41 Optimum Structural 
R. Levy 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 87-90, September 30, 1969 
G. Levy, R. Dickinson, and C. T. Stelrried 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp, 93-95, 
February 28,1970 
An S/X-band experiment will be incorporated on the 
ViGing orbiter for use in measuring Mars charged- 
particle environment, demonstrating X-band tech- 
nology on planetary missions, and, within the limita- 
tions of the S-band transponder, improving naviga- 
tional accuracy. The equipment to be used is 
described and illustrated. 
Occultation 
G. S. Levy, T. Sato, B. L. Seidel, C. T. Stelrried, 
J. E. Ohlson (University of Southern California), and 
W. V. T. Rusch (University of Southern California) 
Science, Vol. 166, No. 3905, pp. 596-598, October 3 1,1969 
The sixth Pioneer spacecraft, which was launched 
into orbit around the sun on December 16,1965, was 
occulted by the sun in the last half of November 
1968. During the period in which the spacecraft was 
occulted by the solar corona, the S-band telemetry 
carrier underwent Faraday rotation as a result of this 
anisotropic plasma. The Mars Deep Space Station 
210-ft antenna, which was equipped with an auto- 
matic polarization tracking system, was used to 
measure this effect. Three large-scale transient 
phenomena were observed. The measurement of 
these phenomena indicated that Faraday rotation on 
the order of 40 deg occurred. The duration of each 
phenomenon was approximately 2 h. These phenom- 
ena appear to be correlated with observations of solar 
radio bursts with wavelengths in the dekametric 
region. 
The problem attacked through optimum structural 
design can be stated concisely in terms of a merit (or 
objective) function, the design variables, and a set of 
constraint inequalities. The customary programming 
procedure consists of alternate steps of first modify- 
ing the design variables in a way to improve the 
merit function and then reanalyzing to determine 
the effect of the modifications. 
Various approaches to direct the search for sets of 
preferential design variables and to implement the 
many cycles of reanalysis that are required are 
described in this article. Also discussed are steps 
being taken toward the implementation of optimum 
design procedures at JPL. 
oretical Considerati 
ured and Computed 
R. Levy 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 102-1 07, January 3 1,1970 
This article proposes an equitable basis by which 
analytical predictions for reflector surface distortions, 
which can establish both normal and radial com- 
ponents of displacement, may be compared with 
field measurements that consist of only normal 
displacement components. This basis can also be used 
to infer the error in computed rms pathlength devia- 
tions resulting from the omission of radial distortion 
components in the field measurements. 
k ejection Levels for 
R. Levy 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 1 13-1 15, March 3 1, 1970 
JPL BIBLIOGRAPHY 39- 11 
A rational method is described to establish rejection 
levels that screen probable mistakes from sets of field 
measurements of antenna surface distortions. The 
method is based upon stipulated risks that discarded 
measurements are actually valid. Charts to define the 
rejection-level-risk relationship and examples of 
application are included. 
ilms 
G. W. Lewicki 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 145-148, 
April 30,1969 
As a result of preliminary Curie-point-switching 
experiments, it was reported that micron-sized spots 
could be switched to any value of average magneti- 
zation between positive and negative saturation 
magnetization by varying the magnetic field applied 
during switching. This article describes the results of 
a more complete set of experiments in which: (1) spot 
size was varied to find the effect of this variation on 
the Curie-point-switching transfer characteristic re- 
lating average magnetization following switching to 
magnetic field applied during switching, and (2) spots 
switched in various fields were examined under high- 
numerical-aperture oil-immersion optics to partially 
reveal the magnetization distributions giving rise to 
the transfer characteristics. 
5 Photocurrents in 
G. Lewicki and J. Maserjian 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 134-137, 
August 3 1,1969 
Photoresponse measurements are being performed 
on thin-film structures consisting of two metal 
electrodes separated by a thin insulating layer (MIM 
structures). This work was undertaken to determine 
whether the energy-band representation of MIM 
structures could be defined by such measurements 
and to gain a quantitative feeling for the photoemis- 
sion yields obtainable with these structures. In this 
article, the basic physics related to photoresponse is 
described. Some illustrative experimental results are 
presented, and the possible use of MIM structures as 
photodetectors is briefly discussed. 
G. Lewicki and J. Guisinger 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 124-126, 
December 3 1,1969 
Practical application of Curie-point switching in 
MnBi films requires that the range of magnetic field 
controlling such switching be small. MnBi films have 
been prepared whose Curie-point transfer character- 
istics are on the order of 30 Oe wide, thus satisfying 
the above requirement. 
G. Lewicki and J. E. Guisinger 
AppL Phys. Lett., Vol. 16, No. 6, pp. 240-242, 
March 15, 1970 
Thin ferromagnetic films of manganese bismuth 
(Mn-Bi) having an axis of easy magnetization 
perpendicular to the plane of the film are currently 
being considered as media for magneto-optic 
information storage, with laser Curie-point switching 
as a means for writing in information and the 
Faraday effect for reading it out. This article reports 
that Mn-Bi films can be prepared such that the 
magnetic field controlling Curie-point switching is on 
the order of 30 Oe. 
LO48 Curie-Point Switching in Mn- 
G. W. Lewicki 
IEEE Trans. Magnetics, Vol. MAG-5, No. 3, pp. 298-299, 
September 1969 
The magnetization within micrometer-size spots on 
Mn-Bi films was Curie-point-switched with a laser in 
static applied magnetic fields. Such switching was 
found to be continuous,rather than binary, process in 
that the average magnetization within a spot could 
be switched to any value between +I, and -I, by 
varying the applied field. The dependence of the 
magnetization after switching on the field was 
measured quantitatively via the magnetooptic effect. 
Switched spots were examined under oil-immersion 
optics to reveal the magnetization distribution 
responsible for this dependence. 
@-Type Temperature Control Coatings 
J. C. Lewis 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 127-136, 
December 31,1969 
The effect of thermal cycling on the adherence of 
tape-type temperature-control coatings was 
evaluated by recording changes in effective 
emittance. A thermal-vacuum test cycle of 4002 
25°F followed by radiation quenching to below 
-200°F was selected to represent the high equili- 
brium temperature while exposed to the sun at Mer- 
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cury and cryogenic quenching during sun occulta- 
tion. Two commercial tapes were evaluated. The per- 
formance of the pressure-sensitive adhesive-substrate 
interfaces on both tapes resulted in less than 10% 
change in effective emittance after eight 
thermal-vacuum cycles. A survey of the uses of 
pressure-sensitive tapes as temperature-control coat- 
ings on satellites and spacecraft is included in this 
article. 
Long-Life Spacecraft Pressure Wessel 
J. C. Lewis 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 167-169, 
February 28,1970 
A program to determine fracture mechanics prop- 
erties of materials for long-term storage of stress- 
corrosive propellants is described. Two propellant 
combinations are being investigated: nitrogen 
tetroxidelmonomethyl hydrazine and oxygen 
difluoride I diborane. Necessary equipment, test pro- 
cedures, and a test plan are included. 
LEWYN, L. L. 
LO5 1 Electronics System for a Three-Axis High-Field Vector 
Helium Magnetometer 
L. L. Lewyn 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 16-24, 
June 30,1969 
This article describes an electronics system for opera- 
tion of a three-axis high-field vector helium mag- 
netometer. Design goals for the system included 
operation to 10 gauss at bandwidths in excess of 10 
Hz, with full-wave decommutation of the sensor 
error signal. The system circuit design was imple- 
mented utilizing integrated circuit operational 
amplifiers, logic elements, and analog switches. 
L. L. Lewyn 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 10-14, 
August 3 1,1969 
A breadboard magnetic core memory for a pulse 
height analysis system has been developed and 
tested. The memory was designed specifically for use 
with a lunar or planetary orbiting gamma-ray 
spectrometer. Significant goals were simplicity of 
design, low power consumption, wide temperature 
operational range, and broad performance margins. 
The theory of operation, system design, and test 
results are described in this article. 
LO53 Cryogenically Cooled Preamplifier 
L. L. Lewyn 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 11-13, 
October 31,1969 
This article describes a low-noise preamplifier for 
solid-state detectors used in gamma-ray spectroscopy 
applications. The preamplifier first stage is a field- 
effect transistor selected for operation at - 150°C and 
cooled by liquid nitrogen. The preamplifier electrical 
and mechanical designs are described. 
LIESKK J. H. 
LO54 
LO55 
Inherent Limits of Accuracy of Existing UT1 
H. F. Fliegel and J. H. Lieske 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 46-49, March 3 1,1970 
For abstract, see Fliegel, H. F. 
On the Secular Change of the Obliquity of the Ecliptic 
J. H. Lieske 
Astron. Astrophys., Vol. 5, No. 1, pp. 90-101, April 1970 
The motion of the earth-moon barycenter is 
examined as a possible source of the discrepancy 
between the observed and theoretical rates of change 
of the obliquity of the ecliptic. Analysis of the 
barycenter’s components of orbital angular momen- 
tum indicates that Newcomb’s rate of change of 
obliquity is essentially correct. Observations of Eros 
are re-examined for the determination of a secular 
error in the obliquity, and it is concluded that the 
data do not indicate the existence of a secular error in 
obliquity that is significantly different from zero. 
LIKIMS, P. W. 
ynamics and Control of Flexible Space Vehicles 
P. W. Likins 
Technical Report 32-1 329, February 15, 1969 
This report surveys the established analytic pro- 
cedures for the simulation of controlled flexible space 
vehicles and develops in detail methods that employ 
a combination of discrete and distributed (modal) 
coordinates, i.e., the hybrid-coordinate methods. 
Analytic procedures are described in three cate- 
gories: (1) discrete-coordinate methods, (2) hybrid- 
coordinate methods, and (3) vehicle normal- 
coordinate methods. Each of these approaches is 
described and analyzed for its advantages and dis- 
advantages, and each is found to have an area of 
applicability, although the hybrid-coordinate method 
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appears to have the widest range of practical 
application. 
The results in this report have utility in complex 
digital computer simulation of flexible space vehicles 
of arbitrary configuration subject to realistic control 
laws and in preliminary control system design based 
on transfer functions for linearized models of 
dynamics and control laws. 
057 Dynamics and Control of Flexible Space Wehicles 
P. W. Likins 
Technical Report 31-1329, Rev. 1, January 15,1970 
This report surveys the established analytic pro- 
cedures for the simulation of controlled flexible space 
vehicles and develops, in detail, methods that employ 
a combination of discrete and distributed (“modal”) 
coordinates, i.e., the hybrid-coordinate methods. 
Discrete-coordinate, hybrid-coordinate, and vehicle 
normal-coordinate methods are described and ana- 
lyzed for their advantages and disadvantages, and 
each is shown to have an area of applicability. The 
hybrid-coordinate method, combining the efficiency 
of the vehicle normal-coordinate method with the 
versatility of the discrete-coordinate method, appears 
to have the widest range of practical application. 
The results presented have practical utility in two 
areas: (1) complex digital computer simulation of 
flexible space vehicles of arbitrary configuration sub- 
ject to realistic control laws, and (2) preliminary con- 
trol system design based on transfer functions for 
linearized models of dynamics and control laws. 
LIN, fl. s. 
H. S. Lin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 1 10-1 12, 
December 31,1969 
It is well-known in control theory that the optimal 
switching line of a second-order system is, in general, 
a nonlinear function of position and rate. Such a 
switching line can usually be provided with the help 
of a digital computer. Without the use of a computer, 
however, the generation of suitable rate information 
may be a difficult problem. In this article, a simple 
technique is developed that may be used to obtain 
the required rate information. This technique may be 
implemented in the present Thermoelectric Outer 
Planet Spacecraft attitude-control subsystem. 
Tracking Subsystem 
P. L. Lindley 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 156-1 60, May 3 1,1969 
The planned Deep Space Instrumentation Facility 
(DSIF) tracking subsystem will function to provide 
effective and reliable tracking and data acquisition 
support for the complex planetary and interplanetary 
space flight missions planned for the 1970 decade. To 
accomplish this objective, the present capabilities of 
the DSIF stations will need to be incorporated, 
updated, enhanced, and/ or augmented. The tracking 
subsystem, a central, general-purpose, third-gen- 
eration digital computer, is described in this article. 
LO60 The DSlF Tracking Subsystem [May-June 19691 
P. L. Lindley 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 126127,  July31, 1969 
The planned Deep Space Instrumentation Facility 
(DSIF) tracking subsystem will function to provide 
effective and reliable tracking and data acquisition 
support for the complex planetary and interplanetary 
space flight missions planned for the 1970 decade. To 
accomplish this objective, certain present capabilities 
of the DSIF deep space stations will need to be incor- 
porated, updated, enhanced and/ or augmented. 
Pending selection of the high-speed digital computer, 
and inasmuch as the receiver and exciter frequency 
functions are not to be incorporated in the advanced 
engineering model of the subsystem and the predict, 
validation, and output functions will be the more 
heavily computer-oriented, most of the current effort 
has gone into definitions of the angle, doppler, and 
range functions. These definitions are described in 
this article. 
LO61 A Theory for the 
Phase-Coherent Communication 
Coherent Tracking Systems 
W. C. Lindsey 
Technical Report 32-986, July 15, 1969 
This report presents a mathematical theory for use in 
the design of phase-coherent tracking systems for 
deep-space applications. The theory is sufficiently 
general to include the design of both one- and two- 
way systems. Because phase-locked loops, which com- 
prise the heart of such systems, are nonlinear devices, 
this working theory is based on the nonlinear phase- 
locked-loop theory. From the working theory and 
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certain aspects of the nonlinear theory, an approxi- 
mate model that takes into consideration the non- 
linear effects associated with phase-locked loops has 
been developed. This approximate mc34 is 
predicated and justified on the basis of measurements 
in the laboratory. 
lock-Coded Communications 
W. C. Lindsey 
Technical Report 32-1 380, August 15, 1969 
A theory for use in the design of block-coded telem- 
etry systems is presented in this report. This theory is 
useful in designing and testing the performance of 
one- and two-way, phase-coherent telemetry systems 
when a double-conversion, superheterodyne, phase- 
locked receiver preceded by a bandpass limiter is 
used to track the carrier. System analysis for either 
orthogonal or bi-orthogonal codes is given, and 
design trends, relating the various system param- 
eters, are presented in graphical form for practical 
code sizes. Emphasis is placed on the case of greatest 
practical interest: the design situation in which the 
data rate is large when compared to the design point 
bandwidth of the carrier tracking loop. Plots of word- 
error-probability versus signal-to-noise ratio are 
included. 
sent equations of flow taking place in each direction 
of (N + 1) space. Each equation and solution is char- 
acterized by a potential function UkCyk, t )  that is 
related to the nonlinear restoring force hkCyk, t )  = 
, N .  In turn the 
potential functions are completely determined by 
the set of conditional expectations ( E ( Y k r f  I +  ) , 
E(g(+), t ly); k = l  , 2 , ..., N J .  It is conjectured 
that the potential functionsrepresent the projections 
of the system Lyapunov function that characterizes 
system stability. This paper explores these relation- 
ships in detail. 
- v u ~ ( Y k , t ) ;  k = 0, 1 ,  ' . . 
LO64 The Effect of Loop Stress on the Performance of 
W. C. Lindsey and M. I<. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 104-1 18, 
April 30,1969 
hase-Coherent Communications 
This article establishes the fundamental limitations 
imposed on the performance of phase-coherent sys- 
tems whose timing or synchronizing signals are 
derived from stressed second-order trackers. In 
particular, the output statistics (probability density 
function and its first two moments) of the data 
detector (cross-correlator) are investigated for various 
stressed conditions existing in the reference signal 
tracking loop. These results are then compared with 
those for the case where the tracker stress is assumed 
equal to zero. 
onlinear Analysis of Generalized Tracking Systems 
W. C. Lindsey 
Technical Report 32-1453 (Reprinted from Proc. /€€E Vol. 57, 
No. 10, pp. 1705-1722, October 1969) 
This paper sets forth a general analysis pertaining to 
the performance and synthesis of generalized track- 
ing systems. The analysis is based upon the theory of 
continuous Markov processes, in particular, the 
Fokker-Planck equation. We point out the intercon- 
nection between the theory of continuous Markov 
processes and Maxwell's wave equations by inter- 
preting the charge density as a transition probability 
density function (PDF). These topics presently go 
under the name of probabilistic potential theory. Al- 
though the theory is valid for (N + l)-order tracking 
systems with an arbitrary, memoryless, periodic non- 
linearity, we study in detail the case of greatest prac- 
tical interest, viz., a second-order tracking system 
with sinusoidal nonlinearity. 
In general we show that the transition PDF pCy, t I 
yo, t o )  is the solution to an (N + 1)-dimensional 
Fokker-Planck equation. The vector (y,t) = (9, y1, 
..., yN, t )  is Markov, and + represents the system 
phase error. According to the theory, the transition 
..., N) of the state variables satisfy a set of 
second-order partial differential equations that repre- 
PDFs I P ( h  f l + o ,  t o )  Y PCyk,tO I Y k " > t o ) ; k =  1, 
System performance is evaluated for two cases of 
great practical interest: (1) the tracker phase-error 
varies slowly over the duration of a symbol time, and 
(2) the phase-error varies rapidly during a symbol 
interval. The system parameter which may be used as 
an indicator of transition between these two cases is 
the ratio of the system data rate to the bandwidth of 
the tracking loops. Use of this parameter is discussed 
in detail. 
Coherent Communication Systems 
W. C. Lindsey (University of Southern California) and 
M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 58-62, 
August 3 1,1969 
A previous discussion considered the effects of track- 
ing loop stress and noisy phase reference jitter on the 
performance of phase-coherent communication sys- 
tems. It was shown that, for a second-order loop, two 
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parameters, a and p, serve to characterize the errm 
probability; however, any attempt to evaluate link 
performance as a function of loop signal-to-noise ratio 
p and normalized loop detuning A = 1 %  I IAK 
required further analysis by means of a digital com- 
k ata-Aided Carrier 
W. C. Lindsey and M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 46-56, 
December 3 1,1969 
puter. This article carries the analysis to the point 
where p and A may be related to a and p without the 
use of a digital computer. Hence, the error proba- 
bility as a function of the three basic communication 
system parameters p, A, and ST,/No may be 
determined. 
Coding and Synchronization Studies: 
W. C. Lindsey (University of Southern California) 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 63-66, 
August 3 1,1969 
ime in Generalized Tracking Systems 
This article summarizes results relative to the 
problem of cycle slipping in generalized tracking sys- 
tems. In particular, recursive formulas are derived 
for the moments of the first passage time of the pro- 
jections of the vector Markov process y = (4, yl, . . ., 
yN) that arises in a generalized tracking system. 
Numerical results are given for first- and second- 
order systems in the presence of loop detuning and 
initial phase offset. 
069 
67 The Performance of Suppressed Car 
Loops in the Presence of Frequency 
W. C. Lindsey (University of Southern California) and 
M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 97-105, 
August31,1969 
This article investigates the performance of two 
widely used circuits-the squaring loop and the 
Costas loopused  in communications engineering 
for: (1) demodulation of double-sideband suppressed 
carrier analog signals, and (2)extraction of a carrier 
or subcarrier reference for use in a phase-coherent 
receiver where digital modulation is transmitted. 
The case of higher-order referencing extracting loops 
(in particular, the case of greatest practical interest: 
the second-order loop with frequency detuning) is 
treated. The results are sufficiently general to estab- 
lish the so-called “squaring loss” for the various 
practical prefiltering selectivity characteristics, e.g., 
filter impulse response that can be modeled as the 
Butterworth, Bessel, Laguerre, or Chebyshev type. 
This loss is evaluated analytically for several typical 
examples. 
This article introduces an innovation that signifi- 
cantly improves the capability and performance of 
phase-coherent tracking, telemetry, and command 
systems utilizing pulse code modulation I phase shift 
keying I phase modulation. The innovation should 
find its way into the many fields of application of 
telemetry and tracking, e.g., relay satellite systems, 
commercial television, and military telecommunica- 
tions systems. Its basic idea centers around using the 
power in the composite signal sidebands to enhance 
the effective loop signal-to-noise ratio, thereby 
reducing the noisy reference loss and ultimately the 
system error probability, subcarrier phase jitter, and 
symbol sync jitter. The vehicle through which this is 
accomplished employs the principle of decision- 
directed feedback. In its simplest form, the maximum 
improvement in loop signal-to-noise ratio relative to 
a standard phase-locked loop is 10 dB. This article 
explores and illustrates the corresponding improve- 
ment realized in telemetry system efficiency. 
A Comparison of the Performance of Costas 
Squaring Loops With 
W. C. Lindsey and M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 56-58, 
December 3 1, 1969 
The use of a data-aided carrier tracking loop 
(DACTL) to track a non-suppressed carrier pulse- 
code-modulated / phase-shift-keyed/ phase-modulated 
(PCM/PSK/ PM) signal has previously been con- 
sidered, and its performance was compared with that 
of a standard phase-locked loop. It is also desirable to 
compare the performance of the DACTL when 
tracking a suppressed carrier PCMI PSK/ PM signal to 
the Costas or squaring loop. This article presents a 
rather detailed but brief comparison of the two tech- 
niques, based upon a criterion of phase error 
variance. 
lock Coding for Space Communications 
W. C. Lindsey 
IEEE Trans. Communication Technology, Vol. COM-17, No. 2, 
pp. 2 17-225, April 1969 
A theory for use in the design of block-coded telem- 
etry systems is delineated. This theory is useful in 
designing and testing the performance of one- and 
two-way phase-coherent telemetry systems when a 
phase-locked receiver preceded by a bandpass lim- 
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iter is used to track the modulation. System analysis 
for either orthogonal or biorthogonal codes is given. 
Design trends, relating the various system param- 
eters, for practical code sizes are presented in graph- 
ical form. Emphasis is placed on design situations 
where the data rate is large when compared to the 
design point bandwidth of the carrier tracking loop. 
This appears to be the case of greatest practical 
interest. 
71 Color Differentiation by Computer image Processing 
F. C. Billingsley, A. F. H. Goetz (Bellcomm, Inc.), and 
J. N. Lindsley 
Technical Report 32-1 472 (Reprinted from Photogr. Sci. Eng., 
Vol. 14, No. 1, pp. 28-35, January-February 1970) 
For abstract, see Billingsley, F. C. 
LINMES, K. kv: 
7 2  MarinerMars 1969 Mission Support [by DSN, 
K. W. Linnes 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 8-12, May31, 1969 
Deep Space Network (DSN) support of the Mariner 
Mars 1969 missions has included support of the 
Mariner VI and VIIlaunches; spacecraft tracking and 
command; and planning, training, and testing for 
encounter. Configurations for the Deep Space Instru- 
mentation Facility, Ground Communications Facil- 
ity, and Space Flight Operations Facility are de- 
scribed, and the Mariner VI and VII operations are 
briefly discussed. 
arch-April 19691 
ission Support [by 
July-August 19691 
K. W. Linnes 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 17-24, September 30, 1969 
Tracking and Data System support of the Mariner 
Mars 1969 Project included completion of the Deep 
Space Network (DSN) and Mission Operations System 
tests and training in preparation for encounter, coor- 
dination with the ApoUo and Pioneer Projects on the 
allocation of DSN resources, pre-encounter calibra- 
tions of the high-rate telemetry systems on both 
spacecraft, the encounter and playback operations, 
and the post-encounter activity. These support func- 
tions are described in this article. 
#. W. Linnes 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 17-18, January31, 1970 
The post-encounter Tracking and Data System 
support of the Mariner Mars 1969 missions described 
in this article continued through November 3, 1969, 
in order to include the extended mission operations 
phase. The support included routine Deep Space 
Network (DSN) tracking of cruise and special tests of 
spacecraft subsystems. An experiment to map the 
celestial sphere with the ultraviolet spectrometer was 
also conducted. 
LO75 Mariner Mars 1969 Extended Operations Mission 
Support [by DSN, January-February 19701 
K. W. Linnes 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 6-7, March 31,1970 
The Mariner Mars 1969 Extended Operations Mis- 
sion was formally approved as a project in January 
1970. Msiners VI and VI .  were tracked by the 
Cebreros and Mars Deep Space Stations of the Deep 
Space Network (DSN) until January 25, when the 
latter station was removed from service for 
installation of the tri-cone antenna feed and 400-kw 
transmitter. Tracking until about March 1 was per- 
formed by the Echo Deep Space Station, using a 
specially modified low-noise antenna feed. Good two- 
way doppler data were obtained by turning off the 
transmitter for one round-trip light time and 
receiving the data in a listen-only mode. Tracking 
operations during this period are described. 
LO76 The General Problem of 
Space 
J. R. Hall, K. W. Linnes, D. J. Mudgway, A. J. Siegmeth, and 
J. W. Thatcher 
Space Sci. Rev., Vol. 8, Nos. 5/6, pp. 595-664, 1968 
For abstract, see Hall, J. R. 
LlP§lU§, i? 
K. Bartos, R. Zanteson, C. Valencia, P. Lipsius, and M. Katow 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 108-1 13, January31, 1970 
For abstract, see Bartos, K. 
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J. D. Anderson and A. S. Liu 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 32-34, 
April 30,1969 
For abstract, see Anderson, J. D. 
rtu, c. L. 
LO80 
information Systems: Scheduling Algorithms for 
Multiprocessors in a Nard Real-Time Environment 
C. L. Liu 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 28-3 1, November 30, 1969 
Algorithmic methods of multiprogram and multi- 
processor scheduling are required for station automa- 
tion and control application where computer 
response to external service requests must be guaran- 
teed within known deadlines. Some preliminary 
results are presented for the scheduling of multipro- 
cessor systems for this deep space station environ- 
ment. The principal result obtained is that global 
knowledge of the task timing structure is necessary 
for the efficient scheduling of these tasks on 
multiprocessors. 
information Systems: Scheduling Algorithms for 
Hard Real-Time Multiprogramming of a Single 
Processor 
C. 1. Liu 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 3 1-37, November 30, 1969 
Algorithmic methods of multiprogram scheduling are 
required for station automation and control applica- 
tion where computer response to external service 
requests must be guaranteed within known dead- 
lines. A proof is provided that the deadline-driven 
scheduling algorithm can achieve 100% processor 
utilization in this environment, and a comparison is 
made with other scheduling algorithms. 
-ft A ~ t e ~ ~ a  Cryogenic 
V. Lobb 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 174-176, May31, 1969 
The cryogenic platform on the Venus Deep Space 
Station (DSS 13) 85-ft az-el antenna was enclosed to 
protect the cryogenic pump and instrumentation 
from adverse weather conditions. The enclosure and 
the problems related to its installation are described 
in this article. 
LOCK6 J. R. 
icrominiaturiration of the Peak Detector-Analog-to- 
Pulse-Width Converter 
J. R. Locke 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 1-9, 
August 3 1,1969 
The peak detector-analog-to-pulse-width converter 
is a circuit originally designed and developed at JFL in 
discrete component form. The intent was to provide 
a simple circuit that could be used to process the out- 
put signals of a mass spectrometer or gas chromato- 
graph. Both of these instruments provide data in the 
form of pulses, whose time of occurrence and ampli- 
tude characterize the primary information obtain- 
able from the instruments. Data economy is achieved 
with this circuit because only peak amplitude and 
peak time of occurrence data are encoded, as 
opposed to the alternative approach of taking multi- 
ple data points to describe the complete pulse and 
abstracting information about the peak. Because the 
output of the circuit is a pulse width proportional to 
the peak, with its leading edge occurring at the time 
of the peak, these data can be readily converted to 
digital form. This article describes the circuit design, 
the component specification criteria, the circuit 
fabrication, and the test results for the prototype 
unit. 
LONG, J. E. 
J. E. Long 
Astronaut. Aeronaut., Vol. 6, No. 6, pp. 32-47, June 1969 
Exploration of the outer planets Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto has received high prior- 
ity in future unmanned mission plans due to the 
unique alignment of these planets during the 
1976-1980 period. The sigrdicant successes attained 
in the planetary program indicate that the technol- 
ogy base exists for developing spacecraft that can 
reach the outer planets with significant payloads. 
This fact, coupled with the best outer-planet align- 
ment in 171 yr (and longer if the alignment of Pluto 
is considered), opens the outer planets to exploration 
in an effective and timely manner. Various aspects of 
the outer-planet missions, including launch vehicle 
requirements, science objectives, spacecraft system 
design, and trajectory design, are discussed. 
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A. J. Moses (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
W. M. Hetherington (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
D. Weinberger (Hughes Aircraft Co.), A. A. Uchiyama, 
R. S. Bogner, and W. L. Long 
Technical Memorandum 33-432, February 15,1970 
For abstract, see Moses, A. J. 
5 Calorimetric Studies of the Surveyor 
W. L. Long 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 102-1 07, 
October 31,1969 
The completion of calorimetric studies of the main 
Surveyor battery represents one immediate objective 
of a continuing JPL program to define the per- 
formance limits of existing flight batteries. The def- 
inition of these performance limits will permit a criti- 
cal evaluation of the potential usefulness of the exist- 
ing batteries in the light of requirements imposed by 
future missions. In addition, information that con- 
tributes to a more fundamental understanding of 
both flight battery operation and failure modes can 
be factored into the design of batteries for use on 
future missions. This article describes work per- 
formed by the Hughes Aircraft Compky under JPL 
contract during the period March 18, 1968 to March 
18,1969. 
mpedance of Silver-Zinc 
W. L. Long 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 7 6 7 9 ,  
December 31,1969 
Impedance measurements were made on a 50-A-h 
silver-zinc cell model over varying conditions of 
time, temperature, charge, and discharge. A 
commercial instrument that used a 40-Hz square- 
wave constant current and a synchronous vacuum- 
tube voltmeter calibrated to read in milliohms and 
ohms was used for the measurements. Cell imped- 
ance varied from 0.002 to 20 a. Storage time and 
higher temperature increased impedance of fully 
charged cells; discharged cells maintained low 
impedance. This article presents possible explana- 
tions of cell behavior correlating variations in imped- 
ance with presence of specific silver compounds in 
the electrode. 
etention and Release of 
H. C. Lord, 111 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 33-35, 
June 30,1969 
This article presents the results of an investigation to 
determine the effect of substrate composition and 
preirradiation history on the thermal release profiles 
and retention coefficients of argon injected by ion 
bombardment into silicates and iron. The samples 
coasisted of polished 1-cm square slabs of the 
minerals forsterite, enstatite, oligoclase, the glass 
obsidian, and cold-rolled steel (< 1%C). All samples 
were irradiated with 40-keV Ar+ions, but some were 
preirradiated with either H t  He+, or both. 
ssible Solar Primordial 
H. C. Lord, 111 
Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., Vol. 6, No. 5, pp. 332-334, 
August 1969 
Large concentrations of hydrogen and helium, 
released quantitatively at low temperatures, 
T ,< 700”C, were detected in the Pesyanoe meteorite 
by gas chromatographic analysis. The hydrogen 
concentration (H,) was 8.4 x cc STP/g, while 
the helium concentration was 1.0 x lo-* cc STP/g, 
giving a He to H ratio of 0.06. It is suggested that this 
hydrogen and helium was solar-wind injected. 
89 Communication Statistics: A Program for 
G. Lorden (California Institute of Technology) 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 39-42, July 31, 1969 
The study discussed in this article is concerned with 
developing a program for the systematic removal of 
parts to reduce and control the overall frequency of 
failures in the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. 
Two characteristics are required for such a program 
if it is to be effective: (1) The failure data must be 
compiled in a form useful for establishing the normal 
patterns of failure, which requires compiling “life his- 
tories” of individual serial-numbered units; and (2) 
populations of parts of different model numbers must 
be treated separately, grouping together only those 
individual parts that are interchangeable and subject 
to similar stresses. 
umber of Avoidable quipment Failures 
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Communication Statistics: Patterns of Equipment 
G. Lorden (California Institute of Technology) 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 54-57, January 3 1,1970 
As summarized in this article, statistical tests were 
applied to failure data to determine if failures in the 
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) are 
purely random, become more frequent with 
advancing equipment age, and occur more fre- 
quently in parts recently repaired. The results 
indicate that age and recent repair do influence 
failure frequency in some types of equipment. The 
departure from purely random failure has impli- 
cations in the design of a reliability program, and 
some of these implications are discussed. 
a i l ~ ~ e  in the 
91 Compilation of Lunar OrbiterTracking Data Used for 
Long-Term Selenodesy 
J. Lorell and P. A. Laing 
Technical Memorandum 33-419, February 1, 1970 
Tracking data from the five Lunar Orbiter missions 
have been compressed into a set of normal points for 
use in studying the moon’s gravity field. This memo- 
randum makes these normal points available in tab- 
ulated form and gives auxiliary information con- 
cerning the Lunar Orbiter missions and tracking pat- 
terns pertinent to the use of the normal points. 
~ ~ ~ G ~ I ~ ,  J. 
dc-to-ac Inverter for T 
Subsystem 
D. Hopper, C. McLyrnan, and J. Loughin (General Electric Co.) 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 130-132, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Hopper, D. 
L 
J. E. Lovelock, K. W. Charlton, and P. G. Simmonds 
Technical Report 32-1 428 (Reprinted from Anaktical 
Chemistry, Vol. 41, No. 8, pp. 1048-1052, July 1969) 
This paper introduces a new component for the gas 
chromatograph, the gas transmodulator; this compo- 
nent functions by transferring the separated com- 
ponents from the column carrier gas to another 
carrier gas which is chosen to provide optimum per- 
formance from the detector. 
The construction and use of a practical gas transmod- 
ulator is described. It consists of a palladium silver 
alloy tube, and with it a gain in sensitivity of at least 
40-fold is demonstrated in analyses using thermal 
conductivity and ionization cross section detectors. In 
addition, the device enables these detectors to be 
used under conditions where the column carrier gas 
flow is changing-such as in analysis with flow pro- 
gramming-which are otherwise difficult to conduct 
without loss of accuracy or performance. 
LO94 SN Analog Tape Recording 
Program 
D. Lowell 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 158-164, September 30, 1969 
A program is required to ensure the data quality of 
recorded analog tapes. For the Deep Space Network 
(DSN), this quality assurance program is accom- 
plished by verification and evaluation at the record- 
ing deep space station, the DSN telemetry processing 
station in the Space Flight Operations Facility, and 
the science data processing facility. The verifications 
and evaluations, the distribution of evaluation infor- 
mation, and the evaluation analysis are described in 
this article. 
LO95 Calculation of Scattered Patterns From Asymmetrical 
Reflectors 
A. C. Ludwig 
Technical Report 32-1430, February 15, 1970 
This report presents a computer program for evalu- 
ating the electromagnetic field pattern of a known 
arbitrary incident field scattered from a perfectly 
conducting reflector of arbitrary shape. It is shown 
that the commonly used assumption of far-field 
behavior for the incident field leads to poor results in 
some cases; an exact method in which a spherical- 
wave expansion is used to represent the incident field 
is developed and shown to yield the correct result in 
these cases. 
The scattering surface is represented by a Fourier- 
type expansion in one variable, where the coeffi- 
cients are specified as tabular functions of the 
remaining variable. A tilted figure of revolution is a 
case of practical importance, and it is shown that, for 
small tilt angles, three Fourier components are 
usually sufficient to represent the surface. 
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A new nonlinear integration technique is used that, 
under specified conditions, is four to eight times 
faster than Simpson’s rule integration. Other tech- 
niques to maximize program efficiency are 
described, and a comparison is given that indicates 
the program is 11 to 19 times faster than a similar 
existing program. 
The subreflector and main reflector patterns of an 
85-ft-dim cassegrain antenna are computed, using 
both the far-field approximation and a spherical-wave 
expansion to represent the incident fields. The 
spherical-wave expansion of the subreflector pattern 
is shown to agree in remarkable detail with that of an 
experimentally measured pattern. Demonstrating 
the general capabilities of the program, the patterns 
of a paraboloid with a displaced feed are computed 
for three cases, and the results are compared with 
approximate theory. 
LO96 Correction Factors for Near-Field Horn Antenna Gain 
Measurements 
A. C. Ludwig and R. A. Norman 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol.II, pp. 104-109, May31,1969 
Typically the most important parameter of an 
antenna is its far-field gain. To avoid multipath inter- 
ference problems or to maintain adequate received 
signal levels, experimental measurements of gain are 
usually made at short distances, where the gain value 
may differ significantly from that in the far field. 
Therefore, an experimentally measured gain must 
usually be corrected in order to determine the value 
of the far-field gain. This article describes progress 
that has been made toward using spherical wave 
function theory to compute correction factors for 
insertion-loss gain measurements of a dual-mode 
conical horn. 
LO97 Spacecraft Antenna Research: Large Spacecraft 
A. Ludwig 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 55-57, 
October 3 1,1969 
A doubly curved paraboloidal surface is an ideal an- 
tenna reflector from an electrical standpoint; how- 
ever, as an erectable surface, it is much less desirable 
from a mechanical standpoint than a singly curved 
surface. This article presents several novel reflector 
concepts for which the main reflecting surface is 
conical or cylindrical. A singly curved reflector of this 
type may be used with a line-source feed; alter- 
natively, a secondary reflector may be used to focus 
the system to a point, allowing the use of a simpler 
point-source feed. Designs of this two-reflector type 
are presented. This article represents the results of a 
preliminary study based on optical design principles. 
6 §. 5. 
98 Ion Sputtering of Oxygen-Contaminated Tantalum 
S. S. Luebbers 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 151-155, 
October 31,1969 
The plasma-immersion-probe technique was used to 
measure the electron emission characteristics of an 
oxygen-contaminated tantalum probe. Electron emis- 
sion measurements were made after a conventional 
vacuum-tube outgassing, after a severe outgassing, 
and finally after a low-voltage cesium-ion sputtering. 
The vacuum-tube processing schedule was found to 
be ineffective in removing a significant amount of 
oxygen from the original probe content. A severe 
outgassing at 2450°K slightly reduced the oxygen 
content, but enhanced emission remained over a 
major portion of the probe temperature range. Only 
after ion-sputtering did the probe emission character- 
istics reduce to the theoretical values anticipated for 
clean tantalum. Ion sputtering was found to be effec- 
tive in removing oxygen from the tantalum probe 
down to an effective penetration depth of many 
atomic spacings. 
LURJE §. 
LO99 Application of an Estimator of High Efficiency in 
Bivariate Extreme Value Theory 
E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodemich, J. C. Ashlock, and S. Lurie 
1. Am. Statis. Assoc., Vol. 64, No. 328, pp. 1403-1414, 
December 1969 
For abstract, see Posner, E. C .  
W. Lushbaugh 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 33-37, July 31, 1969 
The properties of an advanced engineering model of 
a special-purpose-hardware sequential decoder are 
described in this article. This decoder has successfully 
decoded live telemetry from the Pioneer IX space- 
craft, as well as simulated rate-1/3 data at consider- 
ably higher data rates. Its flexibility, as embodied in 
the programming of the code parameters described, 
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should be sufficient to cover most convolutionally 
encoded formats used in deep-space probes in the 
foreseeable future. Its decoding speed is sufficient to 
handle data rates in excess of 100,000 bits, the high- 
est spacecraft data rate anticipated for the early 
1970s. 
tion and Control: Fast Acquisition 
G. Lutes and A. Sward 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 43-46, September 30,1969 
A new experimental ranging system, called “fast 
acquisition ranging,” is described in this article. A cir- 
cuit diagram and a tabulation of the characteristics of 
the IF amplifier used in the system are included. 
b102 Frequency Generation and Control: Distribution 
Amplifiers for the Hydrogen Maser Frequency 
Standard 
G. Lutes 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 68-71, January31, 1970 
A distribution amplifier having low phase noise and 
low rate of drift with time and temperature has been 
developed for use in the hydrogen maser frequency 
standard. The distribution amplifier and its effect on 
the stability of the hydrogen maser is described. 
~ ~ T ~ ~ C K ,  R. 
L103 Heat Sterilizable 
(February-March 1969) 
R. Lutwack 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 1204 22, 
April 30,1969 
The current status of five programs related to the 
development of heat-sterilizable batteries is 
described. These programs are being conducted to: 
(1) Develop sterilizable silver-zinc cells and 
sterilizable,high-impact-resistant silver-zinc cells. 
(2) Develop a remotely activated, heat-sterilizable 
silver-oxide-zinc battery. 
(3) Develop sterilizable nickel-cadmium cells and 
sterilizable, high-impact-resistant nickel-cadmium 
cells. 
(4) Develop separator materials made by grafting 
polyethylene with acrylic acid and crosslinking it 
with divinylbenzene under cobalt-60 radiation. 
(5) Study the permeability characteristics of mem- 
branes as functions of the application of different 
forces. 
[August-!September 19691 
R. Lutwack and W. von Hartmann 
Supporting Research and Advanced De velopment, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 101-102, 
October31,1969 
The current status of four programs related to the 
development of heat-sterilizable batteries is de- 
scribed. These programs are being conducted to 
develop: 
(1) Sterilizable nickel-cadmium cells and sterilizable, 
high-impact-resistant nickel-cadmium cells. 
(2) Sterilizable silver-zinc cells and sterilizable, high- 
impact-resistant silver-zinc cells. 
(3) Separator materials made by grafting polyethyl- 
ene with acrylic acid and crosslinking with 
divinylbenzene under the influence of cobalt-60 radi- 
ation. 
(4) A remotely activated, heat-sterilizable silver- 
oxide-zinc battery. 
L105 Heat Sterilizable Battery Development 
[October-November 19691 
R. Lutwack 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 79-80, 
December 3 1,1969 
This article describes the progress of a program to 
develop heat sterilizable silver-zinc cells. 
Engineering models of a primary 70-A-h cell capable 
of four 100% cycles and a secondary 25-A-h cell cap- 
able of ninety 60% cycles have performed satis- 
factorily following sterilization. A modification of the 
high-impact cell design is necessary to provide a sub- 
stitute for the etched silver plate, which loses 
strength as a result of sterilization or sintering. No 
significant parameters have been defined in the 
factorial experiment study for the extended cycle life 
cell. 
P. F. MacDoran and R. N. Wimberly 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
VOI. 11, pp. 73-77, J~ ly31 ,  1969 
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The recent efforts toward a charged-particle calibra- 
tion from Mariner Mars 1969 doppler and range data 
that are described in this article have yielded encour- 
aging results based on a comparison with an indepen- 
dent ionospheric measuring method. On the basis of 
this comparison, it is concluded that the planetary 
ranging equipment might enable a charged-particle 
calibration to the required accuracy, provided the 
small remaining equipment drift effects can be suit- 
ably accounted for. 
of the 
PPler ( Charged- 
P. F. MacDoran 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 28-34, March 3 1, 1970 
The differenced range versus integrated doppler 
(DRVID) charged-particle measuring method is 
receiving increased interest as a technique for 
calibrating doppler radio tracking data. A first- 
principles derivation of the less obvious aspects of the 
technique is presented, and its limitations are 
examined. 
easurement With a 
Coded Sequential Acquisition Ranging System 
P. F. MacDoran and W. L. Martin 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 34-41, March 31, 1970 
A primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1969 Exten- 
ded Operations Mission is to demonstrate the utility 
and accuracy of the differenced range versus 
integrated doppler (DRVID) method for charged- 
particle effect calibrations of doppler radio-tracking 
data. This article discusses the automatic DRVID 
computation feature of a recently developed binary- 
coded sequential acquisition ranging (Mu-ranging) 
system and presents charged-particle experimental 
results obtained using Mariner Wrange data. 
L. M. Mack 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 67-71, 
April 30, 1969 
One of the most puzzling features of boundary-layer 
transition on cones and flat plates at supersonic 
speeds is the increase of the transition Reynolds 
number with increasing unit Reynolds number. If the 
boundary-layer response to a spectrum of input 
disturbances is considered, this unit Reynolds 
number effect can be seen. The reason is that, 
although the boundary-layer response is fixed with 
respect to a dimensionless frequency Bvl lP (where /3 
is the circular frequency, v is the free-stream 
kinematic viscosity, and Uis the free-stream velocity) 
according to the laminar stability theory, the input- 
disturbance spectrum, whatever the source, is fixed 
with respect to an entirely different parameter. 
Consequently, as Ulv chmges, so does the relation- 
ship of the boundary-layer response to the input 
spectrum, and the disturbance amplitude at a given 
x-Reynolds number is a function of the unit Reynolds 
number. 
Not enough is known of the input-disturbance 
spectrum to make a definitive calculation of this 
effect. However, an idealized calculation has now 
been carried out to demonstrate the existence of the 
effect and its direction for an assumed input- 
disturbance spectrum. Plots of the effect of unit 
Reynolds number on disturbance spectra and on 
disturbance growth are given. 
005 A Class of Regular Neutral Solutions in the 
Stability Theory 
L. M. Mack 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 71-74, 
April 30,1969 
Of the three kinds of neutral solutions recognized by 
the Lees-Lin inviscid stability theory of the laminar 
compressible boundary layer only the incoming-wave 
supersonic solution hasnot yet been obtained. Other 
neutral solutions not included in the Lees-Lin theory 
have also been found. These solutions are present 
when the local Mach number of the mean flow 
relative to the phase velocity MR = Ml(U - c)/ T * 
(where U and T are the mean flow velocity and 
temperature, c is the phase velocity, and Mz is the 
free-stream Mach number) is supersonic over some 
portion of the boundary layer. In this case, the 
neutral subsonic solution is not unique, and, for the 
same phase velocity, there are an infinite number of 
wave numbers that satisfy the boundary conditions. 
These additional solutions are called the higher 
modes. 
A further consequence of 1 MR 1 > 1 is the existence 
of neutral solutions which are unrelated to any of the 
Lees-Lin neutral solutions. These solutions have a 
phase velocity of unity, i.e., the disturbances are at 
rest with respect to the free stream. As a result, 
velocity and pressure fluctuations are present only 
within the boundary layer. One neutral solution of 
this type exists for each higher mode. It has now been 
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determined that the solutions with a phase velocity of 
unity are only a part of a whole class of neutral solu- 
tions. These latter solutions are discussed in this 
article, and some new results are presented for the 
solutions with a phase velocity of unity. 
tabil 
L. M. Mack 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 23-26, 
October 31,1969 
Some experiments on the effect of wall cooling on 
the boundary-layer transition Reynolds number show 
that cooling stabilizes the boundary layer. In some 
instances, further cooling has a destabilizing in- 
fluence. This temperature reversal effect has proved 
difficult to account for in the linear stability theory. A 
study of the multiple viscous solutions in the damped 
region preceding the unstable region now shows that 
the viscous counterparts of the recently discovered 
neutral inviscid solutions with a phase velocity 
greater than unity lead to a temperature reversal 
effect on the ratio of amplitude to initial amplitude at 
a fixed low Reynolds number. 
echanisms for a Planetary Landing 
arachute System 
T. H. Mack 
Technical Memoryndum 33-441, February 15, 1970 
An effort was undertaken to develop mechanisms for 
a planetary landing parachute system that would: (1) 
keep the parachute from enveloping the lander, and 
(2) jettison the parachute deployment mortar such 
that it would not interfere with either the landing 
system or the postlanding antenna patterns. This 
document describes the development and testing of 
such mechanisms. 
5 
R. L. Newburn, Jr., C. B. Farmer, S. Gulkis, 
R. J. Mackin, Jr., and A. B. Whitehead 
Technical Report 32-1 456, March 15, 1970 
For abstract, see Newburn, R. L., Jr. 
endent Computer- 
J. E. Maclay 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 147-1 50, January 3 1, 1970 
Because of the demonstrated value to operations per- 
sonnel of the computer-driven volatile data displays 
used during Mkriner Mars 1969 Project support, a 
comprehensive system of displays has been designed 
for use during 1970 and 1971. This new system is a 
major improvement over the limited number of dis- 
plays available for the Mariner Mars 1969 Project. 
The displays and display contents are described, and 
the purpose of each display is identified. 
~ a c ~ U I G G ,  D. 
0 10 Spacecraft Antenna Research: Large Spacecraft 
Antennas (Zone-Plate Lens Antenna Study) 
D. MacQuigg 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 57-61, 
October 3 1, 1969 
A large zone-plate lens is proposed as a spacecraft an- 
tenna. A model with lens rings on a spherical surface 
was built and tested. No problems were encountered 
with the spherical geometry, and the measured effi- 
ciency was consistent with theoretically expected 
values. 
DRID, 6. A. 
n Algorithm for Calculating the View Perio 
istant Spacecraft 
G. A. Madrid 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 94-95, November 30, 1969 
An algorithm for obtaining the geometric view 
periods of distant spacecraft is described. The 
algorithm consists of three expressions for the time of 
rise, the time of set, and the maximum elevation of 
the pass. The only arguments required to determine 
the view period are the latitude and longitude of the 
observer, the right ascension and declination of the 
spacecraft, and the day of the view period desired. 
The desirable aspect of the algorithm is that it may 
be easily incorporated into the coding of computer 
programs requiring such approximations. In a recent 
application, the computer program LOOK was coded 
using this algorithm to provide view period infor- 
mation to a computer program for calculating the 
radio ray path aberration due to ionospheric effects 
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(ION). Comparison of the geometric view periods 
with results from the single-precision orbit deter- 
mination program indicates that the algorithm can 
predict the hour angle at rise to the order of 0.1 deg. 
he Effect of Interpolation on Ionospheric Calibration 
G. A. Madrid 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 95-97, November 30,1969 
The ionospheric calibration program (ION) utilizes 
the hour angle and declination obtained from the 
program LOOK to determine the effects due to the 
ionosphere. This study examines the effect on the 
calibrations due to the interpolation process con- 
ducted in LOOK. It is determined that the maximum 
interpolation error of 0.03 for Mariner Venus 67 did 
not degrade the precision of the calibrations signifi- 
cantly. The error for Mariner Mars 1969 was on the 
order of 0.001 m and therefore had even less effect. 
MANATT, S. L. 
MQ13 Analysis of the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Spectrum of Hexafluoro-1,3-Butadiene 
S. L. Manatt a d  M. T. Bowers 
1. Am. Chem. Soc., Vol. 91, No. 16, pp. 4381-4394, 
July 30,1969 
The analysis of the complex fluorine-19 nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum of hexafluoro- 
1,3-butadiene at 56.4 MHz has been carried out. The 
following spin-spin coupling constants, Jij  in Hz and 
chemical shifts +i in parts per million relative to 
internal fluorotrichloromethane, were found: JAB = 
+50.74, JAc=+31.91, Jec =-118.58, Jnss=+2.45, 
JAc* = +2.41, JBcg = +14.19, Jnn' = +4.80, Jm' = 
+11.31, -30.30; +A +93.8586, $6 +107.9558, 
+c + 179.6853. The relative magnitudes ofJAB,JAC, and 
JeC are rather similar to those reported for a large 
number of trifluorovinyl systems so the analysis was 
based on the previously determined signs for these 
three coupling constants. Because of the strongly 
coupled nature of the AA'BB'CC' spin system, no 
spectral assignments involving sign combinations for 
the other six couplings different from that given 
above could be found which would even approxi- 
mately fit the experimental spectrum. The signs of all 
the long-range 'AF in hexafluoro-l,3-butadiene are 
positive, and the magnitudes are somewhat smaller 
than the analogous couplings in three other 1,1,4,4- 
tetrafluoro-l,3-alkadienes recently studied. Available 
NMR data on other fluorobutadienes are discussed. 
Speculations regarding the mechanisms of the 'AF 
couplings in hexafluoro- 1,5hutadiene and other 
fluorobutadienes are presented. It is suggested that 
the two trifluorovinyl groups of hexafluoro-1,3,- 
butadiene may not be coplanar. 
netic Resonance of Phosphorus 
W. Signs of Geminal Coupling Constants 
tons on Phosphorus 
S. L. Manatt, E. A. Cohen, and A. H. Cowley (University of 
Texas) 
J. Am. Chem. Soc.,Vol.91, No.21, pp.5919-5920, 
October 8, 1969 
Measurements of the magnitudes and multiple 
resonance determinations of the signs of the geminal 
NMR coupling constants between protons bonded to 
phosphorus of different coordinations are reported. 
These results are important relative to the changes of 
the corresponding NMR coupling between protons in 
carbon and are explainable in terms of the Pople and 
Bothner-By molecular orbital treatment of geminal 
H-X-H couplings. 
M015 A Critical Evaluation of the Dependence of 3 J H H  
Couplings on Bond Order and Bond Length in 
Conjugated Carbocyclic Molecules. Evidence for a 
Steric Effect on 3JHH 
M. A. Cooper and S. L. Manatt 
J. Am. Chem. Soc., Vol. 91, No. 23, pp. 6325-6333, 
November 5,1969 
For abstract, see Cooper, M. A. 
016 Analysis of the Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Spectra of Some Strained Benzocycloalkenes and 
Benzocycloalkenediones: Effect of Strain on 
Proton-Proton, Spin-Spin Coupling Constants 
M. A. Cooper and S. L. Manatt 
1. Am. Chem. SOC., Vol. 92, No. 6, pp. 1605-1 61 4, 
March 25,1970 
For abstract, see Cooper, M. A. 
M. T. Bowers, T. 1. Chapman, and S. L. Manatt 
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 50, No. 12, pp. 5412-5417, 
June 15,1969 
For abstract, see Bowers, M. T. 
entafluorobensenes 
E. A. Cohen, A. J. Bourn, and S. L. Manatt 
1. Mug. Reson., Vol. 1, No. 4, pp. 436-449, July 1969 
For abstract, see Cohen, E. A. 
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22 
esonance Spectra 
E. A. Cohen and S. L. Manatt 
Rev. Sci. lnstr., Vol. 41, No. 3, pp. 473-474, March 1970 
For abstract, see Cohen, E. A. 
agnetic Resonance Studies of Lunar Samples 
S. L. Manatt, D. D. Elleman, R. W. Vaughan, S. 1. Chon, 
F.-D. Tsay, and W. T. Huntress, Jr. 
“Proceedings of Apollo 7 1 Lunar Science Conference, 
Houston, Texas, January 3-8, 1970,” Science, Vol. 167, 
No. 391 8, pp. 709-71 1, January 30,1970 
Electron-spin-resonance searches at 9.5 GHz on 
several fines and portions of several rocks have yielded 
signals whose line shapes and temperature depend- 
encies show that the samples are principally ferro- 
magnetic in nature. Proton-magnetic-resonance 
searches of these samples at 60 MHz have not 
revealed any signals ascribable to water or any other 
types of hydrogen in concentrations greater than lo4 
wt % in narrow lines (55 Oe) and lo-‘ wt % in wide 
lines (I 100 Oe). 
Studies of Methane Absorption in the Jovian 
Atmosphere: 1. Rotational Temperature From the 
3v,  Band 
J. S. Margolis and K. Fox 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 157, No. 2, pp. 935-943, August 1969 
MARGOLIS, J. S. 
JPL BIBLIOGRAPHY 39- 11 
The rotational temperature of methane in the Jovian 
atmosphere has been deduced from equivalent 
widths of lines in the R-branch of the 3v3 band at 
9050 cm-’. Line positions and relative intensities 
from high-resolution laboratory spectra were used to 
calculate curves of growth for the Jmanifolds. The 
fine-structure components were assumed to have 
Lorentz shape, corresponding to a simple reflecting- 
layer model, with half-width y ranging from 0.003 to 
0.10 cm-’. Saturation was found to be important in 
obtaining correct line strengths. The analyses of the 
data were satisfactory, but the fact that the computed 
temperature was sensitive to the value of y indicates 
the need for a measurement of the line width in this 
spectral region. 
J. S. Margolis and K. Fox 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 158, No. 3, Pt. 1, pp. 1183-1 188, 
December 1969 
023 
M024 
Values of qN (q = air mass, N = abundance) for 
methane in the Jovian atmosphere has been deduced 
from Walker’s and Hayes’ equivalent widths of lines 
in the R-branch of the 3v3 band at 1.1 p. Laboratory 
curves of growth were used to obtain the line for 
intensity for each Jmanifold. Saturation effects were 
found to be important, and qNwas determined to be 
between 86 and 185 m-atm, depending on the value 
used for the line half-width. 
Extension of Calculations of Rotational Temperature 
and Abundance of ethane in the Jovian Atmosphere 
J. S. Margolis and K. Fox 
1. Atrnos. Sci., Vol. 26, No. 5, Pt. 1, pp. 862-864, 
September 1969 
Rotational temperatures and abundances of methane 
in the Jovian atmosphere have been calculated for 
Lorentz half-widths y = 0.15, 0.20, and 0.30 cm-l. 
The results are within -10 to 20% of those pre- 
viously determined for y = 0.10 cm-l, and are not far 
from the values corresponding to no saturation. 
Measurement of the Absorption Strength of the 
Methane 3v3,  ./-Manifolds at 9050 cm-l 
J. S. Margolis 
J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer, Vol. 10, No. 3, 
pp. 165-1 74, March 1970 
The absorption strengths of the Jmanifolds in the R 
branch of the 3v, band of methane at 9050 cm-l have 
been measured. A technique has been developed 
which satisfactorily treats the problem of the com- 
plex blending of the fine structure in the Jmanifolds. 
The rotational temperature of the methane sample is 
calculated and is in good agreement with the 
laboratory temperature. The uncertainties in the 
results introduced by blending of extraneous lines 
and unaccounted J dependence of the half-width are 
discussed. 
Shapes 
W. J. Marko 
Technical Report 32-1 357, September 1, 1969 
An investigation of the dynamic stability characteris- 
tics of three high-drag planetary entry shapes (spheri- 
cally blunted 60- and 70-deg half-angle cones) has 
been conducted in the 6 x 6-ft supersonic wind tun- 
nel of the Ames Research Center at transonic speeds. 
Free-flight testing techniques were successfully used 
to document the effects of Mach number and oscil- 
lation amplitudes on the transonic dynamic stability 
137 
of the principal shape, the sharp-edged 60-deg half- 
angle cone. Two primary results were observed from 
the test. First, transonic dynamic stability coefficients 
are not as unfavorable (destabilizing) as those pre- 
viously reported in open literature. However, the 
decrease in dynamic stability in the transonic regime 
compared with that in the subsonic and supersonic 
regimes continues to be significant. Second and most 
important, the transonic dynamic stability is shown to 
be dependent on oscillation amplitude. As the effec- 
tive oscillation amplitude decreased, the dynamic sta- 
bility became more unfavorable. This effect was 
observed as highly convergent amplitude envelopes 
for effective amplitudes greater than 15 deg, and as 
divergent envelopes for amplitudes below 10 deg. 
The use of these dynamic stability data in computer 
simulations of entry into the tenuous atmosphere of 
Mars by a hypothesized entry capsule is demon- 
strated. Static coefficients obtained as a by-product of 
the dynamic investigation are also presented. 
~ A ~ § H ,  E 6.
026 Analysis of Flexible Structure Effects on Attitude- 
Control Sensors 
E. L. Marsh 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. Ill, pp. 151-155, 
February 28,1970 
The use of hybrid coordinates in determining, with 
some generality, the effects of spacecraft flexibility 
on an attitude-control sensor is detailed. The particu- 
lar spacecraft considered is the Thermoelectric 
Outer-Planet Spacecraft (TOPS). An equation 
incorporating a transfer function, which is modified 
to account for flexibility, is discussed. Actual use of 
the equation for the TOPS configuration is 
unwarranted, since calculations based on data from a 
structural analysis of the vehicle show that the elastic 
deflection of the vehicle’s structure has negligible 
effect on tracker sensing accuracy. 
H. E. Marsh, Jr., and W. M. Foley, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 199-200, 
December 3 1,1969 
This article describes the new thin-layer chromatog- 
raphy technique that has been shown to be a satis- 
factory method for the qualitative determination of 
the functionality of hydroxy-terminated Telagen pre- 
028 
M029 
The complex and important role of the propellant 
binder in solid-propellant rockets is described. The 
severe weight problems of space exploration cause 
high propellant performance to be of major concern 
in a highly competitive field. Binders contribute to 
performance not only in terms of fuel value, but by 
being compatible with energetic components and by 
providing good mechanical properties. Both the ster- 
ilization required for planetary landings and the com- 
patibility problems of new energetic oxidizers gen- 
erate new requirements too stringent for existing 
binders; only binders composed essentially of sat- 
urated aliphatic hydrocarbon are predicted to be 
suitable. Several saturated-binder development pro- 
grams are in progress. The achievements of one of 
these programs, based on free-radical synthesis, are 
evaluated against the requirements for the new 
binder. 
polymers. Instant thin-layer chromatography has the 
advantage of more rapid development and greater 
ease in processing and storing. 
elation Studies 
H. E. Marsh, Jr., and J. F. Wolfe 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 200-202, 
December 3 1,1969 
The experimental technique described in this article 
has been developed to test Flory’s theory of the 
gelation process in three-dimensional network poly- 
condensation reactions. Polyesterifications of 1,3,5- 
pentanetricarboxylic acid, sebacic acid, and ethylene 
glycol in xylene solutions at off-stoichiometric ratios 
and over a wide range of cross-linking agent concen- 
trations have shown good agreement with theory. 
Reactions are carried out in a resin kettle equipped 
with a decanting distillation receiver for returning 
xylene from the azeotropically removed water. The 
general approach is to start with a theoretically non- 
gelling composition and shift this composition toward 
gelation in small increments until incipient gelation 
is reached. Completion of reaction between steps is 
monitored by measurement of the removed water 
and by infrared analysis of the reaction mixture. 
Recent Developments in Solid- 
H. E. Marsh, Jr. 
J. Macromol. Sci.-Chem., Voi. A3, No. 7, pp. 1397-1 41 8, 
November 1969 
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J. E. Marte and D. W. Kurtz 
Technical Report 32-1462, January 1, 1970 
Hand-calculation procedures for predicting aero- 
dynamic noise from propellers, rotors, and lift fans 
useful as first engineering approximations have been 
assembled from the literature. Considerable intro- 
ductory material and a glossary of terms have been 
included to make the prediction procedures more 
meaningful. Current literature has been reviewed 
and a comprehensive bibliography on V/STOL air- 
craft noise is presented. 
atrix Test of Sterilizable Piece Parts 
K. Martin 
Supporting Research. and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 174-1 76, 
December 3 1,1969 
The temperature-time heat-sterilization environ- 
ments currently recommended by NASA are being 
evaluated for their effects on piece parts. Two 
capacitor types were subjected to six repeated 
tempera ture  cycles of t he  recommended 
temperature-time environments, followed by a 
10,000-h life test at rated voltage and temperature. 
The results of these tests are summarized in this 
article. 
ry-Coded Sequential 
W. L. Martin 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 72-8 1, May 3 1, 1969 
The ranging system described in this article is de- 
signed to extend the threshold to weaker signals 
without sacrificing the present high level of accuracy. 
The system employs up to 18 sequentially trans- 
mitted square-wave components with periods from 2 
ps to 0.25 s. Unlike previous ranging equipment, the 
system is open loop and uses received doppler, prop- 
erly scaled, to establish the incoming symbol rate. 
High-frequency digital logic operating at decision 
rates on the order of 4 ns is used for implementation. 
Total system size is less than 3 ft.3 
033 
Coded Sequential Acquisition Ranging System 
P. F. MacDoran and W. L. Martin 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 34-41, March 3 1, 1970 
For abstract, see MacDoran, P. F. 
034 Information Systems: Performance of the Binary- 
Coded Sequential Acquisition anging System of DSS 
14 
W. L. Martin 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 55-61, March 3 1,1970 
This article describes a series of tests conducted at 
the Mars Deep Space Station (DSS 14) to accurately 
assess the performance of the new binary-coded 
sequential acquisition ranging system in a DSS 
environment. System delay and delay stability for 
both the ranging system and the entire DSS are con- 
sidered. Results are given that show the delay to be 
independent of received signal strength. Acquisition 
integrity is found to be excellent, with little discon- 
tinuity being introduced by the reacquisition process. 
Suggestions are included for future investigations 
that will provide a more complete understanding of 
the Deep Space Network ranging capability. 
~ A R X ~ I L L € R ,  H. 0. 
0 3 5  Realignment of DSN Operational 
Reporting 
H. D. Moss and H. 0. Marxmiller 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 150-1 52, January 31, 1970 
For abstract, see Moss, H. D. 
36 
T. D. Masek and J. R. Womack 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 180-181, 
June 30,1969 
The studies described in this article were conducted 
to provide additional data on the operation of a 
hollow-cathode ion thruster with certain pole piece 
and baffle configurations. These data will be useful in 
choosing a suitable design for the SEPST (solar elec- 
tric propulsion system technology) I11 program. 
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Waporizer Contamination by 
T. D. Masek and A. P. Rinder, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 2 14-2 16, 
October 31,1969 
Contamination of mercury ion thruster vaporizers re- 
sulting from mercury impurities is discussed in this 
article. A high content of silver and gold in the mer- 
cury resulted in wetting of the vaporizer and erratic 
thruster operation. Tests using mercury with low 
silver and gold content showed no contamination 
after 900 h of operation. 
Closed-Loop Operation of a oilowcathode Ion 
Thruster 
E. V. Pawlik and T. D. Masek 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 206-210, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Pawlik, E. V. 
Thrust System Technology for Solar Electric 
Propulsion 
T. D. Masek and E. V. Pawlik 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, NO. 5, pp. 557-564, May 1969 
This paper reviews solar electric thrust system 
technology. An experimental study, concerning: (1) 
the influence of geometry and operating conditions 
on thruster performance; (2) accelerator grid per- 
formance; (3) electromagnet-permanent magnet 
trade-offs; (4) hollow-cathode operation with variable 
thruster power level; (5) control requirements and 
methods; and (6) power matching with the associated 
performance penalties, is described and correlated 
with development programs in other laboratories. 
Total efficiencies of 67% at 3500 s and 76% at 4000 s 
are obtained in a 2.5-kW thruster (including 2% 
power and 2% utilization corrections for the neutra- 
lizer). Operation with electromagnets or permanent 
magnets is shown to be equivalent, and thruster- 
control system stability problems, arising from 
improved performance, are described and methods 
for solution are presented. Of the two methods of 
power matching studied (constant specific impulse 
with variable propellant flow and beam current and 
variable specific impulse with constant beam cur- 
rent), the constant specific impulse method appears 
to produce the least performance degradation. 
N, J. 
04 1 
MQ42 
3 
G. Lewicki and J. Maserjian 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 134-137, 
August 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Lewicki, G. 
ilm Capacitive Bolometer 
J. Maserjian 
AppL Opt., Vol. 9, No. 2, pp. 307-3 15, February 1970 
A thin-film capacitive bolometer is described, which 
depends on a temperature sensitivity derived from 
electron trapping effects in thin amorphous dielec- 
tric films containing an ionic space charge. The 
theory of this process is summarized and shown to be 
in good agreement with results obtained from 
anodized NbzOs capacitors. The capacitive elements 
can be formed on thin-film supporting structures to 
achieve large thermal detectivities D*. An analysis 
given for an optimized detector indicates that it is 
possible to reach the theoretical maximum D* at 
room temperature. Experimental detectors are 
described which were fabricated from anodized 
NbzOs and evaporated Al2O-TiO2 capacitors. Their 
performance at room temperature indicates respon- 
sivities of at least 2 mV/pW, effective time constants 
of about 0.05 s, and values of D*in excess of lo9. 
Frequency Response of Thin-Film Thermal Detectors 
J. Maserjian 
1. AppL Phys., Vol. 40, NO. 8, pp. 3417-3419, July 1969 
The response of a thermal detector to radiant energy 
is a two-fold process involving, first, the temperature 
rise resulting from the absorbed radiation and, 
second, the conversion of the temperature rise into a 
useful output signal by the active detector element. 
The temperature response to a periodic component 
of radiation, which normally represents the effective 
frequency response of the thermal detector, is con- 
sidered here. The detector geometry is assumed to be 
of a form in which the active element comprises part 
of a thin film suspended across a hole in a supporting 
frame at ambient temperature. Radiant flux is 
assumed uniformly absorbed over a disk of radius less 
than or equal to the hole radius. The asshmed con- 
figuration is of the general form appropriate to thin- 
film thermal detectors. 
J. Maserjian 
J. Vacuum Sci. Techno/, Vol. 6, No. 5, pp. 843-847, 
September-October 1969 
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The ac impedance has been considered in a general 
way which includes the effect of a distribution of 
trapping states within Schottky-type energy barriers. 
Starting with the complete unipolar transport equa- 
tion, and introducing a density-of-trapping-states 
function, depending generally on both position and 
energy, one arrives at a useful formulation of the ac 
impedance. This result is possible because of the 
rapid variation of the effect of traps in such barriers 
which restricts their main contribution to a narrow 
range of positions and energies. Thus, expressions are 
obtained which relate the ac impedance measure- 
ments to the trapping effect at regions of the barrier 
corresponding to the applied frequency, voltage, and 
temperature. With these three independent vari- 
ables, it is possible to experimentally scan the barrier 
over energy and position, obtaining a profile of trap 
densities and other barrier properties as well as 
independent tests on the self-consistency of the 
method. Some experimental results obtained from 
thin-film Nb20s capacitors are given and shown to be 
in general agreement with the theory. This agree- 
ment also supports our contention, based on previous 
dc studies, that the NbzOs film contains a large ionic 
space charge. From the results we calculate a barrier 
minimum of 0.38 eV, an average trap density of 
about 1019 cm-3 eV-I, and trap capture cross section of 
about 10-i3 cm2. 
SQN, P. V: 
044 Slow-Wave Structures Utilizing Superconducting 
Thin-Film Transmission Lines 
P. V. Mason and R. W. Gould (California Institute of 
Technology) 
J. AppL Phys., Vol. 40, No. 5, pp. 2039-2051, April 1969 
Slow-wave propagation of electromagnetic waves in 
transmission lines formed of thin-film super- 
conductors has been studied theoretically and experi- 
mentally. Previous theoretical analyses have been 
extended to include nonlocal theories. Phase velocity 
is found to be strongly dependent on film thickness 
and interfilm spacing when these become less than a 
few penetration depths and is also modified by coher- 
ence, length, mean free path, nature of reflection of 
electrons at the film surfaces, and by temperature 
and magnetic field. Experimental measurements 
were made to verify the dependence on thickness, 
spacing, and temperature by means of a resonance 
technique. Data taken for varying thickness and spac- 
ing verified the general trend of theoretical pre- 
dictions. They indicate a nonlocal behavior with 
some specular reflection, but scatter of the data taken 
for different films prevents precise comparison of 
theory and experiment. Estimates of bulk pene- 
tration depths were made for indium and tantalum. 
Data were consistent with the estimate of coherence 
length for indium. Velocity was found to be 
independent of frequency in the range 50-500 MHz, 
while losses increased as the square. Pulse measure- 
ments indicated that delays of several microseconds 
and storage of several thousand pulses on a single line 
are feasible. 
P. E 
ransfer and Laminar 
utions in an internal Sub 
ratures up to 13,900 de 
P. F. Massier, L. H. Back, and E. J. Roschke 
Technical Report 32-1316 (Reprinted from Journalof Heat 
Transfec ASME Ser. C., Vol. 91, No. 1, pp. 83-90, 
February 1969) 
Radial distributions of velocity, enthalpy, and mass 
flux have been evaluated experimentally in a laminar 
boundary layer from calorimetric probe measure- 
ments obtained in a subsonic flow of arc-heated 
argon in the entrance region of an axisymmetric 
constant-diameter duct. Longitudinal distributions of 
heat flux were also determined. Because of the large 
free-stream-to-wall-temperature ratios the boundary- 
layer mass flux exceeded that of the free stream suffi- 
ciently to produce negative values of the displace- 
ment thickness. The longitudinal distributions of the 
heat transfer and the radial distributions of the 
enthalpy difference and the velocity were found to 
agree reasonably well with laminar boundary-layer 
predictions which account for large variations in 
properties. 
easurernents in Subsonic 
Air Flow Through a Contraction Section 
L. H. Back, P. F. Massier, and R. F. Cuffel 
Technical Report 32-1348 (Reprinted from lnternational 
Journalof Heat andMass Transfer, Vol. 12, No. 1, pp. 1-13, 
January 1969) 
For abstract, see Back, L. H. 
7 Laminarimtion of a 
szzle Flow 
L. H. Back, R. F. Cuffel, and P. F. Massier 
Technical Report 32-1407 (Reprinted from AIAA Journal, 
Vol. 7, No. 4, pp. 730-733, April 1969) 
For abstract, see Back, L. H. 
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undary-Layer 
II Cooling in 
L. H. Back, R. F. Cuffel, and P. F. Massier 
Technical Report 32-1434 (Reprinted from 1. Heat Transfer, 
Vol. 91, No. 4, pp. 477-487, November 1969) 
For abstract, see Back, L. H. 
R. F. Cuffel, L. H. Back, and P. F. Massier 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 181-185, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Cuffel, R. F. 
050 Combined Theoretical and Preliminary Experimental 
Results of Heat Transfer to Anodes 
P. F. Massier and T. K. Bose 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 227-233, 
October 31,1969 
Experimental heat-transfer results are analyzed in 
conjunction with a theoretical prediction method for 
ionized gas flows over a segmented flat surface with 
an electric field applied to the upstream segment 
(anode). The tests were conducted in an argon 
atmosphere at a nominal pressure of 50 torr and a 
current of approximately 40 A over a gas velocity 
range of about 55 to 257 ft/s. For one test, the free- 
stream gas temperature associated with the heat 
transfer was found to be 13,000"R, and the combined 
anode fall potential and work function was 4.9 V. By 
matching the heat load distribution of the segments 
with theoretical predictions, it was established that 
the origin of the thermal boundary layer for all tests 
occurred at a distance of about 0.8 of the segment 
length (0.20 in.) from the leading edge of the 
upstream segment. It was also deduced that the free- 
stream temperature associated with the heat transfer 
was about constant along the flow direction. Expres- 
sions used for evaluating the theoretical heat loads 
for each of the segments and for collapsing the data 
are presented. 
T. K. Bose, M. B. Noel, and P. F. Massier 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 242-246, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Bose, T. K. 
c Flowfield in B Supersonic 
roat Radius of Cuwature 
R. F. Cuffel, L. H. Back, and P. F. Massier 
AlAA J., Vol. 7, NO. 7, pp. 1364-1366, July 1969 
For abstract, see Cuffel, R. F. 
ffects on the Flow Coefficient for a 
P. F. Massier, L. H. Back, M. B. Noel, and F. Saheli 
AIAA I., Vol. 8, No. 3, pp. 605-607, March 1970 
Experiments were conducted to determine the adia- 
batic flow coefficient in a supersonic nozzle with 
choked flow over a throat Reynolds number range 
from 650 to 350,000. The adiabatic flow coefficient is 
influenced by the nozzle contour, particularly in the 
throat region that establishes the inviscid core flow 
distribution, and by the viscous (boundary-layer) 
effects. In the experiments, which were conducted 
with argon, nitrogen, and helium, the boundary 
layers in the throat region of the nozzle are believed 
to have been laminar, even at the higher throat Rey- 
nolds numbers. With the nozzle configuration uti- 
lized, viscous effects could be investigated directly. 
The experimental apparatus, results, and predictions 
are presented. 
THLJR, E P. 
aintenance of Aerospace Computers 
and Spacecraft lnfarmation and Control Systems 
A. AviTienis, F. P. Mathur,, D. A. Rennels, and J. A. Rohr 
Technical Report 32-1 449 (Reprint of Paper 69-966 presented 
at AlAA Aerospace Computer Systems Conference, Los 
Angeles, California, September 8-1 0,1969) 
For abstract, see Avizienis, A. 
odeling and Analysis of a 
g Standby Spares 
F. P. Mathur 
Technical Report 32-1467, November 1, 1969 
A dynamic TMR (triple-modularly-redundant) system 
using standby spares, referred to as the TMR/Spares 
system in this report, is developed, modeled, and 
analyzed. The characteristic reliabil& equation of 
such a system is derived. The behavior of the system 
reliability as a function of the nonredundant system 
and normalized time is plotted, and comparisons are 
made with conventional TMR systems. The 
TMR/Spares model is considered to be a major 
addition to the redundancy techniques available to 
the designer of fault-tolerant computers. 
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eliability Study of ault-Tolerant Computers 
F. P. Mathur 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 106-1 13, 
August 3 1,1969 
Present interplanetary-mission operational require- 
ments for aerospace digital computers are on the 
order of 10 or more years. The general objective of 
the reliability study discussed in this article was to 
investigate the problem of estimating and quantify- 
ing the reliability of fault-tolerant computer con- 
figurations. The study was comprised of the following 
three related tasks: 
(1) The development of reliability equations that 
model the reliability of fault-tolerant organizations. 
(2) The analysis, with respect to significant 
parameters, of various redundancy techniques util- 
izable in the design of such ultra-reliable computers. 
(3) A critical comparison of the various redundancy 
techniques available and determination of figures of 
merit and guidelines for their optimum usage. 
These tasks led to the development of a mathe- 
matical reliability model of generalized self-testing 
and repairing computers that will permit the analytic 
evaluation of the significant reliability parameters. 
Concurrent with this analytic effort, a computer- 
aided reliability estimation (CARE) software program 
was being written. The CARE program, being 
developed on the UNIVAC 1108 multiprocessor 
system, will serve as a computer-aided reliability 
design tool for designers of ultra-reliable systems. 
57 ission Telemetry System Project 
W. S. Baumgartner, N. C. Ham, W. F. McAndrew, 
D. W. Brown, M. L. Yeater, C. A. Holritz, J. T. Hatch, and 
A. D'Amore 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 152-1 69, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Baumgartner, W. S. 
D. E. Neff and F. E. McCrea 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 59-61, July31, 1969 
For abstract, see Neff, D. E. 
059  fficient Antenna Systems: S- 
F. E. McCrea 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 91-94, March 31, 1970 
The S-band polar ultra cone contains a low-noise R F  
feed system designed for the Deep Space Instru- 
mentation Facility 85-ft-diam-antenna reflectors. The 
cone mates with the standard station controls. Low- 
noise listen-only and diplexed modes are provided. 
Adjustable linear polarization or right or left circular 
polarization is available. Novel design features allow 
minimized operating temperatures of approximately 
17 and 26°K at 2295 MHz for the listen-only and 
diplexed modes, respectively. The system was 
installed at the Echo Deep Space Station on January 
28, 1970, to support the Pioneer and Mariner Mars 
1969 Extended Operations Mission Projects. 
McDONALD, D. 6. 
060 The de Haas-van Alphen Effect in White Tin 
R. W. Vaughan, D. D. Ellemon, and D. G. McDonald 
J. Phys. Chem. Solids, Vol. 31, No. 1, pp. 117-124, 
January 1970 
For abstract, see Vaughan, R. W. 
06 1 The Microwave Spectrum of Saturn 
S. Gulkis, T. R. McDonough (Cornel1 University), and 
H. Craft (Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory) 
lcarus: lnt. J. Sol. Sys., Vol. 10, No. 3, pp. 421-427, 
May 1969 
For abstract, see Gulkis, S. 
Codes 
R. J. McEliece 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 28-33, 
August 3 1,1969 
Let Vm(q)  be the m-dimensional vector space of m- 
lists from GF(q). If F, is the set of all polynomials of 
degree r or less in m variables over GF(q), the rth- 
order generalized Reed-Muller code over GF(q) is 
defined to be the code of block length 4" whose code- 
words are the truth tables of the polynomials in F,. 
Among the major results presented in this article is 
the following: If f(x,, . . ., xm) is a polynomial of degree 
5 2 over GF(q), the number of solutions to f(x, , . . ., 
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xm) = a is of the form 4*1+up-1-l, where u = 0, 
f l ,  or (4  - 1) and 0 5 j 5 m/2. A set of 
canonical quadratic forms over GF(q) is derived, and 
formulas for the number of quadratic forms of each 
rank and type are obtained. Finally, complete weight 
spectra are presented for the second-order 
generalized Reed-Muller code and a code closely 
related to it. As much as possible, the cases 4 odd and 
4 even are treated simultaneously. 
inatorial Communications: Error-Correcting 
ord Synchronization 
R. J. McEliece 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 48-50, 
February 28,1970 
Binary (0-1) commands are to be sent to the Wking 
space vehicle periodically after quiet periods during 
which the idle sequence . . . O O O O .  . . has been trans- 
mitted. The object is to establish synchronization of 
the command words as soon as the command is 
received, at least with very high probability. The 
space channel causes random bit errors with proba- 
bility Because the lock response time of the bit 
synchronizer is 4 it periods, there may occur bursts 
of errors bekween lock decisions. An easily 
implemented, general technique for establishing 
command word synchronization is described in this 
article. Using this technique, a relatively short prefix, 
or word start signal, would be transmitted prior to 
the commands. The selection of the appropriate 
prefix is discussed. 
2 
munications: Some Results on the 
R. J. McEliece, R. P. Stanley, and H. Taylor 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 51-54, 
February 28,1970 
The problem of computing the zero-error capacity of 
a discrete memoryless channel is closely related to 
certain graph-theoretic problems. This article pre- 
sents several new results about graphs that simplify 
the computation of the zero-error capacity. 
5 Factorization of inite Fields 
R. J. McEliece 
Math. Comp., Vol. 23, No. 108, pp. 861-868, October 1969 
such h 's that the repeated application of this result 
will succeed in separating all irreducible 
factors of L The h's chosen are loosely defined by 
hi (x )  E 2 + 24+ 9 q z  + . + .  + (mod f(x)). A 
detailed example over GF(2) is given, and a table 
of the factors of the cyclotomic polynomials CP, (x) 
(modp) for p = 2, n z250 ;  p = 3, n 100; and 
p = 5, 7, n 5 50 isincluded. 
H. 8. 
ication of the 210-ft-diam Antenna Cable 
Up System 
H. D. McGinness and F. J. Menninger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 11 1-120, July 31, 1969 
The cable wrap-up system of the 210-ft-diam antenna 
at the Mars Deep Space Station has been redesigned 
to correct existing deficiencies and to provide a 
capability for additional water flow to the rotating 
portion of the structure. The two designs are com- 
pared, and analyses, tests, and installation procedures 
are described. 
~ c ~ L I ~ C H ~ ~  6. E 
67 Effects of Inertia Cross-Products on TOPS Attitude- 
Control 
L. F. McGlinchey 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 127-129, 
August 3 1,1969 
Several of the recent configurations for the Thermo- 
electric Outer-Planet Spacecraft (TOPS) have inertial 
properties with at least one inertia cross-product that 
is a significant percentage of the principal moments 
of inertia. This, in general, is an undesirable con- 
dition from the standpoint of attitude control. To 
illustrate the effects of cross-products on the TOPS 
attitude control, a brief analysis was made in which 
an allowable upper bound for the magnitude of 
inertia cross-products was established. If large cross- 
products cannot be avoided, changes can be made to 
the attitude-control system mechanization. The 
analysis and the recommended changes are 
described in this article. 
If f(x) is a polynomial over GF (4 ) ,  we observe (as has 
Berlekamp) that, if h(x)q h (x) (mod f(x) ), then 
f(x) = I I a t G F ( 4 )  gcd ( f ( x ) , h ( x )  - a).  This 
report gives an explicit construction of enough N. Burow and H. Mclnnis, Jr. 
aseband Signal 
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The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 145-151, May31,1969 
For abstract, see Burow, N. 
w. 
egrain Cone Ground 
fications 
R. McKee and A. Nicula 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, p. 1 15, September 30, 1969 
The cassegrain cone ground handling trailer was 
modified to extend its usefulness to include handling 
of a new cassegrain cone configuration being devel- 
oped for the multiple primary feed system for the 
Mars Deep Space Station 210-ft antenna. The mod- 
ified trailer is described in this article. 
070 Winterization of the Time Sync Master Station 30-ft 
Antenna 
J. Carlucci and R. McKee 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, p. 108, January31, 1970 
For abstract, see Carlucci, J. 
07 1 
72 
A Circuit Design for Eliminating igh Current Spikes 
at Converter and lnverter Inputs 
C. McLyman 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 66-69, 
December 3 1,1969 
A relatively simple “volt-second reactor” has been 
developed for preventing transistor on-time overlap 
in inverter circuits. The device provides a small delay 
in the base drive circuit of the power transistors that 
prevents both transistors from being in an “on” con- 
dition simultaneously. This article describes the 
device and pertinent experimental results. 
-to-ac Inverter for 
D. Hopper, C. McLyman, and J. Loughin (General Electric Co.) 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 130-132, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Hopper, D. 
073 etermination From 
G. Pease, R. Bourke, S. McReynolds, K. Thuleen, J. Borras, and 
R. Mitchell 
Technical Report 32-1 363, July 1,1969 
For abstract, see Pease, G. 
Conjugate Points 
S. R. McReynolds 
Supporting Research and Advanced De velopmen f, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 15-19, 
April 30, 1969 
This article, which treats conjugate points from a 
dynamic programming point of view, represents an 
extension of the work of Dreyfus and Melbourne. In 
particular, a proof is given to show that the present 
intermediate conjugate points exclude a solution 
from being locally optimal. 
075 A Simplified Approach to Nonlinear Estimation 
P. Dyer and S. R. McReynolds 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 62-64, May 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Dyer, P. 
076 A Simplified Approach for Determining the 
information Content of Radio Tracking Data 
D. W. Curkendall and S. R. McReynolds 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 5, pp. 520-525, May 1969 
For abstract, see Curkendall, D. W. 
0 7 7  Translational Forces on Mariner VFrom the Attitude 
Control System 
R. D. Bourke, S. R. McReynolds, and K. L. Thuleen 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 9, pp. 1063-1 066, 
September 1969 
For abstract, see Bourke, R. D. 
J. G. 
Evolution of a Pioneer e4ernetry Simulation 
E. L. Dunbar and J. G. Mearns 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 145-148, September 30,1969 
For abstract, see Dunbar, E. L. 
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ment Ephemeris Number 69 
D. A. O'Handley, D. B. Holdridge, W. G. Melbourne, and 
J. D. Mulholland 
Technical Report 32-1465, December 15, 1969 
For abstract, see O'Handley, D. A. 
R. M. Goldstein, W. G. Melbourne, G. A. Morris, Jr., 
G. S. Downs, and D. A. O'Handley 
Radio Sci., Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 475-478, February 1970 
For abstract, see Goldstein, R. M. 
081 §hock-Tube Thermochemistry Tables for High- 
Temperature Gases: Air 
W. A. Menard and T. E. Horton 
Technical Report 32-1408, Vol. I, November 1,1969 
Thermodynamic properties and species con- 
centrations of equilibrium air are tabulated for mov- 
ing, standing, and reflected shock waves. Initial pres- 
sures range from 0.05 to 50.0 torr, and temperatures 
from 1000 to over 100,000"K. In this study, 26 molec- 
ular and atomic species are considered. 
082 Shock-Tube Thermochemistry Tables Cor Nigh- 
ture Gases: 90% Carbon Dioxide and 10% 
W. A. Menard and T. E. Horton 
Technical Report 32-1408, Vol. 11, December 1,1969 
e Thermochem~stry [Computer] 
W. A. Menard 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 174-1 75, 
August 31,1969 
A computer program for calculating the chemical 
equilibrium properties associated with moving, 
standing, and reflected normal shocks has been 
developed. A brief description of the program and its 
applications is presented in this article. 
64 I/. J. 
085 Sensitivity of Explosives to Laser 
V. J. Menichelli and L. C. Yang 
Technical Report 32-1 474, April 30, 1970 
A study has been made to determine the practica- 
bility of initiating some common explosives with laser 
energy. Pulsed ruby and neodymium lasers, in the 
free-running mode, were the energy source. The 
laser pulse was adjusted for 5-5 output and externally 
attenuated. The explosive materials were pressed 
prior to testing. Primary high explosives and some 
metal/metal-oxide mixtures were easily initiated. 
However, secondary high explosives were not 
initiated at the 5-J level under the conditions 
reported. Reflectivity of the sample surface is of con- 
siderable importance to initiation. With the sensi- 
tivity value adjusted for reflective losses, the relative 
sensitivity ordering of the explosives tested con- 
formed quite well to the ordering one would expect 
from other methods of sensitivity testing (e.g., fric- 
tion and impact). 
Equilibrium thermodynamic properties and species 
concentrations for a mixture of 90% COZ and 10% 
Nz are tabulated for moving, standing, and reflected 
shock waves. Initial pressures range from 0.05 to 50.0 
torr, and temperatures from 1000 to over 100,000"K. 
In this study, 34 molecular and atomic species are 
considered. 
E J. 
F. J. Menninger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 152-156, May31,1969 
hock-Tube Thermo 
e m ~ e r a ~ u r ~  Gases 
W. A. Menard and T. E. Horton 
Technical Report 32-1408, Vol. 111, January 1,1970 
Equilibrium thermodynamic properties and species 
concentrations for helium, neon, and argon are tabu- 
lated for moving, standing, and reflected shock 
waves. Initial pressures range from 0.05 to 50.0 torr, 
and temperatures from 2000 to over 100,000"K. 
A structural upgrade of the Deep Space Instru- 
mentation Facility (DSIF) 85-ft polar antennas at the 
Pioneer, Echo, and Woomera Deep Space Stations 
was performed in 1968. The replacement of the drive 
skids during this upgrade afforded an opportunity to 
change the hydraulic piping to improve maintain- 
ability and reliability, because the servo hydraulics 
are an integral part of the installed drive skid 
assembly. The new hydraulic piping and related 
equipment are described in this article. 
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M087 Modification of the 210-ft-diam Antenna Cable Wrap- (the reference mission for the Thermoelectric Outer- 
Planet Spacecraft Project). This article delineates the 
reference design criteria that such a power source 
must meet. These criteria have been furnished to the 
Atomic Energy Commission and are currently being 
used in Phase I of their Multi-Hundred Watt RTG 
Development Program. 
Up System 
H. D. McGinness and F. J. Menninger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 11 1-120, July31,1969 
For abstract, see McGinness, H. D. 
MERRILL, 0. S. 
M088 Correlation of Fixed-Spacing Thermionic Converter 
Performance With Variablespacing Test Vehicle 
Data 
0. S. Merrill 
Technical Report 32-1445 (Reprinted from IEEE Trans. 
Electron Devices, Vol. EP-16, No. 8, pp. 679-686, 
August 1969) 
Seven fixed-spacing thermionic converters with 
planar electrodes and one with cylindrical electrodes 
were designed and built on the basis of data from a 
planar variable-spacing thermionic test vehicle oper- 
ated at emitter temperatures of 1600-2000°K in 
100°K increments. Electrodes in the variable-spacing 
device and in five of the planar converters were of 
polycrystalline rhenium; those in the other two 
planar converters, and in the cylindrical converter 
were of vapor-deposited rhenium. The design per- 
formance of all fixed-spacing planar converters, com- 
pared with the test vehicle data, fell within 6.5% of 
predicted values; performance of the cylindrical con- 
verter was within 1.1% of the predicted value. The 
performance of the cylindrical converter was also 
compared with that of a corresponding planar con- 
verter and was found to be in excellent agreement. 
The converter designed for a 2000°K emitter tem- 
perature had completed 11,600 h of life testing as of 
October 1968, at a constant power output of approx- 
imately 27 W/cm2 at 0.77 V. It was also observed that 
the design points for the five planar converters with 
polycrystalline rhenium electrodes fell on a straight 
line when optimum power output was plotted as a 
function of emitter temperature. 
M089 Reference Design Criteria for the Thermoelectric 
Outer-Planet Spacecraft Radioisotope 
Thermoelectric Generator Power Source 
0. S. Merrill 
Supporthg Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 145-147, 
February 28,1970 
At present, there exists no known power source, 
radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) or 
otherwise, that will satisfy the performance, safety, 
lifetime, and power requirements for an extended 
outer-planet mission, such as the Grand Tour mission 
METZGER A. E. 
M090 Addition of a Gamma Ray Spectrometer to the Alpha 
Scattering Experiment as Designed for the Surveyor 
Mission 
A. E. Metzger and T. M. Harrington (Analog Technology 
Corporation) 
Technical Report 32-1 423, November 1, 1969 
Gamma ray spectroscopy and alpha scattering are 
separate techniques that can be used for the composi- 
tional analysis of lunar and planetary surfaces. This 
report shows that it is possible to combine a gamma 
ray spectrometer with an alpha scattering instrument 
in a relatively simple manner, so that they can oper- 
ate sequentially while sharing much of the 
electronics. The interfaces which have been designed 
and tested are based on the alpha scattering instru- 
ment that performed successfully in the Surveyor 
program. 
M091 Evaluation of an RCA Photomultiplier Tube, Type 
C31009 
A. E. Metzger 
Technical Memorandum 33-438, February 1, 1970 
Operational and nonoperational tests were 
performed on a ruggedized 3-in.-diam photomulti- 
plier tube of unconventional design (RCA type 
C31009) to determine its applicability for space-flight 
gamma-ray and X-ray instruments. The results of 
these tests are presented in this memorandum. 
MILLER, A. 6. 
M092 Purification and Reversible Inactivation of the 
lsocitrate Dehydrogenase from an Obligate Halophile 
J. S. Hubbard and A. B. Miller 
J. Bacterial., Vol. 99, No. 1, pp. 161-168, July 1969 
For abstract, see Hubbard, J. S. 
MILLER C. G. 
M093 Compatibility and Shielding Analysis of Science 
Instruments in Spacecraft Containing a Radioisotope 
Thermoelectric Generator 
C. G. Miller and V. C. Truscello 
Technical Report 32-1 427, May 1,1970 
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The use of radioisotope thermoelectric generators as 
a solar-independent power source in spacecraft is 
considered. The probability of misinterpretation of 
generator-produced neutron and gamma fields for 
naturally occurring phenomena by onboard science 
instruments is investigated. (It was recognized that 
gamma-photon radiation is the main source of inter- 
ference.) Spatial deployment and shielding require- 
ments are discussed. 
Geiger-Mueller tubes, electron multipliers, and 
silicon surface-barrier detectors are evaluated in 
detail. Because the sensitivity of the science instru- 
ments varies with the energy of the radiation, a 20- 
group structure in the 0.04- to 10-MeV range was 
developed to determine the spectral distribution of 
the radiation energy. Analytic models are developed 
to predict the effect of these spectra on the instru- 
ments selected. The possible degradation of space- 
craft electronics is also investigated. 
The principal findings were that the gamma-photon 
field does affect the operation of the instruments 
(which would require shielding), while the neutron 
field does not-either directly or indirectly through 
capture-gama production. The age of the fuel is a 
factor in determining the amount of background 
interference. The degradation threshold for most 
electrical components is above the level produced by 
the fuel. A marginal case exists for injection transis- 
tors; methods are proposed for alleviating this con- 
dition. The analysis and conclusions presented here 
are being refined by further analytical studies and an 
experimental program currently under way at JPL. 
igh-Power Arc Lamp Light Sources 
C. G. Miller and E. G. Laue 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 173-175, 
April 30,1969 
A program is under way to improve the brightness, 
power-handling capability, and useful lifetime of 
xenon arc lamps. Present sealed lamps operate with 
an electrical cathode and anode, each about 3/4 in. in 
diameter, in line, and separated by about 1A in. The 
highest practical input powers to these lamps are 
limited to just under 30 kW, although the lamps use 
highest conductivity copper anodes with high- 
efficiency water cooling in the anodes. 
The approach to improve the lamps that is reported 
here uses a number of anodes, typically 3 or 6, 
arranged with their tips in a tight circle around the 
line of the cathode axis and with the separation of the 
cathode to any one anode remaining at the usual l,4 
in. Test results are given for the 3-phase, 3-anode and 
3-phase, 6-anode configurations. 
95 
and Scientific Experiments on Spacecraft 
C. G. Miller and V. C. Truscello 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 88-98, 
December 3 1,1969 
A study was made to determine the extent of inter- 
ference expected in the operation of science instru- 
ments for spacecraft carrying radioisotope thermo- 
electric generators (RTGs). Suitable analytical models 
were developed to predict the effects of the radiation 
spectrum on selected components. Gamma radiation 
spectra were expressed by a 20-group structure 
between the energies of 40 keV and 10 MeV; the 
detectors selected for detailed evaluation were: (1) 
Geiger-Muller tubes, (2) Channeltron electron 
multipliers, and (3) silicon surface barrier detectors. 
From the results presented in this article, it was con- 
cluded that, with reasonable separation between the 
RTG and the sensitive science components (=. 15 ft), 
individual detectors would require less than 1 lb of 
shielding material to achieve acceptable spurious 
counting rates. For a typical spacecraft payload 
including such experiments as the cosmic ray tele- 
scope and trapped radiation detector, less than 10 Ib 
of shielding material would be required. 
ER, J. A., JR. 
6 Poly(isobuty1ene) Prepolymers [April- 
J. A. Miller, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 163-166, 
June 30,1969 
Solid-propellant prepolymers must exhibit minimum 
reactivity with propellant oxidants, be of maximum 
average molecular weight and low bulk viscosity, and 
yield cured solid propellants with relatively 
temperature-independent mechanical properties. 
Difunctional poly(isobuty1ene) (PIB) seems to satisfy 
the above requirements; however, its limited means 
of preparation has discouraged its use as a solid- 
propellant prepolymer candidate. 
Isobutylene is readily polymerized by strong Lewis 
acids A in the presence of minute quantities of water 
to yield a terminally unsaturated, monofunctional 
polymer with a degree of polymerization inversely 
proportional to the temperature of polymerization. If 
the activation energy for termination is greater than 
that for propagation, the polymer molecular weight 
will increase with decreasing temperature. If an unsat- 
urated Lewis base is substituted for water, and if the 
rate of termination is much greater than the rate of 
transfer, it might be possible to prepare a difunc- 
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tional PIB with a number average molecular weight 
dependent on temperature and monomer concentra- 
tion. A program was initiated to prepare PIB using 
TiC14, a strong A, and allylic halides as unsaturated 
Lewis bases. The results of this program are 
described . 
repolymers [June-July 19691 
J. A. Miller, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 194-199, 
August 3 1,1969 
Molecular sieves are crystalline metal alumino-sili- 
cates belonging to a class of solids called zeolites. 
Widely used as drying agents and in the fields of 
adsorption and reaction catalysis, they are available 
in several forms. In this article, a brief review of their 
structure and properties precedes an introduction to 
their new-found importance in the solid propellant 
prepolymer program. 
An interesting development has been that of molecu- 
lar selectivity catalysis, wherein reactions catalyzed 
by molecular sieves were performed on similar-type 
molecules of different diameters. It is this develop- 
ment that directly applies to the solid propellant pre- 
polymer program. The main interest was the use of a 
molecular sieve as a drying agent; however, 
polymerization occurred when used with isobutylene 
to yield a novel polymer. The polymer, structurally a 
head-to-tail poly(isobutylene), was terminally difunc- 
tional. The experimental methods and results are 
described, as is the polymerization mechanism. 
L. W. Miller 
The Deep Space NetworrG, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 3-7, May 3 1, 1969 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) operations control 
system is the mechanism for directing DSN facilities, 
systems, and resources in support of flight operations. 
System functions are as follows: (1) real-time 
operations control, (2) resource allocation, (3) discrep- 
ancy reporting, (4) operations analysis, and (5) opera- 
tions data bank maintenance. The design background 
and internal functional structure of the real-time 
operations portions of this system are described. 
099 etermination From 
G. Pease, R. Bourke, S. McReynolds, K. Thuleen, J. Borras, and 
R. Mitchell 
Technical Report 32-1363, July 1,1969 
For abstract, see Pease, G. 
R. T. Mitchell, G. W. Reynolds, and S. K. Wong 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp.57-62,May 31,1969 
Analysis of spacecraft maneuvers from two-way dop- 
pler measurements has been a method of checking 
spacecraft performance during critical midcourse 
and terminal guidance operations on past Ranger, 
Mariner, and Surveyor missions. By the time of the 
Mariner Mars 1969 missions, it was possible not only 
to measure spacecraft change in velocity due to the 
midcourse correction, but also to monitor spacecraft 
pitch and roll turns during real-time operations prior 
to the midcourse motor ignition. This capability is 
useful in verifying that the proper turns have been 
performed. This article presents a method of analysis 
of spacecraft pitch and roll turns from doppler data, 
examines some of the limitations of this method, and 
presents the results obtained for the Mariner V1 
spacecraft. 
x 
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103 
Temperature-Dependence of the iffusion Constants 
of Rigid, Closed-Cell Foams 
E. F. Cuddihy and J. Moacanin 
Technical Report 32-1 373 (Reprinted from Journalof Applied 
Polymer Science, Vol. 13, No. 1, pp. 251-252, January 1969) 
For abstract, see Cuddihy, E. F. 
nwestigation on Sterilimable attery Separators 
E. F. Cuddihy and J. Moacanin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 186188,  
April 30,1969 
For abstract, see Cuddihy, E. F. 
E. F. Cuddihy and J. Moacanin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 152-157, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Cuddihy, E. F. 
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J. Moacanin, J. J. Aklonis (University of Southern California), 
R. F. Fedors, and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. I l l ,  pp. 169-172, 
June 30,1969 
A previous theoretical analysis of the viscoelastic 
behavior of elastomers undergoing scission reactions 
provided a conservative estimate of fatigue life. The 
theoretical development described in this article 
takes into account the effect of sample history on the 
creep behavior. 
105 Viscoelastic 
Scission Reactions 
J. Moacanin, J. J. Aklonis (University of Southern 
California), and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 199-201, 
August 3 1,1969 
An analysis is being made of the viscoelastic behavior 
of elastomers undergoing scission reactions. This 
article utilizes various equations, including that for 
the force at time t necessary to keep a sample 
extended at some fixed strain. An equation is derived 
that offers an explicit expression for iZ (the amount 
by which the experimental time must be shifted to 
satisfy the force equation) in terms of experimentally 
available values for m, T ( relaxation time charac- 
teristic of the initial cross-link density), and k (a rate 
constant). Although the parameter b (constant for a 
given polymer system) is not present in the equation, 
its influence is still felt in the overall results of the 
calculation, since it was used to calculate the various 
values of the relaxation time as a function of the poly- 
mer crosslink density. These values are used to 
calculate the appropriate stress relaxation modulus. 
The equation derived here is being used to analyze 
experimental data of Thirion and Chasset. 
aterials intended for 
E. F. Cuddihy and J. Moacanin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. I l l ,  pp. 201-206, 
August 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Cuddihy, E. F. 
ng 
1 
J. Moacanin, J. J. Aklonis (University of Southern 
California), and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 198-200, 
October 3 1,1969 
This article presents an analysis of the parameters 
that characterize the viscoelastic relaxation of an 
elastomer. In the presence of scission reactions, these 
pararreters are not constant, but become time- 
dependent in a manner determined by the kinetics 
of the chemical reactions. 
Investigations on Sterilizable 
[August-September 19691 
E. F. Cuddihy, D. E. Walmsley, and J. Moacanin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 200-204, 
October 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Cuddihy, E. F. 
vestigation of Sterilizable 
embranes 
E. F. Cuddihy, D. E. Walmsley, and J. Moacanin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Developmen t, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 213-216, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Cuddihy, E. F. 
1 10 Viscoelastic Behavior of Elastomers Undergoing 
Scission Reactions [December 1969-January 19701 
J. Moacanin, J. J. Aklonis, and R. F. Landel 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 235-237, 
February 28, 1970 
A scheme has been proposed for the prediction of the 
viscoelastic response of an elastomer undergoing 
scission in terms of the usually known response of the 
same elastomer in the absence of chemical reactions. 
Methods for the numerical integration of the 
appropriate relationships have been developed. A 
parametric calculation of the stress relaxation of an 
elastomer following zero-order scission kinetics is 
presented here. 
roperties of Epoxies’ j3- 
E. F. Cuddihy and J. Moacanin 
Advan. Chem., No. 92 (“Epoxy Resins“), pp. 96107, 1970 
For abstract, see Cuddihy, E. F. 
M. H. Cohen (California Institute of Technology), 
A. T. Moffet (California Institute of Technology), 
D. Shaffer (California Institute of Technology), 
B. G. Clark (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
K. 1. Kellermann (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
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D. L. Jauncey [Cornell-Sydney University Astronomy 
Center), and S. Gulkis 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 158, No. 2, Pt. 2, pp. L83-L85, 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Cohen, M. H. 
1 f 3 Variations of Small uasar Components at 2,300 
a 
J. Gubbay [University of Adelaide, Australia), 
A. J. Legg [Australian Defense Scientific Service), 
D. S. Robertson (Australian Defense Scientific Service), 
A. T. Moffet [California Institute of Technology), 
R. D. Ekers [California Institute of Technology), and B. Seidel 
Nature, Vol. 224, No. 5224, pp. 1094-1 095, 
December 13, 1969 
For abstract, see Gubbay, J. 
~ O ~ I ~ U E R ,  J. 
114 Decoding and Synchronization Research: Binary 
Coding Using Single-Standard Run Lengths 
J. Molinder 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 29-35, 
October 3 1, 1969 
One method of coding a binary source to achieve 
data compression consists of using n 2 2 code sym- 
bols, where each code symbol represents a fixed 
(standard) run length of zeros or ones. To ensure that 
all possible sequences can be encoded, two symbols 
must be used to represent a single zero and one. The 
remaining n - 2 symbols are then chosen to maxi- 
mize the compression ratio. 
During a helium magnetometer power-reduction 
study, coils in the form of nesting hemispherical 
shells were found to be the most efficient configur- 
ation. Equations relating coil power consumption and 
weight to the desired magnetic field at the center of 
the coils and the dimensions of any annular cross 
section are given in this article. Power versus weight 
plots for various coil cross sections and diameters and 
descriptions of techniques for winding nesting coils 
that conform to a spherical surface are included. 
TGOMERY, D. R. 
116 Optics and the Marinerlmaging instrument 
D. R. Montgomery and L. A. Adams 
AppL Opt., Vol. 9, No. 2, pp. 277-287, February 1970 
A television instrument was developed to observe the 
features of Mars at resolutions and accuracies greater 
than those obtainable using earth-based telescopes 
and from photographs obtained by Mariner IV The 
television instruments developed for Mariners Wand 
VII are of a two-camera configuration, exposed 
alternately during the planetary encounter and pro- 
viding both analog and digital data to two tape 
recorders on each spacecraft. Video data from the 
tape recorders are transmitted in digital form to 
earth-based tracking stations. This paper describes 
the functional aspects of the instrument performance 
and the details related to the optical design and per- 
formance. In addition, the objectives and constraints 
guiding and affecting the instrument development 
are described. 
In this article, the globally optimum single-standard 
run lengths of zeros and ones are derived for the 
single-standard run length for the binary inde- 
pendent source is then derived as a special case. 
Compression ratio maxima are found by computer 
search for the binary independent source when the 
output symbols are subsequently Huffman-coded; in 
some cases these have been shown to be global 
optimums. 
binary first-order Markov source. The optimum L. 
M. L. Moore 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 200-201, 
June 30,1969 
W. L. Momsen 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 14-17, 
December 3 1,1969 
Most spacecraft pyrotechnic subsystems built by JPL 
have successfully employed a capacitive-discharge 
squib firing unit. The purpose of the investigation 
reported here was to determine if a typical 
capacitive-discharge firing circuit and chassis fab- 
ricated with presently available electronic com- 
ponents would continue to operate normally after 
being subjected to sterilization and impact tests. 
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rc Jet Test Facility for 
~ t m o s p ~ e r i c  Entry §tu 
T. F. Moran 
Technical Memorandum 33-442, March 1,1970 
A test facility for simulating the thermodynamic 
environments of planetary atmospheric entry has 
been designed and built at JPL. The facility uses a 
plasma arc jet and plasma arc lamps to provide the 
combined convective-radiative heat loads encoun- 
tered in Mars entry and certain Venus entry con- 
ditions. A vacuum test chamber and pumping system 
allow pressure simulation and are designed to permit 
pulsing for exact matching of trajectory pres- 
sure-time relationships. Details of the facility design, 
capabilities, and status are given. 
MORELLI, F. A. 
icroorganisms in Desert Soil 
Five Years of Continuous Very High Wacuu 
R. E. Cameron, F. A. Morelli, and H. P. Conrow 
Technical Report 32-1454, March 15, 1970 
For abstract, see Cameron, R. E. 
120 Measurement of 14C0, Assimilation in Soils: an 
Experiment for the Biological Exploration of Mars 
J. S. Hubbard, G. L. Hobby, N. H. Horowitz, P. J. Geiger, and 
F. A. Morelli 
Appl Microbiol, Vol. 19, No. 1, pp. 32-38, January 1970 
For abstract, see Hubbard, J. S. 
ropagation Studies: ime-of-Arrival Observations of 
leven Pulsars 
P. E. Reichley, G. S. Downs, and G. A. Morris, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 60-65, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Reichley, P. E. 
bservations of Elewen Pulsars 
P. E. Reichley, G. S. Downs, and G. A. Morris, Jr. 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 159, No. 1, Pt. 2, pp. L35-L40, 
January 1970 
For abstract, see Reichley, P. E. 
R. M. Goldstein, W. G. Melbourne, G. A. Morris, Jr., 
G. S. Downs, and D. A. O’Handley 
Radio Sci., Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 475-478, February 1970 
For abstract, see Goldstein, R. M. 
rowave Spectrum of 
D. Morrison (Cornell University) and M. J. Klein 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 160, No. 1, Pt. 1, pp. 325-332, April 1970 
The disk temperature of Mercury was measured at 
wavelengths of 1.95 and 6.0 cm; the phase-invariant 
components of the temperature were 350 -+ 30°K 
and 385 rf: 20”K, respectively. These data, combined 
with previous measurements, indicate that the time- 
averaged disk temperature of Mercury increases by 
25% from short millimeter wavelengths to 6 cm. This 
departure from a thermal spectrum is probably due 
to an increase in temperature with depth. This tem- 
perature gradient could be maintained by a subsur- 
face “greenhouse effect” if radiative heat conduction, 
which is strongly temperature-dependent, supports a 
large fraction of the diurnal flow of heat in Mercury’s 
epilith. The observations are consistent with a model 
in which the ratio of the electrical to thermal skin 
depths is near unity at a wavelength of 1 cm. 
easurements Using 
E. Heer, G. Morse, and R. Badin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 187-1 90, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see Heer, E. 
ultiple Access Communications . J. 
L. D. Baumert and G. A. Morris, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 73-77, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Baumert, L. D. 
A. J. Moses (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
W. M. Hetherington (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
D. Weinberger (Hughes Aircraft Co.), A. A. Uchiyama, 
R. S. Bogner, and W. L. Long 
Technical Memorandum 33-432, February 15, 1970 
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Electrical power for the seven Surveyor spacecraft 
was provided by a planar solar panel and a secondary, 
sealed, silver-zinc main battery. The main battery 
provided energy during transit, touchdown, and the 
lunar night. An auxiliary battery was used on the first 
four spacecraft to provide redundant energy storage 
capacity for the transit and landing phases. 
The main battery design evolved over four distinct 
development phases: experimental, development, 
prototype, and flight. Unique features of this limited- 
cycle-life silver-zinc battery include high energy 
density (80 W-h/lb), hermetically-sealed design, a 
common gas manifold, and a pressure transducer that 
permitted automatic charge termination. Evolution 
of the final design, the test data relating to each 
model, and the logic leading to the adoption of de- 
sign improvements are described in this memo- 
randum. Problem areas and solutions are discussed as 
they relate to each of the phases. The battery elec- 
trical and physical characteristics are presented in 
detail for each model. Data are included from quali- 
fication, acceptance, solar-thermal-vacuum, and mis- 
sion simulation testing, as well as actual flight. 
Thermal and calorimetric measurements are pre- 
sented with the lunar night survival data. 
The auxiliary battery was a primary silver-zinc bat- 
tery. A brief design description is presented along 
with limited laboratory and flight test data. Mission 
simulation and flight data for both the main and the 
auxiliary battery models indicate that design goals 
were either met or exceeded. This success was 
achieved by a thorough development and test pro- 
gram, followed by considerable emphasis on tight 
control of manufacturing processes during the fabri- 
cation and assembly of flight batteries. 
K 
H. D. Moss and H. 0. Marxmiller 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. 11, pp. 150-1 52, January 3 1,1970 
After automation of the master data bank, the Deep 
Space Network (DSN) is re-evaluating its operational 
discrepancy reporting system. As a result of the 
changes reported in this article, the content and for- 
mat of the discrepancy reporting documents are 
more meaningful and DSN analysis can be increased 
in scope and level. 
129 Compatibility Test Control Panel 
L. E. Butcher and R. E. Mossinger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 1 18-1 20, March 3 1, 1970 
For abstract, see Butcher, L. E. 
ars 1969 Indlight Ionospheric 
Calibration of Radio Tracking Data 
B. D. Mulhall, V. J. Ondrasik, and N. A. Mottinger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 76-77, November 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Mulhall, B. D. 
131 Status of DSS Location Solutions for Deep Space 
Probe Missions: Third-Generation Orbit 
1969 Mission 
N. A. Mottinger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 77-89, November 30, 1969 
etermination Program Solutions for Mariner 
Deep Space Station (DSS) location solutions are being 
obtained by processing earth-based radio tracking 
data. This article, the fourth in its series, discusses the 
work done in the last year to support the navigational 
accuracy requirements of the Mariner Mars 1969 
missions, in which a third-generation orbit 
determination program was used to obtain estimates 
of the geocentric locations of the eight tracking 
stations in the Deep Space Network. These results 
were compared with those from the previously used 
second-generation program and were noted to dis- 
agree, on the average, by 1 m in distance off the spin 
axis, r,, and 1.6 m in longitude. The article points out 
the effects of charged-particle corruption of the 
tracking data in terms of how these coordinates 
change when the ionosphere effects were accounted 
for in reducing the tracking data. The worst-case 
scatter noted is reduced to 2 m in r, and 2.5 m in 
longitude. The uncertainties associated with these 
locations are approximately 3 m smaller. The 
sensitivity to timing and ephemeris systems is also 
discussed, with examples of observed longitude 
changes as functions of the Universal Time relation- 
ships used. 
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V. J. Ondrasik, B. D. Mulhall, and N. A. Mottinger 
The Deep Space Nefwork, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 89-94, November 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Ondrasik, V. J. 
lasma Effect on the 
s 197 1 Encounter Accuracy 
G. W. Reynolds, N. A. Mottinger, and V. J. Ondrasik 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 24-28, March 3 1,1970 
For abstract, see Reynolds, G. W. 
134  Status of DSS Location 
N. A. Mottinger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 41-45, March 31,1970 
The current best estimates of the locations of deep 
space stations (DSSs) in the Deep Space Network are 
compared with locations derived from Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) Baker-Nunn and 
laser tracking of earth satellites. Where the SA0 and 
DSS sites are nearby, it is possible to transfer the 
locations using survey data and then compare the 
solutions. Currently, the JPL and SA0 location 
solutions differ by 21 & 4.5 x deg in longitude 
and 0.3 & 7 m in distance off the spin axis. Previous 
comparisons had differences which were two and 
three times larger. 
T. D. Moyer 
The Deep Space Nefwork, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 125-136, November 30, 1969 
This study demonstrates the feasibility of computing 
doppler observables from differenced range obser- 
vables divided by the count time. The changes 
specified for the UNIVAC 1108 version of the 
double-precision orbit determination program should 
produce differenced-range doppler accurate to 
m/s or better for all count times above 0.2 s. The pri- 
mary analytical change is a more accurate expression 
for the relativistic transformation from coordinate 
time (ephemeris time) to proper time (atomic time). 
The increase in numerical precision from the 16- 
decimal digits of the IBM 7094 to the 18-decimal 
digits of the UNIVAC 1108 is required; also, the pre- 
cision of representation of time must be increased 
from double- to triple-precision seconds past 1950. 
The primary advantage of differenced-range doppler 
is that there is no upper limit to the count interval, 
whereas, with the current integrated doppler formu- 
lation, count times are limited to approximately 
1000 s in heliocentric cruise. 
ission Support [by 
D. J. Mudgway 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 12-1 5, May 3 1,1969 
Planning and coordination activity of the Deep Space 
Network (DSN) in support of the Mariner Mars 1971 
Project continues. The recent major tasks were con- 
cerned with matching network resources and capa- 
bilities with project requirements, identifying and 
documenting project/Tracking and Data System 
interfaces, and negotiating instances where resources 
and requirements were not in agreement. The 
DSNIMuiner Mars 1971 command system configu- 
ration for the 85-ft antenna network and that for the 
Mars Deep Space Station with its 210-ft antenna are 
given. 
137 issions [Support by 
D. J. Mudgway 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 12-1 8, July 3 1,1969 
The Tracking and Data System made the transition 
from the planning and coordinating phase into the 
interface definition and implementation phase. A 
base-line design for the Deep Space Network (DSN) 
configuration for the Muiner Mars 1971 missions has 
been completed. Functional descriptions of the capa- 
bilities required of the DSN tracking system in sup- 
port of the missions are presented. 
D. J. Mudgway 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 26-28, January 3 1,1970 
The magnitude and complexity of the V'ng mis- 
sions has called for many innovations in the approach 
to planning of Deep Space Network (DSN) support. 
Long-term planning began in early-1969 with an esti- 
mate of DSN capabilities through mid-1974. As 
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described in this article, planning has now progressed 
to the point where the DSN configuration has been 
defined. The completion of the DSN planning phase 
is expected by mid-1970, at which time implementa- 
tion and testing will commence. 
ission Support 
January-February 197 01 
D. J. Mudgway 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 12-22, March 3 1, 1970 
Deep Space Network (DSN) support for the Kking 
Project is outlined in a detailed plan of the capa- 
bilities needed to meet the project’s mission design in 
the areas of telemetry, tracking, and command. 
Functional diagrams with supportive notes describ- 
ing the hardware and software capabilities have been 
developed, together with a milestone schedule and a 
program evaluation and review technique (PERT) 
chart showing the implementation and testing proc- 
esses needed to prepare the DSN for a launch 
readiness date in mid-1973. 
The General Problem of Data Return From 
Space 
J. R. Hall, K. W. Linnes, D. J. Mudgway, A. J. Siegmeth, and 
J. W. Thatcher 
Space Sci. Rev., Vol. 8, Nos. 5/6, pp. 595-664, 1968 
For abstract, see Hall, J. R. 
MULHALL, B. D. 
141 Evaluation of the Charged Particle Calibration to 
B. D. Mulhall 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 24-29, May 3 1,1969 
Currently, as part of the Precision Navigation Proj- 
ect, the double-precision orbit determination pro- 
gram (DPODP) is being used to improve estimates of 
Deep Space Network station locations for the 
Mariner Mars 1969 missions. Tracking data from past 
missions are being calibrated for charged particle 
effects prior to processing by the DPODP. To assist in 
the evaluation of the effect of the calibration on the 
DPODP solution, a program (HAMMEL) has been 
developed that uses the Hamilton-Melbourne filter 
to predict the change in station location that will 
result from removing the charged particle effect. 
This approach and its preliminary results are 
described. 
ilton-Melbourne Filter 
142 
143 
144 
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stimation of the Ionospheric Effect on the Apparent 
Location of a Tracking Station 
V. Ondrasik and B. D. Mulhall 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 29-42, May31,1969 
For abstract, see Ondrasik, V. 
nospheric Calibration Procedures for 
B. D. Mulhall 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 66-73, July31, 1969 
The Mariner V mission to Venus took place during 
1967, a period of high solar activity. The ionospheric 
calibration for this mission resulted in changes of 
about 6 m in both station spin radius and longitude. 
Errors in station location of greater than 10 m 
occurred on single days. 
The 1969 solar activity should be as great as that of 
1967; therefore, the Mariner Mars 1969 navigational 
accuracy goal of 1.5 m in spin radius ar,d 3 m in longi- 
tude dictates that ionospheric calibration be per- 
formed. The 6- to 10-m errors in spin radius and 
longitude caused by the ionosphere in 1967 could 
result in errors (lu) of 170 to 255 km in spacecraft 
declination and right ascension for the Mariner Mars 
1969 spacecraft at encounter. This article discusses 
the methods and sequence to be used for this 
Calibration. 
Results of Mariner Mars 1969 n-Flight Ionospheric 
Calibration of Radio Tracking Data 
B. D. Mulhall, V. J. Ondrasik, and N. A. Mottinger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 76-77, November 30, 1969 
The results of calibrating Mariner Mars 1969 radio 
tracking data are presented. The results are based on 
ionospheric measurements made in California, Spain, 
South Africa, and Australia during the Mars 
encounters of Mariners Wand VI1 
V. J. Ondrasik, B. D. Mulhall, and N. A. Mottinger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 89-94, November 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Ondrasik, V. J. 
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phemeris Number 69 
D. A. O'Handley, D. B. Holdridge, W. G. Melbourne, and 
J. D. Mulholland 
Technical Report 32-1465, December 15, 1969 
For abstract, see O'Handley, D. A. 
on of a Transformation of Equinox in the 
J. D. Mulholland and D. B. Holdridge 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 51-53, May31, 1969 
The requirements for high-precision analysis of 
spacecraft data and accurate determination of the 
coordinates of Deep Space Network tracking stations 
have been major motivating factors in efforts to 
improve the quality of the JPL lunar ephemerides. 
Residual characteristics have sometimes suggested 
problem areas and potential improvement tech- 
niques. It was just such a situation that led to the 
development of JPL Lunar Ephemeris 16, which has 
been incorporated into Development Ephemeris 69, 
the operational ephemeris for Mariners Wand VI. 
The transformation of the JPL ephemeris is 
discussed. 
8 Alp0110 10 Range Data Provide Additional Support For 
Lunar Ephemeris LE 16 
J. D. Mulholland 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 229-230, 
August 3 1,1969 
The JPL Lunar Ephemeris LE 16 is a long-span tabu- 
lation of the lunar motion, produced by a combi- 
nation of numerical integration and analytic tech- 
niques. It may be regarded as a gravitationally con- 
sistent ephemeris that approximates a Van Flandern 
theory and is referred to the FK4 coordinate frame. 
Presently, there are only fragmentary results on the 
performance of this ephemeris in the analysis of real 
observations. Those that have been reported are gen- 
erally (but not unambiguously) favorable. Further 
evidence is required to establish a confidence level. 
Some such evidence, as described in this article, is 
now provided by the preliminary tracking analysis 
from ApoUo 10. 
umerical integration of the 
D. B. Holdridge, K. K. Garthwaite, and J. D. Mulholland 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 252-253, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Holdridge, D. B. 
umerical Studies of 
J. D. Mulholland 
Nature, Vol. 223, No. 5203, pp. 247-249, July 19, 1969 
Numerical integration has been used to investigate 
the adequacy of the lunar theory for high precision 
applications and to examine the problem of model- 
ling the apparent departures of the lunar motion 
from strict gravitational theory. The truncation of the 
planetary perturbations and the obsolescence of the 
elements of the solar motion in the analytic theories 
require a special perturbation theory for space 
research. 
LER, P. 
MI51 New Timing Polynomial Program and Data 
P. M. Muller and C. C. Chao 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 42-51, May31, 1969 
Necessary time corrections in accurate orbit determi- 
nation based on earth-based radio guidance require 
polynomial approximations to real Universal Time 
One (UTl), Universal Time Coordinated (UTC), and 
polar motion. A new timing polynomial computer 
program (TPOLY) accepts up-to-date time and pole 
motion data from the U.S. Naval Observatory and 
produces a listing of raw data and auxiliary quantities, 
a set of polynomials that fit the data, and a punched 
deck that initializes the single- and double-precision 
orbit determination programs for time handling. This 
article documents the new computer program and its 
currently published output, outlines the current 
methods of handling the timing problems, and 
considers the direction of future effort. 
ap From Dynamic 
P. M. Muller and W. L. Sjogren 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 103-1 06, November 30,1969 
For over 1 yr, JPL and the Aerospace Corporation of 
El Segundo, California, have been cooperating in an 
effort to determine lunar gravimetry from a dynamic 
fit of the Lunar Orbiter doppler tracking data, using 
a dense grid of discrete mass points on the lunar 
surface. The initial results of this determination are 
reported. 
umorum Area 
P. M. Muller and W. L. Sjogren 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 38-40, January 31, 1970 
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More-detailed maps of selected lunar areas would be 
of value because of the increasing emphasis being 
placed upon intercomparison of lunar data. The 
Humorum area is an interesting geological formation, 
and correlations with gravity have already been 
found. Therefore, a map with contours in intervals of 
10 mgal (previously 20 mgal) has been produced, 
using the line-of-sight accelerations from Lunar 
Orbiter V doppler tracking data. This map is 
described and illustrated in this article. 
Lunar Gr 
Tracking 
P. Gottlieb, P. M. Muller, W. L. Sjogren, and 
W. R. Wollenhaupt 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 40-43, January 31,1970 
For abstract, see Gottlieb, P. 
wer Large Craters From 
I55 Nonexistence of barge Mascons at Mare Marginis 
and Mare Orientale 
P. Gottlieb, P. M. Muller, and W. L. Sjogren 
Science, Vol. 166, No. 3909, pp. 1145-1 147, 
November 28,1969 
For abstract, see Gottlieb, P. 
Over barge Craters From Apollo 12 
P. Gottlieb, P. M. Muller, W. L. Sjogren, and 
W. R. Wollenhaupt (Manned Spacecraft Center) 
Science, Vol. 168, No. 3930, pp. 477-479, April 24, 1970 
For abstract, see Gottlieb, P. 
M ~ ~ ~ ~ R ,  R. 
I Tailoring Polymers for Entry into the Atmospheres of 
R. G. Nagler 
Technical Report 32-1424 (Reprinted from Journalof 
Macromolecular Science-Chemistry, Vol. A3, No. 4, 
ars and Venus 
pp. 763-802, July 1969) 
Exploring the other planets of the solar system with 
atmospheric probes and landers places new require- 
ments on polymeric systems. Because of a preoccupa- 
tion with weight, designers of capsule components 
are switching over to plastics with increasing fre- 
quency. Ablative heat shields, aeroshell structures, 
antennas, insulators, electronics packaging, para- 
chutes, and many specialty items could be made from 
plastics which are tailored to the specific environ- 
mental needs; in spite of generally poor practices 
which limit the reproducibility of commercial prod- 
ucts, much is being done to delineate the problems 
set forth by these environments. This paper outlines 
the specific environments expected for Mars and 
Venus capsules and discusses some of the efforts, cur- 
rent or prospective, within or for the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration, to provide the 
understanding necessary to tailor new composites for 
these environments. Although much of the work is 
oriented toward ablative heat shield development, 
the application is generally similar for all of the other 
capsule components. Based on this work, an idealized 
polymer would be a reproducible high-temperature 
plastic with low volatile content, low-temperature 
flexibility, and a low number of reactive sites after 
cure. Though we are some distance from this ideal, 
progress is being made. 
002 A Systematic Review of Heat-Shiel 
Extraterrestrial Atmospheric Entry 
R. G. Nagler 
Technical Report 32-1436, March 15, 1970 
Heat-shield technology is reviewed systematically by 
individual consideration of each parameter that con- 
tributes to heat-shield design. These parameters 
range from ablation models to pyrometer calibration 
and from the effects of adding fluorine to polymeric 
molecules to nondestructive testing of finished heat- 
shield subsystems. Each parameter has been rated as 
to its effect on mission success and heat-shield design, 
and tasks have been formulated to investigate the 
most important parameters analytically or experi- 
mentally. As an example of the utility of the review 
methodology, alternative research and development 
support activities have been delineated for typical 
Venus-entry missions, based upon the formulated 
tasks and their criticality ratings. 
003 Ground Simulation of a 
R. G. Nagler 
Technical Report 32-1466, February 15, 1970 
The present interest in the exploration of Mars pro- 
vides a unique opportunity to simulate on the ground 
in one facility all of the critical environments in the 
flight history of an extraterrestrial entry vehicle. Not 
only is this simulation possible without interim re- 
exposure to earth ambient conditions, but the simu- 
lation is possible with existing technology on 
essentially full-sized (e.g., 20-ft-diam) vehicles. For a 
Mars mission, at least, the question of the effect of 
early environments on later performance can be 
answered without significant qualification. This re- 
port describes the design of a single facility that could 
be used to provide reasonable simulation of chemical 
surface decontamination, dry heat sterilization, 
launch pumpdown, transit vacuum and tempera- 
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tures, and the simultaneous entry heat and pressure 
pulses. 
cone system. Recent work on the feed system in 
preparation for its installation is reported here. 
arametric Analysis of Venus 
W. Jaworski and R. G. Nagler 
Technical Report 32-1468, April 15, 1970 
For abstract, see Jaworski, W. 
rradiation Effects on 
R. T. Greer and D. 9. Nosh 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 63-66, 
April 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Greer, R. T. 
MEFE D. E. 
006 S-Band Cassegrain Ultra Cone 
D. E. Neff and F. E. McCrea 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp.59-61, J ~ l y 3 1 ,  1969 
The S-band cassegrain ultra (SCU) cone is an RF 
front-end system for the Deep Space Instrumenta- 
tion Facility reflector antennas (85- or 210-ft diam) 
that exhibits the lowest possible total operating noise 
temperature achievable using straightforward, but 
state-of-the-art, techniques. This article describes the 
configuration of the Mod 2 cone installed on the Mars 
Deep Space Station 210-ft reflector to support the 
Mariner Mars 1969 high-rate telemetry project. 
and Cassegrain Cone 
D. E. Neff 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, p. 80, March 3 1,1970 
The multi-frequency X-band/K-band cone is a low- 
noise antenna feed system designed primarily for use 
with the Mars Deep Space Station 210-ft-diam 
antenna tricone system. Recent work on the feed sys- 
tem in preparation for its installation is reported 
here. 
D. E. Neff 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 80-81, March31, 1970 
The S-band cassegrain ultracone is a low-noise 
antenna feed system designed primarily for use with 
the Mars Deep Space Station 210-ft-diam antenna tri- 
xperirnent for A p d l ~  
C. W. Snyder, D. R. Clay, and M. Neugebauer 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 18-24, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Snyder, C. W. 
eceleration of Solar Wind Positive Ions in the 
Earth’s Bow Shock 
M. Neugebauer 
J. Geophys. Res., Space Physics, Vol. 75, No. 4, pp. 717-733, 
February 1,1970 
High-time-resolution ( A t  = 0.288 to 9.5 s) plasma 
measurements have been made on the upstream 
edge of the earth’s bow shock by the combination of a 
Faraday cup with a modulation grid and a curved- 
plate analyzer on the satellite Orbiting Geophysical 
Observatory 5 These observations show that the 
solar wind positive ions often undergo a substantial 
deceleration just upstream of the shock’s steep 
gradient of magnetic-field strength. This decel- 
eration, which is not necessarily accompanied by a 
temperature increase, may be caused by a charge- 
separation electric field on the upstream side of the 
bow shock. 
NO1 1 Alfven Waves in the Solar Wind 
T. W. J. Unti and M. Neugebauer 
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 1 1, No. 3, pp. 563-568, March 1968 
For abstract, see Unti, T. W. J. 
arth-Based Research on the 
the Period 1970-1985 
R. L. Newburn, Jr., C. 9. Farmer, S. Gulkis, 
R. J. Mackin, Jr., and A. 9. Whitehead 
Technical Report 32-1 456, March 15,1970 
Suggestions are offered for a profitable 15-yr pro- 
gram of outer-planet research from the earth. The 
instruments, techniques, and theoretical develop- 
ments anticipated within the 15-yr period are briefly 
described, and their application for each planet is dis- 
cussed. Specific numerical values are given for 
observational parameters that indicate the difficulty 
of many proposed tasks, particularly in the field of 
spectrometry. The report represents a consensus of 
the authors as of May 1969. 
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J. W. Newton 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 42-50, July 31,1969 
The technique described here provides precise, con- 
tinuous measurement of spacecraft signal strength 
over a wide range of interest. Its features are as 
follows: (1) It is uniquely applicable to the reception 
of the weakest signals; (2) it is independent of system 
gain changes and the quality of voltage-controlled 
oscillator phase lock; (3) it operates in an open-loop 
system with undiminished accuracy and does not 
require automatic gain control; and (4) it can permit 
the automatic measurement of signal strength in real 
time, with no interruption of tracking, human inter- 
vention or error, or significant calibration inaccuracy. 
A laboratory simulation of this technique has proved 
accurate over a 35-dB range reaching below Deep 
Space Network threshold. It has measured a sim- 
ulated - 168-dBmW signal for over 16h, with a 
standard deviation of < 0.07 dB for any individual 
measurement made during this period. 
N € ~ H ~ ~  N. N. 
N. N. Nezhni 
Supporting Research and Advanced De velopmen t, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 174-181, 
October31,1969 
Information on solid metallic mercury at -95°F was 
needed to determine the design adequacy of the pro- 
posed tilting frozen mercury collector for the JPL ion 
engine test facility. In a test program designed to 
gain such data, creep (in mercury at -95°F) was 
found to be the major problem. The decision was 
thus made to incorporate a grid structure in the col- 
lector design. The various phases of testing are de- 
scribed in this article. 
ev nsi ose-Einstein 
s o  
E. W. Ng, C. J. Devine, and R. F. Tooper 
Technical Report 32-1 414[,Reprintedlfrom Mathematics of 
Computation, Vol. 23, No. 107, pp. 639-644, July 1969) 
Chebyshev series approximations are given for the 
complete Bose-Einstein functions of orders 1 to 10. 
This paper also gives an exhaustive presentation of 
the relation of this function to other functions, with 
the emphasis that some Fermi-Dirac functions and 
polylogarithms are readily computable from the 
given approximations. The coefficients are given in 
21 si@cant figures and the maximal relative error 
for function representation ranges from 2.x lezo to 
3 x These expansions are fast convergent; for 
example, six terms typically give an accuracy of lo4. 
E. W. N g  and C. J. Devine 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 35-38, 
April 30,1969 
The Bose-Einstein function occurs in a wide variety 
of physical problems in many different forms. It has 
been used in problems of statistical physics, quantum 
electrodjjnamics, polymer structure, and electrical 
networks. The most general Bose-Einstein function is 
defined here by its integral representation as 
where 71 and ZI may be complex. For ZI > 7, the 
integral is interpreted as a principal value. In this 
article, the complete Bose-Einstein function for 7, 
defined as 
is investigated. 
17 Computation of Debye Functions of integer 
E. W. Ng and C. J. Devine 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 38-39, 
April 30, 1969 
The Debye functions, which occur in thermodynamic 
problems in the context of, for example, 
crystallographic structure or radiation, are sometimes 
labeled radiation integrals. These functions, as 
defined in this article, are essentially incomplete 
Riemann's zeta functions. 
Recently, the functions 
were investigated elsewhere for integer m = 
1 ( 1 ) 10. Essentially, Pade rational approximations for 
A (z, m) in the interval 0 2  real z 5 10 were 
produced. In this article, an alternative method is 
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suggested for computing D (m, z) for m = 1 ( 1) 10 
and 0 5 (x = real z) 5 co to an accuracy of 20 signifi- 
cant figures. 
M.-A. Nicolet (California Institute of Technology) 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp: 122-126, 
June 30,1969 
The experimental facts on the high-frequency noise 
of single- and double-injection devices indicate that 
the mean square of the voltage fluctuations is dif- 
ferent in the two cases; i.e., in (v') = a * 4kTrhf 
[where r is the differential resistance (real part of the 
impedance) of the device at the frequency under 
consideration], a =: 2 for single injection and a = 1 
for double injection. This article shows that (1) such a 
difference is predicted by the model of thermal 
random noise proposed by Webb and Wright and 
modified by van der Ziel, and (2) a acquires varying 
values, depending on the conditions prevailing in the 
device and on the frequency ranges these conditions 
establish by virtue of their natural time constants. 
The predictions of this model have been derived to 
determine which experiments would be best suited 
to test the model and its underlying hypothesis. 
ssegrain Cone Ground 
R. McKee and A. Nicula 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, p. 115, September 30, 1969 
For abstract, see McKee, R. 
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ata Communications for 
1969 
D. Nightingale 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 127-1 30, May 3 1,1969 
The Ground Communications Facility of the Deep 
Space Network interconnects Deep Space Instru- 
mentation Facility tracking and data acquisition sta- 
tions with the Space Flight Operations Facility at 
JPL. The high-speed data communications equip- 
ment configurations at these locations are described 
in this article. 
21 
NO22 
requency Conductivity of a 
Fluctuations 
K. Nishikawa and YrH. lchikawa (Nihon University, Japan) 
fhys. Fluids, Val. 12, No. 12, pp. 2563-2573, December 1969 
The induced current density of a fully ionized, sta- 
tionary, and uniform plasma linear in the externally 
applied, high-frequency electric field is calculated. In 
the calculation, two approximations are made: neg- 
lect of the spatial dependence of the external field 
and neglect of the mode-coupling terms that do not 
contribute significantly to damping of the waves. For 
large ion-to-electron mass ratios, the ohmic current 
can be expressed as a simple function of the density 
fluctuations of the electrons and those of the ions. 
Results previously obtained for a quiescent plasma 
can easily be recovered by using the expressions for 
these fluctuations obtainable from bhe velocity distri- 
bution functions in the random phase approximation. 
Each of the three different types of enhanced 3uc- 
tuations, corresponding to the ion-acoustic, the ion 
plasma, and the electron plasma waves, is found to 
have a different effect on the resistivity. The range of 
frequencies of the external field in which the effect 
of fluctuations is important, the sign of the additional 
resistivity due to fluctuations, and a quantitative esti- 
mate of this resistivity in some special cases are 
discussed. 
Effect of Electron Trapping on the Ion-Wave 
lnstability 
K. Nishikawa and C.-S. Wu 
fhys. Rev. Lett., Vol. 23, No. 18, pp. 1020-1 022, 
November 3,1969 
In many cases, electron trapping can have an impor- 
tant effect on ion waves. The conditions under which 
trapping can render the linear stability theory invalid 
are discussed. Assuming the trapping process to be 
the mechanism whereby an unstable plasma reaches 
a quasistationary turbulent state, an expression for 
the saturation energy spectrum is derived. 
g Errors in Kalman Filters 
T. Nishimura 
Technical Report 32-1 3 19, June 1,1970 
Suboptimal filters based on erroneous models of 
system dynamics as well as on a priori statistics are 
discussed in this report. Suboptimal estimates for 
both continuous and discrete cases are derived, and 
the error bounds are established under certain con- 
ditions. Two examples are provided to demonstrate 
the application of the theory developed here. 
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Sensitivity Analysis of Noise Correlation 
Sequential Filters 
T. Nishimura 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 64-68, May 3 1,1969 
The design of sequential (Kalman) filters requires 
precise knowledge of system models, as well as noise 
statistics. However, in reality, it is often impractical 
or impossible to obtain such precise information. 
One approach to this problem is to carry out an 
analysis of the sensitivity of the filter to the modeling 
errors before the mission and to prepare for the possi- 
ble offset of filter performance. When this approach 
was taken, an analysis was made on the effect of 
errors in initial conditions and noise statistics, and the 
result was extended to cover system modeling errors 
for continuous systems. In this article, a similar analy- 
sis is carried out for discrete systems, and the theory 
is applied to studying the sensitivity of the filter to 
noise correlation time, as well as to noise covariances. 
For both data and process (acceleration) noise, an 
exponentially correlated noise model is adopted, be- 
cause it is simplest. 
Forward Smoothing of Sequentially Correlated 
Process e s 
T. Nishimura 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 253-257, 
February 28,1970 
The forward smoothing problem of sequentially 
correlated processes is considered. The filtering 
technique of such processes is extended to smoothing 
problems by simultaneously estimating the state and 
the accumulated contribution of process noise. This 
smoothing algorithm by forward integration has 
advantages over the backward integration method in 
that it can process data in real time and requires less 
memory space because storage of the filtering 
solution is unnecessary. The technique developed in 
this article can be applied to the tracking problems in 
low-thrust missions or to spacecraft planetary optical 
measurements when data noise is sequentially 
correlated. 
B. L. Seidel and D. L. Nixon 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 94-97, March 31, 1970 
For abstract, see Seidel, B. L. 
027 
0 2 8  
T. K. Bose, M. B. Noel, and P. F. Massier 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 242-246, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Bose, T. K. 
Viscous Effects on the Flow Coefficient for a 
P. F. Massier, L. H. Back, M. B. Noel, and F. Saheli 
AlAA J., Vol. 8, No. 3, pp. 605-607, March 1970 
For abstract, see Massier, P. F. 
NOGUGHI, H. 
0 2 9  lonene Polymers. II. Formation of Cyclic and Linear 
Compounds or Polymers From N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethyl- 
a,o-Diarninoalkanes and a,@-Dibromoalkanes 
H. Noguchi (University of Tokyo) and A. Rembaum 
1. Pokm. Sci. P I .  B: Pohm. Lett., Vol. 7, No. 5, 
pp. 383-394, May 1969 
Polymers with ammonium groups in the backbone 
termed ionenes were described in Part I of this 
report. These polymers were synthesized at 25°C in a 
mixture of dimethylformamide and methanol or 
other solvents by means of the following reaction: 
+ Br (CHz),Br + 
CH3 
\ 
CH3 CH3 
I I1 
7H3 CH3 
It was shown that, when the integers x and y were 
greater than 3, it was possible to obtain ionene 
bromides (111) with a weight-average molecular 
weight of the order of 30,000 to 40,000. 
It was also reported that the highest electronic 
conductivity of aliphatic ionene TCNQ ( tetracyano- 
quinodimethane) complexes was of the order of 10-3 
IR-’ - cm-l, and that this value did not seem to vary 
significantly when the distances between the positive 
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charges were increased. Since ionenes of high posi- 
tive charge concentration could lead to organic 
materials of higher electronic conductivity, and also 
since this type of polymer is of considerable general 
interest, extensive investigations of the same reaction 
under similar experimental conditions, but with small 
values of x and/or y, were carried out. This article 
describes a number of unexpected reactions between 
I and I1 and specifies the conditions for the formation 
of polymers. 
R5, J. 5. 
artian Entry Propagation Study 
J. D. Norgard 
Technical Report 32-1 393, June 15,1969 
In this preliminary study of plasma effects on high- 
frequency electromagnetic wave propagation, the 
electromagnetic interaction with the shock-induced 
plasma flow field generated around a blunt body cap- 
sule as it encounters the planetary atmosphere of 
Mars is examined. 
From two mathematical models of the Martian 
atmosphere (VM-4 and VM-8) and the entry-tra- 
jectory characteristics of the capsule, it appears that 
the communication links to and from the capsule will 
be blacked out during entry because of the free elec- 
tron concentration in the wake region of the capsule. 
Estimates of the free electron concentration in the 
wake region indicate peak values of approximately 8 
x 10" e-/cm3 for the VM-4 and approximately 8 x 
1Olo e-/cm3 for the VM-8 model atmospheres. Both of 
these values are above the critical electron concen- 
trations of 6.53 x 1Olo e-/cm3 for S-band transmission 
at 2.295 GHz and 1.99 x lo9 e-/cm3 for transmission 
at 400 MHz. These frequencies are those for com- 
munication links between the capsule and a relay bus 
and between the capsule and earth, respectively. 
lanar inhomogeneous Plasma 
J. D. Norgard 
Technical Report 32-1 394, November 1, 1969 
This report presents the theory of wave reflection 
and refraction in a planar inhomogeneous plasma 
medium. The first method for determining the 
reflection and refraction coefficients for various 
inhomogeneous distributions is to stratify the 
medium into thin plasma layers, each containing a 
homogeneous plasma, and to satisfy the boundary 
conditions on the field vectors across each layer. The 
second method is to examine the change in the 
reflection and refraction coefficients as the medium 
is constructed from one edge to the other by the 
addition of planar layers of infinitesimal thickness. 
The reflection and refraction coefficients satisfy 
Rccati equations which are solved numerically to 
yield the desired coefficients. 
A. C. Ludwig and R. A. Norman 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 104-109, May31,1969 
For abstract, see Ludwig, A. C. 
033 Near-Field Power Flow From a 
R. A. Norman 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 59-60, September 30,1969 
Spherical wave function theory provides a means for 
determining, at any point in space, the Eand Hfields 
radiated from an antenna. If the E and H fields are 
known at some point, then the magnitude and direc- 
tion of electromagnetic power flow at that point can 
be determined by finding the Poynting vector P = E 
X H. This article describes the results of a study of 
the flow of power in the near field of a dual-mode 
conical horn. 
M ~ ~ ~ ~ M ,  D. J. 
034 Propulsion System Analysis for Thrustors of 
Performance Characteristics 
D. J. Norton 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 207-212, 
February 28,1970 
A theoretical performance analysis for a propulsion 
system being considered for outer-planet orbiter 
spacecraft is presented. Because these missions can 
require multiple thrustors of Werent  types, a 
sensitivity analysis was performed to determine 
mission capabilities for small perturbations in mass 
fraction and specific impulse for each thrustor type. 
A specific mission employing a stop-restartable solid- 
propellant motor and four vernier monopropellant 
hydrazine motors was analyzed, and the system 
performance for varying initial spacecraft mass was 
determined. The sensitivity analysis revealed that a 
percent increase in mass fraction was approximately 
one-third more advantageous than a percent increase 
in specific impulse. Further, it was found that the 
improved-performance solid-propellant motor was 
five times more effective than the vernier motors for 
increasing the payload in orbit. 
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tation Timekeeping 
K. Oerke and E. Silva 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 127-130, March 3 1, 1970 
A proposed method for automating the acquisition of 
timing data throughout the Deep Space Network is 
presented. The method requires the assembly of a 
time interval counter with multiplexed inputs in the 
antenna pointing subsystem and the associated soft- 
ware to automatically obtain accurate time 
spchronization. 
JPL Development Ephemeris 
D. A. O'Handley, D. B. Holdridge, W. G. Melbourne, and 
J. D. Mulholland 
Technical Report 32-1 465, December 15,1969 
The third issue of JPL Ephemeris Tapes, designated 
JPL Development Ephemeris Number 69 (DE 69), is 
described. It is a special-purpose ephemeris that 
covers a short time span and does not replace DE 19 
as the JPL export ephemeris. These tapes carry the 
positions and velocities of the planets and the moon, 
nutations and nutation rates in longitude and 
obliquity, and second and fourth modified differences 
of all these quantities for the interval from October 
28, 1961, to January 23, 1976. Tape distribution will 
be handled by the NASA Computer Software 
Management and Information Center (COSMIC). 
Discussions of the improvements in the Lunar 
Ephemeris and the planetary ephemerides made 
subsequently to the second issue of the JPL 
Ephemeris Tapes (DE 19) are included in this report. 
R. M. Goldstein, W. G. Melbourne, G. A. Morris, Jr., 
G. S. Downs, and D. A. O'Handley 
Radio Sci., Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 475-478, February 1970 
For abstract, see Goldstein, R. M. 
G. S. Levy, T. Sato, B. L. Seidel, C. T. Stelzried, 
J. E. Ohlson (University of Southern California), and 
W. V. T. Rusch (University of Southern California) 
Science, Vol. 166, No. 3905, pp. 596-598, October 3 1, 15 
For abstract, see Levy, G. S. 
'69 
oss Calibrations at 9 
C. T. Stelzried and D. A. Oltmans 
IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-17, 
No. 4, pp. 233-234, April 1969 
For abstract, see Stelzried, C. T. 
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Estimation of the ionospheric Effect on the Apparent 
V. Ondrasik and B. D. Mulhall 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 29-42, May 3 1,1969 
The effect of the ionosphere on tracking data of lunar 
and interplanetary spacecraft has been recognized as 
a significant error source. Elsewhere in this publica- 
tion, it is shown how a station location change can be 
predicted, based on a doppler correction for the iono- 
sphere. Since the effect of charged particles on an 
electromagnetic wave is a path-length effect, i.e., a 
range effect, this article deals with predictions based 
on range corrections, which are more readily under- 
stood and better suited for quick estimation. 
A procedure is developed that allows a quick 
estimate of the effect of applying an ionospheric 
calibration to tracking data. The procedure makes it 
possible to predict the change in tracking station 
location in spin-axis distance and longitude from sim- 
ple calculations, once something is known about the 
ionosphere that corrupted the tracking data. The 
quick estimates may be used to: (1) determine the 
necessity of calibrating certain tracking data for a 
particular study, (2) determine how accurately the 
parameters describing the ionosphere must be 
known to achieve an accuracy goal, and (3) assist in 
the analysis of station location solutions when iono- 
spheric calibrations are employed. 
onospheric Corrections to Some 
Southern Hemisphere Tracking Data If 
V. J. Ondrasik 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 97-1 10, September 30, 1969 
The first attempt to make ionospheric corrections to 
tracking data in real time occurred during the 
Mariner Mars 1969 missions. Because of unexpected 
equipment difficulties, it was impossible to obtain the 
desired Faraday rotation measurements of total elec- 
tron content for the southern hemisphere stations. 
This problem was overcome by developing a method 
of obtaining hourly total electron content values by 
using the easily measured &F2 frequency along with 
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an infrequently determined scale height. These total 
electron content values were easily changed to 
ionospheric corrections that can be used in the 
double-precision orbit determination program. Use 
of this method and the results obtained are described 
in this article. 
B. D. Mulhall, V. J. Ondrasik, and N. A. Mottinger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 76-77, November 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Mulhall, B. D. 
xamination of the Effect of Space 
riner Wand PioneerIXNavigation With 
tcations for Mariner Mars 199 1 TSAC [Tracking 
System Analytical Calibration] 
V. J. Ondrasik, B. D. Mulhall, and N. A. Mottinger 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 89-94, November 30,1969 
The number of space plasma charged particles trav- 
ersed by s m e  Mariner V and Pioneer IX tracking 
signals is found by subtracting the number of ion- 
ospheric charged particles from the total number of 
charged particles as determined by the Stanford 
dual-frequency experiment. The effects of the space 
plasma on navigation are illustrated in terms of the 
apparent changes in station locations. An implication 
for the Mariner Mars 1971 missions is that the space 
plasma could absorb a significant portion of the 
navigational error budget. 
An Example of the Space Plasma Effect on the 
ars 1991 Encounter Accuracy 
G. W. Reynolds, N. A. Mottinger, and V. J. Ondrasik 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 24-28, March 31,1970 
For abstract, see Reynolds, G. W. 
P. G. Simmonds, A. J. Bauman, E. M. Bollin, 
E. Gelpi (University of Houston), and J. Or6 (University of 
Houston) 
Proc. Nut. Acad Sci., Vol. 64, No. 3, pp. 1027-1034, 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Simmonds, P. G. 
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T. Y. Otoshi and C. T. Stelzried 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 90-100, May 31,1969 
In 1965, Penzias and Wilson reported the existence 
of an excess antenna temperature component of 
about 3.5"K that could not be attributed entirely to 
known noise sources or to measurement inaccuracies. 
Later measurements showed that this excess noise 
temperature was cosmic in origin and essentially iso- 
tropic over the sky region. The cosmic background 
noise is now widely believed to be the remnant of an 
intense radiation associated with the initial expansion 
of the universe. 
This article presents preliminary results of some 
measurements made of cosmic background noise at 
2297 MHz (13.05 cm). Calibration work was done at 
this space communications frequency, because 
cosmic background noise is an important considera- 
tion in the calculations of expected signal-to-noise 
ratios for spacecraft and ground receiving systems. 
improved RF Calibration Techniques: SCU Cone 
(Mod 2) Waveguide and Noise Temperature 
Calibrations 
T. Y. Otoshi and P. D. Batelaan 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 5 6 5 9 ,  July 31,1969 
This article presents a summary of the critical wave- 
guide losses, reflection coefficients, and noise 
temperatures measured for the S-band cassegrain 
ultra (SCU) Mod 2 cone on the ground. Accurate cali- 
bration of individual noise sources that contribute to 
operating noise temperature requires the knowledge 
of dissipative and mismatch losses introduced by the 
various noise sources, receivers, and interconnecting 
transmission lines. 
13 cm [July-August 19691 
T. Y. Otoshi and C. T. Stelzried 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 57-59, September 30, 1969 
Measurements have been made of the cosmic 
background noise at 2297 MHz (13.05 cm), because 
the cosmic microwave background noise is an impor- 
tant consideration in the calculations of expected sig- 
nal-to-noise ratios for spacecraft and ground receiv- 
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ing systems. This article summarizes the final res& 
of these measurements. Previous results have been 
modified by a significant amount due to corrections 
made for the galactic background noise contributions 
at 2297 MHz. Additional results of measurements 
made with a liquid-helium-cooled load are included 
in this article. 
echniques: Rotary Wane 
Attenuator Calibrations 
T. Y. Otoshi 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 41-43, November 30, 1969 
The useful dynamic range of most rotary vane 
attenuators is generally limited to 40 or 50 dB 
because of a transmission error term not accounted 
for in the derivation of the familiar cos28 attenuation 
law. With the use of a modified law, it is believed that 
the useful dynamic attenuation range can be 
extended to 60 or 70 dB. Results of the application of 
the modified law to a precision S-band attenuator are 
presented. It is shown that an order of magnitude 
improvement in accuracy was obtained in the atten- 
uation region of 40 to 60 dB. 
Spacecraft Antenna Research: An RF Study of 
Reflector Surface Materials for Spacecraft Antennas 
K. Woo and T. Y. Otoshi 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 99-106, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Woo, K. 
R f  Calibration Techniques: A Precision Compact 
T. Y. Otoshi 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 81-87, March 31,1970 
The accurate attenuation range of many precision 
rotary vane attenuators is limited to about 40 dB 
because of a transmission error term unaccounted for 
in the familiar cos4 8 attenuation law. A modified law 
has been derived that can be used to extend the 
accurate range to about 60 dB, or about two-thirds of 
the total dynamic attenuation range. The same 
modified law also makes it practical to reduce the 
length of the rotor section and therefore develop 
compact rotary vane attenuators that are accurate 
over smaller attenuation ranges. It is shown that the 
modified law requires only the additional calibrations 
of the incremental attenuation and the differential 
phase shift at the 90-deg vane angle setting. 
To verify the modified law, a p-ecision compact H- 
band rotary vane attenuator was fabricated and 
tested. The attenuator has a total dynamic 
attenuation range of about 30 dB and a rotor section 
of approximately one-third the length of a conven- 
tional H-band attenuator. Application of the modified 
law resulted in good agreement between theoretical 
and measured attenuations over about a 20-dB 
dynamic attenuation range. 
18 Radiometric Ewaluation of Antenna-feed Component 
Losses 
C. T. Stelzried and T. Y. Otoshi 
IEEE Trans. Instrumentation and Measurement, Vol. IM- 18, 
No. 3, pp. 172-1 83, September 1969 
For abstract, see Stelzried, C. T. 
019 OR the Scattering Parameters of a Reduced 
T. Y. Otoshi 
IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-17, 
No. 9, pp. 722-724, September 1969 
In the analysis of a microwave system containing a 
multiport, it is often of interest to determine how 
variations in the load reflection coefficients affect the 
attenuation and phase shift of a signal that is trans- 
mitted through the multiport. If analysis is required 
only of signal transmission between two or three 
main ports, it is sometimes convenient to treat the 
terminated multiport as an equivalent multiport of 
reduced size. This article presents a basic matrix 
method for deriving the equivalent scattering param- 
eters of the reduced multiport. Due to inherent 
compactness of matrix notation, all scattering param- 
eters can be derived in an efficient manner even 
when the size of the multiport matrix becomes large. 
The results are presented in a form that is convenient 
for analyzing the effect of load reflection coefficients. 
A. Owyoung 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 48-55, 
October 3 1, 1969 
Laser technology, coupled with the recent develop- 
ment of efficient high-frequency piezoelectric trans- 
ducers, offers the possibility of using an opto-acoustic 
system to help solve some of the problems of high- 
speed real-time signal processing. This article 
explores the feasibility of implementing real-time 
opto-acoustic correlation. Basic principles underlying 
opto-acoustic correlators are outlined, and one pos- 
sible correlation system is described. An annotated 
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diffraction, opto-acoustic materials, and proposed 
opto-acoustic correlation systems. PO03 lnstallation of MighYoltage 
Cooling System of DSS 14 
J. R. Paluka 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 146-147, November 30, 1969 
1 Thermal Death of subtilis var. niger Spores 
Units being installed for the high-voltage power sup- 
ply and cooling system for the Mark I11 400-kW trans- 
mitter at the Mars Deep Space Station (DSS 14) are 
described, and planned pre-system-testing activities 
are briefly discussed. 
on Selected Lander Capsule Surfaces 
W. W. Paik, E. J. Sherry, and J. A. Stern 
November 1969 
A& MicrobiO/., Vol. 18, NO. 5, pp. 901-905, 
Dry-heat sterilization of planetary lander capsules 
requires a knowledge of the thermal resistivity of 
microorganisms in the environment to which they 
will be subjected during sterilization of the space 
hardware. The dry-heat resistance of Bacillus subtdis 
var. mger spores on various lander capsule materials 
was determined at 125°C. Eight surface materials 
were evaluated, including a reference material, stain- 
less steel. Survivor curves were computed, and 
decimal reduction times (Dvalues) were obtained by 
a linear regression analysis. In four tests on stainless 
steel, the average value of D at 125°C was 17.07 min. 
The Dvalues for the other seven materials tested 
ranged from 18.64 min on magnesium surfaces to 
20.83 min on conversion-coated magnesium. Of the 
materials evaluated, the results indicate that there is 
only a significant difference in the thermal resistance 
of B. sub&& var. niger spores on conversion-coated 
magnesium and conversion-coated aluminum from 
that on the reference material, stainless steel. The 
differences in D values for all the test surfaces may 
be the result of variations in test procedures rather 
than the effect of the surfaces on the thermal resis- 
tivity of the spores. 
G. Paine 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 128-1 30, 
October 3 1,1969 
Preliminary systems tests have been performed on 
SEAN, a strapdown electrically suspended gyro aero- 
space navigation system. This system uses a small 
digital flight computer to process inertial information 
to produce latitude, longitude, velocity, and heading 
outputs. By employing one gyro with no drift com- 
pensation, and by simulating the second gyro, a sys- 
tem performance of about 1.6 nmlh was obtained. 
Due to gyro noise and the absence of a complete 
editing program, the system would not operate in 
some positions. The test setup and results are de- 
scribed briefly, as is the software package. 
PARK€R, 6. L. 
004 Techniques for Autonomously Pointing an Antenna at 
Earth From Mars 
G. L. Parker 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 9, pp. 1019-1023, 
September 1969 
An unmanned-spacecraft landing on the planet Mars 
will be accomplished on a randomly sloped surface. 
Vehicle azimuth orientation will be unknown, and 
information about landing location may be inaccu- 
rate. The antenna control equipment must establish 
reference directions, orient the antenna properly, 
and track the Earth. The geometry relating the 
spacecraft landing location to the Earth is presented 
for the 1973 opportunity, and the concept of postula- 
ting an effective landing location to accommodate 
the effects of landing tilt is introduced. The most suit- 
able of several control schemes is based on a four-axis 
gimbal arrangement in which two of the axes are 
used to erect a polar mount. Initial polar axis align- 
ment is based on inertially sensing the direction of 
the spin axis of Mars. The declination angle can be 
preprogrammed, and a number of hour-angle refer- 
ences are available. 
R. 
005 Shock-Wave Structure of a Gas aving Rotational an 
ibrational Relaxation 
R. Passomaneck 
Technical Report 32-1448, February 1,1970 
One-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations are used 
along with two relaxation equations to solve the 
shock-wave structure for a gas having both rotational 
and vibrational modes of -relaxation. The character- 
istic relaxation times, as well as the Mach numbers, 
are varied in order to note the corresponding non- 
equilibrium effects. Viscosity and heat conduction co- 
efficients are allowed to vary as functions of tempera- 
ture. The results presented were obtained by 
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R. E. numerical integration of a nonlinear set of three 
differential equations of a boundary-value type in 
which both boundaries exhibited singularities. 
PA e. s 
06 A Bechni 
From the 
C. S. Patterson 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 148-1 49, September 30,1969 
The present tracking data handling (TDH) subsystem 
has a maximum doppler data sample rate of 1 sam-  
ple/s, with all lower rates obtained by dividing the 
time such that the sample command always comes on 
the integer second. There have been occasions (e.g., 
at loss of signal during occultations, during motor 
burns, and in looking at higher-order acceleration 
terms during lunar orbit) where a sample rate in ex- 
cess of 1 sample/s would have been desirable. It was 
attempted to obtain these data by utilizing existing 
equipment with a minimum of modifications so that 
the test could be run by operational personnel with 
minimum down-time. 
To meet these requirements, a program was written 
for the digital instrumentation subsystem to generate 
the required signals to allow the existing hardware in 
the TDH subsystem to output the data to the digital 
instrumentation subsystem for recording. The meth- 
od developed for obtaining a 10-samplels rate from 
the TDH subsystem and the test and application of 
this method are described in this article. 
btaining a 1O-Samples/s Rate 
PA T T ~ R § ~ M ,  J. H 
Chemical Composition of the Lunar Surface in 
Tranquillitatis 
A. L. Turkevich (University of Chicago), E. J. Franzgrote, and 
J. H. Patterson (Argonne National Laboratory) 
Science, Vol. 165, No. 3890, pp. 277-279, July 18, 1969 
For abstract, see Turkevich, A. L. 
ical ~ o m ~ o s i t i Q n  of the 
E. J. Franzgrote, J. H. Patterson (Argonne National 
Laboratory), A. L. Turkevich (University of Chicago), 
T. E. Economou (University of Chicago), and 
I<. P. Sowinski (University of Chicago) 
Science, Vol. 167, No. 3917, pp. 3 7 6 3 7 9 ,  January 23, 1970 
For abstract, see Franzgrote, E. J. 
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The Development of a Long-life, 
A-h, Sealed AgO-Zn 
R. E. Patterson and R. S. Bogner 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 121-124, 
October 31,1969 
ESB, Inc., is presently under contract to JPL to de- 
velop a 30-A-h sealed silver-oxide-zinc battery capa- 
ble of 100 or more charge/discharge cycles at 50% 
depth-of discharge after 6-mo activated stand in a 
temperature range of 50 to 100°F. Design variables 
include type of separator system, electrolyte concen- 
tration, active material ratio, and negative electrode 
contour. Twelve design groups of five cells each are 
now being tested. An additional five groups of 22 
cells each are being activated in preparation for 
testing. The designs and test plans are described in 
this article. 
Battery Storage Optimization and Design Studies 
R. S. Bogner and R. E. Patterson 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 73-76, 
December 31, 1969 
For abstract, see Bogner, R. S. 
Evaluation of the Electrical Performance of 
Mercury-Cadmium Cells 
R. E. Patterson and R. S. Bogner 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 137-1 38, 
February 28,1970 
The suitability of primary mercury-cadmium cells for 
future planetary missions requiring long transit 
periods was evaluated. Storage and performance 
characteristic tests were performed on sixty 20-A-h 
primary mercury-cadmium cells. In general, the 
electrical performance of the cells was found to be 
poor in comparison to that of both nickel-cadmium 
and silver-zinc cells. 
ndurance Testing for a Clustered ton 
ngine Array 
J. D. Ferrera and E. V. Pawlik 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 129-131, 
August 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Ferrera, J. D. 
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eutralization of a 
earn 
owable Ion Thruster Exhaust 
E. V. Pawlik 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 212-215, 
August 3 1,1969 
An ion thruster system containing many electric pro- 
pulsion elements that would be necessary for a 
mission such as a Jupiter flyby is currently being 
investigated experimentally. An essential component 
is the cesium plasma-bridge neutralizer, mounted at 
a fixed location, which supplies electrons across a 
varying distance to electrically neutralize the posi- 
tively charged ion beam of a gimballed thruster. 
Tests have been conducted to determine the penal- 
ties associated with this mode of operation. The test 
setup and results are described here. 
Performance and Stability of a Hollow Cathode ion 
Thruster 
E. V. Pawlik 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Spmary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 205-21 1, 
October 3 1, 1969 
Experimental data are presented for a 20-cm-diam 
electron bombardment ion thruster utilizing mer- 
cury as the propellant and employing a hollow 
cathode as the electron source. The arc current noise 
content within the ion source plasma was monitored 
and minimized by adjusting the thruster operating 
parameters. Thruster operation, at these minimized 
noise settings, was mapped over a wide range of pro- 
pellant utilization and a 2:l range in output power. 
Small penalties in thruster overall efficiency were ob- 
served during throttling of the output power. 
ollow-Cathode Ion 
Thruster 
E. V. Pawlik and T. D. Masek 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 206-210, 
December31,1969 
The control loops described in this article control the 
output power and mercury propellant flow rate for 
an electron-bombardment ion thruster that employs 
a hollow cathode as the electron source. These loops 
have been implemented in an experimental setup 
and operated over a 2.7:l range in thruster output 
power with small penalties in total thruster efficiency 
(about 5%). Several modes of output power throttling 
can be obtained. Data are presented for throttling 
while maintaining either the arc chamber losses or 
the propellant utilization at a constant value. 
16 Thrust System Technology for Solar Electric 
Propulsion 
T. D. Masek and E. V. Pawlik 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 5, pp. 557-564, May 1969 
For abstract, see Masek, T. D. 
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ner Y Flight Path and Its etermination From 
G. Pease, R. Bourke, S. McReynolds, K. Thuleen, J. Borras, and 
R. Mitchell 
Technical Report 32-1363, July 1, 1969 
This report contains the results of the Mariner V 
inflight orbit determination, trajectory evaluation, 
midcourse maneuver analysis, and the nongravita- 
tional force evaluation. During the orbit deter- 
mination procedure, many physical constants of 
scientific interest were measured. The inflight values 
obtained for many of these constants, such as the 
mass of Venus, the astronomical unit, the earth-moon 
mass ratio, and the geodetic locations of the Deep 
Space Network tracking stations are listed. 
The principal concern in flight operations was the 
prediction of the near-Venus trajectory quantities. 
This problem is discussed in its various aspects in this 
report. Nominal, predicted, and achieved aiming 
points are presented along with the relevant param- 
eters pertaining to each case; these include desirable 
and excluded aiming zones, the effect of a midcourse 
maneuver, the effect of attitude control jets, and the 
least-squares solution for orbital parameters from 
radio tracking data. 
ccuracy of the Earth 
Gravitational Constant From Artificial Satellites as a 
G. E. Pease 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 116-121, November30, 1969 
The determination accuracy of the earth 
gravitational constant CM from radio doppler 
tracking data is examined over a wide range of 
satellite orbital characteristics. This was accom- 
plished by varying the orbital elements a, e, i, 0 one 
at a time over nearly the entire range of subsynchro- 
nous satellite orbital possibilities. The most important 
orbital characteristic in determining the earth GM 
was found to be the perigee distance. The best deter- 
minations appear to occur where a is small or where 
e is large enough to maintain a small perigee distance 
for large a. 
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PEEL 6. 
H. G. Gronroos, M. L. Peelgren, and J. P. Davis 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 173-177, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Gronroos, H. G. 
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he Surveyor Experimental Test Laboratory 
W. Peer 
Technical Memorandum 33-445, November 15,1969 
This report covers the physical description and the 
various applications of the Surveyor Experimental 
Test Laboratory (SETL). Developed in answer to the 
need for obtaining design and analytical information 
about the Surveyor spacecraft and its mission to the 
moon, SETL applications include simulation, train- 
ing, instrument development, and the use and 
handling of photographic mosaics. Several unique 
and specialized instruments and techniques for their 
use are covered. Hundreds of television and soil me- 
chanics experiments performed in the SETL gave 
invaluable information for the analysis of the data 
from the moon. The overall success of the Surveyor 
program points out the SETL potential for future 
missions. 
The Surveyor Experimental Test Laboratory 
W. Peer 
Technical Memorandum 33-445, Rev. 1, January 15,1970 
This memorandum covers the physical description 
and the various applications of the Surveyor Experi- 
mental Test Laboratory (SETL). Developed as an 
answer to the need for obtaining design and analyti- 
cal information about the Surveyor spacecraft and its 
mission to the moon, SETL applications include 
simulation, training, instrument development, and 
the use and handling of mosaics. Several unique and 
specialized instruments and techniques for their use 
are covered. Hundreds of television and soil mechan- 
ics experiments gave invaluable information for the 
analysis of the data from the moon. 
seudonoise Sequenc 
M. Perlman 
Technical Report 32-1432, November 15,1969 
JPL BIBLIOGRAPHY 39- 17 
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Linear recurring binary sequences with pseudonoise 
properties may be generated by shift registers (FSRs) 
with linear (logic) feedback. An r-stage linear FSR is 
characterized by an r th  degree polynomial in one 
indeterminant, with coefficients taken from a field of 
two elements. The two-tap r-stage linear FSR charac- 
terized by an rth-degree primitive trinomial over 
GF(2) is the most efficient generator in terms of 
implementation of a PN sequence. Primitive 
trinomials do not exist, however, for every value of r. 
This report deals with a search for rth-degree tetra- 
nomials through degree 34 which contain either an 
(r - 1)th-degree or an (r - 2)th-degree primitive 
polynomial over GF(2) as a factor. The tetranomials 
characterize a three-tap r-stage linear FSR capable of 
generating PN sequences of length 2r-1 - 1 or ZP2 - 
1 when properly initialized. 
A Search for rth-Degree Tetranomials Over GF(2) 
With Periods of P- l  - 1 or 2+l - 2 
M. Perlman 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 14-1 9, 
October 3 1, 1969 
Linear recurring binary sequences with pseudonoise 
properties may be generated by shift registers with 
linear (logic) feedback. An r-stage linear feedback 
shift register is characterized by an rth-degree poly- 
nomial over GF(2) as a factor. The tetranomials from 
a field of two elements. The e-tap, r-stage feedback 
shift register characterized by an rth-degree primi- 
tive trinomial over GF(2) is the most efficient gen- 
erator in terms of implementation of a pseudonoise 
sequence. Primitive trinomials do not exist, however, 
for every value of r. 
This paper deals with a search for rth-degree tetra- 
nomials through degree 34 that contain either an 
(r - 1)th-degree or an (r - 2)th-degree primitive 
polynomial over GF(2) as a factor. The tetranomials 
characterize a 3-tap, r-stage linear feedback shift 
register capable of generating pseudonoise sequences 
of length 2+l- 1 or 2r-2 - 1 when properly 
initialized. 
A primitive trinomial of degree r - 1 = 8,12,13,14, 
16, 19, 24, 26,27,30, and 32 does not exist. However, 
there do exist for each of the preceding values of r - 
1 except 12, tetranomials of degree r that contain, as 
a factor, a primitive polynomial of degree r - 1. 
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urner Investigation 
E. H. Perry 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 189-1 91, 
October 3 1,1969 
The T-burner, its role in combustion instability 
studies, and some results obtained with T-burners at 
JPL have been discussed previously. Further tests, 
now completed, have provided additional in- 
formation on the nature of the burner and its value in 
combustion instability investigations. This article pre- 
sents these additional results. 
PETRICK S 
PO25 Gamma Ray Spectrometer Preliminary Thermal Tests 
S. W. Petrick 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 166173, 
December 3 1,1969 
A gamma ray spectrometer is being built at JPL for 
the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center for use on 
future ApoUo missions. Preliminary thermal tests 
have been performed on a prototype detector assem- 
bly (the gamma-ray-sensitive portion of the instru- 
ment) to determine the preliminary required heater 
size and gross thermal characteristics. The results of 
these tests are summarized in this article. 
PETRIE R. 
W. Frey, R. Petrie, and R. Greenberg 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp.121-147, January31,1970 
For abstract, see Frey, W. 
H. Erpenbach, C. Finnie, and S. Petty 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 52-55, July 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Erpenbach, H. 
02 and Control: Atomic 
uly-AuguSt 19691 
H. Erpenbach, C. Finnie, and 5. Petty 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 54-56, September 30,1969 
For abstract, see Erpenbach, H. 
029 Frequency Generation and Control: 
C. Finnie and S. Petty 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 89-92, January 3 1, 1970 
For abstract, see Finnie, C. 
PEYRET, R. 
8030 Sub-Alfvdnic Duct Flow With a Nonuniform 
Field 
R. Peyret 
Technical Report 32-1376 (Reprinted from The Physics of 
Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 1, pp. 129-1 36, January 1969) 
The flow of a conducting fluid in a duct in the 
presence of a magnetic field with a small nonuni- 
formity of the following kind is considered: for Y < 0, 
the field is uniform and parallel to the axis OYof the 
duct; for 2’ >O,  the field is nonuniform and the 
curvature of the magnetic lines is small, of order E. A 
perturbation theory is presented for the case of small 
magnetic Reynolds number R,,, and small Alfvkn 
number A. The flow field is determined to order e 
and to zero order ih R,, and the magnetic field to 
order ER,. Downstream, all the perturbations decay 
algebraically. The upstream perturbations of the flow 
field initially decay exponentially, with ultimate 
algebraic decay in the ER,-order terms but for the 
induced magnetic field, the upstream decay is 
algebraic. 
er the 4 a 
On 
R. J. Phillips 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 20-22, 
October 3 1, 1969 
The possibility exists that the 400-MHz “wake-up” 
beacon on the V&g orbiter system can be used for a 
surface and subsurface water detection experiment. 
The purposes of the experiment would be to aid in 
choosing a landing site (pre-separation) and to study 
the spatial-temporal distribution of surface and sub- 
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surface water in the vicinity of, and at distances fron, 
the landing site (post-separation). A preliminary 
analysis considering the antenna bandwidth and 
pointing, the expected difference in the dielectric 
constant of wet and dry ground at 400 MHz, and the 
signal-to-noise ratio indicates a feasible experiment 
with a resolution of 100 km or less. 
PHILLIPS, 
PO32 
PO33 
SFQF Emergency Power Subsystem 
W. C. Tiedge and R. V. Phillips 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 170-1 74, May 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Tiedge, W. C. 
SFQF Emergency Power Subsystem 
[September-October 19691 
R. V. Phillips 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 175-1 78, November 30,1969 
The Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF) uninter- 
ruptable power system, composed of rectifiers, 
inverters, and batteries arranged to provide contin- 
uous and interference-free power for the computer 
systems, was completed and tested in April and May 
1969. The test results are given in this article. Also 
discussed is the status of the standby powerplant and 
the central supervisory monitor and control system. 
PHILLIPS, w. rx 
34 Metal-to-Ceramic Seals for Thermionic Converters: A 
Literature Survey 
W. M. Phillips 
Technical Report 32-1420, November 1,1969 
The available unclassified literature in the field of 
metal-to-ceramic seals has been reviewed for the 
applicability of various sealing techniques to nuclear 
thermionics. The evolution of current techniques is 
presented, with some comments on possible tech- 
niques that could be explored further should alter- 
nate seal fabrication methods be required. Data on 
corrosion resistance of braze alloys in cesium and 
irradiation damage to ceramics are also presented. 
Techniques currently applied to thermionic diodes 
are briefly outlined. 
Some Effects of Flow Stream 
W. Phillips 
Technical Report 32-1437, February 15, 1970 
eta! Corrosion 
PO36 
037 
The effect of additions of the gettering elements 
beryllium, hafnium, samarium, titanium, thorium, 
yttrium, and zirconium to an alkali liquid-metal sys- 
tem constructed of type 321 stainless steel was eval- 
uated. Tilting and reflux capsules were used in con- 
junction with lithium and potassium, respectively, in 
the 500-h tests at maximum temperatures of 1750°F. 
Test results indicate that dioxide-forming elements 
(hafnium, thorium, and zirconium) will eliminate the 
preferential transfer of nickel in a lithium 321 
stainless-steel system. Hafnium and thorium also 
eliminate subsurface porosity formation and improve 
tensile test behavior, as compared with that obtain- 
able with ungettered test specimens. 
eta1 Corrosion Effects in a Rankine 
Cycle Test Loop 
W. M. Phillips 
Technical Report 32-1 457 [Preprint of paper presented ot the 
Metallurgical Society of the A.I.M.E., Liquid Metals Corrosion 
Meeting in the Fall of 1969, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
October 13, 1969) 
A two-loop lithium-boiling potassium facility was con- 
structed and tested at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
to simulate the major elements and working fluids of 
a two-loop, nuclear turbo-plant concept of interest 
for spacecraft propulsion. During initial testing, the 
columbium-1 % zirconium loop was operated for ap- 
proximately 1000 h at potassium temperatures up to 
1900°F with an yttrium hot trap in the lithium loop 
and a zirconium hot trap in the potassium loop. This 
operation produced no observable corrosion in the 
potassium loop and nominal corrosion in the lithium 
loop despite high impurity levels in the lithium. No 
dissimilar metal mass transfer was observed as a 
result of the hot traps. 
xide Venting and Redistribution 
W. M. Phillips 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 193-1 96, 
April 30, 1969 
Uranium dioxide (UOz) is among the nuclear fuels 
being considered for nuclear-thermionic reactors. 
This fuel has been shown to migrate down a thermal 
gradient to form a fully dense layer in the coolest 
portions of the fuel element. In the case of a 
cylindrical nuclear-thermionic fuel element, this 
results in a central void as a shell of fuel collects 
against the fuel-element clad. 
Gaseous fission products migrate up a therpal 
gradient, collect in the central void, and build up 
pressure as fission continues. The resulting pressure, 
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combined with the plasticity of UOz at thermionic 
temperatures, results in fuel element swelling. 
Elimination of swelling requires venting of fission 
products to reduce the central-void pressure buildup. 
This can be achieved either by the insertion of a 
snorkel vent tube through the clad into the central 
void or by a peripheral vent hole in the clad. While 
the peripheral vent would be easier to fabricate, it 
would, predictably, plug up with UOz as the fuel 
redistributes against the fuel-element clad. 
The experiment discussed in this article was designed 
to: (1)measure the rate of UOz redistribution as a 
function of temperature and thermal gradient, 
(2) determine the time necessary to plug a vent hole 
or a snorkel vent tube, and (3) determine the degree 
of thermal cycling necessary to crack the UOz layer 
and provide communication between the central 
void and a peripheral vent hole. 
PKKERING, W. H. 
PO38 The Grand Tour 
W. H. Pickering 
Am. Sci., Vol. 58, No. 2, pp. 148-1 55, March-April 1970 
The technical capability to send a spacecraft to the 
outer edge of the solar system now exists, and, in the 
next decade, such missions will be undertaken. The 
selection of a set of missions that will serve to initiate 
the exploration of the outer planets requires a 
detailed analysis of possible trajectories to determine 
those which best match the requirements of the 
science instruments, the launching rocket, and the 
spacecraft performance. A set of missions to perform 
an initial survey of the outer planets and follow-up 
exploration is discussed here. Of particular interest is 
the Jupiter-Saturn-Uranus-Neptune mission. 
PL J. A. 
ars I969 Temperature Control Flux 
J. A. Plamondon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 162-1 68, 
October 3 1,1969 
The temperature control flux monitor, a device for 
measuring integrated thermal radiation, was flown as 
an engineering experiment on Mariners VI and VI1 
The results obtained, as interpreted to the present 
time, are discussed, and a functional description of 
the instrument is given. 
d. 
Field Computer Program for Planetary Entry 
Z. Popinski 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 154-155, 
April 30, 1969 
A continuing task has the general objective of 
acquiring coupled flow field programs for the 
primary purpose of providing a basis of validating 
and improving rapid, but more approximate, heat 
transfer and pressure distribution methods related to 
planetary entry. These coupled flow field programs 
are particularly important for evaluating the effects 
of real gases; radiation/ flow-field coupling; low-den- 
sity flows; and radiation reabsorption, including 
ablation products. 
Within the time-dependent approach to the solution 
of shock-layer flow fields, the “shock and body 
fitting” method was selected because conditions at 
these locations are quasi-one-dimensional and can be 
fitted to the finite-difference technique in the 
smoother center portion of the shock layer. The 
method of analysis is described in this article. 
POSNER, E. 6. 
PO41 Power Requirements for Deep-Space 
Telecommunication Links 
M. H. Brockman and E. C. Posner 
Technical Report 32-1 395 (Reprinted from IEEE Spectrum, 
Vol. 6, No. 3, pp. 95-99, March 1969) 
For abstract, see Brockman, M. H. 
PO42 Communication Statistics: Noise Variance Estimator 
for High-Rate Coded Telemetry 
E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodemich, and M. Yeater 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. 11, pp. 37-39, July31, 1969 
An efficient estimator of noise variance was pre- 
viously presented for biorthogonally block-coded 
telemetry systems using an extreme-value estimator. 
While the conclusions drawn were correct, 
asymptotic formulas were used. This article gives 
formulas exact enough for use in the Deep Space 
Instrumentation Facility version of the high-rate 
telemetry system for the Mariner Mars 1971 missions 
and beyond. Three-place accuracy is given; eight- 
place accuracy was obtained. As a comparison, the 
asymptotic formula is 0.9 dB off for the (32,6) code to 
be used, but better than 0.1-dB overall system 
accuracy is desired. 
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PO45 
Permutation Transformation of Audio 
R. M. Goldstein and E. C. Posner 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 77-78, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Goldstein, R. M. 
Product Entropy of Gaussian 
E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodemich, and H. Rumsey, Jr. 
Ann. Math. Statist., Vol. 40, No. 3, pp. 870-904, 1969 
This paper studies the product epsilon entropy of 
mean-continuous gaussian processes. That is, a given 
mean-continuous gaussian process on the unit inter- 
val is expanded into its Karhiinen expansion. Along 
the k th  eigenfunction axis, a partition by intervals of 
length Ek is made, and the entropy of the resulting 
discrete distribution is noted. The infimum of the 
sum over k of these entropies subject to the con- 
straint that Z €2 I e2 is the product epsilon entropy 
of the process. It is shown that the best partition to 
take along each eigenfunction axis is the one in which 
0 is the midpoint of an interval in the partition. 
Furthermore, the product epsilon entropy is finite if 
and only if Z hk log h ~ l  is finite, where hk 
is the k th  eigenvalue of the process. When the above 
series is finite, the values of Ek which achieve the 
product entropy are found. Asymptotic expressions 
for the product epsilon entropy are derived in some 
special cases. This problem arises in the theory of 
data compression, which studies the efficient repre- 
sentation of random data with prescribed accuracy. 
Epsilon Entropy of Gaussian Processes 
E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodernich, and H. Rumsey, Jr. 
Ann. Math. Statist., Vol. 40, No. 4, pp. 1272-1 296, 1969 
This paper demonstrates that the epsilon entropy of 
any mean-continuous gaussian process on L [ O ,  11 is 
finite for all positive E. The epsilon entropy of such a 
process is defined as the infimum of the entropies of 
all partitions of L[O, 11 by measurable sets of diam- 
eter at most E, where the probability measure on & is 
the one induced by the process. Fairly tight upper 
and lower bounds are found as E + 0 for the epsilon 
entropy in terms of the eigenvalues of the process. 
Application of an Estimator of 
E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodemich, J. C. Ashlock, and S. Lurie 
J. Am. Statis. Assoc., Vol. 64, No. 328, pp. 1403-1414, 
December 1969 
This article uses a family of bivariate extreme-value 
distributions to estimate the probability of a large 
exceedance of a random variable, given that a certain 
ivariate Extreme Walue Theory 
other random variable not independent of the first 
has exceeded a certain value. A simple method of rea- 
sonably good efficiency is given for estimating a 
bivariate extreme-value distribution from independ- 
ent bivariate samples. The method is used to analyze 
the performance of a spacecraft command receiver 
that has an indication of data quality so that com- 
mands likely to be in error can be rejected. 
POTTER, PI A 
eather-Dependent Data Links for 
Space Applications 
P. D. Potter, M. S. Shumate, C. T. Stelzried, and W. H. Wells 
Technical Report 32-1392, October 15,1969 
The information data rate of deep space communi- 
cation links used for spacecraft-to-earth purposes is 
always severely limited by the size and power capacity 
of the spacecraft itself. Present deep space communi- 
cation links, utilizing S-band frequencies, have been 
improved to so high an efficiency that the informa- 
tion data rates obtainable cannot be increased 
significantly without attendant increases in space- 
craft size. One solution to this problem is to operate 
the data link at frequencies higher than S-band. This 
report considers the operation of a reliable deep 
space communication link at such frequencies in the 
presence of weather disturbances, and presents a 
comparison of five potential systems: two microwave 
(X-band and mm-band) and three laser bands (10 pm, 
4pm, and near visible). The advantages and disadvan- 
tages of each are discussed, and recommendations for 
future work in these areas are presented. 
POWELL, R. K 
PO48 Optics at the Jet Propulsion 
A. R. Johnston and R. V. Powell 
Appl. Opt., Vol. 9, No. 2, pp. 271-275, February 1970 
For abstract, see Johnston, A. R. 
ydraulic Characteristics of 
iniature Slot Orifices 
R. W. Riebling and W. B. Powell 
Technical Report 32-1397, September 15,1969 
For abstract, see Riebling, R. W. 
W. B. Powell 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 7, No. 1, pp. 105-1 08, 
January 1970 
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A working group of the Inter-Agency Chemical Roc- 
ket Propulsion Group (ICRPG) has developed a 
procedure for predicting the performance of a liquid 
propellant thrust chamber and has prepared a set of 
reference computer programs to assist in performing 
the required calculations. The performance of a real 
thrust chamber is less than that of an ideal (one- 
dimensional, isentropic, equilibrium) thrust chamber. 
The primary real-thrust-chamber losses are itemized 
and modeled analytically. Interactions between the 
‘loss-producing processes are accounted for in the 
development of the overall performance prediction 
methadology . 
The initially developed methodology is being used by 
government agencies whenever it is applicable to 
evaluate proposals and performance on appropriate 
contracts. This article summarizes the present status 
and limitations of the methodology, discusses some of 
the steps that could be taken to improve and refine 
it, and lists available publications and computer pro- 
grams. 
SS 13 Operations [ 
E. 6. Jackson, R. M. Gosline, and A. L. Price 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
VOI. I I ,  pp. 107-109, J ~ l y 3 1 ,  1969 
For abstract, see Jackson, E. B. 
R. Rakutis and S. H. Kalfayan 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 166169,  
June 30,1969 
Since study of the changes in absorption during oxi- 
dation of styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) appeared 
to be one possible method of determining the 
kinetics of oxidation, it was decided to perform an 
exploratory investigation on the structural changes 
resulting from the oxidation of SBR films cast on 
sodium chloride plates. The temperature and time 
needed to effect a change in the infrared spectrum of 
the films was recorded. Since there was a good pos- 
sibility that the near-infrared spectra of the oxidized 
SBR rubber would show definite changes in the ter- 
minal methylene-group region as well as in the -OH 
region, it was decided to observe the near-infrared 
spectra of the SBR films. The results of this explor- 
atory investigation are described. 
ong-Term Aging of Elastomers: Chemical Stress 
Relaxation Stwdies of Peroxide-Cured 
Styrene-Butadiene Rubber 
S. H. Kalfayan, R. Rakutis, and R. H. Silver 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 194-198, 
October 31,1969 
For abstract, see Kalfayan, S. H. 
w. 
RQ03 Long Term Aging of Elastomers: Chemical Stress 
R. Rakutis, S. H. Kalfayan, and R. H. Silver 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 237-241, 
February 28,1970 
R. Clauss and R. Quinn 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 50-52, July 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Clauss, R. The apparent number of effective network chains 
present in styrene-butadiene rubber was determined 
by the “swelling” method, as well as by the stress- 
relaxation method, using the Tobolsky equation of 
state. Results showed good agreement between the 
two methods and indicated extensive crosslinking 
during aging. Infrared spectral analysis was used to 
quantitatively estimate the chemical changes during 
the oxidation of styrene-butadiene rubber, which 
serves as a test material for the study of the long-term 
aging of elastomers. 
R. C. Clauss and R. 6. Quinn 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 8 6 8 9 ,  January 3 1,1970 
For abstract, see Clauss, R. C. 
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005  
T. W. Rathbun 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 150-151, November30,1969 
The motor field control for the Venus Deep Space 
Station’s 1750-hp motor generator set is described. 
The primary function of this field control is power- 
factor correction to keep the motor at unity power 
factor regardless of load. The unit is solid-state, con- 
taining digital as well as analog circuitry; it replaces 
the carbon pile regulator, resulting in more accurate 
power factor control. 
5. 
Capsule System Packaging for Mars Rough Lander 
W. S. Read 
Technical Report 32-1 41 9, March 15, 1970 
This report describes the packaging techniques 
utilized on the Capsule System Advanced 
Development lander (completed at JPL in June 1968 
as an experiment to determine the survivability of a 
Mars rough lander). The discussion covers the use of 
standard components, the flexibility of subsystem 
location, and the simple integration of electronic 
assemblies. The experiment conclusively demon- 
strated that the assembly packaging techniques uti- 
lized (conventional components) are reliable, and 
that the equipment is relatively easy to design and 
fabricate (or modify) on a short-time basis. 
6 Effect of Environment on 
Spacecraft Assembly 
D. M. Taylor, G. H. Redmann, A. R. Hoffman, and 
M. D. Wardle 
Devel. lnd. Microbiol., Vol. 1 1, pp. 225-240, 1970 
For abstract, see Taylor, D. M. 
on Studies: Time-of-Arrival 
lsars 
P. E. Reichley, G. S. Downs, and G. A. Morris, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 60-65, 
February 28,1970 
The analysis of high-precision time-of-arrival 
measurements has yielded the position, period, and 
first derivative of the period for 10 pulsars and an 
008 
improved period for one other. An upper bound was 
obtained for the second derivative of the period for 
six pulsars. 
Time-of-~rrival Observations of Eleven 
P. E. Reichley, G. S. Downs, and G. A. Morris, Jr. 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 159, No. 1, Pt. 2, pp. L35-L40, 
January 1970 
The analysis of high-precision time-of-arrival meas- 
urements has yielded the position period, and first 
derivative of the period for ten pulsars and an 
improved period for one other. An upper bound was 
obtained for the second derivative of the period for 
six pulsars. 
REJD, M. 5;. 
ROO9 
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Low Noise Receivers: Microwave Maser 
[ January-Fe bruary 1 9 701 
R. C. Clauss, H. F. Reilly, Jr., and M. S. Reid 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 74-78, March 3 1, 1970 
For abstract, see Clauss, R. C. 
Improved RF Calibration Techniques: MXK Cone 
(Mod 0) Waveguide and Noise Temperature 
Calibrations 
P. D. Batelaan and M. S. Reid 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 78-80, March 31, 1970 
For abstract, see Batelaan, P. D. 
Improved RF Calibration Techniques: System 
Operating Noise Temperature Calibrations of the JPL 
Research Cones [January-February 19701 
M. S. Reid and C. T. Stelzried 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, p. 87, March 31, 1970 
The system operating noise temperature perform- 
ance of the low-noise research cones during a 4- 
month period is described. These cones are operated 
on the Venus and Mars Deep Space Station antennas 
in a cassegrain configuration. 
12 Simulation of a 
M. Reier 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, p. 11 1, 
October 3 1, 1969 
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Detectors contained in a typical science package for 
outer-planet-mission spacecraft may be sensitive to 
the radiation environment produced by a radioiso- 
tope thermoelectric generator (RTG). It is therefore 
important to measure the response of these detectors 
to such an environment. The gamma-ray radiation 
spectrum, of prime importance when considering 
interference, can be simulated by the appropriate 
grouping of small quantities of a number of different 
isotopes that are primarily gamma emitters. The 
radioactive sources that together will simulate the 
gamma-ray spectrum and intensity from the fuel and 
impurities in a (System for Nuclear Auxiliary Power 
SNAP-27) heat source producing 1575 W of thermal 
power are described in this article. 
13 Low Noise Receivers: 
[January-February 19701 
R. C. Clauss, H. F. Reilly, Jr., and M. S. Reid 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 74-78, March 3 1, 1970 
For abstract, See Clauss, R. C. 
A. 
lectronic Conductivity of Elastomeric lonenes 
R. Somoano, S. P. S. Yen, and A. Rembaum 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 226-235, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Somoano, R. 
he Structure of Heparin: 
yes by Wisible Spectrometry 
T. F. Yen (California State College), M. Davar (California State 
College), and A. Rembaum 
Biochim, Biophys. Acta, Vol. 184, No. 3, pp. 646-648, 1969 
For abstract, see Yen, T. F. 
A. Rembaum 
Encyclopedia of Pohmer Science and Technology: Volume 7 7, 
pp. 318-337, John Wiley i% Sons, Inc., New York, 1969 
A need exists for conductive polymeric materials 
with good mechanical properties. If the plastic prop- 
erties of many high-molecular-weight organic 
polymers could be incorporated into a semicon- 
ductor, the way would be opened to simplified tech- 
niques for solving many practical problems. In spite 
of an intensive research effort in the last decade, the 
entire field is still in the beginning stages. Most 
R018 
R019 
investigations have concerned the synthesis of highly 
conjugated polymers and the preparation and study 
of polymeric charge-transfer complexes. This article 
provides discussions on related electrical measure- 
ments, the electrical conductivity of conjugated 
polymers, polymeric charge-transfer complexes, and 
the conduction mechanism. 
Polyelectrolyte Complexes 
A. Rembaum 
J. Macromol. Sci.-Chem., Vol. A3, No. 1, pp. 87-99, 
January 1969 
This article describes a new series of polyelectrolytes, 
most of which are water-soluble and form polyelec- 
trolyte complexes with negatively charged polyelec- 
trolytes similar to those described by Michaels. 
Different types of complexes are also formed with 
7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ). The 
polymeric TCNQ complexes are characterized by 
insolubility in common solvents and high electrical 
conductivity. 
lonene Polymers. I!. Formation of Cyclic and Linear 
Compounds or Polymers From N,M,N’,N’-Tetramethyl- 
a,o-Diaminoalkanes and a,w-Dibromoalkanes 
H. Noguchi (University of Tokyo) and A. Rembaum 
J. Pohm. Sci., Pt. B: Pohm. Lett., Vol. 7, No. 5, 
pp. 383-394, May 1969 
For abstract, see Noguchi, H. 
lonene Polymers: 111. Dicationic Crosslinking Agents 
A. Rembaum, S. Singer (Athenex Research Associates), and 
H. Keyzer (California State College) 
J. Pohm. Sci., Pt. 6: Pohm. Lett., Vol. 7, No. 5, pp. 395-402, 
June 1969 
Numerous polyfunctional covalent molecules are uti- 
lized for the preparation of crosslinked polymers 
from vinyl monomers, but so far no cationic com- 
pounds have been investigated for this purpose. Poly- 
mers containing anionic or cationic substituents, 
including carboxylate and sulfonate groups, are at 
present the subject of intensive study; however, the 
introduction of cationic centers between polymeric 
chains has not been reported before. The isolation 
and characterization of a number of dicationic cross- 
linking agents and the formation of polymers with 
ionic crosslinks are described here. 
The crosslinking agents lead to a large number of 
new materials and permit the study of the effect of 
positive charges in the crosslinking agents as a func- 
tion of distance between charges, as well as the effect 
of the charges, per se, on the properties of a variety 
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of polymers and copolymers. Attempts were made to 
prepare three types of dicationic crosslinking agents, 
namely: dicationic acrylates or methacrylates, divi- 
nylpyridinium compounds, and diallyl ammonium 
compounds. 
lectron Spin Resonance of Co 
y irradiated Cationic Crosslinking Agents 
A. Rembaum and A. M. Hermann (Tulane University) 
A Polym. Sci., Pt.  B: Polym. Lett., Vol. 7, No. 7, 
pp. 507-514, July 1969 
The compounds formed by the reaction between an 
a,o-dihaloalkane and a tertiary amine containing a 
double bond yield tetrafunctional monomers. The 
latter have positive nitrogens in their structure and 
may therefore be classified as cationic crosslinking 
agents. This article describes an electron spin reson- 
ance (ESR) study of cobalt y-irradiated crosslinking 
agents. The radicals obtained during irradiation were 
identified by means of ESR, and the high stability of 
these materials under the influence of cobalt y radi- 
ation was established. 
Evidence for Activated Carrier Mobility in Organic 
Solids 
F. Gutmann, A. M. Hermann, and A. Rembaum 
Nature, Vol. 221, No. 5187, p. 1237, March 29, 1969 
For abstract, see Gutmann, F. 
REAIAIELS, D. A. 
R022 Automatic aintenance of Aerospace Computers 
and Spacecraft lnformation and Control Systems 
A. Avixenis, F. P. Mathur, D. A. Rennels, and J. A. Rohr 
Technical Report 32-1 449 (Reprint of Paper 69-966 presented 
at AlAA Aerospace Computer Systems Conference, Los 
Angeles, California, September 8-1 0,1969) 
For abstract, see Avizienis, A. 
Pa System Support for Surveyor: 
N. A. Renzetti 
Technical Memorandum 33-301, Vol. I, July 15,1969 
This report covers the Tracking and Data System 
(TDS) activities for Surveyor I and II, from the time 
the requirements on the system were established by 
the Surveyor Project objectives and the spacecraft 
design, through the preparation of the network- 
support plans, the implementation of the necessary 
facility configurations, the performance of the tests 
required to establish operational readiness, the sup- 
port of the actual flights to the end of each mission- 
with a comprehensive account of the tracking opera- 
tions-and an evaluation of that support. To better 
define the requirements on the TDS, the Surveyor 
mission objectives are reviewed and descriptions of 
the Atladcentaur launch vehicle and of the space- 
craft are included, as are synopses of the first two 
Surveyor flights. Associated equipment and activities 
of the three elements of the Deep Space Network- 
i.e., the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, the 
Ground Communications Facility, and the Space 
Flight Operations Facility-in meeting the metric, 
telemetry, command, and tracking demands of the 
missions are documented. Tracking and telemetry 
summaries of the initial phases of the flights cover 
operations of the Goddard Space Flight Center, the 
Air Force Eastern Test Range, the Spacecraft 
Monitoring Facility at Cape Kennedy, and the Ascen- 
sion Island Spacecraft Command and Guidance Sta- 
tion. Technical and statistical data concerning 
launch, trajectory, operating modes, tracking time, 
received-signal levels, command lockups, data trans- 
mission and reduction are also presented. 
R024 Tracking and Data System Support for 
Surveyor: Missions 111 and IW 
N. A. Renzetti 
Technical Memorandum 33-301, Vol. II, September 1,1969 
This report covers the Tracking and Data System 
(TDS) activities for Surveyors III and IV, from the 
time the requirements on the system were estab- 
lished by the project objectives and spacecraft de- 
sign, through the preparation of the network-support 
plans, the implementation of the necessary facility 
configurations, the performance of the requisite tests 
to establish operational readiness, the support of the 
actual flights to the end of each mission-with a 
comprehensive account of the tracking operations- 
and an evaluation of that support. To better define 
the requirements on the TDS, the Surveyor mission 
objectives are reviewed and descriptions of the 
Atladcentaur launch vehicle and of the spacecraft 
are included, as are synopses of the Surveyor III and 
IV flights. Associated equipment and activities of the 
Deep Space Network in meeting the metric, teleme- 
try, command, and tracking demands of the missions 
are documented. Tracking and telemetry summaries 
of the initial phases of the flights cover operations of 
the Goddard Space Flight Center, the Air Force 
Eastern Test Range, the Spacecraft Monitoring 
Facility at Cape Kennedy (DSS 71), and the Ascen- 
sion Island Spacecraft Command and Guidance Sta- 
tion (DSS 72). Technical and statistical data concern- 
ing launch, trajectory, operating modes, tracking 
time, received-signal levels, command lockups, data 
transmission and reduction are presented. 
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ata System Support for 
N. A. Renzetti 
Technical Memorandum 33-301, Vol. 111, December 1,1969 
This report covers the Tracking and Data System 
(TDS) activities for Surveyor V ,  from the time the 
requirements on the system were established by the 
project objectives and the spacecraft design, through 
the preparation of the network-support plans, the 
implementation of the necessary facility configur- 
ations, the performance of the requisite tests to estab- 
lish operational readiness, the support of the actual 
flights to the end of each mission-with a compre- 
hensive account of the tracking operations-and an 
evaluation of that support. To better define the 
requirements on the TDS, the Surveyor Mission 
objectives are reviewed and descriptions of the 
Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle and of the spacecraft 
are included, as is the synopsis of the fifth Surveyor 
flight. Associated equipment and activities of the 
three elements of the Deep Space Network (i.e., the 
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, the Ground 
Communications Facility, and the Space Flight Oper- 
ations Facility) in meeting the metric, telemetry, 
command, and tracking demands of the missions are 
documented. Tracking and telemetry summaries of 
the initial phase of the flight cover operations of the 
Goddard Space Flight Center, the Air Force Eastern 
Test Range, the Spacecraft Monitoring Facility at 
Cape Kennedy, and the Ascension Island Spacecraft 
Command and Guidance Station. Technical and 
statistical data concerning launch, trajectory, oper- 
ating modes, tracking time, received-signal levels, 
command lockups, and data transmission and re- 
duction are presented. 
026 Tracking and ata System Support for §urveyor: 
ission 
N. A. Renzetti 
Technical Memorandum 33-301, Vol. IV, December 1,1969 
This report covers the Tracking and Data System 
(TDS) activities for Surveyor VJ from the time the 
requirements on the system were established by the 
project objectives and the spacecraft design, through 
the preparation of the network-support plans, the 
implementation of the necessary facility config- 
urations, the performance of the requisite tests to es- 
tablish operational readiness, the support of the 
actual flights to the end of each mission-with a com- 
prehensive account of the tracking operations-and 
an evaluation of that support. To better define the 
requirements on the TDS, the Surveyor mission 
objectives are reviewed, and descriptions of the 
launch vehicle and spacecraft are included as is a 
synopsis of the flight. Associated equipment and 
activities of the Deep Space Network in meeting the 
metric, telemetry, command, and tracking demands 
of the mission are documented. Tracking and telem- 
etry summaries of the initial phase of the flight cover 
operations of the Goddard Space Flight Center, the 
Air Force Eastern Test Range, the Spacecraft 
Monitoring Facility at Cape Kennedy, and the Ascen- 
sion Island Spacecraft Command and Guidance 
Station. Technical and statistical data concerning 
launch, trajectory, operating modes, tracking time, 
received-signal levels, command lockups, and data 
transmission and reduction are presented. 
27 Tracking and Data System Support for Surveyor: 
Mission VI! 
N. A. Renzetti 
Technical Memorandum 33-301, Vol. V, December 1,1969 
This report covers the Tracking and Data System 
(TDS) activities for Surveyor V I .  from the time the 
requirements on the system were established by the 
project objectives and the spacecraft design, through 
the preparation of the network-support plans, the 
implementation of the necessary facility configur- 
ations, the performance of the requisite tests to estab- 
lish operational readiness, the support of the actual 
flights to the end of each mission-with a compre- 
hensive account of the tracking operations-and an 
evaluation of that support. To better define the 
requirements on the TDS, the Surveyor Mission 
objectives are reviewed and descriptions of the 
Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle and of the spacecraft 
are included, as is the synopsis of the seventh 
Surveyor flight. Associated equipment and activities 
of the three elements of the Deep Space Network 
(i.e., the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, the 
Ground Communications Facility, and the Space 
Flight Operations Facility) in meeting the metric, 
telemetry, command, and tracking demands of the 
missions are documented. Tracking and telemetry 
summaries of the initial phase of the flight cover 
operations of the Goddard Space Flight Center, the 
Air Force Eastern Test Range, the Spacecraft Moni- 
toring Facility at Cape Kennedy, and the Ascension 
Island Spacecraft Command and Guidance Station. 
Technical and statistical data concerning launch, tra- 
jectory, operating modes, tracking time, received sig- 
nal levels, command lockups, and data transmission 
and reduction are presented. 
t@m Support for the 
nning Phase Through 
N. A. Renzetti 
Technical Memorandum 33-385, Vol. I, September 1, 1969 
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This volume summarizes the technical activities of 
the tracking and data acquisition facilities of the Air 
Force Eastern Test Range, the Manned Space Flight 
Network of Goddard Space Flight Center, and the 
Deep Space Network of JPL in support of the 
Manner Venus 67 mission, covering the period from 
the establishment of the requirements between the 
project and the tracking and data system through the 
execution of the midcourse trajectory correction in 
flight. The report describes the following: the metric, 
telemetry, and command requirements placed on the 
network; the equipment configuration needed to 
carry out the functions; the ground communications 
system configuration required to transmit data from 
Cape Kennedy and the deep space stations to JPL; 
and the equipment configuration in the Space Flight 
Operations Facility necessary for the reception, 
processing, and display of data to support the con- 
duct of flight operations. A tabular summary of the 
deep space phase flight support afforded this mission 
and data related to the performance of the networks 
is given. 
R029 Tracking and ata System Support for the Mariner 
Venus 67 Mission; Midcourse Maneuver Through End 
of Mission 
N. A. Renzetti 
Technical Memorandum 33-385, Vol. II, September 1, 1969 
This memorandum summarizes the activities of the 
Tracking and Data System of the Deep Space Net- 
work in support of the Mainer Venus 67 mission 
from mid-course maneuver through encounter and 
postencounter. 
030 Tracking and Data System Support for the Pioneer 
ject: Pioneer V/. Prelaunch to End of Nominal 
sion 
N. A. Renzetti 
Technical Memorandum 33-426, Vol. I, February 1,1970 
The Pioneer VI mission (inward trajectory, heliocen- 
tric orbit) employed six scientific instruments to 
accumulate information relative to interplanetary 
high-energy particles, solar phenomena, and plasma. 
The spacecraft also served as a celestial mechanics 
experiment reference point. The Tracking and Data 
System (comprised of the Air Force Eastern Test 
Range, Deep Space Network, Manned Space Flight 
Network, and NASA Communications Network) 
tracked the spacecraft from launch through the near- 
earth and deep space phases. For near-earth 
tracking, all Tracking and Data System facilities 
responded to mission, launch vehicle, and range 
requirements. For deep space tracking, the Deep 
Space Network responded to tracking, telemetry, 
command, monitoring, simulation, and operations 
control requirements. 
03 1 
N. A. Renzetti 
Technical Memorandum 33-426, Vol. II, April 15, 1970 
The Pioneer VI1 spacecraft (outward trajectory, 
helioceritric orbit) employed six scientific 
instruments to accumulate information relative to 
interplanetary high-energy particles, solar 
phenomena, and plasma. The spacecraft also served 
as a celestial mechanics experiment reference point. 
The Tracking and Data System (comprising the Air 
Force Eastern Test Range, Deep Space Network, 
Manned Space Flight Network, and NASA 
Communications Network) tracked the spacecraft 
from launch through the near-earth and deep space 
phases. For near-earth tracking, all Tracking and 
Data System facilities responded to mission, launch 
vehicle, and range requirements. For deep space 
tracking, the Deep Space Network responded to 
tracking, telemetry, command, monitoring, simula- 
tion, and operations control requirements. 
REYNOLD§, 6. W. 
R032 Use of Doppler Data to Monitor Spacecraft 
Maneuvers 
R. T. Mitchell, G. W. Reynolds, and S. K. Wong 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 57-62, May 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Mitchell, R. T. 
R033 An Example of the Space Plasma Effect on the 
Mariner Mars 11971 Encounter Accuracy 
G. W. Reynolds, N. A. Mottinger, and V. J. Ondrasik 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 24-28, March 31,1970 
Simulations were run to obtain the orbit deter- 
mination error in the Mariner Mars 1971 approach 
trajectory due to space plasma effects on the tracking 
data. The simulations used space plasma data from 
the Mainer V dual-frequency experiment modified 
for a Mars encounter in 1971. The simulations and 
their results are described in this article. 
R. A. Rhein and D. D. Lawson 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 21 9-222, 
February 28, 1970 
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Although the index of refraction has been correlated 
with molecular weight and density by the 
Lorentz-Lorentz and Eykman equations, it is shown 
here that a linear relationship exists between the 
index of refraction (D line, 200C) and inverse 
molecular weight for several homologous series of 
organic compounds. The correlation coefficient for 
this linear “fit” was found to be approximately the 
same as that for other, more complex expressions 
relating index of refraction to molecular weight (and 
density). 
olecular Weight Relationships 
for Isobutylene Telomers and Polymers 
R. A. Rhein 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 222-226, 
February 28,1970 
The number-average molecular weight, Mn, of 
isobutylene telomers and polymers can be deter- 
mined from a measurement of the index of refraction 
n (here, the D line, 200C). For telomers ranging from 
di-isobutylene up through polymers of Mn = 1500, 
the following relationship was obtained: 
11.391 n20 - 1.5034 - -
Mn D -  
The discrepancy between the observed molecular 
weight and that computed with the above equation 
was 13.62%. 
R036 ignition of Metals With CIF, and CIF, for Use as 
Spacecraft Chemical Heaters 
R. A. Rhein 
J. Spacecroft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 1 1, pp. 1328-1 329, 
November 1969 
Several metals were found to be hypergolic with both 
ClF, and ClF,. Hypergolicity, a fairly high heat of 
reaction, and solid reaction products make these 
reactions suitable for use in a spacecraft chemical 
heater. The most promising metals, in descending 
order of heat of reaction, were (finely divided) 
lithium, magnesium, calcium, and aluminum. 
J. H. 
xamination of a Lunar Sample 
J. H. Rho, A. J. Bauman, T. F. Yen (University of Southern 
California), and J. Bonner (California Institute of Technology) 
“Proceedings of Apollo ? I  Lunar Science Conference, 
Houston, Texas, January 3-8,1970,’’ Science, Vol. 167, 
No. 391 8, pp. 754-755, January 30,1970 
Attempts to detect porphyrins in 13 g of the bulk fine 
lunar sample from the Sea of Tranquillity under con- 
ditions in which < lo-’, moles/g of lunar sample 
could have been detected were unsuccessful. By 
appropriate extraction, however, the lunar sample 
yielded a material which exhibits absorption maxima 
at 310 and 350 nanometers and a fluorescence 
maximum at 410 nanometers. 
RICE R. E 
R038 The Code Word WIGGLE: TW Data Compression 
R. F. Rice 
Technical Memorandum 33-428, June 15, 1969 
The planned exploration of the outer planets has gen- 
erated the need for information-preserving data- 
compression systems that are applicable to spacecraft 
scientific imaging experiments. A variable-length 
coding algorithm that is capable of adapting to the 
nonstationary nature of digital spacecraft data has 
been developed for noiseless channel conditions. 
Performance equations are first developed for a 
suitable analytic model, and then applied directly to 
6-bit, pulse-code-modulated TV data. The adaptive 
algorithm adjusts to changes in picture activity by 
treating blocks of consecutive picture elements as 
individual data sources. Using a single %word binary 
code, output data rates remain near element-to-ele- 
ment entropy values for each block (and therefore for 
each picture). The preliminary dynamic performance 
curves (average bits per pixel vs entropy per data 
block) are shown. 
R I E ~ L I M ~ ,  R. W. 
ydraulic Characteristics of Flow Through 
Miniature Slot Orifices 
R. W. Riebling and W. B. Powell 
Technical Report 32-1 397, September 15,1969 
The hydraulic characteristics of miniature slot ori- 
fices of relatively short length and high width-to- 
height ratio were studied experimentally. The effects 
of orifice dimensions, surface finish, and flow rates on 
discharge coefficients and flow regimes were deter- 
mined. In addition, the stability and visual character- 
istics of the effluent liquid streams were observed. 
Orifice surface finish and length-to-height ratio were 
found to exert a primary influence on hydraulic 
behavior, and the flow from these devices was pre- 
dominantly within the transition region. The results 
are directly applicable to the design of rocket engine 
injectors incorporating this type of orifice. 
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R. W. Riebling 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 187-192, 
June 30,1969 
Research programs are being conducted to evolve 
injector and thrust chamber design criteria applica- 
ble to the development of rocket engines for 
unmanned spacecraft using the space-storable 
propellant combination oxygen difluoride (OF2) and 
diborane (B2H8). The thrust chamber design criteria 
evolved to date have been based on the concept of a 
passively cooled chamber, combined with an injector 
having a controlled gradient in mixture ratio. Four 
versions of this general design concept are being 
evaluated: one designed and fabricated at JPL and 
the other three made for JPL by industrial contrac- 
tors. Based on performance and durability in 1000-s 
firing tests, the most promising chamber concept will 
be selected for final optimization and the develop- 
ment of prototype flight hardware at the 1000-lbf 
vacuum thrust level. This article describes the design 
and fabrication of one of the four passively cooled, 
insulated graphite thrust chamber assemblies. 
R041 Advanced Combustion Device 
[August-September 19691 
R. W. Riebling 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 234-248, 
October 3 1, 1969 
The application of existing injector and thrust 
chamber design and fabrication criteria to the 
development of a prototype flight propulsion rocket 
engine using OF, (oxygen difluoride) and B2H6 
(diborane) propellants is illustrated. The design, 
fabrication, and cold-flow testing of two injectors and 
two thrust chamber concepts of the 200-lbf vacuum 
thrust size are described. All the designs incorporate 
nickel self-impinging doublet jet injectors and pas- 
sively cooled, insulated thrust chambers of graphitic 
materials. 
Injector Fabrication Techniques 
R. W. Riebling 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 21 2-2 15, 
December 31,1969 
This article describes the results of a study of the vis- 
ual characteristics of state-of-the-art electroformed 
injection orifices. Injection orifices fabricated by 
electroforming in nickel were sectioned and photo- 
graphed with a scanning electron microscope. The 
interior surfaces were found to be superior to those 
attainable using conventional fabrication processes 
(e.g., twist-drilling and electric-discharge machining). 
Electroformed micro-orifices of 0.003-in. diameter 
were also examined. Acceptable interior surfaces 
were observed when the holes were ultrasonically 
agitated and flowed with hydrofluoric acid after 
being electroformed. 
R043 Pedestal and Instrumentation Tower 
Elements 
A. Riewe 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 130-1 34, March 3 1, 1970 
The upgrading of the Tidbinbilla and Robledo Deep 
Space Station 85-ft-diam antenna facilities to 210-ft- 
diam antenna facilities is in progress. Excavation is 
complete, and construction has begun on the con- 
crete instrument tower foundation and pedestal 
structure foundation at the Tidbinbilla Deep Space 
Station. Special founding condition, foundation 
design, concrete design and placement control, and 
concrete mix design and control are required 
because of the rigorous requirements of the hydro- 
static bearing interface, allowable angular rotation at 
the instrument tower, and other considerations. The 
status of the upgrade effort is described. 
RINDER, A. P., JR. 
R044 Vaporizer Contamination by Mercury Impurities 
T. D. Masek and A. P. Rinder, Jr. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 214-216, 
October 31, 1969 
For abstract, see Masek, T. D. 
adio Science Support [ 
T. Sato, D. Spitzmesser, and W. Roach 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. I I ,  p. 153, January31,1970 
For abstract, see Sato, T. 
arialions of Small uasar Components at 2,3 
J. Gubbay (University of Adelaide, Australia), 
A. J. Legg (Australian Defense Scientific Service), 
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D. S. Robertson (Australian Defense Scientific Service), E 
A. T. Moffet (California Institute of Technology), 
R. D. Ekers (California Institute of Technology), and B. Seidel 
Nature, Vol. 224, No. 5224, pp. 1094-1 095, 
December 13,1969 
e Variance Estimator 
E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodemich, and M. Yeater 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
For abstract, see Gubbay, J. 
ewelopment of Saturethane Propellants 
C. L. Robillard, D. E. Udlock, and W. 1. Dowler 
Technical Report 32-1 406, November 3, 1969 (Confidential) 
A family of propellants containing a saturated hydro- 
carbon (Saturethane) binder has been developed at 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The unique character- 
istics of Saturethane propellants [as compared to 
other ammonium perchlorate (AP) solid propellants] 
are better thermal stability and lower burning rates. 
Owing to these inherent characteristics, Saturethane 
propellants are candidates for heat-sterilizable and 
low-acceleration (long burning time) motors for use 
on unmanned spacecraft. 
Vol. II, pp. 37-39, July 31,1969 
For abstract, see Posner, E. C .  
roduct Entropy of Gaussian Distributions 
E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodemich, and H. Rumsey, Jr. 
Ann. Math. Statist., Vol. 40, No. 3, pp. 870-904, 1969 
For abstract, see Posner, E. C. 
051 Epsilon Entropy of Gaussian Processes 
E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodemich, and H. Rumsey, Jr. 
Ann. Math. Statist., Vol. 40, No. 4, pp. 1272-1296, 1969 
For abstract, see Posner, E. C. 
R052 Application of an Estimator of High Efficiency in 
Bivariate Extreme Value Theory 
E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodemich, J. C. Ashlock, and 5. Lurie 
J. Am. Statis. Assoc., Vol. 64, No. 328, pp. 1403-1414, 
December 1969 
For abstract, see Posner, E. C. 
R053 On Some Extrema1 Positive Definite Functions 
A. Garsia (University of California), E. Rodemich, and 
J. Math. Mech., Vol. 18, No. 9, pp. 805-834, March 1969 
For abstract, see Garsia, A. 
For the low-acceleration application, a low-modulus, 
high-elongation propellant was obtained which H. Rumsey, Jr. 
exhibited a burning rate less .than 0.1 in./s at 100 
psia. For the heat-sterilizable application, medium- 
and high-modulus propellants were obtained that 
exhibited sufficient thermal stability in small samples 
to survive the current type-approval sterilization 
tests in a 12-in.-diam motor. RQHR, J. A. 
aintenance of Aerospace Computers 
and Spacecraft Information and Control Systems 
A. Avi'iienis, F. P. Mathur, D. A. Rennels, and J. A. Rohr 
Technical Report 32-1 449 (Reprint of Paper 69-966 presented 
at AlAA Aerospace Computer Systems Conference, Los 
Angeles, California, September 8-10,1969) 
ission Constraints on Solid- 
nmanned Spacecraft 
C. L. Robillard and M. J. Cork 
A Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 6, pp. 745-748, June 1969 
Solid propellant propulsion systems are candidates 
for a number of propulsion maneuvers on unmanned 
planetary vehicles which may fly in the next decade. 
This paper describes the characteristics of these 
planetary vehicles and their missions which affect the 
selection and design of solid propellant motors and 
thrust vector control systems. Included are dis- 
cussions of (1) mission characteristics, (2) propulsion 
maneuver sequences and requirements, (3) pro- 
pulsion mechanization for spacecraft and capsules, 
and (4) motor and thrust vector control system design 
constraints. 
For abstract, see Avi%enis, A. 
amination, Sterilization, and 
W. D. Roper 
Technical Report 32-141 1, June 30,1969 
An investigation of 21 polymeric products was made 
to establish their suitability for use in spacecraft hard- 
ware. Each polymeric product, which included 
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several material categories (e.g., films, adhesives, 
tapes, etc.), was given sequential exposure to the 
following three environments: (1) ethylene 
oxide-Freon 12 decontamination, (2) thermal sterili- 
zation, and (3) long-term thermal-vacuum exposure. 
The first two exposures were made in accordance 
with a JPL sterilization specification, but the environ- 
mental conditions for the third exposure were 500 h 
at 135°C and lo6 torr. This was to evaluate the total 
effect of all these exposures on the products tested. 
The effects of the individual exposures have been 
established by other investigators, and the results 
served as a bench mark for evaluating the results of 
this effort. 
Compatibility ratings were assigned to each product 
tested. Of the products evaluated, 55% were rated as 
compatible, 30% marginal, and 15% noncompatible 
with the three exposures. The data obtained from 
this evaluation should have signifieant value to ma- 
terials and design engineers. 
Spacecraft Polymeric Material Interactions During 
Decontamination, Sterilization and Thermal Vacuum 
Exposures 
W. D. Roper 
Technical Report 32-1491, June 15,1970 
A n  investigation was made of 12 pairs of typical 
spacecraft polymeric products to determine possible 
incompatibilities between the paired products that 
may be evidenced during a spacecraft sterilization 
process and thermal-vacuum exposure. Each pair 
was placed in contact and exposed to: (1) ethylene- 
oxide-Freon-12 decontamination, (2) thermal sterili- 
zation, and (3) long-term thermal-vacuum conditions 
Following the exposures, the products were given 
mechanical and electrical property tests to deter- 
mine if material degradation had occurred. Two 
product pairs were found to be incompatible: a 
polyester film paired with a polyurethane product, 
and the same polyester film paired with a silicone 
elastomeric compound. The incompatibility 
appeared to be directly attributable to an interaction 
between the paired products. A possible mechanism 
for the degradation process is presented. 
W. Roper 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111. pp. 136141, 
December 3 1,1969 
Twenty-one polymeric products (films, adhesives, 
tapes, etc.) were tested to determine their compati- 
bility with a spacecraft sterilization process and a 
simulated spacecraft thermal-vacuum environment. 
Compatibility ratings were assigned to each product 
after its environmental exposures. The experimental 
procedures and results are described in this article. 
Of the products evaluated, 55% were rated as 
compatible, 30% marginal, and 15% noncompatible 
with the exposures. 
R ~ § ~ ~ K ~  E J. 
eat Transfer and Laminar 
Distributions in an internal Subsonic Gas Stream at 
Temperatures up to 13,900 deg R 
P. F. Massier, L. H. Back, and E. J. Roschke 
Technical Report 32-1316 (Reprinted from Journalof Heat 
Transfer, ASME Ser. C., Vol. 91, No. 1, pp. 83-90, 
February 1969) 
For abstract, see Massier, P. F. 
RQ59 Plasma-Transport Property Correlation Using 
Ionization Fraction 
E. J. Roschke 
AIAA J., Vol. 7, No. 3, pp. 552-554, March 1969 
In order to simplify calculations involving plasma 
transport properties, it had been suggested that a 
single unifying parameter-the ionization fraction- 
might be more convenient than the two usual param- 
eters of temperature and pressure. This technique 
was investigated for singly-ionized argon in equilib- 
rium but it was found that ionization fraction alone 
could not be used to predict the transport properties. 
Thus, although the technique cannot be considered 
useful in general, the graphical display of argon trans- 
port properties in terms of ionization fraction yields 
an improvement in readability compared to the usual 
method. 
F. G. Roselli-Lorenzini 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 95-97, 
June 30,1969 
Gas, leaking through a Mariner solenoid-actuated jet 
valve nozzle, produces a thrust that can be detected 
by the spacecraft dynamics if an unbalance is present 
between the leak rates of four valves of the same axis. 
As a proof check on an analytical evaluation of the 
nozzle thrust at a leakage flow rate, a test program 
was established to measure directly, in vacuum, the 
nozzle thrust using spare valves from the Mariner IV 
and Vcold gas systems. The results of this program 
are presented in this article. 
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61 etection System for Solenoid-Actuated Gas 
Jet Yalves 
F. G. Roselli-Lorenzini 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 155-158, 
February 28, 1970 
This article describes the results of Phase I of an 
experimental program to develop a leak detection 
system for cold gas thrusters. The system is based on 
a solid-state radiation counter developed by the 
General Electric Co. Its applicability to spacecraft 
cold-gas reaction control systems is shown. Plans for 
the development of a flight-oriented prototype, 
based on the test results of Phase I, are presented. 
ROUKLOW~ P. 
062 Metallurgical Study of Thermionic Converters 
P. Rouklove 
Technical Report 32-1 444 (Reprinted from I€€€ Trans. 
Electron Devices, Vol. ED-16, No. 8, pp. 672-678, 
August 1969) 
This paper describes some observations made as a re- 
sult of the test of 180 thermionic converters and of 
the post-mortem metallographic examination of 
approximately 50 converters. The causes and effects 
of converter abnormal performance are related to 
the results of the metallographic examinations. The 
materials and fabrication methods utilized in con- 
verter construction are analysed with the goal of 
developing long-life converters capable of reliable 
performance. 
R063 Life Testing of the SNAP 19 Thermoelectric 
Generator (SN-2 1) 
P. Rouklove 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 125-128, 
April 30 1969 
The testing of thermoelectric generators is con- 
tinuing at JPL to: (1) evaluate the state-of-the-art, (2) 
obtain the necessary experience that would allow JPL 
personnel to use thermoelectric generators as a 
power source in future spacecraft projects, and (3) 
provide not only JPL and other national agencies, but 
also the manufacturer of the devices, a set of accurate 
performance data to enable thorough evaluation of 
the units. This article presents the results of the per- 
formance and life tests of a SNAP 19 generator. 
Small Cylindrical Converters 
P. Rouklove 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 115-1 17, 
October 3 1, 1969 
The development of small cylindrical converters has 
been initiated at JPL as one approach to isotope- 
heated thermionic generators. Preliminary studies 
and numerous experiments indicated that an isotope- 
heated thermionic generator could perform at an 
emitter temperature of 1400°C with an efficiency of 
8-10% and a specific weight of 3-4 W/lb. Optimiza- 
tion studies performed at JPL indicated that a con- 
verter with 15- to 20-W output and a power density 
of 4 W/cm2 was the most adequate design. To obtain 
high thermal density from long half-life isotopes, the 
use of a heat pipe as the heat transmitting and con- 
centrating medium was considered. 
After the first converter failed as a result of an inter- 
electrode short-circuit, an improved version pro- 
duced an output of 16 W at 0.5 V or 4 W/cmZ. An 
output power density of 4.4 W/cm2 at 0.5 V was 
measured when the emitter temperature was 
increased to 1500°C. 
ROWE, 
R065 Survey of Microstrain Measuring Techniques for Use 
on Photoheliograph Mirror 
W. Rowe 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 165-1 67, 
February 28, 1970 
Microstrain property data of the order of in./in. 
is needed for use in the design and analysis of near 
diffraction-limited optics for the Apollo telescope 
mount photoheliograph. To obtain information con- 
cerning state-of-the-art capability, a survey of known 
microstrain measurement activities was made. Also, 
the various methods used in determining these prop- 
erties on potential primary mirror materials were 
evaluated. The survey was accomplished through a 
search of the literature, discussions with investigators 
active in the field, and visits to organizations engaged 
in this type of work. 
The parameters affecting the strain sensitivity of the 
various types of extensometers employed and the 
stringent requirement for control of the test environ- 
ment (e.g., temperature and mechanical vibration) 
are briefly discussed here, and the techniques 
employed by the various organizations are evaluated. 
The conclusion is made that seven or eight of these 
organizations have the apparent capability to obtain 
the 10-8-in. /in. strain sensitivity if modifications are 
made to existing equipment and techniques. 
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E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodemich, and H. Rumsey,Jr. 
Ann. Math. Statist., Vol. 40, No. 3, pp. 870-904, 1969 
For abstract, see Posner, E. C. 
067 Epsilon Entropy of Gaussian 
E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodemich, and H. Rumsey, Jr. 
Ann. Math. Statist., Vol. 40, No. 4, pp. 1272-1296, 1969 
For abstract, see Posner, E. C. 
n Some Extrema1 Positive Definite Functions 
A. Garsia (University of California), E. Rodemich, and 
H. Rumsey, Jr. 
J. Math. Mech., Vol. 18, No. 9, pp. 805-834, March 1969 
For abstract, see Garsia, A. 
RUNG, R. B. 
R069 DSN Monitor System 
R. B. Rung 
The Deep Space Network, _,,ace Programs ~ mmary 37-58, 
Vol. II ,  pp. 134-1 35, July 3 1,1969 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) monitor system 
consists of those elements of the DSN that provide 
monitoring data for the real-time evaluation and 
permanent recording of the performance, configura- 
tion, and status of the active DSN physical systems. 
Implementation for the limited phase I system was 
completed, tests at both system and subsystem levels 
were conducted, and the system was partially trans- 
ferred to operational status. The progress of opera- 
tions toward completion of the system is described 
here. 
eam Switching Cassegrain 6e 
pplications to Mic 
adioastronomical 
S. D. Slobin (University of Southern California), 
W. V. T. Rusch (University of Southern California), 
C. T. Stelzried, and T. Sato 
Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 41, No. 3, pp. 439-443, March 1970 
For abstract, see Slobin, S. D. 
71 
G. S. Levy, T. Sato, B. L. Seidel, C. T. Stelzried, 
J. E. Ohlson (University of Southern California), and 
W. V. T. Rusch (University of Southern California) 
Science, Vol. 166, No. 3905, pp. 596-598, October 31, 1969 
For abstract, see Levy, G. S. 
RUSELL, C. T. 
agnetic Emissions in the Magnetosheath at 
Frequencies Near 100 
E. J. Smith, R. E. Holzer, and C. T. Russell 
J. Geophys. Res., Space Physics, Vol. 74, No. 11, 
pp. 3027-3036, June 1,1969 
For abstract, see Smith, E. J. 
RUSSELL, G. R. 
R073 Calculation of Atom-Atom Excitation Cross Sections 
by Classical Methods 
G. R. Russell 
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 50, No. 10, pp. 4597-4598, 
May 15,1969 
Drawin has used Thomson’s classical theory to calcu- 
late ionization cross sections for atom-atom collisions. 
The agreement between his computed classical ioni- 
zation cross sections and both quantum-mechanical 
calculations and experimental results was shown by 
Drawin to be surprisingly good. It is the purpose of 
this article to demonstrate that Thomson’s classical 
theory can also be extended to obtain an analytical 
expression for excitation cross sections for atom-atom 
collisions. 
RUSSZLL, R. K 
74 The Use of Sequential Estimation With 
J. F. Jordan and R. K. Russell 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 97-1 03, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Jordan, J. F. 
fluence of Orbital Parameters on Satellite Orbit 
etermination Accuracy 
R. K. Russell 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 32-38, January 31,1970 
The success of distant planetary missions planned for 
the 1970s will depend to a large extent on the 
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capability to precisely determine the orbital param- 
eters of the spacecraft using tracking data from Deep 
Space Network facilities. This article describes a 
selective study of the inherent capability of the Deep 
Space Network to provide such state estimates for an 
orbiting spacecraft. The purpose of the study was to 
define a set of orbital design philosophies that will 
maximize this state estimation capability. 
N, z. E. 
oom Deployment 
E. E. Sabelman 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 177-180, 
December 3 1,1969 
The problem of deploying a swinging boom (similar 
to that of unfolding solar panels) was re-examined for 
the Thermoelectric Outer-Planet Spacecraft (TOPS) 
radioisotope thermoelectric generator and science 
platform booms. This article describes an analog pro- 
gram developed to evaluate proposed actuator/ dam- 
per combinations under free space and ground test 
conditions. Also described is the present design, 
which calls for a direct-coupled torsion bar actuator 
and concentric-rotating-tube viscous damper to be 
incorporated into the existing structure for minimum 
weight penalty. 
§AHEL/, E 
SO02 Viscous Effects on the Flow Coefficient for a 
Supersonic Nozzle 
P. F. Massier, L. H. Back, M. B. Noel, and F. Saheli 
AIAA J., Vol. 8, No. 3, pp. 605-607, March 1970 
For abstract, see Massier, P. F. 
y Control of a Class of 
Y. E. Sahinkaya 
Technical Report 32-1471, May 1,1970 
An automatic speed controller has been designed and 
built for a class of electrically driven vehicles 
according to the theoretical concepts determined by 
application of modern control theory. The theoretical 
and practical results given in this report were 
originally aimed at the design and development of an 
automatic speed controller for lunar roving vehicles. 
In the vehicle considered, each wheel is driven by a 
permanent-magnet dc motor whose speed is 
governed by a controller with the following opera- 
tional characteristics: 
SO04 
(1) The controller accelerates or decelerates the 
vehicle to the desired speed in response to a com- 
mand signal fed into the system by the throttle 
mechanism in the presence of vehicle disturbances 
caused by terrain slope changes. 
(2) The controller maintains a constant vehicle speed 
at the desired value in the presence of terrain slope 
changes. 
(3) The controller accomplishes the above by using a 
minimum amount of battery energy for the motor 
armature circuit during acceleration and by feeding a 
maximum amount of energy from the motor 
armature circuit to the battery during deceleration. 
A single-wheel automatic speed controller, with the 
salient features specified, has been built and suc- 
cessfully tested in the laboratory. The test results are 
applicable to many other electric drive systems with 
different power ratings using permanent-magnet or 
separately excited dc motors. 
Minimum-Energy Control of a Class of Electrically 
Driven Vehicles 
Y. E. Sahinkaya 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 138-144, 
April 30, 1969 
This article summarizes the theoretical results 
obtained from the investigation of a minimum- 
energy control problem associated with an elec- 
trically driven vehicle. It was assumed that each 
wheel is driven by a permanent-magnet, dc motor. 
The implementation of theoretical results was accom- 
plished in the light of current engineering practice. 
evelopment of the Pulse- 
Armature Current 
Energy Controller 
Y. E. Sahinkaya 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 99-103, 
June 30,1969 
A pulse-width modulator functions to supply firing 
signals to the silicon-controlled rectifier gate circuits 
of the dc-to-dc voltage converters in such a way that 
the armature voltage of the motor is controlled 
according to the optimal control law during the 
motoring and the generating modes of operation. 
The armature current direction sensor controls the 
mode of operation for the pulse-width modulator. 
This article summarizes the design calculations for 
the pulse-width modulator and the armature current 
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direction sensor. Laboratory test results on the inte- 
grated control system for the minimum-energy con- 
troller are also presented. 
evelopment of the SC 
Converters for the Minimum 
Y. E. Sahinkaya 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 124-127, 
August31,1969 
This article contains a brief description of the theo- 
retical and practical concepts utilized in the design, 
development, and laboratory testing of the silicon- 
controlled rectifier (SCR) dc to dc voltage converters 
for the minimum energy controller. The configur- 
ation of the converters and the function of each com- 
ponent are discussed. 
Design and Protype Development of the Speed 
Sensor and Optimal Controller for a Minimum Energy 
Controller 
Y. E. Sahinkaya 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 137-141, 
October 31,1969 
This article presents the concepts utilized in the 
design and development of the speed sensor and 
optimal controller for a minimum-energy controller. 
The primary function of the speed sensor is adjust- 
ment of pulse-width according to the steady-state 
form of the control law. The primary function of the 
optimal controller is adjustment of pulse-width to 
yield an optimum acceleration or deceleration of the 
vehicle according to the transient form of the control 
law. 
econfiguration Analysis 
and Solution 
G. M. Salem 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 166-1 69, May 3 1,1969 
In looking toward future projects and estimating the 
complexity of space flight operations, it became 
apparent that the Deep Space Network and project 
control positions in the JPL Space Flight Operations 
Facility (SFOF) needed to be in closer proximity. The 
analysis activity and the resulting reconfiguration of 
the SFOF operations area are described in this 
article. 
i? 
ometric Calibration of the §urveyorPelevision 
System 
M. 1. Smokler and P. M. Solomon 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 1 1, pp.1243-1247, 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Smokler, M. I. 
§ A ~ T l ~ § T ~ W A ~ ,  R. 
SO 10 Pioneer IX ission Support [by 
July-AugUst 19691 
A. J. Siegmeth and R. Santiestevan 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 7-17, September 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Siegmeth, A. J. 
SATO, T. 
SO1 1 RF Techniques: System Studies for Frequencies 
Above S-Band for Space Communications 
T. Sato 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, p. 67, 
August 3 1,1969 
The 60-in.-diam 90-GHz radio telescope was con- 
verted into a radio sextant and operated for 15 days 
under varying weather conditions. Data from the 
solar observations that have been reduced to yield 
zenith atmospheric loss are tabulated in this article. 
SO1 2 Radio Science Support [September-October 19691 
T. Sato and D. Spitzmesser 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 170-173, November 30,1969 
The Deep Space Network supported a 2388-MHz 
general relativity experiment performed by mem- 
bers of the Caltech Owens Valley Radio Observatory 
on seven selected days from September 25 to 
October 14, 1969. An apparent shift in position of 
radio source 3C279 as it was occulted by the sun was 
the observable. 
The Venus and Mars Deep Space Stations (DSSs 13 
and 14, respectively) were configured as an adding 
interferometer using independent local oscillators. 
Real-time correlation was performed by microwaving 
the DSS 14 IF output to DSS 13, where the analog 
correlator was located. A reference 1-MHz signal was 
also microwaved from DSS 14 to DSS 13. The ampli- 
tudes of each station signal, their correlated output, 
and the phase difference of the two independent 
oscillators were recorded on magnetic tape. 
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Fringes were observed on several radio sources, 
including 3C279, and during a test on Mariner VI. 
These data are being analyzed by the experimenters. 
adio Science Support [ ovember-December 19691 
T. Sato, D. Spitzmesser, and W. Roach 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, p. 153, January31, 1970 
Since use of Deep Space Network facilities could be 
of benefit to radio science experiments, the facilities 
have been made available on a limited basis to 
selected experimenters. The means by which experi- 
menters will be selected are described in this article. 
SO14 Received Signal Polarization Tracking Using an 
C. T. Stelzried, T. Sato, D. D. Hubiak, and A. Abreu 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 88-91, March31, 1970 
For abstract, see Stelzried, C. T. 
A-dec Antenna 
SO1 5 Radio Science Support [January-February 19701 
T. Sato, L. Skjerve, and D. Spitzmesser 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 125-127, March31,1970 
A very long baseline interferometer (VLBI) experi- 
ment was conducted between the Pioneer and Mars 
Deep Space Stations (DSSs) and the Tidbinbilla DSS. 
An experimenter-developed data gathering system 
was utilized, and 24 sources were observed. The Mars 
DSS was also used to obtain flux measurements on 
sources observed in an earlier VLBI experiment. 
These radio science operations are described in this 
article. 
earn Switching Cassegrain Feed System and its 
Applications to Microwave and 
Radioastronomical Observations 
S. D. Slobin (University of Southern California), 
W. V. T. Rusch (University of Southern California), 
C. T. Stelzried, and T. Sato 
Rev. Sci. lnstr., Vol. 41, No. 3, pp. 439-443, March 1970 
For abstract, see Slobin, S. D. 
G. S. Levy, T. Sato, 6. L. Seidel, C. T. Stelzried, 
J. E. Ohlson (University of Southern California), and 
W. V. T. Rusch (University of Southern California) 
Science, Vol. 166, No. 3905, pp. 5 9 6 5 9 8 ,  October 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Levy, G. S. 
J. E 
SO 18 Coding and Synchronization Studies: The Sensitivity 
of Sequential Decoders to 
J. E. Savage (Brown University) 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 37-39, 
February 28, 1970 
The radio channel created by a spacecraft and a 
receiving station is essentially memoryless, and 
existing theory and experimentation covering the 
frequency of buffer overflow and the undetected 
error rate for sequential decoding apply directly to 
this channel. However, if a ground link between a 
receiving station and a sequential decoder is used, 
noise introduced by this link will generally be 
correlated, and modifications in theory are necessary. 
A heuristic argument that shows that memory will 
cause an increase in the buffer overflow probability 
or an effective reduction in computed rate is pre- 
sented in this article.Also included is a formula to cal- 
culate the computed rate on channels with memory. 
SO19 Digital Telemetry and Command: Coding Efficiency 
and Decoder Complexity 
J. E. Savage (Brown University) 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 73-74, March 31,1970 
A general quantitative estimate is presented on how 
channel coding efficiency is limited by the amount of 
computational work allowed for a decoder. Coding 
efficiency is the rate, as a fraction of channel capac- 
ity, at which coded data are transmitted. As an 
application, it is shown that the coding efficiency of a 
narrow-band gaussian channel is much higher for a 
given complexity than the efficiency of a wide-band 
gaussian channel. 
nvironmental Criteria for 
R. A. Schiffer 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 1-2, 
April 30,1969 
Since a definition of the structure, composition, and 
dynamics of a planet’s atmosphere is essential in 
planetary mission planning and space vehicle design, 
a study was initiated to establish state-of-the-art 
atmospheric environmental criteria for Mercury. The 
weight of evidence gained in this study and outlined 
in this article seems to support a tenuous model of 
the Mercury atmosphere situated about a moonlike 
surface. On the basis of this evidence, an atmospheric 
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model is proposed for mission planning and space 
vehicle design purposes. 
Small, High Speed nterferometer for Aircraft, 
alloon, and Spacecraft 
R. A. Schindler 
AppL Opt., Vol. 9, No. 2, pp. 301-306, February 1970 
A high-resolution Fourier interference spectrometer 
capable of operating in severe environments for the 
near infrared is described. Weight, volume, and 
power requirements have been reduced to make this 
instrument practical for remote sensing applications, 
including ground-based atmospheric studies for trace 
constituents, airborne meteorological measurements, 
and planetary observations from outside the earth’s 
atmosphere. 
SCHMIDT, L. E 
SO22 
so23 
Mariner Mars 1969 Sun Sensor Development 
L. F. Schmidt 
Technical Report 32-1452, January 1,1970 
Electro-optical sun sensors were used in the Mariner 
Mars 1969 attitude control system. These sensors pro- 
vided two-axis error signals for turning the spacecraft 
toward the sun, so that the solar panels were 
illuminated. The sun sensors also provided continu- 
ous error signals for holding this position throughout 
the mission. A special sensor, the sun gate, provided 
an indication of whether the spacecraft was aligned 
to the sun within 4.5 deg of true position in both axes. 
The operation of the sensors is described as well as 
the design, testing, and problems encountered. 
igital Sun Sensor 
L. F. Schmidt 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 103-108, 
June 30,1969 
Spacecraft design studies for the outer-planet mis- 
sions indicate the need for sun sensors of a 
completely different type than that used on the 
Mariner spacecraft. This need is predicated by the 
requirement to operate over a very wide range of 
solar intensity and by the technique to be used for 
antenna pointing. Two different types of optical sys- 
tems for the sensor have been considered, one for 
each axis to minimize the size of the detector arrays. 
Design studies showed, however, that two very simi- 
lar systems would result in acceptable detector sizes 
and minimize the volume of the sun sensor. 
A single-axis breadboard having a -+3-deg field-of- 
view is being constructed. The information gained 
from testing will be applicable to the subsequent 
design of a two-axis engineering prototype. The 
detector and optical designs, electronic circuitry, 
breadboard fabrication and testing and estimated 
accuracy are discussed. 
igital Sun Sensor [ 
L. F. Schmidt 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 103-107, 
December 3 1,1969 
A digital sun sensor is being developed to meet the 
requirements of the Thermoelectric Outer-Planet 
Spacecraft. The sensor output is the sun’s angular 
position indicated by a gray-coded digital word. A 
single-axis breadboard having a 6-deg field-of-view 
has been constructed. The signal-processing 
electronics design, breadboard test results, and test 
procedure are described in this article. Also discussed 
is the special test equipment needed for future 
testing. 
§CHMEID€R, W. A. 
SO25 Reduction of the Viscous Shock-Layer Equations to 
Boundary-Layer Equations 
W. A. Schneider 
Technical Report 32-1459, May 1, 1970 
The shock layer at a blunt body in hypersonic flow is 
studied in the Reynolds number regime where strong 
(nonlinear) vorticity interaction occurs between the 
viscous and the inviscid parts of the shock layer. The 
differential equations of a thin shock layer are 
reduced to classical boundary-layer equations on the 
basis of the assumption that the pressure across the 
viscous part of the shock layer varies only slightly. 
The transformations of variables that accomplish this 
reduction are given for various coordinate systems. 
uter Programs for 
W. J. Schneider 
Technical Report 32-1 429, June 1, 1970 
Considerations relative to the selection and use of 
four computer programs for the simulation of 
electronic circuits (CIRCUS, ECAP, MTRAC, and 
SCEPTRE) are discussed. Various aspects of the 
analysis are considered, including versatility and 
simplicity of input, integration methods, and semi- 
conductor modeling. A comparison of the programs 
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and their pertinent operating characteristics is made 
K. Schreder 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 73-86, January 3 1,1970 
An analysis for a digitally controlled, ephemeris- 
assisted, sampled-data, phase-locked loop receiver is 
presented in this article. A digitally controlled 
receiver is defined to be one in which the sampled 
output of the IF stage is processed by an on-line 
digital computer to control a number-controlled local 
oscillator. The receiver is also assisted by a frequency 
ephemeris that predicts the received signal 
frequency for an epoch. 
The system equations are derived, and a minimum 
mean-square phase error optimum control solution 
for the sampled-data, phase-locked loop is given. The 
stability of the ephemeris-constrained frequency con- 
trol loop is examined for the limits of the computer 
computational time delay considering both modes of 
operation, i.e., acquisition and tracking. Flow charts 
specifying the timing requirements for the real-time 
operation of the digital computer are included. 
- 
in terms of the analysis of a single circuit by each of 
the programs under consideration. Specific results 
relative to computational speed are presented. 
Differences between the semiconductor models is 
presumed to be the dominant reason for differences 
in the numerical values obtained for the node volt- 
ages. The computer times required for this problem 
are summarized. For each program, the load, execu- 
tion, and simulation times are listed from the actual 
computer run. On the basis of the ratio of simulation 
time to execution time, MTRAC is the most effective 
program and CIRCUS is the least effective by a factor 
of nearly 300. The execution time is extrapolated to 
estimate the time required to complete 75 x lo6 s of 
simulation time; on this basis, SCEPTRE would 
require 3 h, and CIRCUS would require almost 9 h. 
SO27 copic Observation of Wenus. 
xide Band at 7883 A 
L. D. Gray, R. A. Schorn, and E. Barker (University of Texas) 
Appl. Opt., Vol. 8, No. 10, pp. 2087-2093, October 1969 
For abstract, see Gray, L. D. 
ispersion Spectroscopic Observations of 
enus: 111. The Carbon Dioxide Band at 7820 A 
R. A. Schorn, L. D. Gray, and E. S. Barker (University of Texas) 
lcarus: lnt. A Sol. Sys., Vol. 10, No. 2, pp. 241-257, 
March 1969 
Observations of the 78204% band of carbon dioxide in 
the spectrum of Venus were made from April 
through December 1967. The spectra were obtained 
with the 160-cm focal-length camera at the coudit 
focus of the Struve reflector at dispersions of 2 and 4 
&mm. The 18 best plates were used to derive rota- 
tional temperatures by two methods. In the first 
method, a linear least-squares fit to a square-root 
absorption law was made, and temperatures ranging 
from 207 to 264°K were derived. The second method 
also required a linear least-squares fit, this time to the 
curve of growth. This fit gave slopes from 0.50 to 
0.65, corresponding to rotational temperatures of 225 
to 262°K. The rotational temperatures derived by 
both methods showed no significant variation with 
the phase angle, I;  of Venus for 50<i, deg <90. 
Averaging the temperatures obtained from all the 
1967 plates by both methods of data reduction, a 
rotational temperature of 242 2°K (formal 
standard deviation) was obtained. Spatial and 
temporal variations in the apparent amount of car- 
bon dioxide in the absorption path were also sought. 
The amount appeared to vary significantly with time. 
SO30 Dynamic Simulation Utilizing Thrust Profile 
L. L. Schumacher 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 97-99, 
June 30,1969 
To evaluate the effects of thruster transients on 
spacecraft, a DSL/SO digital simulation program was 
written. The program is capable of simulating 
attitude-control subsystems in a wide variety of 
spacecraft. Some of the features of the program and a 
sample of the results are presented in this article. 
isturbances on an 
~ t t i t u ~ e - ~ o n t r o l  System 
L. L. Schumacher 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 121-123, 
August 3 1,1969 
As part of the solar-electric propulsion system tech- 
nology program SEPST 111, a sustained life test will 
be conducted on the mercury electron-bombard- 
ment ion thrusters and their control system. Past sys- 
tems evaluations (SEPST 11) manifested two prob- 
lems: (1) values originally selected for the stepper 
motor stepping rate and step size were not realizable 
for hardware applications, and (2) ion engines similar 
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to the ones to be life-tested exhibited a periodic 
thrust interruption. The effects of these problems on 
stepper motor life were investigated in a detailed 
simulation of the spacecraft and attitude-control sys- 
tem. The results of this investigation are discussed in 
this article. 
tability and Control of the Solar- 
ropeiled Spacecraft 
L. L. Schumacher 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 107-1 10, 
December 3 1,1969 
A solar-electric ion-engine-propelled spacecraft 
utilizes translation of the thruster array relative to 
the spacecraft bus to provide attitude-control torque 
during the powered phase of flight. A recent 
dynamic analysis revealed that the translation of the 
thruster array mass creates an attitude-control 
stability problem. This destabilizing dynamic 
coupling effect was assumed negligible in previous 
design analyses; thus, a re-evaluation of the attitude- 
control system was needed. The re-evaluation con- 
sisted of a dynamic analysis, development of a com- 
prehensive system model, development of system 
compensation, attitude stability analysis, and single- 
axis system simulation. The results of the re- 
evaluation are described in this article. The originally 
proposed attitude-control system, after various 
parameter changes, was one of the very few shown to 
provide stable attitude control. 
SCHWA RTZ, J. 
eat Pipe Performance 
J. Schwartz 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 150-155, 
August 3 1,1969 
A heat pipe with ammonia as its working fluid was 
tested and its performance mapped. The data were 
compared to those for a similar heat pipe with water 
as its working fluid. The accumulation of free hydro- 
gen, a noncondensible gas, was observed to occur in 
the water heat pipe. A postulation of this phenom- 
elion and conclusions that may be drawn are pre- 
sented in this article. 
, 
s Spacecraft-SiPnulation ~ ~ ~ b l @ ~ -  riented Language 
R. I. Scibor-Marchocki 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
VOI. II, pp. 87-96, July 3 1,1969 
Research is being conducted to produce a spacecraft 
simulator of low running time that is essentially 
spacecraft- and computer-independent. Spacecraft 
independence is approached through the develop- 
ment of a problem-oriented language (POL) to sim- 
plify program preparation and enable direct 
specification of individual spacecraft subsystems by 
subsystem engineers. Computer independence is 
obtained by translating the POL into Fortran langu- 
age. The anticipated environment is real-time on a 
third-generation computer. This article deals with 
those features of the POL structure that differ from 
those of the Fortran structure. 
odifications to the Syntax of T G for Purposes of 
Spacecraft Telemetry Simulation 
R. I. Scibor-Marchocki 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 51-59, November 30, 1969 
The transmogrification (TMG) compiler is utilized to 
compile the simulation compiler that translates from 
user-oriented spacecraft-simulation language to 
Fortran IV. The syntax portion of the TMG, known as 
TMGL, has been modified to improve the perform- 
ance of both the TMGL compiler itself and, indi- 
rectly, the simulation compiler. The modifications 
consist of optimization of the coding, expansion of 
diagnostics, introduction of error recovery, improve- 
ment of existing features, and introduction of new 
features. As a result, compilers are easier to write and 
more likely to compiIe successfully, compilation and 
execution are faster, and the compiler uses less stor- 
age for itself. Therefore, the compiler can translate 
larger programs and provide more reliable 
performance. 
odifications to the Functions of T 
of Spacecraft Telemetry Simulation 
R. 1. Scibor-Marchocki 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 92-98, January 31,1970 
The transmogrification (TMG) compiler is employed 
to compile the simuIation compiler, which translates 
from user-oriented spacecraft-simulation language to 
Fortran IV. The functions portion of TMG has been 
modified to improve the Performance of both the 
TMGL (the syntax portion of TMG) compiler itself 
and the simulation compiler. The nodifications, 
described in this article, consist of optimization of the 
coding, expansion of diagnostics, improvement of 
existing features, and introduction of new features. 
As a result, compilers are easier to write and more 
likely to compile successfully. Compilation and 
execution are faster, and the compiler itself requires 
less storage. Therefore, the compiler can translate 
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larger programs and provide more reliable 
performance. 
acecraft-Simulation 
R. I. Scibor-Marchocki 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 99-1 07, March 3 1, 1970 
A user-oriented spacecraft-simulation language is 
being developed. The purpose of this language is to 
permit the writing of real-time spacecraft telemetry 
simulation programs in a computer-independent 
manner. Thio article describes those features of the 
simulation language that differ from those of Fortran. 
Experience with this language and its compiler 
indicates that it is a very easy-to-use dialect of 
Fortran. 
urner Tests With Oxygen Difluoride and 
F. Gerbracht, R.Scott, and R. Kushida 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 192-194, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Gerbracht, F. 
awigation, Guidance and 
Control 
J. R. Scull 
Automotica, Vol. 6, No. 5, September 1970 
Design, mechanization, and flight test results of the 
Mariner Mars 1969 navigation, guidance, and control 
systems are discussed. A trajectory design section 
describes the near-earth launch trajectory, planetary 
targeting and constraints, and tradeoffs made on tra- 
jectory selection. Among the factors considered are 
reliability, direct ascent versus parking orbit, and 
higher spacecraft weight versus extended launch 
window. Guidance and orbit determination factors 
are discussed, including earth-based radio and space- 
craft optical navigation and the accuracy of orbit 
determination and maneuver execution. 
The control systems section identifies differences in 
the attitude control, midcourse maneuver, and 
science instrument scan pointing systems from those 
used in previous Mariner spacecraft. A description is 
given of the new central computer and sequencer 
system, used for the first time on these missions, that 
allows extremely flexible spacecraft operation using 
in-flight reprogramming of the computer memory by 
radio command. 
Finally, reliability summaries and performance 
evaluations permit conclusions as to the effectiveness 
of the Mariner Mars 1969 navigation, guidance, and 
control systems for near-term and more advanced 
planetary missions. 
so4 
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Ground Instrumentation for the Mariner W1 and Wll 
Occultation Experiment 
B. L. Seidel and D. L. Nixon 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 94-97, March 3 1, 1970 
The objective of the Mariner Mars 1969 occultation 
experiment was to determine Martian atmospheric 
parameters by measurement of doppler frequency 
perturbations to the S-band telemetry link produced 
by the refractive index of the atmosphere. This 
article gives an abbreviated description of the ground 
instrumentation used during the experiment. 
Variations of Small Quasar Components at 2,300 
MHZ 
J. Gubbay (University of Adelaide, Australia), 
A. J. Legg (Australian Defense Scientific Service), 
D. S. Robertson (Australian Defense Scientific Service), 
A. T. Moffet (California Institute of Technology), 
R. D. Ekers (California Institute of Technology), and B. Seidel 
Nature, Vol. 224, No. 5224, pp. 1094-1 095, 
December 13, 1969 
For abstract, see Gubbay, J. 
G. S. Levy, T. Sato, B. L. Seidel, C. T. Stelzried, 
J. E. Ohlson (University of Southern California), and 
W. V. T. Rusch (University of Southern California) 
Science, Vol. 166, No. 3905, pp. 596-598, October 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Levy, G. S .  
ogress in Computer rocessing of X-Ray 
isotope Scanner Images 
R. H. Selzer 
Biomedical Sciences Instrumentation- Volume 6, 
proceedings of the Seventh Annual Biomedical Sciences 
Instrumentation Symposium, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
May 19-22,1966, pp. 225-234,1969 
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Over the past 3 yr, research has been conducted at 
JPL on the use of computers to enhance medical 
radiographs. Earlier film scanning and digitizing 
problems have been partially overcome, so it now 
appears possible to produce an enhanced image that 
is superior to the original film. Non-linear and adapt- 
ive filters show promise for reducing image noise 
more effectively than could be accomplished with 
linear filtering techniques. Enhancement techniques 
applied to the output from radioisotope scanners 
have produced images substantially superior to those 
obtainable with existing clinical displays. 
SffAF/=ER, D. 
SO44 Compact Radio Source in the Nucleus of 
M. H. Cohen (California institute of Technology), 
A. T. Moffet (California Institute of Technology), 
D. Shaffer (California Institute of Technology), 
B. G. Clark (National Radio Astronomy Observatory), 
K. I. Kellermann (National Radio Astronomy Observatory], 
D. L. Jauncey (Cornell-Sydney University Astronomy 
Center), and S. Gulkis 
Astrophys. 1, Vol. 158, No. 2, Pt. 2, pp. 183-185, 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Cohen, M. H. 
§ffERR~ €. J. 
SO45 Thermal Death of Bacillus subtilis war. nigerspores 
on Selected Lander Capsule Surfaces 
W. W. Paik, E. J. Sherry, and J. A. Stern 
AppL MicrobioL, Vol. 18, No. 5, pp. 901-905, 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Paik, W. W. 
Guard-Ring Thermionic 
K. Shimada and P. L. Cassell 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 1 18-1 2 1, 
June 30,1969 
During the past two years, means for improving the 
electrical output of thermionic energy converters by 
reducing electron-scattering losses in the cesium 
plasma have been investigated. It was demonstrated 
that the plasma-maintenance voltage could he 
lowered at reduced cesium pressure with the aid of 
an external magnetic field. To better understand this 
reduction, a quantitative analysis is being made of 
cesium ionization in a thermionic diode at a low 
cesium pressure. 
Since ionization occurs at thermionic emitters by 
surface processes and in the interelectrode gap by 
electron-impact processes, and since these processes 
are controlled by electrode work functions, an accu- 
rate knowledge of these values is essential for 
quantitative analysis. However, the determination of 
emitter work functions is difficult in practical ther- 
mionic converters because a large current originating 
from the side walls adds to the current from the emit- 
ter whose work function is to be determined. There- 
fore, a diode with a guard ring but with dimensions 
similar to those of practical converters was con- 
structed. The emitter and collector work functions, 
side-wall currents that closely represent those in 
practical converters, and thermal characteristics of 
this diode are discussed in this article. 
SO47 Cesium Breakdown Voltage in Thermionic Diodes 
K. Shimada 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 121-124, 
December 3 1,1969 
Volt-ampere curves of cesium-filled thermionic 
diodes operated $-datively low emitter and cesium 
reservoir temperatures clearly exhibit both unignited 
(low-current) and ignited (high-current) modes. The 
transition between the two modes occurs when 
cesium gas breaks down in the interelectrode gap. It 
is important to understand the physics of cesium 
breakdown due to volume ionization, a process that 
creates ions that reduce plasma losses in a thermionic 
converter. 
As described in this article, cesium breakdown 
voltages were measured in fixed-gap and variable- 
gap diodes as functions of emitter, collector, and 
cesium reservoir temperatures for an interelectrode 
gap D of 0.2 to 1.5 mm. Breakdown voltages varied 
from 5.0 to 1.7 V for a cesium pressure Pof 0.0045 to 
7 torr; however, the voltage did not vary significantly 
with emitter and collector temperatures for any 
particular value of P. On the other hand, the inter- 
electrode gap D affected the breakdown voltage con- 
siderably, so the breakdown voltage was not the 
unique function of P x D that one would expect from 
a Paschen-type relationship. It is surmised that the 
breakdown is, in fact, initiated in a region of the gap 
near the collector where a large portion of the break- 
down voltage drop occurs (the remainder taking 
place in a dark plasma produced by electrons and 
ions from the emitter). 
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ode1 Calculation of the Cytherean 
Atmosphere 
M. Shimizu 
Icarus: lnf. J. So/. Sys., Vol. 10, No. 1, pp. 1 1-25, 
January 1969 
The dissociation and ionization of the upper 
atmosphere of Venus are discussed, taking into 
account photochemical processes, molecular dif- 
fusion, eddy diffusion, and ambipolar diffusion. The 
results of calculation show that, as the 
Schumann-Runge radiation can penetrate deeper 
into the atmosphere, the effect of lower atmosphere 
dynamics on the distribution of neutral atmospheric 
constituents is more appreciable on Venus than on 
earth. By comparing the electron density profile in 
this calculation with that of the radio occultation 
measurement by Mariner V; a deficiency of 0 atoms 
on Venus is concluded. The deficiency may be caused 
by the dynamical effect pointed out above. 
SO49 
S 
Optimum Structural Design ased on Reliability and 
Proof-Load Testing 
M. Shinozuka and J. N. Yang 
Technical Report 32-1402, June 15,1969 
An approach to structural optimization based on reli- 
ability analysis is presented with emphasis on the use 
of proof-load tests. It is shown that proof-load testing 
significantly improves statistical confidence in reli- 
ability estimates. Methods are described for 
optimizing structural weight, subject to a constraint 
on the expected cost which is an extended version of 
the constraint on the probability of failure. Methods 
of optimizing both statically determinate and 
indeterminate structures are described. 
Numerical examples indicate that the expense of per- 
forming the proof-load test is well compensated by 
the improvement of structural reliability resulting 
from such a test. In fact, under the constraint of the 
same expected cost, significant weight savings can be 
expected of structures with proof-load-tested com- 
ponents compared with those that are not proof-load 
tested. The question of how to deal with the 
statistical confidence of tlie load distribution is also 
discussed. 
M. Shinozuka (Columbia University) and J. N. Yang 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 149-153, 
December 3 1,1969 
SO5 1 
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A method of establishing the distribution function of 
peak values of a nonstationary narrow-band random 
process within a specified time interval is described 
in this article. Use of the method enables the predic- 
tion of either the catastrophic failure or the fatigue 
failure of the spacecraft structure under a nonstation- 
ary random excitation. 
ynamic Response of Structures 
M. Shinozuka 
Supporfing Research and Advanced Deve fopmen t, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 179-183, 
February 28,1970 
An analytical approach to the maximum response of 
structures is described. The discussion illustrates the 
potential usefulness of extending this approach to 
dynamic environmental testing using a shaker and to 
the dynamic analysis of spacecraft. 
Stability Analysis of Complex Structures 
J. N. Yang and M. Shinozuka (Columbia University) 
Preprint 1 163, ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) 
National Structural Engineering Meeting, Portland, Oregon, 
April 6-1 0, 1970 
For abstract, see Yang, J. N. 
SHIPLEY, J. W. 
SO53 A Digitally Controlled Vibration or Acoustics Testing 
System 
C. P. Chapman, J. Shipley, and C. L. Heizman (TIME/DATA 
Corporation) 
Technical Report 32-1 464 (Reprinted from Proceedhgs o f  
Institute of Environmental Sciences Meeting on Environmental 
Testing, Anaheim, Calif., Apri120-23, 7969, pp. 387-409) 
For abstract, see Chapman, C. P. 
ita1 Technique for Determining %-Octave Sound- 
evels With a More Uniform Confidence 
J. W. Shipley and R. A. Slusser 
Technical Memorandum 33-422, July 1,1969 
This memorandum describes a computer program 
written to analyze acoustical test data which employs 
a fast Fourier subroutine to calculate the discrete 
Fourier coefficients that transform the time-domain 
data to frequency-domain data. 
To achieve a more equal confidence level between 
the upper and lower 'A octaves, the digital data 
record is sampled at a high rate, and the fast Fourier 
coefficients are calculated. The same digital data 
record is then sampled at a much lower rate to pro- 
, 
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vide greater low-frequency resolution for the lower 
1k octaves. 
Digital windowing techniques are also considered, 
and their effect on spectral representation is com- 
pared with that of analogous analysis methods. 
SO55 
SO56 
Analysis of the Atmosphere of Jupiter- 
Requirements for a Combined Atmospheric Gas 
Chromatographic Mass Spectrometer 
G. P. Shulman and P. G. Sirnmonds 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 5-7, 
February 28,1970 
Jupiter probes containing analytical instrumentation 
to determine the composition of the atmosphere are 
under consideration for missions in the late-1970s. A 
mass spectrometer with a range of 1 to 40 m u  is the 
instrument generally specified for this purpose. Con- 
sideration of the science requirements indicates that 
such a mass spectrometer will be inadequate to yield 
the data required from such a mission for resolution 
of the scientific problems. Addition of a simple atmos- 
pheric gas chromatograph or, preferably, integration 
of the atmospheric gas chromatograph with a 1- to 
60-amu-range mass spectrometer to greatly augment 
the capability of the mission is proposed. A typical 
instrument is described. 
Sterile Soil From Antarctica: Organic Analysis 
N. H. Horowitz, A. J. Bauman, R. E. Cameron, P. J. Geiger, 
J. S. Hubbard, G. P. Shulman, P. G. Simmonds, and 
K. Westberg 
Science, Vol. 164, No. 3883, pp. 1054-1 056, May 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Horowitz, N. H. 
eather-Dependent 
Space Applications 
P. D. Potter, M. S. Shumate, C. T. Stelzried, and W. H. Wells 
Technical Report 32-1392, October 15,1969 
For abstract, see Potter, P. D. 
oise in Space-Charge- 
es 
A. Shumka 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, p. 145, 
August 3 1,1969 
A theoretical analysis was made of thermal noise in 
space-charge-limited solid-state diodes by using 
Langevin’s equation to calculate the spectral intensi- 
ties for the open-circuit noise voltage and the short- 
circuit noise current. This analysis, described in this 
article, has made it possible to resolve the differences 
between two existing theories by uncovering a dis- 
crepancy in one of them. 
SEGMETH, A. J. 
SO59 
SO60 
ission Support [by DSN, 
JUly-AugUSt 19691 
A. J. Siegmeth and R. Santiestevan 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 7-1 7, September 30, 1969 
The primary objective of the Pioneer IXmission is to 
collect scientific data on interplanetary phenomena, 
with a perihelion near 0.76 AU from the sun. The 
Pioneer IX spacecraft was launched November 8, 
1968. This article describes the Tracking and Data 
System requirements, commitments, and support 
during the first six months of the mission. 
Pioneer Mission Support 
[by DSN, November-December 19691 
A. J. Siegmeth 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. 11, pp. 8-17, Januory 31, 1970 
This article includes a description of the Deep Space 
Network (DSN) role in the planning, testing, and 
training activities that were necessary to prepare for 
the tracking and data acquisition support of the 
Pioneer E mission. This fifth vehicle of the second- 
generation Pioneer series was launched on August 
27, 1969. A malfunction of the first stage on the 
launch vehicle led to a commanded destruction of all 
flight equipment, and the mission was terminated. 
The continuing tracking and data acquisition support 
of the still-active Pioneer VI, VII, VIII, and IXspace- 
craft is summarized, and advanced telemetry support 
by the 85-ft-dim antenna stations is discussed. The 
improvements in the support were made possible by 
advancing the state-of-the-art of the appiied signal 
detection techniques. 
The status of support planning for the Pioneer Fand 
G missions is also reported. The Tracking and Data 
Systemlflight project interface milestone schedule 
included in this article depicts the major planning 
activities necessary to bring the Deep Space Network 
to a launch-readiness status by February 1972. 
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eneral Problem of 
Space 
J. R. Hall, K. W. Linnes, D. J. Mudgway, A. J. Siegmeth, and 
J. W. Thatcher 
Space Sci. Rev., Vol. 8, Nos. 5/6, pp. 595-664, 1968 
For abstract, see Hall, J. R. 
K. Oerke and E. Silva 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. 11, pp. 127-130, March 31,1970 
For abstract, see Oerke, K. 
§lL VER, R. H. 
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Simulation of the Venus Atmosphere 
R. H. Silver, S. H. Kalfayan, and V. W. Bellin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 157-1 60, 
June 30,1969 
The Venus atmosphere was simulated for an initial 
study of the effects of planetary environments on the 
properties of polymeric materials. The simulation 
was based on the information obtained by the plane- 
tary landing probe Venera 4. The simulated atmos- 
phere and the test chamber used as the simulator are 
described. 
Effects of Simulated Venus Atmosphere on Polymeric 
S. H. Kalfayan, R. H. Silver, and V. W. Bellin 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 160-1 63, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Kalfayan, S. H. 
aterials 
aterials in Various 
nvironments 
S. H. Kalfayan and R. H. Silver 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 192-194, 
October 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Kalfayan, S. H. 
ical Stress 
S. H. Kalfayan, R. Rakutis, and R. H. Silver 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 194-198, 
October 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Kalfayan, S. H. 
67 Long Term Aging of Elastomers: Chemical Stress 
s of Peroxide-Cured 
R. Rakutis, S. H. Kalfayan, and R. H. Silver 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 237-241, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Rakutis, R. 
§ I ~ ~ O M ~ S ,  P. 6. 
SO68 The Palladium Transmodulator: A New Component 
for the Gas Chromatograph 
J. E. Lovelock, K. W. Charlton, and P. G. Simmonds 
Technical Report 32-1428 (Reprinted from Anahtical 
Chemistry, Vol. 41, No. 8, pp. 1048-1052, July 1969) 
For abstract, see Lovelock, J. E. 
SO69 Analysis of the Atmosphere of Jupiter- 
Requirements for a Combined Atmospheric Gas 
Chromatographic Mass Spectrometer 
G. P. Shulman and P. G. Simmonds 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 5-7, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Shulman, G. P. 
SO70 Fatty Acids and Polar Lipids of Extremely 
Thermophilic Filamentous Bacterial Masses 
Two Yellowstone Hot Springs 
A. J. Bauman and P. G. Simmonds 
1. Bacteriol., Vol. 98, No. 2, pp. 528-531, May 1969 
For abstract, see Bauman, A. J. 
7 1 The Unextractable ganic Fraction of the Pueblito 
de Allende Meteori 
P. G. Simmonds, A. J. Bauman, E. M. Bollin, 
E. Gelpi (University of Houston), and J. Or6 (University of 
Houston) 
Proc. Nut. Acad. Sci., Vol. 64, No. 3, pp. 1027-1 034, 
November 1969 
The Pueblito de Allende meteorite contains only 
0.1-0.5 parts / lo6 solvent-extractable carbon, most or 
all of which is due to terrestrial contamination. 
Determinations of the total carbon content give 
Evidence for its Indigenous 
ature 
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values from 0.23 to 0.35%. The presumed indigenous 
insoluble carbon is thus present in a ratio of 2300:l 
relative to contaminant carbon. .A sample of the 
meteorite extracted with a deuterated solvent con- 
taining benzene:methanol (4:l wlw) to remove con- 
taminants was subjected to pyrolysis-gas- 
chromatography-mass-spectrometry to investigate 
the nature of the remaining carbon. The pyrolysis 
products (about 20 parts/106) consisted chiefly of aro- 
matic and substituted aromatic hydrocarbons. The 
pyrolysis results were confirmed by oxidative thermal 
analysis, which showed that the bulk of the carbon 
present was a macromolecular structure and not 
graphite. This suggests that an insoluble nongraphitic 
condensed aromatic polymer is indigenous to the 
meteorite. The origin and precise chemical structure 
of this material has not been determined, but it bears 
a superficial resemblance to coal-like structures. 
SO72 Sterile Soil From Antarctica: 
N. H. Horowitz, A. J. Bauman, R. E. Cameron, P. J. Geiger, 
J. S. Hubbard, G. P. Shulman, P. G. Simmonds, and 
M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 38-41, 
June 30,1969 
In practice, data are often transmitted over a channel 
composed of a cascade of identical subchannels. 
Calculation of the channel capacity using the 
standard technique of first finding the overall chan- 
nel transition matrix becomes extremely tedious as 
the number of subchannels becomes large (typically 
3000 for a long telephone link). This article presents 
an alternative, simplified approach to the problem 
that combines an eigenvalue technique well-known 
in the theory of discrete Markov chains with a chan- 
nel capacity theorem found in a standard text on 
information theory. The subchannels are restricted to 
be discrete, with no memory, and with a nonsingular 
transition matrix. 
SO76 Coding and Synchronization Studies: The 
Performance of Second-Order Loops and Phase- 
K. Westberg 
Science, Vol. 164, No. 3883, pp. 1054-1 056, May 30,1969 
For abstract, see Horowitz, N. H. 
ptimization of the Performance of 
Transition Tracking Loop With a Fix 
Constraint 
M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. Ill, pp. 98-104, 
April 30, 1969 
This article describes the optimization of a data- 
transition tracking loop used as a bit synchronizer, 
with the average power of the reference cross- 
correlating signal constrained. The performance 
criterion assumed is minimum mean-square phase 
noise. It is shown that, by adjusting the midphase 
channel gain, a significant reduction in mean-square 
phase noise can be achieved over that system which 
integrates the midphase channel over the full symbol 
period. 
S Loop Stress on the 
ent C o ~ ~ u ~ i c a t i o n ~  
W. C. Lindsey and M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 104-1 18, 
April 30,1969 
For abstract, see Lindsey, W. C. 
Coherent Communication Systems 
W. C. Lindsey (University of Southern California) and 
M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 58-62, 
August31,1969 
For abstract, see Lindsey, W. C. 
n the Equivalence in Performance of Several Phase- 
M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 84-87, 
August 3 1,1969 
Quite often in the practical design of a phase-locked 
loop to be used as a tracking loop in a phase-coherent 
receiver, one is required to use a configuration differ- 
ent than the standard model. The question im- 
mediately arises as to the equivalence in perform- 
ance among these various topologies. Two variations 
of the standard model are considered in the noise- 
free and noise analyses presented in this article. 
s ensity Function of th 
atistic in an Absolute Value Type 
M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 87-97, 
August 3 1,1969 
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A proposed single-channel €Light command system 
for future missions suggests a data-derived bit syn- 
chronizer wherein the phase detector is of the 
absolute-value type. This particular design topology 
has already been supported by extensive analysis and 
experimental data. The question immediately arises 
as to whether this absolute-value-type phase detector 
configuration can be successfully used as a means for 
detecting phase lock. (“Successfully” is herein 
intended to imply that a lock condition should be 
detectable within a relatively small number of bit 
intervals.) 
This article attempts to provide certain answers 
pertinent to this question by deriving the first-order 
probability statistics of the output of such a lock 
detector from which some general conclusions 
concerning performance may be drawn. These first- 
order statistics are not sufficient to completely 
characterize the decision random variable at the lock 
detector output; nevertheless, they give a reasonable 
measure of performance if the correlation between 
successive output samples is weak. In any event, the 
adjacent output samples are only pairwise depend- 
ent; thus at worst, second-order statistics would be all 
that are required. 
The Performance of Suppressed Carrier Tracking 
Loops in the Presence of Frequency Detuning 
W. C. Lindsey (University of Southern California) and 
M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 97-105, 
August 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Lindsey, W. C. 
ata-Aided Carrier Tracking 
W. C. Lindsey and M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 46-56, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Lindsey, W. C. 
1 A Comparison of the Performance of Costas or 
W. C. Lindsey and M. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 56-58, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Lindsey, W. C. 
SO82 the Capacity of a Cascade of identical Discrete 
onsingular Channels 
M. K. Simon 
/€€€ Trans. /nformation Theory, Vol. IT- 16, No. 1, 
pp. 100-1 02, January 1970 
A simplified procedure for calculating the channel 
capacity of a cascade of N identical, discrete, 
memoryless, nonsingular channels is presented. The 
result depends only upon the M eigenvalues and M 
eigenvectors of any one of the subchannel transition 
matrices. Thus, for small M a n d  large N (the usual 
case of interest), the result represents a considerable 
saving in computation relative to the standard tech- 
nique of finding the overall channel transition 
matrix. The procedure is illustrated for an Ncascade 
of binary symmetric channels. 
SIMON, N. K. 
SO83 
SO84 
Radiator Studies for a 300-kWe Thermionic Space 
Powerplant 
N. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 191-193, 
April 30,1969 
A thermionic spacecraft design study is being con- 
ducted to evaluate nuclear-thermionic powerplants 
for unmanned missions. Preliminary designs of 
nuclear-electric propulsion spacecraft will be 
generated, using three different 300-kWe thermionic 
reactor design concepts. To ensure realistic space- 
craft weight estimates, .the spacecraft designs will 
include all components required to perform an 
unmanned Jupiter orbiter mission. 
A radiator for rejecting waste heat from the ther- 
mionic powerplant was studied to determine the 
effects of various materials on radiator weight. The 
results of this study are presented in this article. 
ission Specification for 300-k 
Thermionic Spacecraft 
N. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 185-1 86, 
June 30,1969 
Preliminary spacecraft designs are being generated 
using 300-kWe thermionic reactors as power sources 
for electric propulsion. A Jupiter orbiter mission was 
selected as a representative target mission so that 
mission-dependent parameters could be factored into 
spacecraft designs at these very early stages. The 
mission/ system interface is flexible to some degree 
and, in any final spacecraft design, there are tradeoffs 
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between the mission goals and the powerplant capa- 
bilities. Previous mission studies were based on an 
electric propulsion spiral out of earth’s orbit and a 
subsequent spiral into the target planet’s orbit. Since 
these missions appeared suitable for a spacecraft 
operating with a 300-kWe powerplant, they were 
used in the development of the reference mission 
profile that is described in this article. 
eat Transfer Program 
Coupled to Thermionic Performance 
J. P. Davis, M. Diethelm, and N. K. Simon 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 21 1-214, 
October 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Davis, J. P. 
§IMPSOM, R. D. 
SO86 Receptance Coupling Program 
R. D. Simpson 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 164-165, 
April 30,1969 
The method of determining the dynamic response of 
a system from the subsystems’ characteristics was 
recently explored. The basic problem considered was 
that of joining, and determining the dynamic 
response of, a number of subsystems that may sim- 
ulate, for example, a launch vehicle, a spacecraft, an 
entry capsule, and a landing system. It was shown 
how the system receptance matrix (frequency 
response function matrix), the frequency response 
vector, and the crosspower spectral-density matrix of 
the coupled system can be obtained from analytically 
and/or experimentally determined receptances of 
the component systems. 
The receptance coupling program (RECEP) is a com- 
puter program that implements the above method. 
This article reports additional new developments for 
this program that fall into the area of external and 
internal subsystem interfacing and program 
flexibility. The objective was to make the program 
more modular and easier to use, particularly on 
remote terminals. 
R. D. Simpson 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 178-179, 
February 28,1970 
This article discusses the present status of the recep- 
tance coupling computer program (RECEP). The 
executive portion of RECEP has been completely 
restructured. It is now designed to consider 
nonstationary as well as stationary and deterministic 
problems. The deterministic function generator and 
transfer matrix routine have been expanded and 
enhanced. The improvements can be characterized 
as greater program flexibility and simpler input 
requirements. 
§IMGER, S. 
SO88 lonene Polymers: Ill. Dicationic Crosslinking Agents 
A. Rembaum, S. Singer (Athenex Research Associates), and 
H. Keyzer (California State College) 
J. Pohm. Sci, Pt. B: Pohm. Lett., Vol. 7, No. 5, pp. 395-402, 
June 1969 
For abstract, see Rembaum, A. 
SJOGREM, W. L. 
SO89 Lunar Surface Mass Distribution Map From Dynamic 
Point-Mass Solution 
P. M. Muller and W. L. Sjogren 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 103-106, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Muller, P. M. 
SO90 The Paucity of Gravimetric information Due to 
Spurious Anomalies in Apollo l o a n d  I I  LM 
Tracking Data 
P. Gottlieb and W. L. Sjogren 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 11 1-1 12, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Gottlieb, P. 
etailed Lunar Gravimetric 
umorum Area 
P. M. Muller and W. L. Sjogren 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 38-40, January 31, 1970 
For abstract, see Muller, P. M. 
ver Large Craters From 
P. Gottlieb, P. M. Muller, W. L. Sjogren, and 
W. R. Wollenhaupt 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 40-43, January 31, 1970 
For abstract, see Gottlieb, P. 
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arginis 
P. Gottlieb, P. M. Muller, and W. L. Sjogren 
Science, Vol. 166, No. 3909, pp. 1 145-1 147, 
November 28,1969 
For abstract, see Gottlieb, P. 
arge Craters From Apolh l2 
P. Gottlieb, P. M. Muller, W. L. Sjogren, and 
W. R. Wollenhaupt (Manned Spacecraft Center] 
Science, Vol. 168, No. 3930, pp. 477-479, April 24, 1970 
For abstract, see Gottlieb, P. 
SKJERrE L. 
SO95 Radio Science Support [January-February 19701 
T. Sato, L. Skjerve, and D. Spitzmesser 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 125-127, March31, 1970 
For abstract, see Sato, T. 
SLAUGHTER, D. W. 
SO96 Cable Driver Circuit [March-April 19691 
D. W. Slaughter 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 121-123, May31,1969 
This article describes a prototype of a cable driver 
circuit that has been fabricated on an etched circuit 
card compatible with the JPL Telecommunications 
Division high-reliability digital modules. The produc- 
tion of this prototype is another step in the effort to 
qualify a cable driver module as an addition to this 
family of modules. 
D. W. Slaughter 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. 11, pp. 106-107, July31,1969 
The documentation that will allow the cable-driver 
module to be formally accepted as an addition to the 
family of JPL Telecommunications Division high- 
reliability digital modules includes the results of a 
worst-case analysis. These results are discussed in this 
article. 
S 
D. W. Slaughter 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, p. 107, July31, 1969 
A project is under way that will qualify integrated 
circuit devices for increased use in mission-independ- 
ent Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) digi- 
tal eq-dipment. The status of that project is described 
here. 
odule Development [September-October 
19691 
D. W. Slaughter 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 72-74, November 30,1969 
A low-level interface module has been designed in 
the format of the family of Hi-Re1 digital modules. It 
provides an interface between equipment using the 
Hi-Re1 modules and equipment using integrated cir- 
cuits or other low-voltage logic. The benefits 
resulting from the standardized approach utilized in 
the family of Hi-Re1 digital modules are evaluated as 
potential goals to be met by integrated circuit logic. 
Integrated circuit procurement and equipment pack- 
aging problems are discussed. 
SL05lN, 9: D. 
eam Switching Cassegrain Feed System and Its 
Applications to Microwave and Millimeterwave 
Radioastronomical Observations 
S. D. Slobin (University of Southern California), 
W. V. T. Rusch (University of Southern California), 
C. T. Stelzried, and T. Sato 
Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 41, No. 3, pp. 439-443, March 1970 
A beam switching cassegrain antenna configuration 
was developed for the purpose of making radio- 
astronomical measurements at a wavelength of 3.33 
mm. The subreflector periodically switches the 
antenna beam between the astronomical source and 
the adjacent sky reference position. The tilting sub- 
dish system is used in conjunction with a synchronous 
detection radiometer. A complete description of the 
R F  and electronic systems is given. The mechanical 
and electronic considerations associated with the 
development of this particular subdish system are dis- 
cussed, as are low-frequency switching problems in 
general, based upon a series of radiometer noise and 
gain change measurements made as a function of sub- 
dish switching frequency. A method of signal calibra- 
tion is also discussed, with primary emphasis on 
radioastronomical applications. The use of the tilting 
subdish system in the investigation of lunar 
temperature changes during a total lunar eclipse 
indicates that the system can be used for sensitive 
radioastronomical measurements. 
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Level 
J. W. Shipley and R. A. Slusser 
Technical Memorandum 33-422, July 1,1969 
For abstract, see Shipley, J. W. 
§MlTH, E. J. 
SI03 
SI 
agnetometer Experiments 
A. M. A. Frandsen, E. J. Smith, and R. E. Holzer (University of 
California) 
IEEE Trans. Geoscience Electronics, Vol. GE-7, No. 2, 
pp. 6 1-74, April 1969 
For abstract, see Frandsen, A. M. A. 
Magnetic Emissions in the Magnetosheath at 
Frequencies Near 100 Hz 
E. J. Smith, R. E. Holzer, and C. T. Russell 
J. Geophys. Res., Space Physics, Vol. 74, No. 11, 
pp. 3027-3036, June 1,1969 
Intense, sporadic bursts of narrow-band magnetic 
noise in the earth's magnetosheath with frequencies 
near 100 Hz are reported. These signals have been 
detected by search coil magnetometers on board the 
eccentric Orbiting Geophysical Observatories 1, 3, 
and 5 The tone-like bursts are superposed on the 
persistent, broadband, extremely low-frequency 
magnetosheath noise previously reported and com- 
monly have peak signal amplitudes of tenths of 
gammas and durations from less than one second to 
tens of seconds. Although apparently sporadic in 
occurrence, they are customarily observed on every 
spacecraft transit through the magnetosheath and 
should be considered a characteristic feature of that 
region. The signals are probably transverse electro- 
magnetic waves propagating within the magneto- 
sheath in the whistler mode and are likely to provide 
evidence concerning wave-particle instabilities in the 
turbulent magnetosheath plasma. 
easurements in the Earth's 
agnetosphere and et- 5 
E. J. Smith and L. Davis, Jr. (California Institute of Technology) 
J. Geophys. Res., Space Physics, Vol. 75, No. 7, 
pp. 1233-1245, March 1,1970 
Magnetic field measurements near earth, obtained by 
a vector helium magnetometer on the fifth Mariner 
flight spacecraft, indicate that, inside the magneto- 
sphere, there are waves with modest amplitudes (-2 
to 3y)  and periods near 5 min that have components 
both transverse and parallel to the ambient field. The 
distant magnetospheric field involves a simultaneous 
compression and twisting of field lines similar to 
those observed previously by earth satellites. Some 
features of the distorted field, such as an apparent 
reversal in field gradient approaching the magneto- 
pause and nearly equal field magnitudes in the 
magnetosphere and magnetosheath, show poor 
q u a l i t a t i v e  a g r e e m e n t  w i t h  a s i m p l e  
Chapman-Ferraro model and imply either changes 
with time or a complicated structure. The absence of 
a significant field component normal to the magneto- 
pause, however, is consistent with a closed magneto- 
sphere. Multiple magnetopause crossings that imply a 
quasi-sinusoidal surface motion with a peak-to-peak 
amplitude of -'A earth radii, a period of - 2 min, and 
a peak velocity of -50 km-s-' are observed. In the 
magnetosheath, adjacent to the magnetopause, 
nonsinusoidal waves having the appearance of Alfv6n 
waves are observed with amplitudes of -5y and 
periods of -2  min, oscillating essentially in a plane 
parallel to the magnetopause. A region of highly dis- 
turbed irregular fields with AB/B - 1 when the 
magnetic field Bz3Oy is observed for - 1 h in the 
magnetosheath well inside the shock and is pre- 
sumably associated with changing conditions in the 
solar wind. The directions normal to the magneto- 
pause and shock, derived from the magnetic fields 
adjacent to those boundaries, agree well with the cor- 
responding directions based on the average shapes of 
the two surfaces. 
§MlTH, L. S. 
S105 Thermoelectric Outer-Planet Spacecraft Attitude- 
Control System Simulation instrumentation 
L. S. Smith 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 149-151, 
February 28,1970 
This article presents an overview of the digital 
instrumentation system being implemented to 
monitor an attitude-control system (such as that 
which will be used on the Thermoelectric Outer- 
Planet Spacecraft) operating on a single-axis air- 
bearing spacecraft simulation table. Implied is an 
instrumentation capacity to accept various control 
designs readily. 
Repair and Calibration 
R. M. Smith 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 169-171, May31, 1969 
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Class A and class B depots and area maintenance 
facilities are established to provide repair and calibra- 
tion services to the deep space stations of the Deep 
Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF). The class A 
depots are network-oriented, providing technical 
service direction, and software to the class B depots 
and area maintenance facilities. Because of the diver- 
gency of their support responsibilities, the two depots 
require separate facilities and personnel. 
Since 1965, one depot at the Goldstone Deep Space 
Communications Complex has served as a composite 
class A/B depot. The recently completed standards 
and calibration building at the Goldstone Complex 
afforded room for separate facilities. The physical 
separation of the two depots is discussed in this 
article. 
DSIF Measurement Standards and Traceability 
R. M. Smith 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 157-163, September 30,1969 
The accuracy and repeatability of measurements are 
dependent upon measurement traceability to a com- 
mon or absolute source called a standard. This article 
describes the measurement standards of the Deep 
Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF). Included are 
block diagrams depicting the DSIF measurement dis- 
ciplines and traceability and the three echelons of 
DSIF measurement standards. 
SMOKLER, M. I. 
$108 
202 
hotometric Calibration of the Surveyor Television 
System 
M. 1. Smokler and P. M. Solomon 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vo!. 6, No. 1 1, pp,1243-1247, 
November 1969 
A complete prelaunch calibration was performed on 
each Surveyor television system to allow accurate 
reconstruction of the televised pictures. Photometric 
calibration data served to define system performance 
in terms of lunar luminance units, thereby allowing 
the television camera to be used in determining rela- 
tive and absolute luminance values of selected por- 
tions of the lunar terrain. Development of such cali- 
bration data required the evaluation of a correction 
factor such that lunar performance could be pre- 
dicted from measurements obtained with conven- 
tional light sources. 
YD€R, C. 
lasma Experiment for ApMo 
C. W. Snyder, D. R. Clay, and M. Neugebauer 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 18-24, 
February 28, 1970 
A description of the solar-wind spectrometer part of 
the Apollu 12 Lunar Surface Experiments Package is 
given. The instrument was deployed without dif- 
ficulty, and its orientation is known and satisfactory. 
The performance was nominal through the first 35 
days. Preliminary inspection of the data showed, at 
appropriate times: (1) fairly typical solar-wind posi- 
tive-ion fluxes arriving close to the solar direction, (2) 
magnetosheath positive-ion fluxes similar to those 
measured on other spacecraft, or (3) no measurable 
flux, both in the geomagnetic tail and during the 
lunar night. 
SOLA, E L. 
S110 MarinerMars 1971 Spacecraft Destruct Unit 
D. P. Davis and F. L. Sola 
Technical Memorandum 33-448, November 15,1969 
For abstract, see Davis, D. P. 
SOLLOWAY, C. B. 
S111  Comparison of the Newtonian and General 
Relativistic Orbits of a Point Mass in an Inverse- 
Square Law Force Field 
H. Lass and C. B. Solloway 
AIAA J., Vol. 7, No. 6, pp. 1029-1031, June 1969 
For abstract, see Lass, H. 
SOMOAMO, R. 
$112 Electronic Conductivity of Elastomeric lonenes 
R. Somoano, S. P. S. Yen,and A. Rembaum 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 226235,  
February 28, 1970 
The resistivity of a series of five ionene polymers of 
different molecular weight, complexed with 
tetracyanoquinodimethan (TCNQ), was measured as 
a function of temperature. The polymers synthesized 
from adiprene (approximate molecular weight 2 
1000) exhibited elastomeric behavior. The resistivity 
of all the specimens was of the same order of magni- 
tude at 3VC, but differed considerably at low 
temperatures. The positive temperature coefficient 
and negative pressure coefficient, as well as polariza- 
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tion experiments, indicate that the conductivity is 
electronic in nature. The low temperature break 
observed in the dc resistivity-temperature curves 
represents the first observation of the glass transition 
temperature, via dc electrical methods, in an elec- 
tronic system. 
S~RKJM, A. 
S 1  13 Effects of Sterilization on the Energy- 
A. 8. Sorkin 
Technical Report 32-1 295, June 15,1969 
The interest in the possible planetary landing of 
sterilized instrumented payloads has necessitated a 
considerable study of impact limiters. Attenuation of 
impact forces on a payload by the dissipation of 
energy through the crushing of a radio-frequency- 
transparent material is the primary approach. Balsa 
wood has been found to offer a combination of 
properties that make it a very attractive candidate 
for such impact limiter construction. 
An investigation was made of the energy-dissipating 
properties of balsa wood in the sterilized, dry, and 
moist conditions. Ethylene oxide plus thermal 
sterilization was found to enhance the specific energy 
of balsa to 23,097 ft-lb/lb (the average value of 596 
samples in the density range of 6 to 10 lb/ft3) as 
compared with an average of 20,400 ft-lb/lb for 
samples in the moist condition (6-8% HzO). A study 
was made of possible screening tests that might facili- 
tate the selection of balsa wood with uniform 
properties. No test was found that correlated with 
specific energy. Density variation within the range 
studied (6-10 Ib/ft3) did not have a significant 
relation to crushing properties, refuting previous 
indications of a relationship. Plastic impregnation 
followed by irradiation-induced polymerization was 
also studied but failed to improve balsa’s already out- 
standing specific energy. 
TTER, J. 
S1f4  njector Response to Strong, 
ressure Oscillations 
J. G. Sotter, J. W. Woodward, and R. M. Clayton 
Technical Report 32-141 0 (Reprinted from J. Spacecraft 
Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 504-506, April 1969) 
A simple one-dimensional model is developed to 
investigate the effects of high-amplitude chamber 
pressure disturbances on the flow from liquid propel- 
lant rocket injectors. Computed results show that the 
total momentum of the column of fluid within the 
orifice bore has a strong effect on flow response. For 
a particular periodic chamber pressure variation, 
high-frequency variations in flow rates are relatively 
small for long orifice tubes, but violent flow oscilla- 
tions occur for short orifices, typical of flight engine 
design. The model also predicts that for certain com- 
bustion resonance modes the time-average flow from 
the orifices of a multi-element injector will change, 
causing a redistribution of mass and mixture ratio in 
the chamber. Comparison with experimental data 
confirms this effect. It is proposed that injector 
response is a significant factor in rating the dynamic 
stability of an engine. 
SOWJMSK~ K. P. 
SI 15 Chemical Composition of the Lunar Surface in Sinus 
Medii 
E. J. Franzgrote, J. H. Patterson (Argonne National 
Laboratory), A. L. Turkevich (University of Chicago), 
T. E. Economou (University of Chicago), and 
K. P. Sowinski (University of Chicago) 
Science, Vol. 167, No. 391 7, pp. 376-379, January 23,1970 
For abstract, see Franzgrote, E. J, 
SPENCER, R. L. 
S116 Lunar Surface Mechanical Properties 
R. Choate, S. A. Batterson (Langley Research Center), 
E. M. Christensen, R. E. Hutton (TRW Systems, Inc.), 
L. D. Jaffe, R. H. Jones (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
H. Y. KO (University of Colorado), R. L. Spencer, and 
F. B. Sperling 
J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 74, No. 25, pp. 6149-6174, 
November 15,1969 
For abstract, see Choate, R. 
Surveyor Touchdown Data 
F. B. Sperling 
Technical Memorandum 33-443, March 15, 1970 
This memorandum presents the results of a study to 
estimate the bearing strength, effective friction 
coefficient, bulk density, internal friction angle, and 
relative density of the lunar soil. Suweyor landing 
telemetry data served as input. Analytical simulation 
of Surveyor landings was accomplished using two 
analytical soil models. 
S 1  18 Lunar Surface 
R. Choate, S. A. Batterson (Langley Research Center), 
E. M. Christensen, R. E. Hutton (TRW Systems, Inc.), 
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L. D. Jaffe, R. H. Jones (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
H. Y. KO (University of Colorado), R. L. Spencer, and 
F. B. Sperling 
J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 74, No. 25, pp. 6149-6174, 
November 15,1969 
For abstract, see Choate, R. 
SPIEGEL, J. M. 
S 1  19 Simulation of Venus Atmospheric Entry by Earth Re- 
entry 
J. M. Spiegel, F. Wolf, and D. W. Zeh 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 9, pp. 1030-1 037, 
September 1969 
The value of a full-scale earth re-entry test to simu- 
late a Venus entry is examined, with emphasis on the 
effects of atmospheric gas composition on shock-layer 
radiative heat transfer and the response of a high- 
density phenolic-nylon heat shield. The particular 
case studied is for a 60-deg half-angle blunted cone, 
with a ballistic coefficient of 0.6 slugs/ft2, entering a 
Venus atmosphere composed of 90% C02, 10% N2 at 
about 36.4 kftls. With a vertical entry to earth 
assumed, it is found that a Venus entry at a path 
angle of about 45 deg could be simulated to a reason- 
able accuracy for time histories of deceleration, 
angle-of-attack envelope, convective and stagnation- 
point radiative heating, and heat-shield mass loss 
rate, despite the differences in gas composition. 
Although simulation of radiative heating becomes 
increasingly unacceptable away from the stagnation 
point, with the earth conditions being unconserva- 
tive, the simulation of ablator mass loss rate is pre- 
dicted to remain quite good. 
SPI D. 
adio Science Support [September- 
T. Sat0 and D. Spitzmesser 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 170-173, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Sato, T. 
T. Sato, D. Spitrmesser, and W. Roach 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, p. 153, January 3 1,1970 
For abstract, see Sato, T. 
Radio Science Support [January-February 197 
T. Sato, L. Skjerve, and D. Spitzmesser 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 125-1 27, March 3 1, 1970 
For abstract, see Sato, T. 
S T ~ ~ F ~ R D ,  fl. 
S123 Metallic [Liquid-Propellant] Expulsion 
H. B. Stanford 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 220-224, 
August 3 1,1969 
As spxecraft using liquid-propellant rocket systems 
are sent on longer missions with a consequent 
increase in flight time, the availability of propellant 
expulsion devices having long-term compatibility and 
impermeability to the propellants involved is impera- 
tive. Experience indicates that metallic devices are 
the most likely to satisfy these long-term space 
storage demands, particularly so if the added require- 
ment of spacecraft sterilization is imposed. Two such 
expulsion devices that are considered capable of 
meeting these stringent requirements have been 
developed, and test hardware has been produced. 
These devices-a toroidal-tank-bellows expulsion 
unit and a reinforced stainless-steel expulsion dia- 
phragm-are described in this aritcle. 
§?ANLEV, R. P. 
S124 Combinatorial Communications: Some Results on the 
Capacity of Graphs 
R. J. McEliece, R. P. Stanley, and H. Taylor 
Supporting Research and Advonced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 51-54, 
February 28, 1970 
For abstract, see McEliece, R. J. 
S TA PFER, 6. 
SI25 Life Testing of the 
Thermoelectric Ge 
G. Stapfer 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 122-125, 
April 30, 1969 
This article describes the test results obtained at JPL 
for the Westinghouse thermoelectric generator desig- 
nated TEM-8-1. The generator operated in excess of 
20,000 h at its designed operating temperature. Dur- 
ing this time, the generator experienced approx- 
imately 16 thermal cycles. Its maximum power out- 
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put decreased 61% from 85 W at the beginning cf 
the test to 33 W after the 20,000 h of operation. 
Included in this article is a preliminary analysis of the 
mechanisms responsible for this degradation based 
on the available data. 
AP-27 1 0-Couple Thermoelectric 
G. Stapfer 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 117-121, 
October 3 1, 1969 
The life and performance testing of two thermo- 
electric modules is described. The two identical mod- 
ules consist of 10 lead-telluride thermoelectric 
couples of 3P-3N-type material. The construction of 
the modules utilizes the SNAP-27 (System for 
Nuclear Auxiliary Power 27) type of technology, and 
a combined operating time of 27,000 h has been 
recorded. This article briefly describes the thermo- 
electric elements, the module construction, and the 
test equipment utilized for the life and performance 
tests. The recorded data are discussed and analyzed. 
Performance Testing of the S AP-27 Thermoelectric 
Generator 
G. Stapfer 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 80-84, 
December 3 1,1969 
Performance testing of the SNAP-27 (System for 
Nuclear Auxiliary Power 27) thermoelectric gen- 
erator (Mod-15) at JPL is described in this article. The 
tests were performed at input power levels of 1500, 
1450, and 1400 W. A complete generator per- 
formance map was recorded at each power level. A 
maximum output power from the generator of 74.5 
W was achieved at the 1500-W input level. Output 
power levels of 71.2 and 65 W were recorded for the 
1450- and 1400-W input levels. 
s 
D. J. Alderson and W. Stavro 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 256-261, 
October 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Alderson, D. J. 
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L. D. Jaffe and R. H. Steinbacher 
1. Geophys. Res., Vol. 74, No. 27, pp. 6702-6705, 
December 15,1969 
For abstract, see Jaffe, L. D. 
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A Study of Weather- 
Space Applications 
P. D. Potter, M. S. Shumate, C. T. Stelzried, and W. H. Wells 
Technical Report 32-1 392, October 15,1969 
For abstract, see Potter, P. D. 
Improved RF Calibration Techniques: Cosmic 
Background Noise Temperature 
cm [March-April 19691 
T. Y. Otoshi and C. T. Stelzried 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 90-1 00, May 3 1, 1969 
easurements at 13 
For abstract, see Otoshi, T. Y. 
F Calibration Techniques: GTS 
[Goldstone Tracking Station] Noise Source 
Calibrations 
C. T. Stelzried, K. 8. Wallace, and P. D. Batelaan 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 100-1 01, May 3 1,1969 
Preliminary data reduction has been made for the 
Venus and Mars Deep Space Stations’ low-noise 
maser receiver calibrating noise sources for the 
period of January 30 to March 24, 1969. The Y-factor 
method of comparison to the operating noise tem- 
peratures was used for the calibrations. The results 
are both tabulated and plotted. 
CQ~poneflt$ 
P. D. Batelaan and C. T. Stelzried 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. 11, pp. 101-103, May31,1969 
For abstract, see Batelaan, P. D. 
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ibration Techniques: System 
Temperature Calibrations of the J 
C. Stelzried 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 55-56, July 3 1, 1969 
The system operating noise temperature perform- 
ance of the low-noise research feed cones is discussed 
in this article. The operating noise temperature cali- 
brations were made using the ambient termination 
technique, the principal advantage of which is the 
stability and reliability of the ambient termination. 
proved RF Calibration Tech * 
ckground Noise Temperatu surements at 
Cosmic 
13 cm [July-August 19691 
T. Y. Otoshi and C. T. Stelzried 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 57-59, September 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Otoshi, T. Y. 
S136 Pioneer MOrbit Determination During the 1968 
Superior Conjunction 
C. T. Stelzried 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 61-63, September 30,1969 
The results of measurements and computations of the 
Pioneer VI orbit during the 1968 superior conjunc- 
tion are presented in this article. Included are a tab- 
ulation of signal ray path parameters from the space- 
craft to the earth relative to the sun and a projection 
of the orbit perpendicular to the ecliptic plane rela- 
tive to the sun. 
137 Received Signal olarization of the Pioneer M 
wing the 1968 Superior Conjunction 
C. T. Stelzried and A. Abreu 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 64-67, September 30,1969 
This article describes the determination of the signal 
polarization referred to the ecliptic plane from polar- 
ization data measured at a local station using an azi- 
muth-elevation antenna. A sample computer print- 
out obtained using the equations presented in the 
article is included. 
1 
C. T. Stelzried 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II,pp. 37-40, November 30, 1969 
The system-operating noise-temperature perform- 
ance of the low-noise research cones is reported for 
the period June 1 to October 1,1969. These cones are 
operated on the antennas at the Venus and Mars 
Deep Space Stations in a cassegrain configuration. 
Additional noise-temperature data versus elevation 
and azimuth angles are given for the Mars Deep 
Space Station. 
S139 RF Techniques esearch: S/X-Band 
G. Levy, R. Dickinson, and C. T. Stelzried 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 93-95, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Levy, G. 
Calibration Techniques: System 
ise Temperature Calibrations of the JPL 
Research Cones [January-February 19701 
M. S. Reid and C. T. Stelzried 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, p. 87, March 3 1, 1970 
For abstract, see Reid, M. S. 
1 Received Signal Polarization Tracking Using an 
HA-dec Antenna 
C. T. Stelzried, T. Sato, D. D. Hubiak, and A. Abreu 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 88-91, March 31,1970 
The polarization of a spacecraft signal received on an 
hour-angle-declination (HA-dec) antenna can be pre- 
dicted by a slight modification to an existing com- 
puter program. The program was originally written 
for the received signal polarization tracking, by the 
Mars Deep Space Station azimuth-elevation antenna, 
of the Pioneer VIspacecraft during the 1968 superior 
conjunction. This modification will provide operating 
personnel with the optimum setting for the Deep 
Space Network polarization converter used on the 
85-ft-diam HA-dec antennas when tracking space- 
craft with linearly polarized signals. 
aluation of Antenna- 
Losses 
C. T. Stelzried and T. Y. Otoshi 
IEEE Trans. Instrumentation and Measurement, Vol. IM- 1 8, 
No. 3, pp. 172-1 83, September 1969 
Low-noise antenna systems are frequently used in 
conjunction with measurements of atmospheric and 
cosmic background noise at microwave frequencies. 
The input transmission line losses of these receiving 
systems must be precisely calibrated to insure proper 
identification of the portion of operating noise 
temperature attributable to the external environ- 
ment. Although most components in an antenna line 
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can be calibrated by conventional insertion-loss 
measurements, many feed component losses must be 
evaluated by means of nonstandard techniques. 
This paper describes a radiometric method for cali- 
brating the loss of multimode antenna-feed com- 
ponents in which the field is linearly or circularly 
polarized. The method consists of measuring oper- 
ating noise temperature, first with the components 
under evaluation installed and again after substi- 
tution by a wave-guide section of known loss. Calibra- 
tion and error analysis equations are derived and 
discussed. 
Application of the radiometric method, for the cali- 
bration of a mode-generator and quarter-wave plate 
polarizing section, resulted in a loss measurement of 
(0.0069+0.0016 pe) /dB. 
The Effect of Capacitive-Screw Tuners on Waveguide 
Loss 
C. T. Stelzried 
IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-17, 
No. 3, pp. 172-1 73, March 1969 
Waveguide dissipative loss is a critical factor in the 
performance of a low-noise receiving system. 
Precision calibrations require that the waveguide 
system be well matched. This is easily accomplished 
with multiple capacitive-screw tuners. The effect of 
screw tuners on waveguide loss has been studied by 
making microwave loss measurements on a wave- 
guide test fixture with and without the insertion of 
tuning screws. The increase in dissipative loss for two 
copper and two nickel-plated brass %-in-diameter 
tuning screws was 0.0003 and 0.0022 dB, 
respectively, at 2295 MHz. This result indicates the 
advantage of copper screw tuners for reducing wave- 
guide dissipative loss. 
recision Insertion- oss Calibrations at 90 
C. T. Stelzried and D. A. Oltmans 
IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory and Techniques, Vol. MTT-17, 
No. 4, pp. 233-234, April 1969 
A dual-channel insertion-loss test set with an 
accuracy of about dB has been constructed for 
the critical calibrations required in many phases of 
radio astronomy and communications systems. The 
commercially available test sets use 40-GHz balanced 
detector mounts for the power meters. Thermistor 
mounts for the test set have been assembled from 
commercially available 90-GHz components ( WR 12 
waveguide band). The necessary thermistor thermal 
balance for the mounts is achieved with a fine paint 
spray on the reference thermistor with no loss in 
sensitivity. The short term instability (15 min) of the 
power meter has been reduced from about 2.0 to 0.2 
pW. This results in short stability for the insertion-loss 
test set of about 0.0004 dB at 90 GHz. 
S. D. Slobin (University of Southern California), 
W. V. T. Rusch (University of Southern California), 
C. T. Stelzried, and T. Sato 
Rev. Sci. lnstr., Vol. 41, No. 3, pp. 439-443, March 1970 
For abstract, see Slobin, S. D. 
S146 Pioneer 6: easurement of Transient Faraday 
Rotation Phenomena Observed 
Occultation 
G. S. Levy, T. Sato, 8. L. Seidel, C. T. Stelzried, 
J. E. Ohlson (University of Southern California), and 
W. V. T. Rusch (University of Southern California) 
Science, Vol. 166, No. 3905, pp. 596-598, October 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Levy, G. S. 
§TERN, J. A. 
S147 Thermal Death of Bacillus subtilis var. nigerspores 
on Selected Lander Capsule Surfaces 
W. W. Paik, E. J. Sherry, and J. A. Stern 
Appl. Microbiol., Vol. 18, No. 5, pp. 901-905, 
November 1969 
For abstract, see Paik, W. W. 
§TICKFORD, 6. H., JR. 
S148 Total Radiative Intensity Calculations for 100% C 
and 90% CQ,-10% N, 
G. H. Stickford, Jr. 
J. Quant. Specfrosc. Radiat. Transfer, Vol. 10, No. 4, 
pp. 249-270, April 1970 
Radiative intensity calculations have been performed 
for plasmas of 100% CO, and 90% C02-10% N2 for 
temperatures from 10,000 to 20,000"K, densities from 
0.0001 to 1.0 earth standard density, and path lengths 
from 1.0 to 30.0 cm. The actual spectral detail of the 
continuum absorption coefficient was computed 
from 240 to 30,000 d. The ultraviolet atomic lines 
were computed by adding the individual line absorp- 
tion coefficients to the continuum at 0.5-a intervals, 
thus accounting for reabsorption due to line-line 
overlap. The visible and infrared lines are 
individually integrated and added to the total 
intensity. The total radiation is found to consist 
primarily of ultraviolet radiation, the lines being 
generally more important than the continuum. The 
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addition of sinall amounts of Nz to COz seems to have 
only a small effect on the total radiant intensity. 
6. A 
ilayer Insulation Test Facility 
W. F. Carroll and L. D. Stimpson 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 156-1 58, 
October 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Carroll, W. F. 
L. D. Stimpson 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 163-166, 
December 3 1, 1969 
Research was performed to investigate the effects of 
nozzle surface irregularities and throat asymmetry on 
the rocket-nozzle thrust vector. The program con- 
sisted of: (1) experimental tests (conducted in a three- 
dimensional gas-flow test facility) measuring the 
surface pressure distribution of three test-nozzle con- 
figurations, an axisymmetric nozzle, the symmetric 
nozzle with a protrusion to the flow located in the 
conical expansion region, and a nozzle with an asym- 
metrical throat; (2) calculation of the nozzle side 
forces by summation of the test-pressure data over 
the nozzle surfaces; (3) comparison of the test data 
with the results of several simplified flow-field anal- 
yses; and (4) the carrying out of a two-dimensional 
asymmetric nozzle parametric study. From the test 
results, it was concluded that nozzle surface irregu- 
larities and throat asymmetry can produce meas- 
urable and possibly significant side forces. Guided by 
the results of the analyses performed, recommen- 
dations are made for application of the program 
results to actual rocket-nozzle conditions. 
* 
Due to the extreme thermal environment at the 
outermost planets, thermal isolation of warm instru- 
ments on spacecraft will be required. Heat will leak 
through insulation, supports, and electrical cabling. 
Standard techniques for attaching cabling to a cold 
structure provide a significant conduction heat loss 
compared to the radiation loss along the cable. The 
use of composite materials for thermal isolator attach- 
mentis considered in this article. 
Pint'e Nozzle Thrust 
L. D. Strand 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 144-147, 
June 30,1969 
§TlRN, R. J. 
etal-Cadmium Sulfide 
R. J. Stirn 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 138-145, 
August 3 1,1969 
The work function between certain metals and 
photoconducting cadmium sulfide has been found to 
have quite different values and properties from the 
work function as measured using semiconducting 
cadmium sulfide. The results were obtained from an 
analysis of stationary high-field domains in the range 
of negative differential conductivity. This article 
presents results obtained directly from the domain 
analysis, as well as results obtained from current-volt- 
age characteristics and current kinetic measurements 
that are consistent with the model used in the 
domain analysis. 
EX 
es 
L. D. Strand and M. W. Dowdy (The Martin Company) 
Technical Report 32-1403, September 15, 1969 
Testing was performed to investigate whether thrust 
vector control capabilities could be incorporated into 
a pintle nozzle system. The specific objectives were 
to determine: (1) if a pivoted pintle nozzle system is 
capable of producing side thrust of sufficient magni- 
tude for motor thrust vector control, and (2) the cri- 
ticalness of pintle nozzle position on thrust alignment 
for thrust-magnitude-control thrust-termination pintle 
nozzle systems. 
The previously reported wall static pressure profiles 
were as expected, except for the pressure pertur- 
bation located at an axial distance of approximately 
3.6 in. from the nozzle flange. This perturbation 
occurred at all cant angles, increasing in strength 
with increasing cant angle. The perturbation was 
postulated to be a recompression (shock) wave 
emanating from the pintle tip. The nature of the wall 
pressure perturbation has been investigated further, 
with the goal of understanding and possibly control- 
ling the phenomenon. The results of a two- 
dimensional nozzle method-of-characteristics analysis 
and a semigraphical shock-wave analysis are pre- 
sented in this article. 
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L. D. Strand 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 187-189, 
October 3 1,1969 
Water quench of solid-propellant rockets is being 
studied. Window motor quench tests with high-speed 
motion picture coverage were completed. Nine addi- 
tional motor firings were carried out, with successful 
quench occurring in five of the tests. The tests, their 
results, and test system modifications are described in 
this article. 
~ T U A R ~  J. b. 
ioengineering in Space- iosatellite Urinalysis 
lnstrument 
J. L. Stuart 
Technical Report 32-1 400, July 1,1969 
A urinalysis for calcium, creatinine, and creatine is 
performed four times daily in a 15-lb automated 
chemical laboratory. This analysis is performed once 
daily on standard solutions. The instrument contains 
a fluorometer for the calcium analyzer, and a nephe- 
lometer for the creatine and creatinine analyzer. The 
instrument also contains the power supplies, and 
analyzer amplifiers along with the electronics to per- 
form logic sequencing, data acquisition, and data 
storage. All the chemicds required for 150 analyses 
of each constituent (a total of 450 analyses) are stored 
within the instrument, which is designed for a 30-day 
orbital spacecraft mission. The instrument system 
and the design configuration of the various sub- 
systems needed to meet the scientific experiment 
and flight-program constraints are discussed in this 
report. 
STUL TZ, J. 
SI56 Thermal Control of a ntry Capsule 
J. W. Stultz 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 5, pp. 609-615, May 1969 
A thermal analysis of a capsule having a fiberglass 
honeycomb sandwich aeroshell (with and without an 
aft thermal curtain) has been made for the near-Mars, 
separated-capsule, cruise-flight phase. Specifically, 
calculations were made to determine the average 
temperatures of the capsule and the local tempera- 
tures occurring in a shaded region of a sun-oriented 
aeroshell and the adjacent heat shield. The results are 
compared with the more thermally favorable 
aluminum and titanium monocoque aeroshell 
configurations. A parametric analysis illustrating cap- 
sule temperature variation with capsule orientation 
and thermal control coating selection was made for 
an aft-curtained capsule; from this study, the ther- 
mally allowable capsule attitude drift was estimated. 
The effect of base heating during Mars entry on var- 
ious components was evaluated and calculations show 
that suspected higher base-heating rates will si&- 
cantly alter the entry temperature control design. 
SI57 Arecibo Occultation Studies: List 3 
S. Gulkis (Cornell University), J. Sutton (Arecibo Ionospheric 
Observatory), and C. Hazard (Cornell University) 
Astrophys. J., Vol. 157, No. 3, pp. 1047-1 053, 
September 1969 
For abstract, see Gulkis, S. 
SWARD, A. 
S158 Frequency Generation and Control: The Hydrogen 
Maser Frequency Standard 
A. Sward 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 40-43, September 30,1969 
The purpose of the hydrogen maser program, now 
nearing completion, is to meet the requirements of 
the data system development plan Mark I11 for stable 
frequency sources. Estimates partially verified by 
intermediate and short-time frequency stability mea- 
surements have placed the long-term stability of the 
hydrogen maser approximately two orders of mag- 
nitude higher than that of present-day atomic fre- 
quency standards. In addition, its line width appears 
to be extremely narrow. 
The hydrogen maser system can be subdivided into 
two sections: (1) the maser itself, and (2) the 
receiver-synthesizer section, which amplifies the 
low-level signal to a useful power level and produces 
standard output frequencies for the Deep Space 
Instrumentation Facility frequency and timing 
subsystem. Both sections are described in this article, 
and the power density spectrum of the system is 
illustrated. 
tion and Control: Fast 
G. Lutes and A. Sward 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 43-46, September 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Lutes, G. 
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temperature variation and a change from 0.9909 to 
SI60 Construction 
B. Sweetser and C. Wiggins 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 164-165, September 30, 1969 
The high-power transmitter facilities at the Mars 
Deep Space Station at the Goldstone Deep Space 
Communication Complex (DSCC) are expected to be 
fully operational in November 1970. The primary 
purpose of the facilities is to supply 1 MW of power at 
70,000 Vdc to the transmitter located on the 210-ft 
antenna. Progress in the installation of these facilities 
is described. 
s 
SI61 Tracking and ata Relay Satellite 
M. Swerdling 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 90-101, 
October 3 1, 1969 
The purpose of the study described in this article was 
to examine several options for a tracking and data 
relay satellite network and to determine the feasibil- 
ity of the telecommunications system. This study was 
undertaken at the request of NASA Headquarters 
and the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and 
was conducted under the direction of GSFC. The 
network concept and various guidance and control 
considerations are discussed. 
rical Study of Cavity Radiometer Emissivities 
C. L. Sydnor 
Technical Report 32-1463, February 15, 1970 
Approximate and exact calculations of apparent 
emissivities were made for a variety of gray, uniform, 
isothermal, and Lambertian cavities. Some of these 
cavities are used in radiometers at JPL. For a surface 
emissivity of 0.95, the cavity emissivity varied from 
0.9820 for a simple cone of apex half-angle equal to 
11.75 deg to 0.9963 for a three-section cavity that 
was roughly semispherical in shape. An error analysis 
showed that the estimated error in the calculations 
was four parts in 100,000. 
A perturbation method showed that in the cone cav- 
ity the surface was not actually isothermal but had a 
temperature variation of 0.5"C. The effect of this 
non-isothermality on the apparent cavity emissivity 
was to change it from 0.9820 to 0.9809 for a surface 
emissivity of 0.95. Corresponding figures for one of 
the three-section cavities studied were 0.13"C for the 
0.9923 for the cavity emissivity. 
When the surface emissivity was assumed to have a 
particular dependence on wavelength, the cavity 
emissivity was shown to vary from 0.9676 at 250°K to 
0.9698 at 500°K as a result of the shift in the peak of 
the blackbody function. Corresponding figures for a 
three-section cavity were from 0.9848 at 250°K to 
0.9858 at 500°K. For comparison, a flat plate with the 
same assumed wavelength dependence of emissivity 
was shown to vary from an effective emissivity of 
0.9127 at 250°K to 0.9183 at 500°K. 
SI63 Series Representation of the Sohtion of the 
Equation for Emissivity of Cavities 
C. L. Sydnor 
1. Opt. SOC. Am., Vol. 59, No. 10, pp. 1288-1 290, 
October 1969 
The integral equation for emissivity inside a uniform 
gray, isothermal lambertian cavity is often solved by 
the method of successive approximations. If the 
resulting series is written explicitly, it is shown that 
the bound pN+' can be obtained on the error 
remaining after N iterations, where p is the 
reflectivity. It is shown that many values of the 
apparent emissivity of the cavity can be obtained 
easily by using the series; this is important if the gray 
assumption is relaxed. 
TALBOT, T. D. 
ror Analysis for a 
any-Orbit Planeta 
integrator Applied to a 
T. D. Talbot 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp.97-106, July31, 1969 
This article describes the behavior of the integration 
errors that may be expected when using the JPL inte- 
grator (TREK) to predict the trajectory of an orbiter 
over many orbits. This analysis should prove helpful 
in evaluating TREKS capabilities for future long- 
duration orbiter missions such as Mariner Mars 1971 
and V&ng The variable steps in time taken by 
TREK to control integration errors are modeled in 
the analysis by assuming that the integrator takes 
fixed steps in eccentric anomaly. The numerical 
results presented are generally in good agreement 
with the analytic results predicted by the error 
analysis. 
2 ntegration Scheme for 
~ntegra~ing Spacecraft Trajectories 
T. D. Talbot 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 78-84, September 30, 1969 
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In the integration of spacecraft trajectories, a large 
portion of computer time is spent in evaluating the 
second derivatives of the solution at each integration 
step. This is especially true when the forces acting 
upon the spacecraft have a complex representation, 
as is the case when many harmonic terms are 
included in a planet’s potential field. The full pre- 
dictor-corrector integration scheme commonly used 
requires two derivative evaluations per integration 
step. The predict-partial-correct scheme described in 
this article requires only one evaluation per step. 
Some error analyses plus numerical results indicate 
that the predict-partial-correct scheme will achieve 
the same accuracy as the full predictor-corrector 
algorithm and result in a noticeable reduction in 
computer execution time. 
TO03 DSS Subsystem Implementation by Time-Shared 
Computer 
R. C. Tausworthe 
Technical Memorandum 33-420, October 1,1969 
A rationale and method are presented for effecting 
the synthesis of multiple DSIF real-time functions in 
a single computer. Included are the manage- 
ment-supervisory, as well as engineering-discip- 
linary, roles and interfaces required to allow inde- 
pendent, non-interfering subfunction development 
and subsystem operation. 
Accurate Analysis of AGC Performance 
R. W. Burt and R. C. Tausworthe 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. 11, pp. 122-1 26, July 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Burt, R. W. 
Y L ~ R ,  A
systems. The test item, assembled under these vary- 
ing conditions, was a 14-ft diam capsule mechanical 
training model consisting of mockups of the major 
subassemblies expected to comprise a typical space- 
craft capsule. The complete encapsulation of the 
capsule in a biological barrier was the terminal step 
of the assembly process. The results of the study pro- 
gram showed that there were no significant effects 
on the aerobic spore accumulation due to environ- 
ment; however, there was an effect on the control of 
aerobic vegetative cells. It was found that there was a 
noticeable reduction in the aerobic vegetative 
population in the Class 100 SADL assembly room as 
compared to the Class 100 tent and the typical 
manufacturing environment. The configuration of 
the spacecraft surfaces and their exposure to the 
environment had an effect on biological burden 
accumulation in all three test environments. 
TA YL OR, H. 
TOO6 Combinatorial Communication: Rearrangements of 
Incidence Tables 
H. Taylor 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. Ill, pp. 36-40, 
October 3 1,1969 
The theorem proved in this article is briefly restated 
as follows: Let ab..., a, be an arbitrarypermutation of 
the integers from 1 to n. Fix k between 1 and n. 
There exists a one-to-one mapping ofpaim onto pairs 
in such a way that each pair {ai,aj] for which 
k 2 1 ai-  ai I > 0 is mapped to a pair (t,h ] for 
which k y  I t - h  1 > 0, andbothtandharebe- 
tween i and j .  
TO07 Combinatorial Communications: Some Results on the 
Capacity of Graphs 
R. J. McEliece, R. P. Stanley, and H. Taylor 
05 ~ f f e c t  of Environment on Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 51-54, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see McEliece, R. J. 
Spacecraft Assembly 
D. M. Taylor, G. H. Redmann, A. R. Hoffman, and 
M. D. Wardle 
Devel. lnd Microbiol., Vol. 11, pp. 225-240, 1970 
A test program was conducted to determine the 
effect of environment on the accumulation of 
biological burden on spacecraft during assembly 
operations. Three environments were selected: a 
typical high-bay manufacturing area having a Class 
100,000 cleanliness; a 16- x 16-ft Class 100 laminar 
downflow tent; and the Sterilization Assembly 
Development Laboratory (SADL) 30- x 40-ft Class 
100 laminar downflow assembly room, which is com- 
plete with personnel and equipment entry control 
h. 
Sensitivity to Creatinine 
H. Y. Tom, L. Taylor, and D. Alexander 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 1-4, 
October 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Tom, H. Y. 
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, c. R. 
igital Command System Development 
C. R. Tegnelia 
Supporthg Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 126-129, 
February 28,1970 
An all-digital, single-channel command subsystem has 
been suggested for upcoming missions. One realiza- 
tion of such a system presently is being evaluated by 
computer simulation and breadboard testing. A 
breadboard model is in operation and performs 
successfully for command bit rates up to 64 bitsls. A 
functional logic diagram for the system is given, 
along with some preliminary experimental data 
regarding bit-error probabilities. 
~HACH~R,  H. C., JR. 
TO 10 Computational ethods for Mathematical Functions 
H. C. Thacher, Jr. (University of Notre Dame) 
Technical Report 32-1 324, May 15, 1970 
This report, adapted from notes for a lecture series 
by the author a t  JPL in summer 1967, is an expository 
monograph on analyses useful to problems of com- 
puting mathematical functions. Certain well-known 
types of infinite expansions are surveyed, including 
convergent and asymptotic series in general, power 
series in particular, and continued fractions and 
rational functions. Discussions of these methods 
emphasize numerical properties such as truncation 
error analysis, transformation for acceleration of con- 
vergence, and recurrence relations amenable to 
computation. Examples of applications are given for 
most methods discussed, and exercises are suggested 
for the reader to apply the various ideas that are 
proposed. 
Space 
J. R. Hall, K. W. Linnes, D. J. Mudgway, A. J. Siegmeth, and 
J. W. Thatcher . 
Space Sci. Rev., Vol. 8, Nos. 5/6, pp. 595-664, 1968 
For abstract, see Hall, J. R. 
~ Q ~ e n ~ i a ~  
G. M. Thomas and T. M. Helliwell (Harvey Mudd College, 
California) 
1. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer, Vol. 10, No. 5, 
pp. 423-448, May 1970 
An approximate central potential model was 
developed for the calculation of radial wave functions 
and photoionization cross sections. The model is 
based on combining the best features of the Slater 
approximation for the interior of the atom and the 
Klein-Bruecher approximation for intermediate 
and large electron radii. The outer subshell radial 
wave function for the N(4S) ground state term and 
the photoionization cross section for the  
N(4S) -.N+(3P) transition are compared with 
Hartree, Hartree-Fock-Slater, quantum defect 
approximate  methods and with detai led 
Hartree-Fock solutions. Calculations of the photo- 
ionization cross sections for nitrogen, oxygen, carbon, 
and argon are presented for a range of electron 
energies from threshold to ~ 3 0  eV. These data are 
compared with previous theoretical and experi- 
mental results. The present method brings the cross 
sections into close agreement with more detailed 
methods over the entire frequency range. However, 
the results do not always agree with experiment, and 
further improvements will require consideration of 
electron correlation effects. 
? H O R ~ A ~ ,  H. 6. 
TO13 SN] Simulation System 
H. C. Thorman 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. I t ,  pp. 3-7, January 31,1970 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) simulation system 
provides simulated data flows for support of testing 
and training activities of the DSN and DSN users. 
The system includes the DSN Simulation Center at 
JPL and the simulation conversion assemblies in the 
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The functional 
requirements to be met by the system in the 
1970-1971 era are summarized by means of diagrams 
of the functional interfaces between the DSN simula- 
tion system and each of the other DSN systems. 
T etermination From 
G. Pease, R. Bourke, S. McReynolds, K. Thuleen, J. Borras, and 
R. Mitchell 
Technical Report 32-1363, July 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Pease, G. 
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R. D. Bourke, S. R. McReynolds, and k L. Thuleen 
A Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 9, pp. 1063-1 066, 
September 1969 
For abstract, see Bourke, R. D. 
W. C. Tiedge and R. V. Phillips 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 170-174, May31,1969 
The JPL Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF) 
emergency power subsystem, currently being in- 
stalled, represents the first major improvement in 
the SFOF electrical system since its initial construc- 
tion. The new subsystem will have the following 
features: 
(1) A “glitch”-free power system for the data 
processing equipment and other areas required for 
mission support, with a backup on battery power for 
10 min or longer should power fail. 
(2) Enough space to allow for doubling of the stand- 
by power capability. 
(3) A building utilities supervisory system that will 
monitor all utility subsystems and give a warning 
whenever there is a problem. 
The subsystem design and the progress of installation 
activity are described in this article. 
U. 
U. Timor 
The Deep Space Nefwor&, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. I), pp. 14-17, November 30,1969 
A method for selecting the optimum data modulation 
index for uncoded as well as orthogonal coherent 
communications systems is presented. Given the total 
loop signal-to-noise ratio, the maximum possible data 
rate and the optimum modulation index that yield a 
required error probability can be obtained. The 
results are presented in the form of design curves. 
TO19 
TIAG, 
020 
onization Studies: 
Signal 
U. Timor 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 33-37, 
February 28,1970 
In certain communication systems such as ranging, 
an effective loss of signal occurs for a duration T, 
during which the phase errm 4 might skip cycles and 
cause an error in the measurement. The behavior of 
4 during such periods is investigated as a first-pas- 
sage-time problem; and the probability that 4 has not 
exceeded & b during (0,7‘), where b = T corre- 
sponds to the event that no cycle has been skipped, is 
obtained. Also, the expected time of a first passage of 
level f b and its variance are found. 
Spectrum Analysis of Scrambling Permutation 
U. Timor 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 81-89, 
February 28, 1970 
The spectrum of a sine wave passed through a 
running permutor is described. It is found that the 
output spectrum can be made quite flat with a 
reasonable implementation. 
An Analytical and Exper 
Transfer in a Simulated 
D. Ting 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Spoce Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 153-156, 
December 31,1969 
Forced convective heat transfer under Martian 
atmospheric conditions is described in this article. 
Experimental results obtained during low-density 
wind tunnel testing compared favorably with analyti- 
cal predictions. 
K. E. Todd and T. F. Groves 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. II, pp. 154-160, July31, 1969 
The maintenance support program manual describes 
tests to be conducted at each deep space station by 
on-site personnel to evaluate and maintain subsystem 
performance. The organization of the tests is based 
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on individual subsystems, since these are the normal (NzH4-N2H5N03), and  ni t rogen te t roxide 
areas of the cognizant operations engineer's (N204). Specimenlcapsules, currently in use, are des- 
responsibility. Each test document outlines the tests cribed and illustrated in this article. A breakdown of 
to be performed, intervals of performance, source of various classes of test-specimen materials and con- 
the procedures required to perform the tests, and figurations is included. 
samples of the data sheets for recording test results. 
A maintenance support computer program was writ- 
ten as an aid to the scheduling and auditing tasks 
associated with the Deep Space Instrumentation 0. F. Keller and L. R. Toth 
Facility sub-systems, as outlined in the maintenance 
support test documents. This article describes the 
functions of the computer program. The procedures 
in use at the Echo Deep Space Station (DSS 12) that 
have evolved with the software development are 
discussed. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 250-251, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Keller, 0. F. 
TQM, H. Y. 
T022 Increased Sensitivity to Creatinine With Ethanol 
H. Y. Tom, L. Taylor, and D. Alexander 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 1-4, 
October31, 1969 
This article demonstrates that, by using 70% (by 
volume) ethanol as the solvent for picric acid crystals, 
one may enhance the JafFe reaction as applied to the 
quantitative determination of creatinine by 
colorimetry. This improvement occurs as an increase 
in sensitivity under laboratory conditions. When the 
Jaffe reaction is used for creatine determination by 
its acidification to creatinine, the ethanol picric acid 
reagent also broadens the usable linear range. 
TffAVIS, C. 
PO26 A Comparison of Methods for Synthesis of 
Correlated Noise 
C. Travis 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 63-67, November 30,1969 
This article compares two methods of generating a 
stationary time series with a prescribed spectral den- 
sity function. Each method generates a sequence of 
numbers x k  that can be regarded as having been 
derived from continuous time series xjt) by sampling 
the values of the signal at spacing A t ;  i.e., X k  = 4 t h )  
= xjkAt) .  The two methods are completely different. 
It is found that one of the methods is almost always 
clearly superior to the other in both memory 
required and running time. 
023 Chebyshev Polynomial Expansion of TRUBERT; M. R. 
Functions of Orders 1 io 10 
E. W. Ng, C. J. Devine, and R. F. Tooper 
Technical Report 32-1 414 (Reprinted from Mathematics of 
Computation, Vol. 23, No. 107, pp. 639-644, July 1969) 
For abstract, see Ng, E. W. 
omain Solution forth 
m of Spacecraft With 
M. R. Trubert and J. A. Garba 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. Ill, pp. 159-1 63, 
December 3 1,1969 L. R. 
T 
L. R. Toth and 0. F. Keller 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 21 1-212, 
December 3 1,1969 
Material compatibility testing at llO"F, Phase 11, has 
been initiated using the earth-storable liquid propel- 
lants of hydrazine (NzH4), monomethylhydrazine 
(CH3NHNH2), hydrazine-hydrazine nitrate mix 
The method described in this article permits the 
determination of the stability of a spacecraft attitude- 
control subsystem in the cruise condition. The fre- 
quency domain is used to combine the elastic and 
mass properties of the appendages with a rigid bus 
and the attitude-control electrical circuit. The 
response in the time domain is obtained by inverse 
Fourier transformation. A complete program has 
been written for use on a time-share terminal. An 
example is included. 
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Shielding Analysis of Science 
ruments in Spacecraft Containing a 
rmoelectric Generator 
C. G. Miller and V. C. Truscello 
Technical Report 32-1427, May 1,1970 
For abstract, see Miller, C. G. 
etween Radiation Fields From 
and Scientific Experiments on Spacecraft 
C. G. Miller and V. C. Truscello 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 88-98, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Miller, C. G. 
TO30 Magnetic Resonance Studies of Lunar Samples 
S. L. Manatt, D. D. Elleman, R. W. Vaughan, S. 1. Chon, 
F.-D. Tsay, and W. T. Huntress, Jr. 
"Proceedings of Apollo 7 7 Lunar Science Conference, 
Houston, Texas, January 3-8,1970,'' Science, Vol. 167, 
No. 3918, pp. 709-71 1, Jonuary30,1970 
For abstract, see Manatt, S. L. 
~ U ~ K ~ ~ I C ~ ,  A. 1. 
TO31 Chemical Composition of the Lunar Surface in 
Tranquillitatis 
A. L. Turkevich (University of Chicago), E. J. Franzgrote, and 
J. H. Patterson (Argonne National Laboratory) 
Science, Vol. 165, No. 3890, pp. 277-279, July 18,1969 
More precise and comprehensive analytical results 
have been derived for lunar material at the Surveyor 
Vlanding site from alpha-scattering data. The surface 
composition is, in general, basaltic; however, the low 
sodium and high titanium contents are distinctly dif- 
ferent from the abundances in meteorites or com- 
mon terrestrial rocks. 
mica1 Composition of the unar Surface in Sinus 
E. J. Franzgrote, J. H. Patterson (Argonne National 
Laboratory), A. L. Turkevich (University of Chicago), 
T. E. Economou (University of Chicago), and 
K. P. Sowinski (University of Chicago) 
Science, Vol. 167, No. 3917, pp. 376-379, January 23, 1970 
For abstract, see Franzgrote, E. J. 
k Communications Processor 
J. A. Turner 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 130-138, May31, 1969 
The JPL cormunications processor consists of two 
UNIVAC 490A real-time central processors with 
peripheral equipment, a software system, and a large 
complement of communications interface equip- 
ment. As an assembly with the Ground Communica- 
tions Facility of the Deep Space Network, its primary 
function is to perform teletype message switching for 
traffic between the Deep Space Instrumentation 
Facility, the Ground Communications Facility, and 
the Space Flight Operations Facility, as well as the 
discrete terminals associated with these facilities. 
This article describes the general functional capa- 
bility of this processor. 
TO34 Operational Characteristics of the Mark II Data 
Processing System in the SFOF 
J. A. Turner 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. 11, pp. 135-152, J ~ l y 3 1 ,  1969 
The present configuration of the data processing sys- 
tem in the Deep Space Network (DSN) Space Flight 
Operations Facility (SFOF) is designated Mark 11. 
This article describing the Mark 11 configuration 
includes block diagrams and descriptions of the three 
subsystems that comprise the system: the input-out- 
put subsystem, the DSN-SFOF central computing 
complex, and the DSN-SFOF display data buffer 
subsystem. 
035 Centralized Control of a Multiple Computer System 
J. A. Turner 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 140-145, September 30, 1969 
The Deep Space Network includes a large number of 
high-speed digital computers used for processing 
metric and telemetry data from interplanetary space- 
craft. Although the computer facilities and their com- 
ponents perform certain individual functions, they 
are generally required to operate as an integrated on- 
line data processing network. The integrity and 
efficiency of such a network requires an extremely 
detailed long-range plan of operation. The function 
of the computers integrated into this network and 
the control under which they operate are the subject 
of this article. 
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3. Shelf and Cycle 
R. S. Bogner and A. A. Uchiyama 
Technical Memorandum 33-41 8, July 1,1969 
For abstract, see Bogner, R. S. 
ngineering Report 
A. J. Moses (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
W. M. Hetherington (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
D. Weinberger (Hughes Aircraft Co.), A. A. Uchiyama, 
R. S. Bogner, and W. L. Long 
Technical Memorandum 33-432, February 15,1970 
For abstract, see Moses, A. J. 
003 Development of Saturethane Propellants 
C. L. Robillard, D. E. Udlock, and W. L. Dowler 
Technical Report 32-1 406, November 3,1969 (Confidential) 
For abstract, see Robillard, C. L. 
ULRICH, G. E. 
maging and Sampling Requirements for an 
Automated Lunar Roving Vehicle 
R. G. Brereton, G. E. Ulrich, and D. H. Dahlem 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 1-3, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Brereton, R. G. 
T. W. J. Unti 
Supporfing Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 26-27, 
October 3 1, 1969 
Solar wind fluctuations having characteristic times of 
about 10 min to 1 h seem to be mostly AlfvCn waves 
of tangential discontinuities. Subtracting the effects 
of Alhen waves has failed to reveal the presence of 
magnetosonic waves. A simple statistical approach 
may show which data segments are most likely to 
exhibit compressional waves, if they exist. Running 
averages over these segments will be examined in an 
attempt to find very-low-frequency magnetosonic 
waves. 
agnetic Field Line Configuration 
G. Atkinson and T. Unti 
supporting Research and Advanced Developmen f ,  
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 27-28, 
October 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Atkinson, G. 
07 imensional Chapman- 
eutral Sheet. 2. The interior Field 
G. Atkinson and T. Unti 
1. Geophys. Res., Space Physics, Vol. 74, No. 14, 
pp.3713-3716, July 1,1969 
For abstract, see Atkinson, G. 
008 Two-Dimensional Chapman-Ferraro Problem 
Neutral Sheet. 3. implied 
Their Time Dependence 
G. Atkinson and T. Unti 
1. Geophys. Res., Space Physics, Vol. 74, No. 26, 
pp. 6275-6280, December 1,1969 
For abstract, see Atkinson, G. 
agnetospheric Flows and 
~ 0 0 9  Alfv6n Waves in the Solar Win 
T. W. J. Unti and M. Neugebauer 
Phys. Fhids, Vol. 11, No. 3, pp. 563-568, March 1968 
Mariner II plasma and magnetic-field data are 
examined for explicit examples of low-frequency 
hydromagnetic waves. From the magnetic-field data, 
several sinusoidal waveforms are isolated. One of 
these clearly satisfies the hydromagnetic equations 
relating the magnetic-field variation to the ion-veloc- 
ity perturbation for an AlfvCn wave. This result is 
consistent with Barnes’ theoretical prediction that 
only the AlfvCn mode is not strongly damped in a 
plasma of moderate or high p. 
I-Purpose Computer 
lems of Linear Struc 
ocumentation of the Program 
S. Utku 
Technical Report 32-1240, Vol. II, September 15, 1969 
A general-purpose digital computer program (ELAS) 
for the in-core solution of linear equilibrium prob- 
lems of structural mechanics is described in Volume I 
of this report, and is documented in Volume 11. The 
program requires minimum input for the description 
of the problem. The solution is obtained by means of 
the displacement method and the finite element 
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technique. Almost any geometry and structure may 
be handled because of the availability of lineal, tri- 
angular, quadrilateral, tetrahedral, hexahedral, coni- 
cal, triangular torus, and quadrilateral torus 
elements. The assumption of piecewise linear deflec- 
tion distribution insures monotonic convergence of 
the deflections from the stiffer side with decreasing 
mesh size. The stresses are provided by the best-fit 
strain tensors in the least-squares sense at the mesh 
points where the deflections are given. The selection 
of local coordinate systems whenever necessary is 
automatic. The core memory is used efficiently by 
means of dynamic memory allocation, an optional 
mesh-point relabelling scheme, imposition of the 
boundary conditions during the assembly time, and 
the straight-line storage of the rows of the stiffness 
matrix within variable bandwidth and the main 
diagonal. The number of unsuppressed degrees of 
freedom that can be handled in a given problem is 
500 to 600 for a typical structure, but might far 
exceed these average values for special types of prob- 
lems; the execution time of such problems is about 
four minutes in 32K IBM 7094 Model I machines. 
The program is written in Fortran 11. 
ELAS-A General-Purpose Computer Program for the 
Equilibrium Problems of Linear Structures: 
Documentation of the Program 
S. Utku 
Technical Report 32-1 240, Vol. II, Addendum, 
October 15, 1969 
A generd-purpose digital computer program (ELAS) 
for the in-core solution of linear equilibrium prob- 
lems of structural mechanics is described in Volume I 
of this report, and is documented in Volume 11. The 
program requires minimum input for the description 
of the problem. The solution is obtained by means of 
the displacement method and the finite element 
technique. Almost any geometry and structure may 
be handled because of the availability of lineal, 
triangular, quadrilateral, tetrahedral, hexahedral, 
conical, triangular torus, and quadrilateral torus 
elements. The assumption of piecewise linear deflec- 
tion distribution insures monotonic convergence of 
the deflections from the stiffer side with decreasing 
mesh size. The stresses are provided by the best-fit 
strain tensors in the least-squares sense at the mesh 
points where the deflections are given. The selection 
of local coordinate systems whenever necessary is 
automatic. The core memory is used efficiently by 
means of dynamic memory allocation, an optional 
mesh-point relabelling scheme, imposition of the 
boundary conditions during the assembly time, and 
the straight-line storage of the rows of the stiffness 
matrix within variable bandwidth and the main diag- 
onal. The number of unsuppressed degrees of free- 
012 
dom that can be handled in a given problem is 500 to 
600 for a typical structure, but might far exceed these 
average values for special types of problems; the 
execution time of such problems is about four 
minutes in 32K IBM 7094 Model I machines. The 
program is written in Fortran 11. 
n Small Vibrations and Perturbations 
ndergoing Arbitrary 
S. Utku 
Technical Report 32-1 477, June 15, 1970 
The increase in the pointing accuracy requirements 
of space vehicles has made it mandatory to take into 
account the structural flexibilities in the transfer 
function relating control torques to attitude angles. 
This report provides a finite-element formulation of 
the governing equations of the perturbations and 
small vibrations of flexible structures undergoing 
arbitrary translations or rotational motion or both. 
The structure may or may not contain dampers or 
rotating parts on flexible or rigid mounts. Having 
obtained the linearized governing equations, the 
transfer function relating control torques to attitude 
angles may be obtained by an approximate but 
practical method described herein. 
WALENCIA, C. 
woo1 Tri-Cone Multiple Cassegrain Feed System 
[ November-December 19691 
I<. Bartos, R. Zanteson, C. Valencia, P. Lipsius, and M. Katow 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
VoLII, pp. 108-113, January31, 1970 
For abstract, see Bartos, K. 
VAM BUREN, R. 
Automated Status Reporting for Publications at the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
R. Van Buren 
Technical Memorandum 33-430, November 15,1969 
An automated system has been originated at Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory to obtain and evaluate pro- 
gress and status information relating to the produc- 
tion of formal publications. A brief description of 
these publications, together with an outline of the 
processes involved in editing, composing, and print- 
ing them, is given as a background for a discussion of 
the system itself. 
The automated status reporting system produces on a 
weekly basis a series of computer printouts consisting 
of lists of active and completed jobs and various 
statistical and computational recaps. Examples of 
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such printouts are shown, and the computer input 
requirements and methods are described. Unique or 
interesting aspects of the computer program are 
cited, as well as some of the built-in constraints and 
disadvantages, and the possibility of program expan- 
sion is considered. Finally, the use of the program as 
a management tool is discussed and evaluated. 
003 
V004 
5 
aas-van Alphen Effect in Indium 
R. W. Vaughan and D. D. Elleman 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 20-22, 
December 31,1969 
De Haas-van Alphen results on the second-zone hole 
surface of indium are reported in this article. The use 
of numerical Fourier transform techniques has 
allowed the characterization of a non-linear inter- 
action between different de Haas-van Alphen oscil- 
lations that produces combinational frequencies and 
modifies the amplitudes of the fundamental 
oscillations. 
The de Haas-van Alphen Effect in White Tin 
R. W. Vaughan, D. D. Elleman, and D. G. McDonald 
J. Phys. Chem. Solids, Vol. 31, No. 1, pp. 117-124, 
January 1970 
A low-frequency field modulation differential mag- 
netometer has been adapted to allow numerical 
Fourier analysis of data taken in de Haas-van Alphen 
(DHVA) effect studies. The technique is used to 
determine the effect mass of those sections of the 
Fermi surface in white metallic tin contributing to 
the DHVA with the magnetic field parallel to the 
(100) and (001) crystallographic axes. In addition, 
observations of anomalous, intense oscillations whose 
frequencies are high-order (> 6) linear combinations 
of the frequencies of the fundamental DHVA oscil- 
lations are discussed. 
agnetic Resonance Studies of Lunar Samples 
S. L. Manatt, D. D. Elleman, R. W. Vaughan, S. 1. Chon, 
F.-D. Tsay, and W. T. Huntress, Jr. 
“Proceedings of Apollo 7 7 Lunar Science Conference, 
Houston, Texas, January 3-8, 1970,“ Science, Vol. 167, 
No. 391 8, pp. 709-71 1, January 30,1970 
For abstract, see Manatt, S. L. 
. J. 
Performance Analysis for 
A. J. Viterbi (University of California) 
Supporthg Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 50-55, 
August 3 1,1969 
In 1967, the author proposed a new nonsequential 
decoding algorithm for convolutional codes. Sub- 
sequently, Forney showed this algorithm to corres- 
pond to maximum-likelihood decisions and thus to be 
optimal for equiprobable messages. Although the com- 
putational complexity of the algorithm is propor- 
tional to KZK, where Kis the constraint length, Heller 
has shown that with small (and consequently prac- 
tical) values of K, significant improvements can be 
achieved over much longer block codes. Omura also 
considered the algorithm in a state-space context and 
showed that it corresponds to a dynamic pro- 
gramming solution of the corresponding control 
problem. This article presents a new description of 
this algorithm (largely motivated by this previous 
work) in terms of a linear finite-state machine 
representation of the encoder and its corresponding 
state diagram. 
VQLIYQFE J. J. 
WOO7 Image Recording Systems for the Electron 
Microscope 
J. J. Volkoff 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Progrmas Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 18-22, 
August 3 1,1969 
The image in an electron microscope can be 
recorded electro-optically or photographically. In the 
selection of a recording system, its performance in 
the image domain must be determined. Resolution, 
noise, gray-scale reproduction, and dynamic range 
are some of the parameters that define the recording 
capabilities of a system. Where resolvability of an 
image is critical, a comparative analysis of recording 
systems may best be made with modulation transfer 
functions, which must include the effect of object 
contrast. The objective of the analysis presented in 
this article was to determine the degree to which a 
recording system can resolve the object, magnified on 
the electron microscope screen and to estimate the 
quality of the reproduced image. 
J. J. Volkoff 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 493-494, April 1969 
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An approach sometimes used to estimate require- 
ments for protection against meteoroid impact 
damage to spacecraft components is to use actual 
penetration rate data obtained from satellite experi- 
ments. However, the data may not be directly 
applicable for all planetary and interplanetary 
missions, and assumptions concerning the meteoroid 
environment must be made. To estimate the pro- 
tection requirements, the assumed meteoroid 
environment is incorporated into a meteoroid 
penetration model that describes the probable dam- 
age caused by a meteoroid impact with the space- 
craft component. HLQUI§T, fl. D. 
other properties of the polymeric membranes such as 
density, melting point, crystallinity, molecular 
weight, molecular weight distribution, solubility, and 
unsaturation are determined when necessary. The 
tests are usually performed both before and after 
sterilization to study the effect of heat sterilization on 
the membranes. Most of the data have been obtained 
for a modified polyethylene membrane, which has 
been shown to perform well in a heat-sterilizable 
silver-oxide-zinc cell. 
This article presents a recommendation on how to 
use one particular parameter of the meteoroid 
environment, namely, the mass density of meteoric 
particles, when estimating the  protection 
requirements. The objective is to show that the pro- 
tection requirements must be evaluated using the 
particle mass-density distribution, rather than a mean 
mass density for the particles. An eHective mass den- 
sity is evaluated from the mass-density distribution of 
the particles. This is done by equating the protection 
requirement for a target exposed to a flux of particles 
having a given mass-density distribution to that for 
the target exposed to the same flux comprised of 
particles of identical mass density. A penetration 
model is selected for this evaluation. 
von flARTMAMM, W. 
WOO9 Heat-Sterilizable Battery Development 
[August-September 19691 
R. Lutwack and W. von Hartmann 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 101-102, 
October 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Lutwack, R. 
h Tests in the Development 
ery Separators 
W. von Hartmann 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 84-88, 
December 3 1,1969 
A program for the application of bench tests in the 
evaluation of potential heat-sterilizable separator 
materials is being used during the development of a 
heat-sterilizable spacecraft battery. The bench tests 
used are resistivity, tensile strength, infrared spectra, 
dimensional change, and silver oxide diffusion 
measurements, as well as in-cell testing. In addition, 
WOO1 integral Theorems in Dyadic Notation 
H. D. Wahlquist 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 22-26, 
December 3 1,1969 
The integral theorems of Stokes and Gauss are 
derived for arbitrary reference frames in the dyadic 
formalism of general relativity. These theorems per- 
mit integral formulations of some dyadic field equa- 
tions that can be used to investigate the physical 
singularities of relativistic gravitational fields. 
WOO2 Gage Transformation of the Second Post-Newtonian 
Equations of Hydrodynamics in General Relativity 
F. B. Estabrook, B. K. Harrison, and H .  D. Wahlquist 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 13-15, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Estabrook, F. B. 
WALLACE K. B. 
003 Improved RF Calibration Techniques: GTS 
[Goldstone Tracking Station] Noise Source 
Calibrations 
C. T. Stelzried, K. 6. Wallace, and P. D. Batelaan 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57,. 
Vol. II, pp. 100-101, May31, 1969 
For abstract, see Stelzried, C. T. 
roved RF Calibration Techniques: 
instrumentation at DSSs 14 and 14 
K. B. Wallace 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 43-45, November 30, 1969 
Gas-tube noise sources have been replaced by solid- 
state noise diodes at the Venus Deep Space Station 
(DSS 13) and the Mars Deep Space Station (DSS 14). 
The new devices have several advantages compared 
to gas tubes: compactness, less power required for 
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operation, greater noise output by a factor of 20, and 
modulation capability A brief description of the 
instrumentation is given, and some representative 
noise-temperature values are listed. 
LLAGE, R. A. 
005 Trajectory Considerations for an Earth to Jupiter to 
Saturn to Pluto Mission 
R. A. Wallace 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 249-256, 
October 3 1, 1969 
This article presents the results of a study, using conic 
trajectory data, to investigate the trajectory char- 
acteristics of an Earth-Jupiter-Saturn-Pluto mission. 
To provide an overall view of the important tra- 
jectory design factors, design charts were con- 
structed. Launch energy, flyby altitude, launch 
declination, and solar conjunction limits were con- 
sidered. Using these charts, two particular missions 
were chosen for more detailed study. Encounter tra- 
jectories are discussed and graphically presented. 
WALM§LEY, D. E 
WOO6 lnvestigations on Sterilizable Battery Separators 
[August-September 19691 
E. F. Cuddihy, D. E. Walmsley, and J. Moacanin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 200-204, 
October 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see Cuddihy, E. F. 
WOO7 Investigation of Sterilizable Battery Separator 
Membranes 
E. F. Cuddihy, D. E. Walmsley, and J. Moacanin 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 213-216, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Cuddihy, E. F. 
8 Lateral \librations of a otating Shaft in a Viscous 
Fluid 
C.-Y. Wang 
Trans. ASME Ser. 1 J. Appl Mech., Vol. 36, No. 4, 
pp. 682-686, December 1969 
A rigid rotating cylindrical shaft is vibrating along a 
diameter in a viscous fluid. Two different cases are 
investigated through the method of inner and outer 
expansions. The case of small amplitude vibrations is 
characterized by the diffusion of vorticity. The cou- 
pling of rotation with vibration introduces a normal 
force, of both inviscid and viscous origins, perpen- 
dicular to the direction of oscillation. As rotation 
increases, the induced steady streaming becomes 
more skewed and weaker. The case of fast rotation is 
characterized by the transport of vorticity. Rotation 
affects both the drag and normal force. The steady 
torque is increased due to the induction of a steady 
secondary rotary flow. 
NG, J. P. 
WOO9 Capsule System Advanced ewelopment Sterilization 
Program 
A. R. Hoffman, J. T. Wang, and M. R. Christensen 
Technical Report 32-1 320, October 15,1969 
For abstract, see Hoffman, A. R. 
WARDLE, M. 0. 
W O l O  Effect of Environment on Biological Burden During 
D. M.Taylor, G. H. Redmann, A. R. Hoffman,and 
M. D. Wardle 
Devel. lnd. Microbiol, Vol. 1 1, pp. 225-240, 1970 
For abstract, see Taylor, D. M. 
Spacecraft Assembly 
WEBER, C. L. 
WO11 Coding and Synchronization Studies: Second-Order 
Phase-Locked Loops in Cascade 
C. L. Weber (University of Southern California) 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 84-89, 
April 30,1969 
There are many practical situations where phase- 
locked loops are employed in cascade. For example, 
very precise two-way doppler and phase measure- 
ments in space communication systems are needed to 
provide information concerning the relative range 
and range-rate of the vehicle. Such tracking data can 
be obtained by employing phase-locked loops in 
cascade. A method is presented that models the four- 
dimensional steady-state probability density function 
of the phase error and its first time derivative for two 
cascaded loops. This method accurately takes into 
account the effect of the first loop on the perform- 
ance of the second. 
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d Synchronization Research: On 
ate in Coherent Systems 
C. L. Weber (University of Southern California) and W. J. Hurd 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 42-50, 
August 3 1,1969 
In digital communication systems, there is often a 
need to maintain both: (1) continuous doppler fre- 
quency information for range-rate estimation, and (2) 
a level of error rate below a specified value. The 
allocation of the total available transmitted power to 
the various information-bearing subcarrier signals 
then needs to be carried out, based on knowledge of 
the effect of this choice on doppler tracking capabil- 
ity as well as on error rates. 
This article presents a new analysis of doppler mea- 
surement performance for a general class of coherent 
digital communication systems. Quantitative trade- 
offs are given between bit error probability and 
doppler tracking performance as a function of power 
allocation. The type of coherent digital system con- 
sidered transmits the data signals by phase mod- 
ulating the RF carrier with biphase-modulated sine- 
wave data subcarriers. The frequencies of the several 
subcarriers are assumed to have been judiciously 
chosen so that the spectra of the modulated data are 
non-overlapping. 
W 0 1 3  Coding and Synchronization Studies: The Globally 
Optimal Mary Noncoherent Digital Communication 
System 
C. L. Weber (University of Southern California) 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 57-58, 
August 31,1969 
Recently, it was shown that, with no dimensionality 
constraint, the noncoherent orthogonal signal struc- 
ture locally minimizes the probability of error for all 
signal-to-noise ratios. It was also conjectured that the 
orthogonal signal set was the globally optimum solu- 
tion to the problem. It is shown in this article that the 
orthogonal signal structure is the globally optimum 
signal set for large signal-to-noise ratios when there is 
no dimensionality constraint. The result thereby sup- 
ports the above conjecture. 
Synchroni2ation Studi Choice 
ies for Squa~ewawe Su 
C. L. Weber (University of Southern California) 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 39-42, 
February 28, 1970 
When coherent digital systems employ multiple 
squarewave subcarriers, such as in a multiple-access 
satellite, the relative choice of squarewave funda- 
mental frequencies should be made to minimize 
several quantities: (1) the distortion power, (2) the 
power in the data-bearing subcarriers that is spread 
into the region of the carrier tracking loop, and 
(3) the power from each subcarrier that is in the 
frequency band of the other subcarriers. It is shown 
here that all three of these interfering or 
unrecoverable powers can be simultaneously 
minimized or eliminated for the case of two square- 
wave subcarriers by choosing the second subcarrier 
frequency to be an even multiple of the first sub- 
carrier frequency. 
WEBER, J. M. 
WO 15 Correlation of Mineral Luminescent Phenomena and 
Its Selenological implications 
R. T. Greer and J. N. Weber (Pennsylvania State University) 
kurus: lnt. J. Sol. Sys., Vol. 11, No. 1, pp. 55-65, July 1969 
For abstract, see Greer, R. T. 
WEBER, R. L. 
WO 16 DSS 4216 1 Reconfigurations 
T. L. Burns and R. L. Weber 
The Deep Space ffetwork, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. I I ,  p. 174, May 31, 1969 
For abstract, see Burns, T. L. 
ocumentation Requirements for 
Approval of an Aerospace Nuclear System 
W. B. Weber 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, p. 148, 
February 28, 1970 
Before any nuclear system can be used in space, a 
launch approval recommendation must be obtained 
from a Safety Evaluation Panel. The Atomic Energy 
Commission has developed a standardized approach 
to the documentation necessary to support a request 
for launch approval. This approach is described here. 
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D. CH, 6. R. 
ngineering Report 
A. J. Moses (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
W. M. Hetherington (Hughes Aircraft Co.), 
D. Weinberger (Hughes Aircraft Co.), A. A. Uchiyama, 
R. S. Bogner, and W. L. Long 
Technical Memorandum 33-432, February 15,1970 
For abstract, see Moses, A. J. 
021 A Class of Sequence Permutations 
L. R. Welch (University of Southern California) 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 78-81, 
February 28,1970 
This article describes a device that produces a 
running permutation of the integers from 1 to n, with 
the restriction that every integer occur in every 
consecutive 2n- 1 position. Each delay from 1 to n is 
equally likely. 
LER, R. E. 
odes of a Simple Rotating Structure 
E. 0. Weiner 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 184-187, 
February 28,1970 
Deformation modes and natural frequencies are 
obtained for a simple rotating flexible structure with 
lumped masses. The structure is constrained in a 
manner appropriate to hybrid coordinate analysis. 
The relative motion equations that are used allow for 
centrifugal and Coriolis effects. The stiffness matrix 
used to relate force and displacement differentials is 
obtained from beam-column theory. A brief 
description of the matrix algebra involved with the 
solution of the equations of motion is included. 
lock I W  DSlF Receiver/Exciter Subsystem 
Packaging Development 
R. E. Weller and M. R. Wick 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 90-93, September 30, 1969 
A Block IV receiver/exciter development effort has 
been initiated to provide a subsystem capable of 
Mark I11 performance for tracking probes during and 
after 1973. As part of this development, a re- 
evaluation of the existing packaging used in the Block 
IIIC subsystem was undertaken. New packaging 
techniques are being considered, with a view toward 
optimization of several factors related to the pro- 
duction of R F  subassemblies, higher circuit density, 
and better access for replacement. The R F  sub- 
assembly described in this article incorporates these 
improvements where possible. 
RT, J. 
L§, W. H. 
nvironment Testing of 
ed Silicon Solar Cells 
J. M. Weingart 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 142-1 45, 
February 28, 1970 
This article presents a program to evaluate the per- 
formance of lithium-diffused solar cells in a simulated 
space radiation environment. Selected state-of-the- 
art lithium cells will be exposed to such an environ- 
ment for 6 mo. Strontium-90 sources will supply 
spectral radiation similar to near-space electron 
radiation. Loaded cells will be illuminated during the 
test in an organic vapor-free vacuum. The cells will 
be stabilized in groups at discrete temperatures of 
-50 to 80°C. Periodic measurements of the 
current-voltage characteristics will be made to deter- 
mine the effects of a realistic space environment on 
the lithium-diffused cells. 
w023 A Study of Weather- 
Space Applications 
P. D. Potter, M. S. Shumate, C. T. Stelzried, and W. H. Wells 
Technical Report 32-1392, October 15, 1969 
For abstract, see Potter, P. D. 
graphy of Thin Sections Of 
J. Wenograd (University of Hartford, Conn.) 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 176-177, 
April 30, 1969 
Failure of solid-propellant grains during thermal 
cycling is defined by the appearance of large, widely 
distributed voids within the body of the propellant 
mass, as revealed by X-ray inspection. In general, 
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these voids appear in the interior of the grains w-d 
are usually not found within 1A in. of an exposed 
surface. Such voids are observed after the propellant 
cycles. When voids are first noted, the propellant still 
retains its mechanical and ballistic integrity. How- 
ever, further cycling causes a decline in these proper- 
ties, and eventually the propellant becomes useless. 
has been subjected to a number of sterilization uter Planets During 
the Period 1970-1985 
R. L. Newburn, Jr., C. B. Farmer, S. Gulkis, 
R. J. Mackin, Jr., and A. 9. Whitehead 
Technical Report 32-1456, March 15,1970 
The exact nature of these voids and the mechanism 
by which they are initiated and grow is not well 
understood. The study reported in this article was 
undertaken to learn more about this mechanism. Pro- 
pellant sections were observed microscopically as 
they were heated at temperatures near and slightly 
above the temperatures used in propellant studies. 
Integral samples and samples with small voids were 
used, and the initiation of voids and their growth was 
observed. 
W025 Differential Scanning Calorimetry of Ammonium 
Perchlorate Samples 
J. Wenograd [University of Hartford, Conn.) 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 177-178, 
April 30, 1969 
The identity and treatment of ammonium perchlor- 
ate oxidizers have been demonstrated to be impor- 
tant factors governing the ability of propellant sam- 
ples to undergo sterilization cycles at 135°C. Differ- 
ent lots obtained from the same manufacturer and 
manufactured by ostensibly the same process have 
been found to be quite variable in their effect on pro- 
pellant stability. The study reported in this article 
was undertaken in an attempt to isolate the factors 
that contribute to this variability, 
0 2 6  High-Speed Streak and Framing Camera Techniques 
for Electro-Explosive Device Performance Evaluation 
0. K. Heiney, 6. Johnson, and J. West 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 183-187, 
October 31,1969 
For abstract, see Heiney, 0. K. 
Ed. H. Horowitz, A. J. Bauman, R. E. Cameron, P. J. Geiger, 
J. S. Hubbard, G. P. Shulman, P. G. Simmonds, and 
K. Westberg 
Science, Vol. 164, No. 3883, pp. 1054-1 056, May 30,1969 
For abstract, see Horowitz, N. H. 
For abstract, see Newburn, R. L., Jr. 
ff. 
WQ29 Solar Power System Definition Studies 
[April-May 19691 
H. Wick 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 81-87, 
June 30,1969 
The power requirements of a spacecraft may change 
as subsystem designs and mission objectives change. 
It is not practical to postpone the beginning of power 
subsystem design until all other spacecraft subsys- 
tems are fixed with respect to power demand and the 
final mission objectives are established. Thus, it 
becomes necessary to iterate spacecraft electrical 
power requirements frequently to expedite the 
design and sizing of the power subsystem. A power 
profile computer program that has been developed 
to aid in the analysis of power requirements for the 
Mariner Mars 1971 spacecraft is described in this 
article. 
W030 Quad Redundant Shunt Regulator for 
Subsystem 
D. Hopper and H. Wick 
Supporting Research and Advanced De velopmenc 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 69-71, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Hopper, D. 
R. E. Weller and M. R. Wick 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. 11, pp. 90-93, September 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Weller, R. E. 
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rogress at the Goldstone DSCC 
B. Sweetser and C. Wiggins 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 164-1 65, September 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Sweetser, B. 
aseline Interferometry and Its Sensitivity 
to Geophysical and Astronomical Effects 
J. G. Williams 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-62, 
Vol. II, pp. 49-55, March 31, 1970 
The technique of very long baseline interferometry is 
outlined in this article. The basic equations are 
developed for two data types: time delay and fringe 
rate. The partial derivatives of these two data types 
ission Command System are developed with respect to station positions, 
source position, UT1, polar motion, and two constants 
of precession and nutation. 
CflER, J. fl. 
J. H. Wilcher, S. Friesema, J. Woo, and R. B. Crow 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II, pp. 1 19-1 39, September 30, 1969 
A Deep Space Network command system will be 
implemented that can handle all the requirements 
and characteristics of individual missions. The Deep 
Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF) portion of the 
system will have the following handling capabilities: 
(1) Subcarrier frequency-shift-keyed or phase-shift- 
keyed modulation, with subcarrier frequencies from 
100 Hz to 1 MHz, sine wave or square wave. 
(2) Bit r a t e t i e m  1 bitlmin to 20 bitsls (expandable 
to 1 kbitls), asynchronous or synchronous with the 
subcarrier. 
WILL IA MSQN, R. E. 
W036 Support Equipment for a Strapdown Navigator 
R. E. Williamson 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 114-1 16, 
August 3 1,1969 
Work is under way to provide a test van, data acquisi- 
tion equipment, prime power, test support, and 
system engineering for a strapdown electrostatic 
gyro aerospace navigator (SEAN) system. The pro- 
gress of the effort thus far is described in this article. 
(3) Command word format with word lengths from 1 
to 1008 bits. 
In addition, the necessary data handling and 
monitoring functions will be provided. The design of 
the DSIF system and the assemblies that comprise 
this system is described in this article. 
WILLIARD, J. W. 
WQ37 Performance of a Ceramic-Lined 6-in.-Diam Arc 
Driver 
J. W. Williard 
AIAA J., Vol. 7, No. 2, pp. 339-341, February 1969 
ings Under a Uniformly 
H. E. Williams 
Technical Report 32-1421, January 15,1970 
An analysis of the stability of circular rings under a 
uniformly distributed radial load is presented. It was 
found that, in general, the critical mode shapes are a 
combination of in-plane and out-of-plane displace- 
ments and that they occur at loads considerably be- 
low the classical (in-plane) critical load. The role of 
workless constraints was also studied. The analysis 
shows that workless constraints lead to an increase in 
the critical load. 
To increase shock speed and test time and to elimin- 
ate driver gas contamination, a 6-in. ID shock-tube 
driver with an alumina-ceramic liner has been con- 
structed. Initial operation of the driver indicates a 
considerable improvement over such synthetic-lined 
drivers as the 1.4-in. ID Teflon-lined driver pre- 
viously used. Several anode configurations were used 
to reduce deposits in the driver and the driven tube. 
A ceramic-faced backplate and tungsten-alloy anode 
resulted in the cleanest driver operation. One of the 
most desirable characteristics of the driver is the 
decrease in shock-speed attenuation observed. Shock 
attenuation is evident only at lower shock speeds, 
around 25,000 ftlsec. At higher shock speeds (up to 
40,000 ftlsec), shock speed is fairly constant and, with 
a longer driven tube, should provide for even more 
test time than is being recorded at the present 
length-to-diameter ratio of 66. 
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(Almanac Office, U.S. Naval Observatory) has pro- 
vided a set of adjustments to the constants of the 
Brown Lunar Theory. This article presents a quali- 
tative evaluation of the Van Flandern adjustments in 
terms of the JPL post-lunar-touchdown Surveyor 
two-way doppler algorithm and shows that these 
adjustments in the lunar ephemeris improve the fit 
to the Surveyor tracking data. 
Solar Simulation 
ntensity Light 
T. 1. Harris (Optical Research Associates) and M. N. Wilson 
Technical Report 32-1 450 (Reprint of Paper 69-997 presented 
at AIAA/ASTM/IES 4th Space Simulation Conference, Los 
Angeles, California, September 8-1 0,1969) 
For abstract, see Harris, T. I. 
p: R. N. 
039 Charged-Particle Calibrations From 
Range Versus Integrated Doppler-Preliminary 
Results From MarinerMars 1969 
P. F. MacDoran and R. N. Wimberly 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
Vol. 11, pp. 73-77, July 3 1, 1969 
For abstract, see MacDoran, P. F. 
WINKELSTEIN, R. 
W04Q Digital Devices Development: Screening Test Method 
for Low-Noise Voltage-Controlled Oscillators 
R. Winkelstein 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 17-1 9, November 30, 1969 
A feedback loop method was developed for testing 
the frequency noise of high stability voltage-con- 
trolled oscillators (VCOs). The VCO output is 
lowered in frequency by mixing with a synthesizer 
output. The difference frequency is measured by a 
frequency meter whose output closes the loop 
through an integrator that controls the VCO. Analy- 
sis shows that the loop is stable and acts as a bandpass 
fiiter for frequency deviations in the frequency range 
of 0.3 to 10 Hz. The test system was used to screen 
out VCOs with excessive frequency deviations and is 
recommended for use by manufacturers supplying 
VCOs to Deep Space Instrumentation Facility 
specifications. 
W042 Use of Lunar Transponders to Qbtain 
Lunar Physical Libration Analysis 
F. B. Winn and G. Dvornychenko 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. 11, pp. 1 12-1 16, November 30, 1969 
Landed-Surveyor tracking data will be extremely 
useful in obtaining accurate deep space station (DSS) 
location solutions, providing certain problems can be 
solved. One of the corrupting influences associated 
with the data that prevents the determination of 
absolute DSS longitude is the physical libration of the 
lunar figure. This article, the second of a series on 
lunar physical librations, shows that: (1) the omission 
of some of the libration terms from the single- 
precision orbit determination program (SPODP) 
libration model does induce detectable range-rate 
errors in the Surveyor I topocentric doppler calcula- 
tions, (2) all libration terms of this study should be 
incorporated into the double-precision orbit deter- 
mination program libration model, and (3) the pre- 
ponderance of the SPODP libration modeling error 
does not stem from libration series truncation errors. 
WQLE E 
WQ43 Simulation of Venus Atmospheric Entry by Earth 
entry 
J. M. Spiegel, F. Wolf, and D. W. Zeh 
1. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 9, pp. 1030-1 037, 
September 1969 
For abstract, see Spiegel, J. M. 
E 
F€J J. E 
landern’s Adjustments to the Constants 
of the Brown Lunar Theory: Surveyor 
Analysis 4 Gelation Studies 
F. B. Winn 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. II, pp. 53-57, May 3 1,1969 
Analysis of lunar meridian circle observations and 
lunar-grazing occultations by Thomas Van Flandern 
H. E. Marsh, Jr., and J. F. Wolfe 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 200-202, 
December 31,1969 
For abstract, see Marsh, H. E., Jr. 
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J. R. Womack 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 217-219, 
August 3 1,1969 
The goal of the solar-electric propulsion system tech- 
nology (SEPST) program is to develop and demon- 
strate the operation of a complete breadboard thrust 
subsystem applicable to future interplanetary space- 
craft. Tests were previously conducted to verlfy the 
compatibility of the bladder material (Neoprene) 
with the propellant (mercury) and pressurizer (Freon 
113). On the basis of these and other tests, the blad- 
del and tank design were considered satisfactory. 
However, tearing failures that occurred in subse- 
quent evaluation of the bladders indicated that the 
Neoprene was not sufficiently strong. Consequently, 
a higher-strength Neoprene was specified, and addi- 
tional tests were scheduled to qualitatively evaluate 
its strength characteristics. This article describes the 
results of these tests and discusses the development 
status of the SEPST propellant tank design. 
en A~imuth- levat ti on and 
Antenna Pointing Coordin 
eans of a Stereographic 
C. Wollam 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. I I ,  pp. 149-1 54, September 30, 1969 
Stereographic  char ts  depict ing an hour- 
angle-declination grid superimposed on an 
azimuth-elevation grid exist for all 85-ft antennas of 
the Deep Space Network. The charts include plots of 
antenna travel prelimits, mechanical limits, and a 
horizon mask describing field-of-view limits due to 
the surrounding terrain. They provide a quick and 
graphic means for surveying the field-of-view of an 
antenna, for performing first-order-of-accuracy trans- 
formations between the respective coordinate 
systems, and for plotting trajectories. This article 
describes the preparation of a similar stereographic 
chart for the 210-ft antenna at the Mars Deep Space 
Station. 
LENHAUPT, W. R. WQN6, S. K. 
W ~ 4 6  Lunar Gravity Over Large Craters From Apoh 12 W050 Use of Doppler Data to Monitor Spacecraft 
Tracking Data Maneuvers 
P. Gottlieb, P. M. Muller, W. L. Sjogren, and 
W. R. Wollenhaupt 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. 11, pp. 40-43, January 31, 1970 
For abstract, see Gottlieb, P. 
R. T. Mitchell, G. W. Reynolds, and S. K. Wong 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-57, 
Vol. I I ,  pp57-62, May 31,1969 
For abstract, see Mitchell, R. T. 
0, J. 
W051 DSlF Multiple- ission Command System 
ver Large Craters From Apdo 12 
J. H. Wilcher, S. Friesema, J. Woo, and R. B. Crow 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-59, 
Vol. II ,  pp. 119-139, September 30, 1969 
P. Gottlieb, P. M. Muller, W. L. Sjogren, and 
W. R. Wollenhaupt (Manned Spacecraft Center) 
Science, Vol. 168, No. 3930, pp. 477-479, April 24,1970 
For abstract, see Gottlieb, P. 
J. R. 
peration in the SE-2 
Thruster 
T. D. Masek and J. R. Womack 
Supporting Research and Advanced De velopmen t, 
Space Programs Summary 37-57, Vol. 111, pp. 180-181, 
June 30,1969 
For abstract, see Masek, T. D. 
For abstract, see Wilcher, J. H. 
2 Spacecraft Antenna 
onopulse Primary Feed 
K. Woo 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 91-92, 
April 30,1969 
This article describes the design of an antenna pri- 
mary feed capable of: (1) transmitting a linearly 
polarized down-link signal at 2295 MHz, (2) receiving 
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a linearly polarized up-link signal, orthogonal to the 
down-link, and providing monopulse capability at 
056 Spacecraft Antenn Research: Radiation 
Characteristics of ars Rough bander Antennas 
2115 MHz, and (3) transmitting and receiving K. woo 
through a common aperture. Preliminary test results 
of an experimental feed are presented. 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-6 1, Vol. 111, pp. 106-1 09, 
February 28, 1970 
K. Woo 
Supporting Research and Advanced Delelopment, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 68-72, 
August31,1969 
An experimental high-gain-antenna feed has been 
developed for the Thermoelectric Outer-Planet 
Spacecraft (TOPS) mission. The feed is capable of 
telemetering at both 8448 and 2295 MHz and mono- 
pulse tracking at 2115 MHz. This article describes 
the feed design and presents preliminary test results. 
W054 Spacecraft Antenna Research: High-Efficiency S- and 
X-Band Telemetry and Tracking Feed 
K. woo 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 36-41, 
December 3 1,1969 
A high-efficiency antenna feed has been developed 
that is capable of telemetering at both 8448 and 2295 
MHz and tracking at 2115 MHz. It is designed to 
transmit and receive linearly polarized signals. This 
article presents the design, measured radiation pat- 
terns, and calculated efficiencies of the feed. 
055 Spacecraft Antenna Research: An RF Study of 
Reflector Surface Materials for Spacecraft Antennas 
K. Woo and T. Y. Otoshi 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 99-106, 
February 28,1970 
A waveguide measurement technique for measuring 
the R F  reflectivity of metallic mesh materials and 
other reflecting surfaces with an accuracy of +0.005 
dB has been developed. Using the technique, the R F  
reflectivity of gold-plated Chromel-R and copper- 
coated Dacron mesh materials, aluminum, and stain- 
less-steel sheets was determined. As described in this 
article, it was found that, in general, the gold-plated 
Chromel-R mesh exhibits less RF reflectivity loss 
than the copper-plated Dacron mesh. The R F  
reflectivity losses of aluminum and stainless-steel 
sheets were found to be relatively small. 
The radiation characteristics of the S-band circularly 
polarized antennas of a Mars rough lander designed 
for the Capsule System Advanced Development 
(CSAD) program are described in this article. It was 
found that the antennas provide good patterns 
suitable for use as direct-link antennas. The antennas 
are sterilizable and capable of withstanding an 
indirect impact of 10,000 g. 
woo, PI: 
W057 Radiation From a Circularly Polarized Antenna 
Through the ionized Wake of a Mars-Entry Capsule 
R. Woo and A. lshimaru (University of Washington) 
Technical Report 32-1 440 (Reprinted from I€€€ Trans. 
Antennas and Propagation, Vol. AP-17, No. 4, pp. 488-495, 
July 1969) 
The effects of the ionized wake of a Mars-entry 
capsule on radiation from a circularly polarized 
antenna operating at 400 and 2295 MHz are studied 
in this report. The circularly polarized antenna is 
represented by a turnstile antenna AI4 above a 
ground plane, while the ionized wake is approxi- 
mated by a cylindrically stratified plasma consisting 
of Nplasma regions. Integral expressions for the 
fields are obtained for the antenna located in the 
wake and are evaluated using saddle-point 
integration to yield the radiation patterns. Computed 
patterns for the two simplest configurations are 
presented. The radiation patterns for both near- and 
far-wake electron-density profiles develop a conical 
null region whose extent is proportional to the peak 
electron density in the wake. For the near-wake 
electron-density profile, sharp peaks, which are 
attributable to leaky-wave radiation, appear within 
the null region of the patterns. The effect of the 
conical null region in the patterns is to prolong black- 
out time for communication cone angles that lie 
within the null region. There are no serious 
depolarization effects in the nonnull region and 
satisfactory communications can be carried out. 
Cylindrical Plasma 
R. Woo 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 92-97, 
April 30, 1969 
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In a recent study of the effects of the ionized wake of 
a Mars-entry capsule on radiation from a turnstile 
antenna, the ionized wake was represented by a 
cylindrically stratified plasma consisting of N homo- 
geneous plasma layers. In an actual wake, the elec- 
tron density varies continuously and decays smoothly 
to zero far from the axis. A more realistic approxi- 
mation of the wake would, therefore, be an axisym- 
metric inhomogeneous plasma whose electron den- 
sity is a function of radius only and decays to zero far 
from the axis. The purpose of the study discussed in 
this article was to investigate radiation from an arbi- 
trarily oriented dipole antenna located in such a 
wake configuration Since only the far-field patterns 
are of interest, the reciprocity theorem is used to 
convert the problem to that of solving the fields of a 
plane wave incident on the wake. 
Although several studies have been made of a plane 
wave incident on a cylindrical inhomogeneous 
plasma, they have been restricted to normal 
incidence. To investigate the case of oblique inci- 
dence, the method of ray tracing or geometrical 
optics is employed. The technique of ray tracing 
through kiFiomogeneous media has been extensively 
used in the prediction of wave propagation in the 
ionosphere. Various facets of geometrical optics have 
also been used in the diagnosis of cylindrical plasmas. 
The theory of geometrical optics is discussed here. 
W059 Spacecraft Antenna Research: RF Voltage 
Breakdown in Uniform Fields 
R. Woo 
Supporting Research and Advanced De velopment, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 72-74, 
August 3 1,1969 
Many studies have been made of RF  voltage break- 
down in uniform fields in air. Some nomographs 
exist, but these cover limited experimental ranges 
and a complex computation procedure must be used. 
A scheme for presenting RF breakdown data for 
coaxial transmission lines was recently introduced. 
This scheme’s advantage is its simplicity and usehl- 
ness to the design engineer. Breakdown data for the 
uniform field geometry may be displayed in a similar 
fashion. This application of the scheme is described in 
this article. 
oaxiai Transmission Lines 
R. Woo 
Supporting Research and Advanced De velopment, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 61-64, 
October 3 1,1969 
This article reports an investigation on RF  voltage 
breakdown for the coaxial transmission geometry 
where the characteristic impedance is greater than 
50 R. It is shown that, for most practical cases, there 
is little advantage in the higher-impedance coaxial 
configuration. 
W 0 6 1  Spacecraft Antenna Research: Fields in a 
Cylindrically Inhomogeneous Plasma Excited by an 
Arbitrarily Oriented Dipole Antenna 
R. Woo 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 28-36, 
December 3 1,1969 
In this article, geometrical optics is used to derive a 
closed-form solution of the fields excited by an arbi- 
trarily oriented dipole located in a cylindrically 
inhomogeneous isotropic plasma. The electron den- 
sity is a function of radius only. The eikonal equation 
is solved to give the wave fronts from which the rays 
are obtained. A closed-form representation is 
obtained for the differential cross section of a three- 
dimensional tube of rays, thus yielding the amplitude 
of the wave. Closed-form expressions are also 
obtained for the principal normal, binormal, and tor- 
sion along the rays; thus, polarization is readily deter- 
mined. The solutions show good agreement with har- 
monic series solutions obtained for a cylindrically 
stratified plasma. 
W062 Spacecraft Antenna Research: Derivation of the 
Geometrical Optics Solution by the WKB Method 
R. Woo 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 109-1 11, 
February 28,1970 
Fields previously obtained by geometrical optics for 
an inhomogeneous three-dimensional cylindrical 
plasma can be obtained by an alternate method. This 
alternate method consists of applying the 
Wentzell-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation 
to the three-dimensional scalar wave equation. The 
scalar-wave-equation approach has the advantage 
that it yields the fields at points where geometrical 
optics fails. 
sure Oscillations 
J. G. Sotter, J. W. Woodward, and R. M. Clayton 
Technical Report 32-1410 (Reprinted from J. Spacecraft 
Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 504-506, April 1969) 
For abstract, see Sotter, J. G. 
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e.-§. 
lnstability 
K. Nishikawa and C.4.  Wu 
Phys. Rev. Lett., Vol. 23, No. 18, pp. 1020-1022, 
November 3,1969 
For abstract, see Nishikawa, K. 
YN€CQQ~, J. A. 
WO65 SFOF Training Program 
J. A. Wynecoop 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. 11, p. 154, January31, 1970 
A training program for Space Flight Operations 
Facility (SFOF) personnel is under way. The program 
objectives, the quality of instruction, the training 
environment, and the required documentation are 
defined in this article. 
YA MA ME, N. 1. 
YO0 1 Developmental Flight-Model Infrared interferometer 
N. 1. Yamane 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 47-49, 
April 30, 1969 
A flight-worthy, high-resolution, infrared interfer- 
ence spectrometer is being developed for analysis of 
the earth's atmosphere and for surface and atmos- 
pheric analysis on advanced planetary missions. The 
infrared detection system of this interferometer con- 
sists of two identical chains of electronics, each chain 
comprised of an infrared detector, preamplifier, 
intermediate amplifier, demodulator, signal inte- 
grator, and buffer amplifier. This article describes the 
electronics design of the system. 
Proof-Load Testing 
M. Shinozuka and J. N. Yang 
Technical Report 32-1 402, June 15,1969 
For abstract, see Shinozuka, M. 
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YO04 
YO05 
YO06 
YO07 
YO0 
E. Heer and J. N. Yang 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 155-159, 
August 31,1969 
For abstract, see Heer, E. 
andom Excitation and Response of 
Coupled Systems 
E. Heer and J. N. Yang 
supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-59, Vol. 111, pp. 168-171, 
October 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Heer, E. 
Nonstationary Peak Distribution 
M. Shinozuka (Columbia University) and J. N. Yang 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 149-153, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Shinozuka, M. 
Optimization of Space Antenna Concepts 
E. Heer and J. N. Yang 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 157-1 59, 
December 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Heer, E. 
Optimization of Space Antenna Concepts 
J. N. Yang 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 171-177, 
February 28,1970 
The formulation for the optimization of space 
antenna concepts is simplified, and the numerical 
optimization technique is presented here. The 
feasibility of the optimum antenna design is demon- 
strated by a numerical example in which the 
optimum antenna design associated with a specific 
mission requirement is obtained. 
Stability Analysis of Complex Structures 
J. N. Yang and M. Shinozuka (Columbia University) 
Preprint 1 163, ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) 
National Structural Engineering Meeting, Portland, Oregon, 
April 6-1 0, 1970 
A systematical unified method is presented for the 
stability analysis of complex structures, including the 
effect of bending moments and shear forces in 
structures before buckling. The determinantal 
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(characteristic) equation for evaluating the buckling 
load is given, explicitly, in terms of the structural 
property and structural geometric configuration for 
rigid frames and trusses. A network concept and a 
transfer matrix technique are employed throughout 
the formulation so that the geometric configurations 
of structures are taken into account in a general fash- 
ion. This permits a convenient use of a high-speed 
digital computer for the numerical work involved in 
the analysis. It is shown that the general formulation 
degenerates into that of static structural analysis 
when the effect of axial force on flexural mode is 
neglected. 
YAMG, L. 6. 
YO09 Sensitivity of Explosives to Laser Energy 
V. J. Menichelli and L. C. Yang 
Technical Report 32-1474, April 30,1970 
For abstract, see Menichelli, V. J. 
erWenus 67 Solar 
J. V. Goldsmith, W. Hasbach, and R. Yasui 
Technical Report 32-1 32 1, April 15, 1970 
For abstract, see Goldsmith, J. V. 
11 Photovoltaic Supporting Development 
R. K. Yasui 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 63-66, 
December 3 1,1969 
New solar cell array concepts and unique fabrication 
methods are being studied to determine means by 
which increased power-to-weight ratios and 
decreased cost per watt of power generated can be 
realized. The progress of programs to develop an 
integrated light-weight flexible silicon solar cell array 
and electroformed aluminum silicon solar cell con- 
tacts is described in this article. 
b. 
atsr 
E. C. Posner, E. R. Rodemich, and M. Yeater 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-58, 
VOI. 11, pp.37-39, July31, 1969 
For abstract, see Posner, E. C. 
ission Telemetry System 
[Septernber-Qctober 19691 
W. S. Baumgartner, N. C. Ham, W. F. McAndrew, 
D. W. Brown, M. L. Yeater, C. A. Holritz, J. T. Hatch, and 
A. D'Amore 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 152-169, November 30,1969 
For abstract, see Baumgartner, W. S. 
YEA E§, 6. 
eutral Point and Flux 
A. Bratenahl and C. M. Yeates 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-58, Vol. 111, pp. 23-27, 
August 3 1,1969 
For abstract, see Bratenahl, A. 
YEN, S. P. S 
YO 15 Electronic Conductivity of Elastomeric lonenes 
R. Somoano, S. P. S. Yen, and A. Rembaum 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 226-235, 
February 28,1970 
For abstract, see Somoano, R. 
YEN, T. E 
YO16 The Structure of Heparin: interaction of Heparin With 
Basic Dyes by Visible Spectrometry 
T. F. Yen (California State College), M. Davar (California State 
College), and A. Rembaum 
Biochim, Biophys. Acta, Vol. 184, No. 3, pp. 646-648, 1969 
Heparin is a mucopolysaccharide consisting of par- 
tially sulfated units of a-Pglucuronic acid and 2- 
amino-2-deoxy-a-glucose joined by I,4 bonds. Struc- 
turally, heparin can be treated as a polyanion type of 
polyelectrolyte with Na+, Li+, or Ba2+ as counterions. 
It is generally believed that, within the tetrasac- 
charide units, there are 7 anions consisting of 2 
carboxylic groups from the uronic portion, 2N- 
sulfamino groups from the hexoamine portion, and 3 
Osulfo groups on the hydroxyls of both sugar 
portions. 
In order to elucidate further the fine structure of 
heparin, four basic dyes, namely, Azure A, methylene 
blue, basic fuchsin, and brilliant cresyl blue, were 
allowed to react with heparin in distilled water. In all 
cases, the concentration of the basic dye was fixed, so 
varying quantities of heparin were allowed to 
interact. The results of this investigation are 
reported. 
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luorometric Examination of a Lunar §ample 
J. H. Rho, A. J. Bauman, T. F. Yen (University of Southern 
California), and J. Bonner (California institute of Technology) 
“Proceedings of Apollo 11 Lunar Science Conference, 
Houston, Texas, January 3-8, 1970,” Science, Vol. 167, 
No. 3918, pp. 754-755, January 30,1970 
For abstract, see Rho, J. H. 
YOUN~, A. 
YO18 Effekts of Sterilization on Embedded Components 
R. F. Holtze and A. G. Young 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 166-170, 
April 30, 1969 
For abstract, see Holtze, R. F. 
YOUNG, A. P: 
YO19 
YO2 
Photometric Error Analysis: WIII. The Temporal Power 
Spectrum of Scintillation 
A. T. Young 
Appl. Opt., Vol. 8, No. 5, pp. 869-885, May 1969 
Previous theoretical work on the scintillation spectra 
of stars is extended to include rectangular as well as 
annular apertures. The theory is then generalized to 
encompass planetary scintillation and the effects of 
diffraction and atmospheric dispersion. The results 
are quite accurate for apertures larger than 3 (7.6 cm) 
or 4 in. (10.2 cm). Observations of planetary scintil- 
lation show that the telescopic scintillation is pro- 
duced throughout the atmosphere rather than pri- 
marily in a thin layer; the turbulent scale height is 
usually near 8 km and can be found with an accuracy 
of about 1 km. The twinkling seen with the naked 
eye arises within 1 km of the ground and is more 
closely related to telescopic seeing than to telescopic 
scintillation; however, this boundary layer can contri- 
bute to low frequency telescopic scintillation and 
therefore to photometric errors. 
Photomultipliers 
A. T. Young 
Appl. Opt., Vol. 8, No. 12, pp. 2431-2447, December 1969 
A critical study of photomultipliers leads to the 
following conclusions: (1) the dark current observed 
in tubes with alkali-antimonide cathodes at room 
temperature is primarily due to gas ions, not thermi- 
onic emission; (2) deviation from idealized (simple 
Poisson) pulse-height distributions is primarily due to 
secondary electron loss, particularly in venetian blind 
multipliers; (3) pulse counting provides better signal- 
to-noise ratios than any other simple detection 
scheme and is not far from optimum detection in 
most cases. However, dc methods can approach pulse 
counting quite closely if digital readout is used. A 
convenient method for determining optimum dis- 
criminator levels is described and illustrated. 
YO2 1 esolution Photometry of a Thin Planetary 
Atmosphere 
A. T. Young 
lcurus: lnt. J. Sol. Sys., Vol. 11, No. 1, pp. 1-23, July 1969 
High-resolution photometry near the limb of a planet 
can be inverted to yield the scale height and optical 
depth of the atmosphere if the scattering phase func- 
tion is known. The method is applied to Mariner IV 
observations of Mars, assuming a Rayleigh phase 
function. After making a large correction for 
scattered light, we find ho =: 10 km and T =: 0.03 at A 
= 0.6 p. There is some evidence for a dusty layer 
within a few kilometers of the ground. Better space- 
craft data are needed to determine the optical 
properties of the Martian atmosphere. 
YO22 Aperture Filtering and Saturation of Scintillation 
A. T. Young 
J. Opt. SOC. Am., Vol. 60, No. 2, pp. 248-250, February 1970 
Simple dimensional analysis shows that many scin- 
tillation phenomena can be interpreted in terms of 
aperture filtering. The saturation of stellar scintil- 
lation at large zenith angles cannot be accounted for 
by dispersion, but can be accounted for by a com- 
bination of dispersion and seeing-disk filtering. 
Y ~ U N ~ ,  b. 
ution Spectra of Venus: 
at 2.21 Microns 
L. G. Young 
lcurus: lnt. J. Sol. Sys., Vol. 11, No. 1, pp. 66-75, July 1969 
The high-resolution spectra of Venus, obtained by 
Janine and Pierre Comes in the region of 2 p, have 
been used to obtain a curve of growth for the 2v, 
band of the 13C160180 isotope of carbon dioxide. 
Several methods of data reduction are compared; the 
rotational temperature found from this band, using 
the curve of growth, is 245”KkTK (standard devia- 
tion). Values for the effective pressure for line forma- 
tion and the absorber amount above the clouds are 
also derived, but are dependent on the strengths of 
the lines. 
JPL BIBLIOGRAPHY 39- 11 23 1 
ntensity Calculations for Carbon 
V. Relative Intensities of the 
L. G. Young 
J. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Transfer, Vol. 10, No. 2, 
pp. 99-1 05, February 1970 
The ratio of the rotational line intensity to the total 
band intensity is given for temperatures of 200, 250, 
and 300°K. Only sigma-sigma transitions are con- 
sidered for the isotopes 13C1602, 12C160180, 
12C160170, and 13C160180. 
YQ~N6BER6, 6. L. 
YO25 Internal Pressures in a Water-Cooled Anode 
C. L. Youngberg 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-56, Vol. 111, pp. 171-1 73, 
April 30, 1969 
The newest types of large compact arc lamps utilize a 
water-cooled anode with a thin ou er jacket of 
copper. At and near maximum power i put, the tip 
of this anode has been known to weak n from the 
high temperatures and be deformed in ard by the 
pressure 0% hot xenon gas contained i the lamp 
envelope. This deformation restricts the ::: ater flow 
rate across the anode tip interior and thus reduces 
the cooling rate. The anode tip then rises further in 
temperature and finally perforates, and the lamp life 
ends. 
Due to this problem, it was decided to measure inter- 
nal pressures in this critical area of the anode and to 
determine the inlet and outlet pressures required to 
accomplish a pressure balance at the anode tip. 
Anode characteristics were investigated by varying 
the flow rates and pressures for selected gap dimen- 
sions within the limitation of the available pumping 
system. Data recorded included flow rate, inlet and 
outlet pressure, and static pressure on the anode cap 
and anode plug. The results of this investigation are 
presented in this article. 
J. H. 
YO26 Calculations of Power Spectra of Squar 
odulated Pseudorandom Sequences 
J. H. Yuen 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-60, Vol. 111, pp. 58-61, 
December 3 1,1969 
The spectral densities and cumulative power spectra 
of square-wave modulated pseudorandom sequences 
are calculated and plotted for various phase 
relationships. Notch filtering may be used to reject 
undesired interference signals without sacrificing a 
significant portion of the total signal energy. By 
adjusting the phase between the pseudorandom 
sequence and the modulating signal, energy loss can 
be minimized and satisfactory system performance 
maintained. 
R. 
ultiple Cassegrain 
[November-December 19691 
K. Bartos, R. Zanteson, C. Valencia, P. Lipsius, and M. Katow 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-61, 
Vol. II, pp. 108-1 13, January 3 1, 1970 
For abstract, see Bartos, K. 
ZEH, D. W. 
ZOO2 Simulation of Venus Atmospheric Entry by Earth Re- 
entry 
J. M. Spiegel, F. Wolf, and D. W. Zeh 
J. Spacecraft Rockets, Vol. 6, No. 9, pp. 1030-1 037, 
September 1969 
For abstract, see Spiegel, J. M. 
ZIELENBACH, J. W. 
ZOO3 The Motion of (48) Doris and the Mass of Jupiter 
J. W. Zielenbach 
Technical Report 32-1 382, April 15, 1970 
A definitive orbit is obtained for (48) Doris, based 
upon the provisional reciprocal mass of Jupiter. 
Numerically integrated variational equations for the 
coordinates of Doris with respect to its initial rec- 
tangular coordinates and velocities and the mass of 
Jupiter are used to differentially correct the orbit of 
Doris and the mass of Jupiter. The reciprocal mass 
obtained, using 617 observations over a 110-yr time 
span, is 1047.340 f 0.016. 
s. 
E004 Combinatorial Communications: Negative Radix 
Conversion 
S. Zohar 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 54-60, 
February 28, 1970 
Adoption of a negative radix for number repre- 
sentation results in a system that is totally indifferent 
to the sign of the number. Compared to the 
sign-magnitude representation, the approach consid- 
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ered here requires one extra digit. Conversion 
between negative and positive radix representations 
is considered (in both directions) -for an arbitrary 
integer radix. The results established are applied to 
the logical design of a serial converter that accepts 
standard binary numbers (sign-magnitude format) 
and outputs their representation in the base -2. 
ropagation Studies: The Solution of a Toeplitz Set of 
Linear Equations 
S. Zohar 
Supporting Research and Advanced Development, 
Space Programs Summary 37-61, Vol. 111, pp. 65-73, 
February 28,1970 
The solution of a set of m linear equations with a 
Toeplitz associated matrix is considered. Presently 
available fast algorithms solve the general case with 
4m2 operations, where an operation is defined as a set 
of one addition and one multiplication. This is 
reduced to 2.5m2 operations when the Toeplitz 
matrix is symmetric. An improved algorithm 
requiring 3 m 2  operations for the general case and 
2 m 2  operations for the symmetric case is presented. 
2006 Negative Radix Conversion 
S. Zohar 
IEEE Trans, Computers, Vol. C-19, No. 3, pp. 222-226, 
March 1970 
Adoption of a negative radix for number 
representation results in a system that is totally 
indifferent to the sign of the number. Compared to 
the sign-magnitude representation, the approach 
considered here requires one extra digit. 
Conversion between negative and positive radix 
representations is considered (in both directions) for 
an arbitrary integer radix. The results established are 
applied to the logical design of a serial converter that 
accepts standard binary numbers (sign-magnitude 
format) and outputs their representation in the 
base -2. 
ZYGl&L BA UM, A. l. 
2007 Information Systems: Range-Doppler Display System 
A. 1. Zygielbaum 
The Deep Space Network, Space Programs Summary 37-60, 
Vol. II, pp. 22-28, November 30,1969 
To facilitate the presentation of planetary radar data, 
a multipurpose cathode-ray-tube display system for 
SDS 930 computers has been designed and 
implemented. The system is capable of displaying an 
80,000 element range-doppler picture flicker-free. 
The picture is a digital raster scan with two, four, or 
eight grey-shade modes available to facilitate effi- 
cient computer word packing. Refreshing is accorn- 
plished by a 24-bit data multiplexing system that 
transfers data at a rate of 1 word/machine cycle from 
core memory. 
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